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Abstract

Over the last few years, machine learning—the discipline of automatically
fitting mathematical models or rules from data—revolutionized science,
engineering, and our society. This revolution is powered by the ever-
increasing amounts of digitally recorded data, which are growing at an
exponential rate. However, these advances do not come for free, as they
incur important computational costs, such as memory requirements, exe-
cution time, or energy consumption. To reconcile learning from large-scale
data with a reasoned use of computational resources, it seems crucial to
research new learning paradigms.

A particularly promising candidate is the compressive statistical learn-
ing framework. In a nutshell, the idea of this method is to first compress the
learning data, in an efficient manner, as lightweight sketch vector (given by
random feature moments of the data). The desired learning methods are
then carried out using only this sketch, instead of the full dataset, which
can sometimes save orders of magnitude of computational resources.

This thesis broadens the scope of the compressive learning framework
by exploring three extensions of it. First, the quantization of sketch con-
tributions is studied, which allows to further reduce the computational
burden associated with computing the sketch. Second, the addition of a
privacy-protecting layer on top of the sketch is considered, which allows
to learn from the sketch while ensuring the privacy of the data contribu-
tors. Finally, generalizations of the framework to novel tasks are discussed.
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1
Introduction

"WE ARE DROWNING IN INFORMATION, while starving for wis-
dom." When E. O. Wilson, myrmecologist1 and popular
scientific writer, wrote those words back in 1998 [Wil98], I

doubt that he anticipated just how much this quote (and its many variants)
would grow in popularity during the following two decades; contributing,
in an ironic twist, to the flood it denounces by prompting new blog posts
and social media shares every day. It is however not surprising that this
feeling of "drowning in information" resonates so strongly with all of us
today. Indeed, thanks to numerous technological advancements, we are
able to record an incredibly wide variety of "raw information" in the form
of data. From classic human-readable signals (images, sound, video, multi-
spectral volumes, etc.) to highly structured ones (textual corpora, DNA
sequences, molecular arrangements, social networks, etc.), from macro-
scopic quantities monitored across the globe (cosmological observations,
financial markets, meterological recordings such as temperature, pressure,
wind, etc.) to the most detailed accounts of our individual lives (geolo-
calization, movie preferences, buying habits, online behavior, etc.), the list
could go on forever. Over the last few years, the volume of data that hu-
mankind produces on a daily basis has drastically increased, and the trend
does not look like slowing down any time soon.

1Myrmecology, subfield of biology, is the study of ants; it is not related to this thesis at all.
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1 | Introduction

This phenomenon, also known by the buzzword "big data", can be ex-
plained by a multitude of factors. The new availability of data-recording
devices that are affordable to the general public immediately comes to
mind, the main ambassador of this trend being the smartphone, cramped
with diverse sensors and cameras [DKBM21]. Another part of the answer
is certainly the rise of the internet (and social media in particular), which
made a perpetual consumption—and generation—of data a crucial part of
our lives [VD20]. Beside these and other “extrinsic” explanations (which
explain the availability of new data acquisition modalities), I believe there
is an even more important driving force behind our newfound obsession
with data. Indeed, the fact that the intrinsic value of data has drastically in-
creased creates strong incentives (e.g., for commercial, military, or scientific
reasons) for companies and institutions to invest in massive data collection.

This increased valuation of data is a consequence of important advances
in the field of machine learning, which aims at transforming raw data into
useful insights and decisions. Machine learning (ML) itself is not a new
phenomenon; it has been an active research topic since the fifties (Alan
Turing described "learning machines" in his seminal paper2 as early as
1950 [Tur50]). However, the smashing success of deep learning around 2010
sparked massive interest in the field, attracting ever-increasing amounts of
interest, funding, and researchers. As a result, the advances in ML have
accelerated considerably over the last few years. Machine learning agents
have become very good at extracting valuable knowledge from data, often
surpassing human performance.

Large-scale machine learning (i.e., the synergy between advances in big
data and machine learning) led to scientific and engineering breakthroughs
that were previously undreamed of—but these advances do not come for
free, as they incur important computational costs. This claim is developed in
Section 1.1, which paints a broad view of the large-scale ML landscape.

In order to realign large-scale machine learning with a more reasoned
use of computational resources, it seems crucial to research new learning
paradigms. Among others, the recent compressive statistical learning frame-
work [GBKT17,GCK+20], also called Compressive Learning (CL) for short,
is a promising candidate. In a nutshell, the idea is to "compress" the learn-
ing data, in an efficient manner, as a single sketch vector of moderate size.

2Many of Turing’s ideas from that paper, such as the famous "Turing test", stood the test
of time remarkably well. I cannot resist including a quote from it that should resonate with
most of machine learning researchers today: "An important feature of a learning machine is that
its teacher will often be very largely ignorant of quite what is going on inside, (...)".
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The big picture of “big data” | 1.1

The desired learning would then be carried out using only this sketch in-
stead of the full dataset, which has the potential to save massive amounts
of computational resources. Section 1.2 further explains this framework3

and why it is promising for tackling some of the challenges posed by large-
scale machine learning.

This thesis is inscribed in the compressive learning framework. In par-
ticular, it explores several extensions of it: quantization of the sketch con-
tributions, adding a privacy-protecting layer on top of the sketching mech-
anism, and a tentative generalization to novel tasks and sketching tech-
niques. Section 1.3 briefly describes those contributions, and explains how
they are organized into the next chapters.

1.1 The big picture of “big data”

Over the last few years, machine learning—the discipline of automatically
fitting mathematical models or rules from data—revolutionized science,
engineering, and our society. This recency could maybe seem surprising.
Indeed, storing data is not a new idea; in fact, humanity started to record
numeric quantities more than five thousand years ago4. Taking algorithmic
decisions from data is not a new idea either (although significantly more
recent); for example, Moritz Hardt and Benjamin Recht begin their historic
overview of machine learning around 1690 with the story of Halley’s life
table [HR21]. The earliest "machine learning" technique that is still applied
today, the least-squares method, can be traced back to Legendre [Leg06] in
the early 19th century. And as argued above, with its birth in the 1950s, the
specific ideas of letting machines learn from data is almost as old as general-
purpose computers. Contrasting this decades-old evolution with the new-
fashioned explosion of ML in practical applications begs the question: what
changed?

1.1.1 Large-scale machine learning: ingredients for modern success

Ingredient 1: more hardware An obvious but crucial difference between
data-driven algorithms from the fifties and from today is the exponential
increase in raw computation power (e.g., following Moore’s "law" [Mac11],
but also the development of "dedicated" hardware such as GPUs [SBS05]),

3For now, we settle for a high-level description, postponing technical details to Chapter 2.
4See the fascinating Wikipedia entry on the subject: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

History_of_writing.
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1 | Introduction

which allows machines to perform an ever-increasing amount of opera-
tions for a given "budget" (i.e., for a given computation time or monetary
amount). As we will see in the other two ingredients, the ability to per-
form enormous amounts of computations is a sine qua non prerequisite for
the success of modern large-scale machine learning.

Ingredient 2: more layers The most successful machine learning mod-
els today, such as deep neural networks, are characteristic in that they in-
volve several thousands (sometimes up to billions) of tunable parameters5.These
last few years, the general rule of thumb that dominates machine learning
practice is that the more parameters you can train, the better your model
will be. One of the hottest topics in the field is the "double descent" phe-
nomenon (see e.g., [NKB+19]), which shows that, contrary to previous
knowledge, the test error of ML models (sometimes) decreases in over-
parameterized regime (i.e., when the number of parameters is larger than
a critical "interpolation threshold").

Ingredient 3: more data This thesis opened with the claim that the in-
crease of data collection was motivated by the rise of machine learning.
But in turn, one could argue that modern machine learning models—deep
neural networks in particular—also require massive amounts of data to be
trained properly in the first place. To provide an engineering metaphor,
this symbiotic relationship between data and models is similar to the one
between fuel and combustion engines: on one hand, the continuous in-
vention of more sophisticated and ambivalent engines requires to acquire
ever-increasing amounts of fuel; on the other hand, the availability of fuel
in larger quantities facilitates the invention of more complex (and power-
hungry) engines. Both trends reinforce each other.

As it happens, the amount of digitally recorded data—i.e., machine
learning fuel—has increased exponentially over the last few years. A pop-
ular statistic online, often attributed to IBM, is that 90% of today’s data
was produced in the last two years. Other numbers that are often shared
online are that in 2020, every second 1.7MB of data is produced per person6,
collectively adding up to a total of 44ZB of digital data stored in total7 (a
zettabyte (ZB) is 1021 bytes). While those values and other wild guesses are
to be taken with a grain of salt (they should give, at best, a rough estimate

5https://www.speechmatics.com/blog/machine-learning-is-getting-big-part-i/
6https://www.domo.com/learn/data-never-sleeps-6.
7https://www.raconteur.net/infographics/a-day-in-data/.
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The big picture of “big data” | 1.1

of the orders of magnitude), there is no doubt that we are deep into the
so-called Zettabyte Era8 [Xu14]. Obviously, not all of this recorded data is
suitable for learning, but it seems reasonable to postulate that the amount
of usable data has increased at least proportionally.

1.1.2 The computational pricetag

As a result, large-scale machine learning models, which rely on massive
amounts of data and computation power to train gigantic models, now
perform extremely well (often exceeding human accuracy), and are already
a crucial part of our lives [HEM19]. Given those impressive feats, large-
scale machine learning seems to be a marvel of human engineering, and
we should eagerly await the new wonders it will bring us as the trend
continues. However, those wonders will not come for free, and the pricetag
might somewhat dissipate our eagerness.

Indeed, training from ever larger quantities of data requires ever more
computational resources: see, for example, one of the many studies on the
subject [AJYM+15,QWD+16,LGEC17,SGM19,TGLM20,BGMMS21]. Alarm-
ingly, as detailed in [TGLM20], although modern ML models keep im-
proving in "performance" (according to a given metric such as classifica-
tion accuracy or F1 score), the computational cost9 grows superlinearly with
this performance metric (i.e., a polynomial of high degree, or even exponen-
tially). This means each time the performance of ML on some benchmark
improve by a fixed amount, the cost to reach the next improvement (by the
same amount) drastically increases.

Why computational costs matter In most research areas, we measure the
"computational cost" of an algorithm by the time and space complexities of
an algorithm, i.e., how the number of operations and memory elements in-
crease with the size of the problem. These metrics are convenient because
they are relatively straightforward to analyze, and are (by definition) rela-
tively universal (i.e., they do not depend on the implementation, language,
machine they run on, etc.).

However, it is important to keep in mind what computational costs im-
ply in practice. For example, a large computational cost also obviously
implies a large monetary price (amount of money that training the model
will cost). To give an extreme example, it is estimated [SGM19] that train-

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zettabyte_Era.
9Here evaluated in GigaFLOPs.
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1 | Introduction

ing a modern state-of-the-art large-scale model can cost up to hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Such high costs can create a "gatekeeping" effect,
which prevents smaller institutions to keep up with the evolution of ma-
chine learning, and conversely gives a lot of influence to large-scale insti-
tutions (such as Google) that are able to cover such expenses [AW20].

Another "bottom line" cost of crucial interest is the energy consumption
of training models, which can typically be decomposed as the product of
the training time and the power consumption of the required hardware. Of
course, this energy is billed in the form of money to the company training
the model (as explained above), but is also billed in the form of carbon
emissions to the whole planet. To give another example from [SGM19] the
authors estimate that the training of one modern model can be assimilated
to the CO2 emissions of five cars over their whole lifetime.

Although the exact computational costs are arguably difficult to esti-
mate accurately (the numbers provided here are only rough estimates),
the main takeaway seems clear: there is a strong interest in researching
lightweight alternatives to large-scale machine learning, maybe trading off
some accuracy for reduced amounts of computations. This is the main mo-
tivation of compressive learning, as described in the next section.

Remark 1.1 (Other impacts of large-scale ML). We focused on the compu-
tational cost because it is the most relevant for this thesis, but this is not
the only "cost" that is being paid to enable modern large-scale machine
learning. One can cite, for example privacy infringements (discussed in
Chapter 5), bias and fairness issues [BG18, BGMMS21], and ethical dilem-
mas [HEM19], which all impact our society as a whole. Although a com-
plete discussion of these issues exceeds by far the scope of this thesis, the
main takeaway is that modern ML practices created a crowd of unique and
diverse, yet pressing and daunting, challenges.

1.2 Compressive Learning, a possible solution?

The previous section makes the case that there is a need for new, compu-
tationally efficient, learning paradigms. One particularly promising can-
didate, which is explored in this thesis, is the compressive statistical learn-
ing (CL) framework [GBKT17]. In a nutshell, the main specificity of CL is
that it does not learn from the large-scale dataset directly but rather from a
lightweight summary—called sketch—constructed by aggregating random
feature moments of the data.

6 |



Outline and contributions | 1.3

To be more specific, the CL workflow breaks down the expensive learn-
ing operation into two efficient sub-steps. In a first sketching phase, the
dataset is compressed into a small sketch vector, defined as the average
of nonlinear random features of the dataset. Crucially, this compression
requires only a single pass over the dataset, which ensures that its compu-
tation scales favorably with large-scale datasets.

Then, during the learning phase, the desired machine learning model is
extracted from the sketch alone. Since the sketch is typically much smaller
than the full dataset, this step is potentially orders of magnitude cheaper
(e.g., in terms of required memory and computation time) than learning
from the dataset directly.

Compressive learning is a promising framework but is a relatively re-
cent topic: it has not yet been researched intensively, and has seen limited
applications in practice. The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the devel-
opment of this field by several contributions, each broadening the scope of
CL in unique ways.

1.3 Outline and contributions

This thesis extends the compressive learning framework along three differ-
ent axes, namely, in rough order of importance: quantization of the sketch
contributions, adding a privacy-preserving layer to the sketch, and tenta-
tive generalizations of the CL framework to other tasks. The organization
of those contributions into the present manuscript is explained below.

Part 0: Solid foundations. This preliminary part comprises two chapters.
Chapter 1, which the reader is currently looking at, introduced the broader
context of compressive learning. An in-depth description of compressive
learning is then given in Chapter 2. To do so, that chapter first provides
a tutorial-style overview of the many disciplines supporting compressive
learning, which serves as justification to gently introduce many of the tools
and notations that will be needed afterwards, e.g., random features, com-
pressive sensing, general sketching methods, and metrics on the space of
probability measures.

Part I: Quantized Sketches. This part, which could be seen as the main
contribution of this thesis, tackles the question of quantizing the sketch con-
tributions. In fact, as will become clearer, the obtained results apply to a
broader framework, coined "asymmetric" random features and CL.

| 7



1 | Introduction

A first key result is presented in Chapter 3. This chapter is a bit apart
from the others in that it does not consider sketching (i.e., averaged ran-
dom features) yet, but the individual features (without averaging) instead.
More particularly, this chapter shows that, when two signals are to be com-
pared through their random periodic features (a generalization of random
Fourier features [RR08]), it is sometimes beneficial to use different feature
maps for the two signals of interest. In particular, it is possible to quantize
one of the two random feature maps while still recovering the same kernel
that one would obtain without this quantization. In this chapter, a partic-
ular effort is devoted to proving guarantees holding for an infinite signal
set while at the same time dealing with the possibly discontinous nature
of features (as in quantized features). Those guarantees serve as one of the
main building blocks of the next chapter.

Then, in the following Chapter 4, we study the so-called quantized
sketching scheme, where the sketch contributions of the individual data
vectors are binarized. Among others, the interest of this approach lies
in the potential to implement dedicated hardware sketch sensors, which
would drastically reduce the computational complexity of computing the
sketch. Practically, we present a general strategy, asymmetric compres-
sive learning (ACL), to learn from generic "distorted" sketch contributions.
We then address the important question of learning guarantees obtained by
learning from such a distorted (e.g., quantized) sketch—this is where the
guarantees of the previous chapter are leveraged. The approach is further
validated by extensive numerical simulations.

Part II: Private Sketches. This second axis, consisting of a single Chap-
ter 5, studies a modification to the sketch to ensure the privacy (and more
specifically, the differential privacy) of the contributors to the dataset. Intu-
itively, the idea is that compressive learning is a good match for privacy,
as both approaches try to extract as most as possible information from the
dataset while forgetting as much as possible about the individual data vec-
tors. As we will see, this intuitive hope is justified, as this approach shows
encouraging empirical success when compared to other existing privacy-
preserving mechanisms. This work is a joint work with Antoine Chatalic
(IRISA, Université de Rennes) and Florimond Houssiau (Imperial College
London), and our respective supervisors: Laurent Jacques, Rémi Gribonval
and Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye.

8 |



Outline and contributions | 1.3

Part III: Towards General Compressive Learning. One of the drawbacks
of the compressive learning framework is that it is quite limited in the
range of machine learning tasks that it can solve (e.g., in the previous Parts
we consider mainly k-means and Gaussian mixture modeling). In Chap-
ter 6, we gather some tentative extensions of CL to other tasks that were
initiated during this thesis (such as classification and generative network
training). Note that those extensions are only proof-of-concepts and would
deserve to be more thoroughly studied in the future. We also present a
generic technique to investigate the result of pragmatic compressive learn-
ing algorithms, which is helpful in the context of designing novel CL cost
functions.

The main takeaway of that second-to-last chapter seems to be that it is
quite difficult to extend compressive learning to other tasks. In Chapter 7,
after summarizing the main contributions of this thesis and providing a
few perspectives on each chapter, we give a few last thoughts on these
difficulties.

1.3.1 List of publications

Hereafter is the list of scientific publications submitted in the context of
this thesis, either peer-reviewed or under review. Several of them inspired
significant parts of this manuscript, which will be explicitly mentioned at
the beginning of the relevant chapters. The publications are grouped ac-
cording to the part they are related to and, within each part, listed by order
of submission. Moreover, we mention the type of publication: journal pa-
per (J), conference paper (C), or extended abstract (A), i.e., a short version
of a conference paper (usually 2 pages).

Related to Part I (quantization of sketch contributions):

(J) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "Quantized Compressive K-
Means", in IEEE Signal Processing Letters (vol. 25, no. 8), August
2018, cited hereafter as [SJ18b].

(J) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "Breaking the waves: asym-
metric random periodic features for low-bitrate kernel machines", accepted
for publication and to appear in Information and Inference: a journal
of the IMA, 2021, cited hereafter as [SJ20a].

(J) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "Asymmetric compressive learn-
ing guarantees with applications to quantized sketches", under review at
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IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, 2021, cited hereafter as [SJ21].

Related to Part II (private sketching):

(C) Vincent Schellekens, Antoine Chatalic, Florimond Houssiau, Yves-
Alexandre de Montjoye, Laurent Jacques and Rémi Gribonval, "Dif-
ferentially Private Compressive k-Means", IEEE International Conference
on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), 2019, cited
hereafter as [SCH+19a].

(A) Vincent Schellekens, Antoine Chatalic, Florimond Houssiau, Yves-
Alexandre de Montjoye, Laurent Jacques and Rémi Gribonval, "Com-
pressive k-means with differential privacy", Signal Processing with Adap-
tive Sparse Structured Representations workshop (SPARS), 2019, cited
hereafter as [SCH+19b].

(J) Antoine Chatalic, Vincent Schellekens, Florimond Houssiau, Yves-
Alexandre de Montjoye, Laurent Jacques and Rémi Gribonval, "Com-
pressive Learning with Privacy Guarantees", accepted for publication
and to appear in Information and Inference: a journal of the IMA,
2021, cited hereafter as [CSH+21].

Related to Part III (tentative extensions of CL):

(A) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "Compressive Classification
(Machine Learning without learning)", international Traveling Work-
shop on Interactions between low-complexity data models and Sens-
ing Techniques (iTWIST), 2018, cited hereafter as [SJ18a].

(C) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "Compressive Learning of Gen-
erative Networks", European Symposium on Artificial Neural Networks,
Computational Intelligence and Machine Learning (ESANN), 2020,
cited hereafter as [SJ20b].

(A) Vincent Schellekens and Laurent Jacques, "When compressive learning
fails: blame the decoder or the sketch?", international Traveling Work-
shop on Interactions between low-complexity data models and Sens-
ing Techniques (iTWIST), 2020, cited hereafter as [SJ20c].

During this thesis, I also contributed to the following tutorial/review arti-
cle on the field on compressive learning and connected topics:
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(J) Rémi Gribonval, Antoine Chatalic, Nicolas Keriven, Vincent Schellekens,
Laurent Jacques, Philip Schniter, "Sketching Datasets for Large-Scale
Learning", under review at IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, 2021,
cited hereafter as [GCK+20]

Finally, as a by-product of this thesis, the pycle Python toolbox for com-
pressive learning was developed, which is described, for the interested
reader, in Appendix B.

1.4 Notations and conventions

Throughout this thesis, vectors and matrices are denoted by bold symbols.
The unit imaginary number is noted i =

√
−1. The real part, the imag-

inary part, and the complex conjugation of a ∈ C read <(a), =(a), and a∗,
respectively.

The `p-norm of a vector u ∈ Rd reads ‖u‖p = (∑i |ui|p)1/p for p ≥ 1,
with ‖u‖∞ = maxi |ui|, and ‖u‖0 = |supp u| = |{i : ui 6= 0}|.

The unit `p−ball (p ≥ 1) in dimension d is noted Bd
p := {u ∈ Rd | ‖u‖p ≤

1}, with the shorthand Bd = Bd
2.

The cardinality of a finite set S is |S|, the Minkowski sum of two sets
A and B is A+ B = {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, the index set in Rd is [d] :=
{1, · · · , d} for d ∈N.

The identity matrix in Rd is Id ∈ Rd×d, and the Kronecker delta δk,k′ is
defined as δk,k′ = 1 if k = k′ and δk,k′ = 0 otherwise.

By abuse of notation, evaluating a scalar function f : R→ C on a vector
u ∈ Rm means applying this function componentwise, i.e., f (u) ∈ Cm with
( f (u))j = f (uj). Similarly, “inequalities” between vectors u, v ∈ Rm are to
be interpreted component-wise, e.g., u ≤ v means uj ≤ vj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

The notation ∼ P denotes that a random variable, vector, or function
is distributed according to the distribution P . The uniform distribution on
a set A is noted U (A), and “i.i.d.” means “identically and independently”
distributed.
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2
Preliminaries: Flavors of

Compressive Learning

CCOMPRESSIVE LEARNING is the trunk from which the diverse con-
tributions of this thesis branch off. In turn, this core field takes its
roots from a diverse cast of rich research areas, that can be (some-

what arbitrarily) categorized in four major disciplines. This chapter pro-
vides a self-contained introduction to each of those disciplines: machine
learning in Section 2.1, signal processing in Section 2.2, data synopses in Sec-
tion 2.3, and finally the geometry of probability distributions in Section 2.4.
Given the vastness of these topics, this presentation will be far from ex-
haustive; its main goal is rather to introduce, in a pedagogical manner (as-
suming little or no prior knowledge), the important concepts and notations
that will be relevant throughout this thesis.

Compressive learning (CL) itself is then introduced in Section 2.5. This
explanation will be supported by the four root disciplines, each provid-
ing different and complementary "lens" through which CL can be inter-
preted. To give more concrete idea of the understanding we will be build-
ing towards throughout the entirety of this chapter, Figure 2.1 provides a
glimpse of the multiple intertwined interpretations that the root disciplines
provide.

In this chapter, several explanations are inspired by, and some figures
are even copied from, the accessible introductory paper on compressive
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Machine Learning lens

Extending the theory of compressive sensing 
to the space of distributions explains why compression 

by a random linear operator is possible

We’re constructing a distance in the space of 
probability distributions;


How well does it discriminate between distributions?

The use of a linear sketch 
makes compression especially efficient


for distributed or streaming data

We’re trying to solve

a specific learning task

<latexit sha1_base64="Vo+mTSsa5z1kMdUrSuUFMHuJBuY=">AAACu3icbVFdaxQxFM2MX3WtutVHX4KLsAW7zBRFEQpVX3xcobstbNYhk83sxOZjSO5olyG/w9/mjxFMpiv0wwsJJ+fk5t57UjZSOMiy30l65+69+w92Hg4e7T5+8nS492zuTGsZnzEjjT0rqeNSaD4DAZKfNZZTVUp+Wp5/jvrpD26dMPoENg1fKrrWohKMQqCK4S+ihC46UjpMoOZAMREak5MIPSYfMJG8AiLn3EJ/rCxlXe47HVTXqqIT+Ajn/ltImtZiHB+6KMQ+PsBEUagZld1HHwoE0Y//UXh6taTf71+2Yl0DsbFScVgMR9kk6wPfBvkWjNA2psVesktWhrWKa2CSOrfIswaWHbUgmOR+QFrHG8rO6ZovAtRUcbfsegc9fhWYFa6MDUsD7tmrGR1Vzm1UGW7GEdxNLZL/0xYtVO+XndBNC1yzy0JVKzEYHL8Dr4TlDOQmAMqsCL1iVtPgMYRPGxDNfzKjFNWr6JcPm5Gr2IiR/roKUQV+AQ42YdzgX37TrdtgfjjJ306yr29Gx5+2Tu6gF+glGqMcvUPH6Auaohli6E8ySl4nB+lRytLvqby8mibbnOfoWqTtXzyW2Qo=</latexit>

min
✓2⇥

�����
1

n

nX

i=1

�(xi) � A�(P✓)

�����
2

Compressive Learning

Signal Processing lens

The use of random features

allows to kernelize the space

Data Synopses lens
Probability Measures 

Geometry lens

Sparsity is necessary to 
regularise the inverse problem

Fig. 2.1 The goal of this chapter is to progressively understand this fig-
ure. The grey box in the center contains the cornerstone formulation of
compressive learning (explained in Sec. 2.5). The four corners provide ex-
amples of insights that come from looking at this formulation through the
lens of the four root disciplines (introduced in Sec. 2.1 to 2.4).

learning [GCK+20] we collaborated on. A few other parts are also inspired
by some publications related to this thesis; however the bulk of this chapter
(in terms of content and structure) is original.

2.1 Machine Learning

The ambition of compressive learning (and thus, of this thesis) is to solve
large-scale Machine Learning (ML) problems in a resource-efficient manner.
In Chapter 1, we loosely defined machine learning as the discipline that
turns some form of data into useful mathematical models by an automatic ex-
traction procedure. To make this definition more meaningful, let us pre-
cise those three ingredients. This will lead us to one particular1 theory of
ML, called statistical learning (SL); see, for example, the textbooks [FHT01,
SSBD14] or the shorter (but denser) introductory paper [Vap99]. This gen-
eral framework will not only be our guide in our subsequent exploration of
the machine learning landscape, but also serves as theoretical foundation

1While statistical learning is probably the most popular one, many other theoretical frame-
works for ML exist. There is currently a strong research interest for such alternatives, in the
hope of finally understanding the unreasonable efficiency of deep learning [ZBH+17].
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for guarantees in CL (cfr. Section 2.5, Chapter 4).

Data (e.g., a dataset) The experience from which the machine learns takes,
most often2, the form of a dataset: a collection of multiple data points (that
we will also call "signals"), assumed to be representative of the data distri-
bution of interest. Mathematically, a dataset X is a multiset3 of n learning
examples x1, x2, ..., xn, which belong to some domain or signal space Σ, i.e.,

X := {xi ∈ Σ | i = 1, ..., n}. (2.1)

The signal space depends on the nature of the learning examples (e.g., Σ
could be a set of time series, of images, of text documents...). But very often,
the samples xi ∈ Rd are encoded by d-dimensional Euclidean vectors. For
the moment, we thus consider that Σ = Rd; we will come back to this
notion later, when discussing the notion of features.

Above, we stated that X shoud be "representative" of the "data of inter-
est". The implicit idea here is that there are other examples, not accessible
during training, for which our model should to be applicable: the goal is to
generalize on those unseen samples. To formalize this idea, statistical learn-
ing theory assumes that there exists a true data distribution4 P0 ∈ M1

+(Σ),
which is such that: (i) each element of the dataset is an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) observation from that distribution, i.e.,

x1, ..., xn ∼i.i.d. P0; (2.2)

and (ii) the unknown samples we would like to generalize on also follow
this distribution5. As we will see, the formal goal of machine learning will
thus be to perform well on the true data distribution P0.

Mathematical models (e.g., a parameter vector) In ML, the goal is to find
a good model (or hypothesis). Models can serve a pleathora of purposes,
each one leading to different task families. For example, in the family of
supervised learning tasks, the model is a function fθ : Σx → Σy : x 7→ fθ(x)

2Some branches of ML consider other types of experience than the "fixed dataset" pre-
sented here: e.g., in active learning [Set09], the algorithm starts with an empty or small dataset
which is progressively enriched by actively querying new samples; or in reinforcement learn-
ing [SB18], it receives informative feedback ("rewards") after performing sequences of actions.

3A multiset is a set that can contain several instances (i.e., copies) of its elements.
4As will become clearer in Section 2.4,M1

+(Σ) is the set of probability distributions on Σ.
5If not, there is a distribution shift, which is a major issue in real-life machine learning.
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2 | Preliminaries: Flavors of Compressive Learning

whose goal is to predict some target features of the data yi ∈ Σy from the
others xi ∈ Σx (we subdivide the data vectors as x = (x, y) ∈ Σ = Σx × Σy
with × the Cartesian product)6. This family can be further divided into
classification problems where the set of possible predictions is finite (e.g.,
fθ : Σx → {1, ..., K} where the K classes are labeled by indices 1, ..., K); or
regression problems where the output is continuous (e.g., fθ : Σx → R). An-
other important family are unsupervised learning tasks, which seek to better
understand and/or represent the data. Existing compressive learning ap-
proaches, and this thesis, mostly focus on unsupervised tasks.

Despite those different purposes, almost all ML models are "parameter-
ized", i.e., they are fully described by some parameter vector θ, which lives
in a parameter space Θ. A common setting is to have Θ ⊂ Rp, which means
that we have p real parameters to learn. The goal of ML is then to find the
model7 θ which best fits the data X ; how precisely this happens is what
we explain next.

Automatic extraction (e.g., empirical risk minimization) In practice, the
optimization procedure that dictates which model best "fits" the data is
often crafted ad hoc for each specific task. However, the SL framework
proposes a unifying principle covering most practical cases. One first crafts
a loss function ` : Σ×Θ → R : (x, θ) 7→ `(x, θ), which describes how good
the model θ is for any possible data point x ∈ Σ (a smaller loss indicates
a better fit). The ultimate goal in SL is then to find the model parameters
θ∗ ∈ Θ that minimize the risk objective R(θ;P0) := Ex∼P0 `(x, θ), i.e., the
expectation of the loss with respect to the data distribution P0 ∈ M1

+(Σ):

θ∗ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ
R(θ;P0) = arg min

θ∈Θ
Ex∼P0 `(x, θ). (2.3)

This describes the ideal solution we would like to find. In practice, P0
is unknown, but the dataset X = {xi}n

i=1 provides n samples generated
from this distribution xi ∼i.i.d. P0. The “ideal” risk minimization (2.3) is
thus replaced by empirical risk minimization (ERM), which uses the empirical

6Supervised (resp. unsupervised) learning is often defined by the presence (resp. absence)
of a separate label or “known output”. Here we rather focus on the intended goal of the model
(predictive versus explanatory), and abstract possible labels inside the data vectors.

7Mathematically, the model/hypothesis h is distinct from the parameter vector θ that de-
scribes it, e.g., many different paramters θ often equivalently describe the same model h.
However, in this presentation we found it convenient to abuse notations and keep this dis-
tinction implicit; we’ll often refer to a "model" as θ, the parameter vector that describe it. If
the relationship between θ and h is many-to-one, we simply pick one solution θ arbitrarily.
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distribution P̂X instead: with δc the Dirac delta at c, it is defined as8

P̂X := 1
n ∑n

i=1 δxi .

The ERM problem thus consists in finding the model θ̃ that minimizes the
average (over the dataset) of the loss function:

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ
R(θ; P̂X ) = arg min

θ∈Θ
1
n ∑xi∈X `(xi, θ). (2.4)

Learning guarantees Equipped with this general learning principle, we
would like to know whether or not, and under which conditions, it "suc-
ceeds": is the found solution θ̃ "good" enough on the true data distribution
P0? In other words, we would like to characterize its "true risk" R(θ̃;P0),
or generalization error, which can be interpreted as the sum of two terms

R(θ̃;P0) = R(θ∗;P0) + [R(θ̃;P0)−R(θ∗;P0)]. (2.5)

The first term R(θ∗;P0), sometimes called the bias or approximation er-
ror, is the ideal, lowest possible risk that is achievable given our modeling
choices (by definition (2.3)). The second term R(θ̃;P0)−R(θ∗;P0), often
called variance, estimation error, or excess risk, captures how much the prag-
matic ERM solution θ̃ is worse than the ideal one θ∗. Once the machine
learning task and parameter space Θ have been chosen (see later), it is the
only term that can vary.

The goal of the game is thus to bound, or "control", this excess risk.
Note that, since the generation of the dataset is considered random (2.2),
the ERM solution θ̃ is also a random quantity9. The excess risk control is
thus necessarily probabilistic, and we seek statistical guarantees of the form

P[R(θ̃;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η] ≥ 1− δ. (2.6)

Probabilistic bounds of the type (2.6) guarantee Probably Approximately
Correct (PAC) learning10: the learning procedure is allowed to commit a

8Intuitively, the empirical distribution P̂X is the probability distribution associated with
the selection of one element from the dataset at random (more on this later).

9We can thus be unlucky and get a bad "draw": a dataset X that isn’t representative of P0.
10Statistical learning (as presented here) and (agnostic) PAC learning (omnipresent in ML

literature), are practically the same framework. The subtle distinction is that the usual PAC
learning framework [Val84] moreover explicitly considers the practical feasibility of learning, in
particular with respect to two aspects: the existence of a sufficiently small sample size n, and
the existence of a sufficiently efficient practical algorithm, such that (2.6) is satisfied [SSBD14].
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small error η > 0, as well as to fail with a probability δ > 0 (the probability
is here over the draw of the dataset). Of course, the idea is then to show
that a given procedure is able to simultaneously achieve a small error η

while having a small probability of failure δ.

Bias-complexity tradeoff: under- and overfitting Formal learning guar-
antees can provide useful insights on the practical design of machine learn-
ing systems. A typical question is how much prior knowledge to incorpo-
rate into the model (here implicitly represented by the parameter space
Θ). The answer to this question is given by the so-called bias-complexity
(or bias-variance) trade-off, which can be understood by inspecting the two
error contributions in (2.5). On one hand, to have a small bias error term
R(θ∗;P0), we should give the model as much freedom as possible, or put
differently, we should impose little to no prior knowledge (Θ should be
"large"). Indeed, if the considered model class is not rich enough, even the
best possible model θ∗ may not be able to fit the data well enough (we
have underfitting). On the other hand, to have a small variance (excess risk)
term R(θ̃;P0) −R(θ∗;P0), we should impose as much prior knowledge
as possible. Indeed, for any finite sample size n and failure probability
δ, statistical learning guarantees (2.6) typically predict that the excess risk
bound η increases with the "size" of the model set11 (we have overfitting).
We should thus impose some prior knowledge, but not too much.

One particularly convenient way to introduce prior knowledge is to
add a regularization term to the ERM cost function. This is usually done by
introducing a nonnegative penalty function ρ : Θ → R+ : θ 7→ ρ(θ), which
intuitively captures the "complexity" of the solution θ. To penalize compli-
cated solutions, ρ is added to the ERM cost. Problem (2.4) thus becomes

min
θ∈Θ
R(θ; P̂X ) + λρ(θ),

where the regularization strength λ ≥ 0 controls the relative importance
of the penalty function. Intuitively, increasing λ increases "the amount of
prior knowledge", and it should thus be set according to the bias-complexity
trade-off12. Note that beyond mitigating overfitting, regularization can
also help to numerically stabilize the optimization procedure [SSBD14]13.

11The classical notion of "size" is the Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension [VC71].
12In practice however, exact knowledge trade-off is not available, so selecting λ through

cross-validation is good practice.
13As we will see, this is for example the case of linear ridge regression.
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What’s left in this section Equipped with the lens of a unifying theo-
retical framework—statistical learning—we now present several practical
machine learning tasks and techniques. Obviously, we can only scratch the
surface of this gargantuan discipline, so we biased the inevitable sampling
of covered topics towards the concepts that are relevant to the following
chapters. The interested reader can learn more about machine learning
in general textbooks such as [FHT01] (a good starting point), [SSBD14]
(focus on theoretical foundations, which served as main inspiration for
this section), [Mur12] (focus on probabilistic modeling of uncertainty, e.g.,
Bayesian methods), [SSB+02] (focus on kernel methods), [BGC17] (focus
on deep learning), and probably thousands of other excellent books.

Specifically, we first review the classical machine learning tasks: the
family of supervised tasks in Subsection 2.1.1, and the family of unsupervised
tasks in Subsection 2.1.5 (includes k-means and Gaussian mixture model-
ing, two tasks of particular importance in this thesis). Those problems are
presented in their "linear" version, i.e., the target model somehow operates
"directly" in the Euclidean space of the data samples xi. This is an im-
portant limitation, and many ML models thus work on "features", a trans-
formed version of data Φ(xi). We review the two main paradigms for cre-
ating features: neural network methods in Subsection 2.1.2, and kernel methods
in Subsection 2.1.3. Finally, in Subsection 2.1.4, we review random features
constructions, a technique initially proposed to speed up kernel methods,
and one of fundamental building blocks in compressive learning.

2.1.1 Linear supervised tasks

The goal of supervised learning tasks is to make predictions on unseen
data. Recalling our subdivision of data vectors x = (x, y) ∈ Σ into inputs
x ∈ Σx and a target y ∈ Σy, this prediction rule takes the form of a param-
eterized function fθ : Σx → Σy. Loosely speaking, our goal is to achieve

fθ(x) ' y for any x = (x, y) where x ∼ P0. (2.7)

More formally, given a function D : Σy ×Σy 7→ R that captures the dissim-
ilarity between any prediction and its target, the associated loss is

`(x, θ) = `((x, y), θ) = D( fθ(x), y), (2.8)
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and generic statistical learning formulation of supervised learning is thus

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ

∑
xi∈X

D( fθ(xi), yi) + λρ(θ). (2.9)

In this subsection, we focus on the class of linear prediction functions,
i.e., which rely on the linear transformation14 〈θ, x〉 = θ>x = ∑d

i=1 θixi,
where the parameter vector θ ∈ Rd must be tuned (with d < d the di-
mension of x). In general, linear prediction functions can thus be written
fθ(x) = g(〈θ, x〉), where g : R→ Σy is an (optional) fixed mapping.

Linear regression problems In usual regression problems, the target is
a single continuous attribute, i.e., yi ∈ Σy = R (we thus have the input
dimension d = d − 1), and g is the identity, i.e., fθ(x) = 〈θ, x〉. To fully
specify the problem, it remains to pick the dissimilarity measure D and
the (optional) regularization function ρ; we discuss a few common choices
below.

The simplest and most common regression problem is without doubt
linear least-squares, where the "dissimilarity" D is the squared difference
D(y, y′) = (y− y′)2, i.e., the empirical risk is the mean squared error. Intro-
ducing the matrix notation X = [x1, ..., xn] ∈ Rd×n and y = [y1, ..., yn]> ∈
Rn, the linear least-squares problem (without regularization) reads

θ̃ = arg min
θ∈Rd

n

∑
i=1

(θ>xi − yi)
2 = arg min

θ
‖X>θ− y‖2

2. (2.10)

The well-known closed-form solution to this problem is θ̃ = (X X>)−1Xy.
Note that this expression requires the empirical covariance matrix X X> to
be invertible: if it is not the case (i.e., the samples xi do not span the whole
space Rd), one can still solve for θ̃ by resorting to the singular value decom-
position [SSBD14]. Another possibility to avoid this issue is to stabilize the
problem by adding regularization.

The simplest regularization penalty, sometimes called Tikhonov regu-
larization15, is the squared `2 norm of the parameter vector, i.e., ρ(θ) =

14In fact, linear predictors rather typically consider the affine transformation ∑i θixi + b for
some bias term b ∈ R, but to simplify computations, a common trick is to incorporate b into
the scalar product by adding a dummy dimension to x which is always equal to one.

15In fact, Tikhonov regularization is slightly more general, as it allows to use a weighted
norm, e.g., ‖θ‖2

Γ := θ>Γθ for some positive definite matrix Γ; in our case Γ is the identity Id.
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‖θ‖2
2 = ∑i θ2

i . When associated with the previous linear least-squares rule,
this problem is known as the (linear) Ridge Regression problem

θ̃ = arg min
θ∈Rd

n

∑
i=1

(θ>xi − yi)
2 + λρ(θ) = arg min

θ
‖X>θ− y‖2

2 + λ‖θ‖2
2,

(2.11)
and the closed-form solution becomes

θ̃ = (X X> + λId)
−1Xy. (2.12)

Notice that when λ > 0, the matrix X X> + λId is always invertible.
This is known as the primal form of the ridge regression solution, which

involves inverting a d-by-d matrix (which takes O(d2
) space and O(d3

)

time). By analyzing the dual optimization, or by applying a matrix inver-
sion lemma16, the solution θ̃ can also be written in the so-called dual form,

θ̃ = X(X>X + λIn)
−1y = Xα with α := (X>X + λIn)

−1y ∈ Rn.
(2.13)

Notice that in this case, the matrix to invert is of size n-by-n, which is more
efficient to compute when there are less data points than the input dimen-
sion (O(n2) space and O(n3) time). Another advantage of this form is that
it involves the data samples only in the form of dot products: the vector α

requires the Gram matrix K = X>X which has entries Ki,j = 〈xi, xj〉, and

the linear predictor requires to evaluate fθ̃(x′) = θ̃
>

x′ = ∑n
i=1 αi〈xi, x′〉.

This fact will be particularly important in the context of kernel methods.
Another popular regularization term, which will play an important role

in the next section, is the `1 norm of the parameter vector, i.e., ρ(θ) =

‖θ‖1 = ∑i |θi|. This defines the Lasso problem:

θ̃ = arg min
θ∈Rd

‖X>θ− y‖2
2 + λ‖θ‖1. (2.14)

While the Lasso problem doesn’t have a closed-form solution, and is not
even differentiable, it is still a convex optimization program, for which ef-
ficient solvers exist (e.g., subgradient and proximal methods [PB14]). The

16The lemma in question, which follows from equating two ways to perform blockwise
matrix inversion (the same trick that gives the famous Woodbury matrix identity), is that
for conformable matrices A, B, C, D, one has (A− BD−1C)−1BD−1 = A−1B(D− CA−1B)−1,
which we here apply to A = λId, B = C> = X and D = −In.
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`1 penalty is here particularly interesting because it encourages a sparse so-
lution vector θ, i.e., with only a few nonzero entries (more about sparsity in
the next section). Among others, this makes the model more interpretable,
because the prediction rule is based on only a small subset of the possible
data features (the Lasso incoporates feature selection into the problem).

The data fidelity term (the ERM component of the optimization) was the
squared `2 norm of the error X>θ− y, i.e., the dissimilarity is D(y, y′) =

(y − y′)2. One way to understand the popularity of this loss is through
the Bayesian interpretation of (2.9), which can be seen as (the negative log
of) a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation of θ, where the likelihood
term is given by p(X |θ) ∝ exp(−∑i D(x>i θ, yi)) and the prior distribu-
tion is p(θ) ∝ exp(−λρ(θ)); see [Mur12] for an in-depth exploration of
this paradigm. The squared loss then corresponds to assuming the "ob-
servations" yi ' x>i θ are corrupted by Gaussian noise, which is ubiquitous
in nature (e.g., think of the central limit theorem), which explains why the
squared loss is very often a good choice.

However, depending on the application, other choices of data fidelity
can be more adequate. One popular alternative is the absolute deviation
D(y, y′) = |y− y′|, which leads to an ERM term equal to the `1 norm the
errors ‖X>θ− y‖1. This choice is typically more robust to outliers, and is
suitable to cases where data corruption may be important. In the proba-
bilistic interpretation, it corresponds to assuming the observations are cor-
rupted by Laplacian noise, i.e., random variables distributed with density
pe(e) ∝ exp(− |e|√

2σ
).

Linear classification problems We now turn to linear classification prob-
lems, where the labels yi ∈ Σy are from a discrete set representing C = |Σy|
distinct classes, i.e., yi 6= yj iff xi and xj belong to different classes. Our lin-
ear prediction function, fθ(x) = g(〈θ, x〉), now involves a map g : R→ Σy
whose goal is to map the (real-valued) linear term 〈θ, x〉 to a discrete class.
The natural goal in this setting is then to minimize the amount of classi-
fication errors. In our SL framework, this means picking the dissimilarity
D(y, y′) = ι(y 6= y′), with ι(A) the indicator function of event A (equal to 1
if A is true and 0 otherwise). The associated loss, often called the 0-1 loss,
is a binary value equal to one iff a classification error was committed:

`(x, θ) = ι( fθ(x) 6= y) ∈ {0, 1},
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and the related empirical risk is the average number of such errors.
Let us first focus on the case of binary classification, for which the space

of labels is often encoded as Σy = {−1,+1} (we have a "positive" and a
"negative" class). The obvious way to map 〈θ, x〉 to Σy is to keep only the
sign (i.e., g = sign ), which leads to the halfspace classifier:

fθ(x) = sign (〈θ, x〉) ∈ {±1},

and the related empirical risk minimization rule reads

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Rd

1
n

n

∑
i=1

ι(sign (〈θ, xi〉) 6= yi) (2.15)

How can we solve this classification problem? In the linearly separable
case, where there exists a hyperplane that separates the two classes (in other
words, the optimal value of problem (2.15) is zero), there exist efficient
algorithms, such as Rosenblatt’s celebrated perceptron algorithm [Ros58].
However, the linearly separable case is not that common in practice, and
without this assumption (in the agnostic case) no efficient algorithms exist
(the problem in fact becomes NP-hard [BDEL03]).

While the 0-1 loss and the halfspace predictor are the most natural
given the nature of the classification problem, they are thus rarely used by
ML practitioners, which tend to prefer convex and/or differentiable maps
instead. In particular, we present two commonly used surrogates for the
0-1 loss function: the logistic loss (which leads to classifier known as logis-
tic regression) and the hinge loss (which leads to the classifier known as
support vector machines).

Intuitively, the halfspace classifier is difficult to train because its predic-
tions, which are binary values, are not very informative: when the model
is wrong on a given example, we do not know exactly to what extent it is
wrong. If the model would output a degree of certainty of its prediction,
we could penalize errors more or less severely, according to its confidence
in the wrong answer. The standard way to incorporate such a mechanism
is to have the model make a probabilistic prediction, i.e., for classification
with C classes, a vector in the probability simplex17 fθ : Σx → ∆C := {a ∈
RC

+, ∑ ak = 1}.
In the case of binary classification (our focus here), this can be sim-

17The loss should then be defined as a distance (or divergence) over the probability simplex
(more on this in Section 2.4); the most popular is the cross-entropy loss.
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plified to a single scalar output, i.e., the linear transformation is mapped
through some map g : R→ [0, 1] (e.g., the sigmoid function), whose output
can be associated with the probability that the predicted class is positive.
When the sigmoid map is combined with the so-called logistic loss18, we
obtain the logistic regression task, whose loss function reads [SSBD14]

`((x, y), θ) = log(1 + exp(−y〈θ, x〉)).

To interpret this expression, one can note that it is a (convex) decreasing
function of the term y〈θ, x〉, which increases whenever the prediction be-
comes more accurate (in particular, if y〈θ, x〉 > 0 then the prediction is
correct).

Our other classification scheme of interest, Support Vector Machines
(SVM), is similar in that its loss is also a (convex) decreasing function of
y〈θ, x〉: the hinge loss reads

`((x, y); θ) = max(0, 1− y〈θ, x〉),

and the SVM learning problem, which considers Tikhonov regularization,
is

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Rd ∑n

i=1 max(0, 1− yi〈θ, xi〉) + λ‖θ‖2
2. (2.16)

The hinge loss is similar to the logistic loss (linearly decreasing on the left,
constant at zero on the right), except that the "kink" is offset by one to the
right: intuitively, this forces the model to maximize the "margin", i.e., the
distance of the correctly classified samples to the decision boundary.

For reasons that will become clear in a moment, SVM is often formu-
lated in the "dual" form, where the parameter vector θ ∈ Rd are rewritten19

as θ = ∑n
i=1 αiyixi; the α ∈ Rn

+ are known as the "dual variables" [SSBD14].

2.1.2 Nonlinear models, features, and neural networks

Remark 2.1. From now on the distinction between input features x ∈ Σx
and data vectors x ∈ Σ (which may include labels) will be of marginal
importance, so to avoid heavy expressions, whenever the meaning is un-
ambiguous from the context, we abuse notation and denote both by x ∈ Σ.

Although we have seen that they come in many flavors, linear models

18Which is actually equivalent to the cross-entropy loss for the case of binary predictions.
19This decomposition of the ERM solution as a linear combination of the input samples is

allowed due to a general result known as the representer theorem [SHS01]. As a side note, the
"Support Vectors" are the samples xi that contribute to the solution, i.e., such that αi 6= 0.
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are rather simple: geometrically, the prediction surface (for regression) or
decision boundary (for classification) will always be a hyperplane in the in-
put space Σx. This simplicity has the advantage of making linear models
efficient to learn and relatively easy analyze, but is also a severe limita-
tion given the highly nonlinear nature of many real-world phenomena. In
terms of risk (2.5) they tend to have a high bias, except for a minority of
well-behaved cases. Most interesting machine learning models are thus
nonlinear.

To do so, virtually all nonlinear models in fact "inject" nonlinearity into
one of the linear models seen above, by adding a nonlinear data trans-
formation, called feature map, prior to the linear relationship. For super-
vised learning specifically, the ML designer "crafts" a nonlinear feature
map ϕ : Σx → E , for some relevant m-dimensional feature space E , and
the linear model fθ(·) : E → Σy then operates in this augmented space; the
resulting nonlinear model is fθ(ϕ(x)). The hope is that by mapping all the
data vectors xi in the feature space representation ϕ(xi) ∈ E , the relevant
signal structure is better exhibited, such that the problem becomes "easier"
to solve, in the sense that a simple linear model in E performs well (e.g.,
the classes become linearly separable under the map ϕ).

The simplest illustration of this idea is probably the class of polynomial
models. In dimension d = 1, a polynomial fθ(x) of degree p can be written

fθ(x) = θ0 + θ1x + θ2x2 + ... + θpxp = θ>(1, x, x2, ..., xp) =: θ>ϕ(x),

so that fθ(x) is a linear map in the augmented space defined by ϕ : R →
Rm : x 7→ (1, x, x2, ..., xp) with embedding dimension m = p + 1. In higher
input dimensions d, the same trick can be applied, and ϕ contains all pos-
sible monomials terms xp1

1 · xp2
2 · ... · xpd

d corresponding to any combina-
tion of exponents pi ≥ 0 such that ∑i pi ≤ p. Any of the linear models
above can thus easily be transformed into a polynomial model, by simply
replacing the data matrix X = [x1, ..., xn] ∈ Rd×n by the feature matrix20

Φ := [ϕ(x1), ...,ϕ(xn)] ∈ Rm×n.

Remark 2.2. Often, the input dimension d is quite large; since the mono-
mial feature map has a combinatorially large embedding dimension m =

(p+d−1
p ) [SSB+02], the polynomial model is not computationally tractable,

even for low-degree polynomials. In general, although we do not explic-
itly focus on this aspect here, note that learning from high-dimensional

20For the 1-d polynomial model, Φ is called the (transposed) Vandermonde matrix.
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data is quite challenging—due to the curse of dimensionality (e.g., Euclidean
distances are less "comparable" in higher dimensions). Besides the exhibi-
tion of nonlinear relationships, one often also incorporates dimensionality
reduction aspects into the feature map ϕ.

With the notable exception of the polynomial model (in moderate di-
mension) and a few other simple cases, the design of the feature map ϕ is
in general a critical yet non-trivial problem: how to ensure that ϕ correctly
unfolds a nonlinear data geometry that is, most often, not well understood
by the ML designers themselves? Instead of hand-crafting the features ad
hoc, modern designers usually turn to one of two general recipes: neural
networks (now briefly explained, for the sake of completeness), and kernel
methods (introduced in the next subsection, more relevant to this thesis).

Neural networks are incredibly popular nowadays, which implies that
they come in thousands of different flavors, but their common theme is the
following: (i) the feature map ϕ = ϕ(θ) is parameterized and learned along
with the subsequent linear model fθL(·) = g(〈θL, ·〉) (called the "output
layer") during the training phase; and (ii) the feature map is itself com-
posed of L − 1 successive "layers" that combine a linear mapping θl fol-
lowed by a point-wise nonlinearity σ (e.g., the sigmoid or ReLU activa-
tions): the end-to-end model reads

Fθ(x) := fθL(ϕ
(θ)(x)) = g(θ>L σ(θ>L−1σ(· · · σ(θ>1 x)))).

This general architecture can then be injected into one of the linear tasks
described above. Although deep neural network often have an unreason-
ably large amount of tunable parameters (i.e., they are over-parameterized),
it turns out that they are very successful in practice, for reasons that are
not yet completely clear to the research community. We refer the interested
reader to (among others) the textbook [BGC17] for a complete description
of deep learning, and now turn to kernel methods.

Remark 2.3. One can draw many connections between neural networks and
kernel methods (as suggested here by presenting them as two particular
cases of feature extraction); some researchers consider kernel methods to
be a particular case of neural networks, while in the converse direction
other researchers consider that neural network are a specific approxima-
tion to kernel methods (e.g., following the neural tangent kernel line of
work [JGH18]).
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2.1.3 Kernel methods

The desired property of the feature map ϕ : Σ → E is to somehow dis-
tort the space Σ such that the relevant (nonlinear) relationships between
data samples are encoded in the "natural geometry" of E . Intuitively, if
two samples x and x′ are semantically different for the target task, then the
distance between their features ϕ(x) and ϕ(x′) should be "large". Equiva-
lently, the geometry in the feature space is characterized by the dot product
〈ϕ(x),ϕ(x′)〉, which should encode a meaningful similarity between x and
x′.

The high-level idea of kernel methods [SSB+02] is to directly specify
this dot product 〈ϕ(x),ϕ(x′)〉, rather than the feature map ϕ. More specifi-
cally, the ML designer specifies a kernel function κ : Σ× Σ → R : (x, x′) 7→
κ(x, x′) that encodes a relevant similarity criterion between any data vec-
tors x and x′. While this function represents the dot product in the feature
space, i.e., κ(x, x′) = 〈ϕ(x),ϕ(x′)〉, the feature map ϕ is however implicit, in
the sense that its precise expression is irrelevant to the learning model.

Part of the appeal of kernel methods is that this construction principle
is quite flexible. On complicated data domains, where it might be challeng-
ing to craft a relevant feature map ϕ, it is often still possible to directly spec-
ify a meaningful notion of "similarity" κ; in other words, kernels are a great
way to incorporate prior knowledge into the model. For example, many nat-
ural similarities can be defined over the domain of text strings [LSST+02],
graph data [BGLL+20], and structured domains in general [Gär03].

Elements of kernel theory The other main advantage of kernel methods
is their well-understood theoretical properties. While a thorough presen-
tation of this theory is beyond the scope of this manuscript (we refer once
again the reader to [SSB+02] for this), we present here its main ingredi-
ents, which will support key aspects of this thesis. We begin by formally
defining the notion of kernel, and that of positive definite (p.d.) kernel in
particular (virtually all kernels used in ML are positive definite; they are
sometimes called "valid" kernels).

Definition 2.4 (Kernel). A kernel is a map κ : Σ× Σ → C which is conju-
gate symmetric, i.e.,

κ(x, x′) = κ(x′, x)∗, ∀x, x′ ∈ Σ

In the vast majority of machine learning applications, the kernel is real-
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valued, i.e., κ : Σ× Σ→ R which is simply symmetric κ(x, x′) = κ(x′, x).

Definition 2.5 (Positive definite (p.d.) kernel). A kernel κ is positive definite
(or valid) if, for any number n ∈N, any n-by-n Gram matrix K (i.e., which
has entries Kij = κ(xi, xj)) is positive definite, which is equivalent to ask

∑n
i,j=1 cic∗j κ(xi, xj) ≥ 0, ∀x1, . . . , xn ∈ Σ and c1, . . . , cn ∈ C.

Intuitively, positive definiteness of the kernel is important because it
ensures that it can indeed be interpreted as a valid dot product. To be
more specific, if the kernel is p.d., then we know that it can be associated
with a (possibly implicit) feature map ϕ : Σ→ Hκ for some Hilbert space21

Hκ , such that κ(x, x′) = 〈ϕ(x),ϕ(x′)〉Hκ
.

The attentive reader will have noticed that this space Hκ is actually
nothing but the "feature space" E that we defined above, but it gets a fancy
notation—as well as a fancy name, the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS)—because it enjoys some remarkable properties [Aro50].

Definition 2.6 (RKHS). If κ : Σ× Σ → C is a p.d. kernel, it is uniquely22

associated with a Hilbert spaceHκ of functions, called Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space, that satisfies the two following properties:

1. ∀x ∈ Σ, κ(·, x) ∈ Hκ ;

2. (Reproducing property) ∀ f ∈ Hκ , f (x) = 〈 f (·), κ(·, x)〉Hκ
.

Another (maybe less abstract) way to describe the RKHS Hκ associated
with a kernel κ is that it is the (complete) linear span of that kernel:

Hκ := span ({κ(x, ·) | x ∈ Σ}), (2.17)

where A denotes the closure of the set A.

Looking at (2.17), we can intuitively think of the RKHS as the set of
functions f that can be expressed as a linear combination of shifted copies
of the the kernel, i.e., f (·) = ∑i αiκ(·, ai) for some weights αi and positions
ai ∈ Σ. Note that, the RKHS being a space of functions, the features of any
data sample x are also a function; we can in fact write ϕ(x) = κ(·, x) ∈ Hκ .
As we will now see, in kernel methods, the RKHS determines the space of
possible models, i.e., fθ(·) ∈ Hκ .

21Intuitively, a Hilbert space H is simply any space that is equipped with a dot product
〈·, ·〉H, and that is complete (which allows to take limits in this space).

22The unicity of the RKHS is a result known as the Moore-Aronszajin theorem [Aro50].
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The representer theorem and the kernel trick At this point, one impor-
tant question might come up to the reader’s mind: how can we possibly
learn models from kernels? Following our "featurization" strategy from
Subsection 2.1.2, the model is linear in the feature space, so (with some
waving of the hands) we should write something like fθ(x) = 〈θ,ϕ(x)〉Hκ

.
However,Hκ is a functional space, which means that θ = θ(·) ∈ Hκ is here
a function, living in an infinite-dimensional space, which is obviously not
really practical. The solution to this issue comes from the representer theo-
rem, which roughly speaking allows to write the optimal "parameter vector"
θ̃—the minimizer to a learning problem involving a dataset X = {xi}n

i=1—
as a linear combination of the learning examples in the feature space: one
could write θ̃ = ∑n

i=1 αiϕ(xi). When plugged into the model fθ̃, we obtain
that the optimal model will always be of the form

fθ̃(x) = ∑n
i=1 αi〈ϕ(xi),ϕ(x)〉Hκ

= ∑n
i=1 αiκ(xi, x).

Crucially, instead of solving for an infinite-dimensional parameter vector θ

(the primal variables), we can solve instead for α ∈ Rn (the dual variables).
The informal argument we just described is a (very hand-wavy) jus-

tification of a general principle known as the kernel trick: any machine
learning algorithm that can be formulated only in terms of dot products
with the learning examples 〈·, xi〉 (e.g., using the representer theorem) can
be "kernelized" (i.e., solved into a RKHS instead of the input space) by re-
placing those dot products with kernel evaluations κ(·, xi) instead. The
kernel trick is the basis building block of any kernel method, which are all
built from pairwise kernel evaluations κ(xi, xj) (where xi, xj are elements
of the training set)23, as well as (during the inference stage) evaluations
on newly observed samples κ(xi, x). We illustrate this principle by two
practical examples below.

Two common kernel methods One of the most popular kernel methods
is Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR). Recalling the dual formulation of usual
ridge regression (2.13), the kernelized version reads [SGV98]

fθ̃(x) =
n

∑
i=1

αiκ(xi, x) with α := (K + λIn)
−1y ∈ Rn. (2.18)

For the classification problem, the most famous kernel method is kernel

23Usually gathered into the Gram matrix K ∈ Rn×n, whose has entries are Ki,j = κ(xi , xj).
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SVM. Recall that in this case, we also had an expression of the solution in
terms of dual variables α, and (omitting some aspects that are irrelevant to
our discussion) the classifier is written as fθ̃(x) = sign

(
∑n

i=1 αiyiκ(xi, x)
)
.

The coefficients α are the solution to the dual of the SVM problem (2.16), a
quadratic optimization program [SSB+02]:

α = arg max0≤β≤C1 ∑i βi − 1
2 ∑i,j βiyiκ(xi, xj)yjβ j, (2.19)

where the hyperparameter C = 1
2nλ is inversely proportional to the regu-

larization strength.

Some general-purpose kernels One last aspect we still have to discuss is
how exactly to pick the kernel (i.e., the "similarity") κ. As mentioned above,
many kernels exists in the literature, each tailored to specific data domains
and prior knowledge; if applicable, it might thus be worth seeking a kernel
adapted to the problem at hand. However, some "general-purpose" kernels
also exist, usually defined over the Euclidean space Σ = Rd.

A first popular kernel is the polynomial kernel κ(x, x′) = (〈x, x′〉 + c)p,
for some degree p and bias c. It can be associated with an (implicit) poly-
nomial feature map (which we used as example to introduce the notion of
features).

The most popular kernel of all time is probably the Gaussian kernel, of-
ten called "the" radial basis function (RBF) kernel (although other types of
RBF exist). It is defined, given some scale parameter σ > 0, as

κ(x, x′) = exp
(
− ‖x− x′‖2

2
2σ2

)
=: κ∆(x− x′),

where on the right we define the function κ∆ : Σ− Σ → R : u 7→ κ∆(u) =
e−‖u‖

2
2/2σ2

. In general, kernels that can be written in this way, i.e., as a
function of the difference of the inputs κ(x, x′) = κ∆(u := x − x′), are called
shift-invariant (or stationary) kernels; shift-invariant kernels are a popular
class of kernels, that play a special role in the next subsection. As another
example of shift-invariant kernel, we have the Laplace kernel, similar to
the Gaussian kernel but involving the `1 distance, i.e., κ∆(u) = e−‖u‖1/τ for
some scale τ > 0.
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2.1.4 Random features

The kernel trick is quite powerful, as it allows to learn functions f in an
infinite-dimensional feature space (Hκ), when they can be written as a linear
combination of the kernel evaluated at the learning samples, i.e., f (·) =

∑i αiκ(·, xi). However, this same sentence also highlights the crucial weak-
ness of kernel methods: they are parameterized by a dual vector α ∈ Rn

that has the same size as the number of learning examples n. Even worse, ker-
nel methods (i.e., algorithms to find α) typically involve the Gram matrix
K ∈ Rn×n, which takes O(n2) memory to store, and (e.g., if we want to
solve KRR) O(n3) operations to invert. When the number of samples n
is very large (as in modern large-scale machine learning), kernel methods
are thus not computationally tractable, which explains (among numerous
reasons) why neural networks are nowadays the preferred solution.

To circumvent this issue, several approximation strategies to kernel
methods were proposed. The two most popular approaches are the Nys-
tröm method and random Fourier features. In a nutshell, the idea of Nys-
tröm method is to subsample m � n data points x̂i from the full dataset
X , and to construct a low-rank approximation to the Gram matrix based
on those points. Roughly speaking, the idea is still to use the kernel trick,
but to use it on a smaller amount of samples (i.e., to use a restricted set of
m kernel evaluations κ(·, x̂i) instead of the full n evaluations κ(·, xi)). This
approach recently showed state-of-the-art performance on massive-scale
datasets [MCRR20].

In contrast, random Fourier features (RFF) [RR08], abandon the kernel
trick (i.e., the idea to work implicitly in an infinite-dimensional RKHSHκ),
and construct instead (in a way we explain below) an explicit feature map
Φ : Σ → Cm of finite dimension, that approximates the kernel (i.e., the dot
product inHκ):

〈Φ(x), Φ(x′)〉2 ' κ(x, x′) = 〈ϕ(x),ϕ(x′)〉Hκ
.

Because with RFF we have explicit access to the features Φ(x), one can
directly kernelize any machine learning technique by replacing x by Φ(x)
(or in general, the data matrix X = [x1, ..., xn] by the random features ma-
trix Φ = [Φ(x1), ..., Φ(xn)]), even when they do not directly appear in a
dot product. To illustrate the advantage of this approach, take the exam-
ple of KRR: with RFF we can once again solve the problem in its primal
form (2.12). Note that this formulation relies on the (feature) covariance
matrix ΦΦ> ∈ Cm×m, while the dual form relies on the Gram matrix
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K ∈ Cn×n, which thus greatly reduces the computational complexity when
m� n.

Nyström methods and random Fourier features were extensively com-
pared in [YLM+12]. As reported in this work, Nyström methods tend to
perform better (given a number of "features" m), but one has to keep in
mind that such methods have access to the dataset when the approxima-
tion is constructed. On the other hand, random Fourier features are data-
independent: they seek to approximate the kernel uniformly over a target
domain. This fact is particularly important in the context of compressive
learning (Section 2.5), where we design the sketch operator before access-
ing the data.

Constructing the Random Fourier features Random Fourier features rely
on Bochner’s theorem [Rud62], which allows to write any p.d. shift-invariant24

continuous kernel25 κ(x, y) = κ∆(x− y) as the (inverse) Fourier transform
of a probability measure Λ, i.e.,

κ∆(u) = (F−1Λ)(u) =
∫

Rd eiω>udΛ(ω) = Eω∼Λ eiω>u. (2.20)

The key idea of random Fourier features [RR08], illustrated by Fig. 2.2,
is thus to construct finite-dimensional features Φ(x), Φ(x′) whose inner
product approximates the kernel κ(x, x′) by Monte Carlo sampling of this
expectation. Specifically, given a target shift-invariant kernel κ∆(x − x′)
with Fourier transform Λ = Fκ∆, we construct m-dimensional random
Fourier feature map as

Φ(x) := 1√
m exp(iΩ>x) ∈ Cm, (2.21)

with random projections (or “frequencies”) Ω := (ω1, · · · , ωm) ∈ Rd×m

generated as Ω ∼ Λm, i.e., with ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ for j = 1, ..., m. Indeed, by
direct application of Bochner’s theorem (2.20), the inner product of RFF
approaches (in expectation over the draw of the frequencies Ω) the target
kernel: denoting the approximatation κ̃(x, x′) := 〈Φ(x), Φ(x′)〉, we have

E κ̃(x, x′) = 1
m ∑m

j=1 Eωj eiω>j (x−x′)
= κ(x, x′).

24Although they mostly focus on shift-invariant kernels, random features can also approx-
imate more general kernels, see e.g., [Bac17, LHCS20].

25Assuming w.l.o.g. the normalization κ(x, x) = κ∆(0) = 1.
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Direct domain

�

<latexit sha1_base64="BQjRbTHnLZAMhJtGX+BsRyLuLq4=">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</latexit>

h�(x),�(x0)i

<latexit sha1_base64="QKqcVcgBiQMMiVzbnk5vjuhfbKo=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kAFV3jvZajIemqwdq+Nzy/MHJOU=">AAAB/XicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62v9XHzEiyCp7JbWm1vRS8eK9gHdJclm03b2GSzJFmhluJf8eJBEa/+D2/+G7NtBRUdCBlmvo9MJkwYVdpxPqzc0vLK6lp+vbCxubW9Y+/utZVIJSYtLJiQ3RApwmhMWppqRrqJJIiHjHTC0UXmd26JVFTE13qcEJ+jQUz7FCNtpMA+8ELBIjXm5oKe4GSAgpvALjqleq1ar9SgU3JmyEj5tF51obtQimCBZmC/e5HAKSexxgwp1XOdRPsTJDXFjEwLXqpIgvAIDUjP0BhxovzJLP0UHhslgn0hzYk1nKnfNyaIqyygmeRID9VvLxP/8nqp7tf8CY2TVJMYzx/qpwxqAbMqYEQlwZqNDUFYUpMV4iGSCGtTWMGU8PVT+D9pl0tuteRcVYqN80UdeXAIjsAJcMEZaIBL0AQtgMEdeABP4Nm6tx6tF+t1PpqzFjv74Aest08GJ5Wa</latexit>!j

Frequency domain

F

F

<latexit sha1_base64="8f/RL6nTsad0TiEbrMd596E8qEI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="949sUAHeaaY47vFZ1k533lrn+4M=">AAAB+3icbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vtR69BIvgqeyKoseiF48V7AO6S8lms21oHkuSFcvSv+LFgyJe/SPe/Ddm2z1o60DIMPN9ZDJRyqg2nvftVNbWNza3qtu1nd29/QP3sN7VMlOYdLBkUvUjpAmjgnQMNYz0U0UQjxjpRZPbwu89EqWpFA9mmpKQo5GgCcXIWGno1oNIslhPub1gIDkZoaHb8JreHHCV+CVpgBLtofsVxBJnnAiDGdJ64HupCXOkDMWMzGpBpkmK8ASNyMBSgTjRYT7PPoOnVolhIpU9wsC5+nsjR1wX8ewkR2asl71C/M8bZCa5DnMq0swQgRcPJRmDRsKiCBhTRbBhU0sQVtRmhXiMFMLG1lWzJfjLX14l3fOmf9n07i8arZuyjio4BifgDPjgCrTAHWiDDsDgCTyDV/DmzJwX5935WIxWnHLnCPyB8/kDHFOUew==</latexit>!

<latexit sha1_base64="2nk1EawZQcoyiUH7kZ4wdxTol/A=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgLGLRYVUlipBIBgrWBgYikQfUhNVjuO0Vh07sh2kKurAwq+wMIAQKx/Bxt/gtBmg5UqWj845V/feEySMKu0431ZpZXVtfaO8Wdna3tnds/cPOkqkEpM2FkzIXoAUYZSTtqaakV4iCYoDRrrB+DrXuw9EKir4vZ4kxI/RkNOIYqQNNbCr3q0xh6juBYKFahKbD3oiJkN0MrBrTsOZFVwGbgFqoKjWwP7yQoHTmHCNGVKq7zqJ9jMkNcWMTCteqkiC8BgNSd9AjmKi/Gx2xBQeGyaEkZDmcQ1n7O+ODMUq3884Y6RHalHLyf+0fqqjSz+jPEk14Xg+KEoZ1ALmicCQSoI1mxiAsKRmV4hHSCKsTW4VE4K7ePIy6Jw23POGc3dWa14VcZRBFRyBOnDBBWiCG9ACbYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY24tWUXPIfhT1ucPIeWXww==</latexit>

⇤(!)
<latexit sha1_base64="Hvi5qYwBTnWaFF3EiY/7Yfy213k=">AAACGHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyNunTTSIy4EGeMRpdEXbjERB4Jg+ROKdDQmU7ajpFM+Aw3/oobFxrjlp1/YwdYCHiSpqfn3Jvee/yIM6Ud58daWFxaXlnNrGXXNza3tu2d3YoSsSS0TAQXsuaDopyFtKyZ5rQWSQqBz2nV792kfvWJSsVE+KD7EW0E0AlZmxHQRmrap14PoggeE++Wcg2DvOcL3lL9wFz4GZ/gqffRcdPOOQVnBDxP3AnJoQlKTXvotQSJAxpqwkGpuutEupGA1IxwOsh6saIRkB50aN3QEAKqGslosQE+NEoLt4U0J9R4pP7tSCBQ6WymMgDdVbNeKv7n1WPdvmokLIxiTUMy/qgdc6wFTlPCLSYp0bxvCBDJzKyYdEEC0SbLrAnBnV15nlTOCu5Fwbk/zxWvJ3Fk0D46QHnkoktURHeohMqIoBf0hj7Qp/VqvVtf1ve4dMGa9OyhKVjDXxoOn8U=</latexit>

�(x � x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="xcJNyE4psxXpfg4qpVnaTB4Vm78=">AAACHHicdVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSIy4kMwgKOyIblxiIkLCENLpXKCh80jbUcmED3Hjr7hxoTFuXJj4N3YAEzV6kqan59yb3nuckDOpTPPDSM3NLywupZczK6tr6xvZza0rGUSCQoMGPBAth0jgzIeGYopDKxRAPIdD0xmeJX7zGoRkgX+pRiF0PNL3WY9RorTUzR7ZN8wFxbgLsT0kYUjGedsJuCtHnr7wLT7EP977B7ibzZmFaqVcLVWwWTAnSEjxuFq2sDVTcmiGejf7ZrsBjTzwFeVEyrZlhqoTE6EY5TDO2JGEkNAh6UNbU594IDvxZLkx3tOKi3uB0MdXeKJ+74iJJ5PhdKVH1ED+9hLxL68dqV6lEzM/jBT4dPpRL+JYBThJCrtMAFV8pAmhgulZMR0QQajSeWZ0CF+b4v/JVbFglQvmRSlXO53FkUY7aBflkYVOUA2dozpqIIru0AN6Qs/GvfFovBiv09KUMevZRj9gvH8CySehwg==</latexit>

e(x � x0)

<latexit sha1_base64="2poiwQ4d/eLYiBAMqnGlOIH0iwA=">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</latexit>

⌦ = {!j}m
j=1

<latexit sha1_base64="F+ZWC750D3kRE+yM+jcZGyX4Kow=">AAAKdXiclVbdbts2FFa7v8b7abpdDgOUORnSwtAsz0WziwHt0gIrsCVZlqRFTcegJFpmQ4kcSTsJCL7Dnma322vsSXa7Q1pObCXaMAE6POL38ej8kVIiGFW62/3rzt133n3v/Q/urbU+/OjjT+6vP/j0RPGpTMlxyhmXrxOsCKMlOdZUM/JaSIKLhJFXydmuw1/NiFSUl0f6UpBhgfOSjmmKNUyN1h9tonOakQnWBqUsPLAjgxIVov2C5Nhue507/eHmaL3djb7tP453+mE36j7p9fpdp/TjHZiJo66/2kF1HYwerH2DMp5OC1LqlGGlBnFX6KHBUtOUEdtCU0UETs9wTgaglrggamh8UDbcgpksHHMJd6lDP9vaWl6C+wILIjshRKAn38W9tBianIC7Wl6CgXBaprxwb/dm0gkuc1rmoYDF8zUtpAikrMz1xCCBJS0zYFsDbrr1JQ/nM8ueGlwodVkkQCiwnqg65iZvwwZTPd4ZGlqKqSZlOg9wPGWh5qGrTJhRSVLNLkHBqaSQI+eyxKmG+rVaqCTnLhxcZgZpZUGQC630pc/kMlhyWYhsbH1F924BVV5hI2OQLEJ47iDMxATbGhsUwSywNFSgDiYJL4l1Y/jShqtY7qElH8NttIHGEI2BDuuc9qw1p0hQizYenhqkPALKRgwz1owAr7+O/pdNZw6s9v6HzTMsBPbp8NoIDJ0uUnKDfJgkQHSFTRJzWEdVKuygNzSIQZuBb+24E7Z7IZL+sUbeWza1Z+vZe7MMv6nepCeES1KYarTmqFK2BgoaB7bzcIWXkTEtqZu35vm1vsIRkguuKtLB0sMKK+WSM4ZhU5ndK3WFwQh4bs2PflhB4MbyzJrD+VgLlJYzO4ghab5WsTXtuJ5XveAsFX6FXq8DzUtb9bVTUadGOJJVbmVhjuqrp9k1mN2oS0LLc8CnYr5Z6j1/BWs8BbuSLKOM/Gq9VNAg+gacezi/hpfBFy6gqh1e3IgY6pYsEQ484TmBI1eSn2BuHw5JrLk0rhehFF42MGaww2YkbYI15A7uBjTlUCrjZQNDweFqVIQ2dGTRhYKjkbgs3so9wfAyJxrwX/atgbsBZQJ2iBMNOKVQaSca8F0+c90+a3QPTmk4N7xsYMDmurDGy2bGW89428R4uejHTJm4sa4Zh2CdaEq7pNY40dwXvi2a8czh2b8lo/DJaHZhKgT44OStjEcGYZkXFBypxibas4r2bEFb/SZdHZw1ZKwqRI3raxyScJa5zzpn9U8gq9aluA5R9/UjhZgYGpHIdsL6iUDyBYFEuSfUcI3ZFUOHmEXWwm/W4l8qbFZOelH8OOr+3Gs//b764boXfB58GWwHcfAkeBr8EBwEx0Ea/Bb8HvwR/Ln2d+uL1mbrqzn17p1qzWfBytX6+h9Qpeqm</latexit> bP⌦(!)

Fig. 2.2 RFF principle. Bochner’s theorem (top) states that a shift-
invariant kernel κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x− x′) (left, black) can be expressed in the
Fourier domain as a probability distribution Λ(ω) (right, black). The idea
of random Fourier features is to sample m "frequencies" ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ, which
defines an empirical probability distribution P̂Ω = 1

m ∑m
j=1 δωj (right, red).

The kernel κ̃ computed by the random Fourier features map Φ in (2.21) is
then the inverse Fourier transform of this empirical distribution (left, red),
and approximates the original kernel κ.

As we explain in Chapter 3, one can also give a precise bound on the ap-
proximation error commited by RFF, which gives an idea of the required
amount of features m.

Since Rahimi and Recht introduced the technique in [RR08], random
Fourier features have been intensely studied. For a recent overview of this
rapidly growing field, we refer the reader to the literature reviews [LHCS20]
and [LTOS19].

2.1.5 Unsupervised tasks

So far, we focused (in Subsection 2.1.1) on supervised learning tasks, i.e.,
"prediction" tasks such as classification and regression. In fact, most of the
tasks considered in this thesis belong to the family of unsupervised learning.
Due to the absence of target "labels", the goal of unsupervised tasks tend to
be less clearly defined, but usually combine at least one (and often both) of
the two following generic objectives: understanding the data by represent-
ing it by a simple model (e.g., discovering natural clusters in the data); and
representing the data more adequately (e.g., in a smaller dimension).

Remark 2.7. The general technique of capturing nonlinear relationships by
a feature map ϕ : Σ → E , which we explored in Subsections 2.1.2 to 2.1.4,
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are not specific to supervised learning. Unsupervised learning also makes
use of nonlinear features (both learned as in neural networks, and fixed as
in kernel methods).

In this section, we look at a shortlist of some unsupervised learning
tasks of interest, with a particular focus for k-means and Gaussian mixture
modeling, two tasks of specific interest in this thesis. We will cast those
tasks in the SL framework, which we recall here for convenience. Given
n examples xi ∈ Σ, a model parameterized by θ ∈ Θ, and a loss function
`(x, θ) characterizing the "fitness" of the model θ on any data vector x, the
goal of SL is to minimize the empirical risk:

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ
R(θ; P̂X ) = arg min

θ∈Θ
1
n ∑xi∈X `(xi, θ).

We find it useful to arbitrarily classify the tasks presented here into two
broad families: linear decomposition tasks (e.g., PCA, k-means) and density
fitting tasks (e.g., Gaussian mixture modeling, generative networks).

Linear decomposition tasks
We define linear decomposition tasks, or "matrix factorization-like" tasks,
as seeking to express, or "explain", the learning examples xi ∈ Rd as a
linear combination of K factors f k ∈ Rd, where their weights gk depend
(possibly nonlinearly) on the learning example:

xi ' ∑K
k=1 gk(xi) · f k = ∑K

k=1 g(θ)k (xi) · f (θ)k . (2.22)

In order to have a proper learning problem, at least the factors f k or the
weights gk are parameterized by tunable parameters θ, as denoted by the
superscript (θ). To formalize this learning problem, we define a dissimilar-
ity function D : Σ× Σ → R such that `(x, θ) = D(x, ∑k gk(x) f k) captures
the "error" committed by the linear decomposition. The generic linear de-
composition task is thus written in the SL framework as

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ

∑
xi∈X

D
(

xi, ∑K
k=1 g(θ)k (xi) f (θ)k

)
.

This problem might seem a bit abstract for now, but as we will see, it
unifies several classical learning tasks.

Principal Component Analysis In Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
the goal is to find the K-dimensional subspace that best "fits" the data, or as
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commonly formulated, that captures most of its variance. Formulating this
in our linear decomposition framework, the "factors" f k form the orthonor-
mal basis of a K-dimensional subspace which must be learned. Gathering
those basis vectors into a matrix F = [ f 1, ..., f K] ∈ Rd×K, we thus have
to learn θ := F under the constraint that F is an orthonormal basis, i.e.,
F>F = IK (which defines the set Θ). Moreover, the linear decomposition
∑k gk(x) f k is defined to be the orthogonal projection of x onto that subspace,
that is, gk(x) := 〈x, f k〉. Finally, in PCA the loss is defined by the squared
distance D(u, v) := ‖u− v‖2

2, or geometrically, `(x, θ) is the (squared) dis-
tance of x to the subspace spanned by the f k. Combining these design
choices yields (one of) the (many) usual formulation(s) of PCA:

F̃ ∈ arg min
F∈Rd×K ,
F>F=IK

∑
xi∈X

‖xi − FF>xi‖2
2 = arg min

F>F=IK

‖X − FF>X‖2
F,

with X ∈ Rd×n the data matrix and ‖ · ‖F the Frobenius norm. It is well-
known that the solution to PCA is given by the top K eigenvectors of the
data covariance matrix XX> (e.g., owing to the Eckart-Young theorem).

Clustering (k-means) Another popular linear decomposition task is centroid-
based clustering. Here, the "factors" f k = ck are called centroids, and the
goal is to find a set of centroids, θ := C = {ck ∈ Rd}K

k=1, that are "rep-
resentative" of clusters in the data. To do this, each data sample is associ-
ated to its "closest" centroid (according to a metric D) by binary weights
gk(x) ∈ {0, 1}:

gk(x) :=

{
1 if k = arg mink′ D(x, ck′),

0 else.

In terms of statistical learning, the loss `(x, θ) = min1≤k≤K D(x, ck) is thus
simply the closest distance from x to a point in C.

For example, when D(u, v) = ‖u − v‖1 is the `1 distance, we obtain
k-medians clustering. A more common choice is D(u, v) = ‖u − v‖2

2 the
squared Euclidean distance, which yields the famous k-means clustering
problem [Ste56], widely used in, e.g., data compression, pattern recogni-
tion, and bioinformatics [Jai10, Ste06]. To be perfectly clear, given K a
prescribed number of clusters (groups of similar data), k-means cluster-
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ing seeks the centroids C = {ck ∈ Rd}K
k=1 minimizing the Sum of Squared

Errors (SSE, the "error" is the distance between each sample xi and the cen-
troid closest to it):

C̃ ∈ arg min
C

∑
xi∈X

min
1≤k≤K

‖xi − ck‖2
2 =: arg min

C
SSE(C;X ). (2.23)

Solving (2.23) exactly is NP-hard [ADHP09], so in practice a tractable heuris-
tic such as the popular k-means algorithm [Llo82, AV07] is widely used to
find an approximate solution Ckm. The idea behind the k-means algorithm
is to observe that the problem can be broken down into two much eas-
ier subproblems: if the cluster assignement are fixed (i.e., each data point xi is
assigned to one index k), the optimal centroids are simply found by averag-
ing their respective cluster; while if the centroids are fixed, the optimal clus-
ter assignment is obviously to assign each sample to its closest centroid.
Instead of solving both subproblems at once (which is hard), k-means thus
alternates between solving each of them in turn (in a block coordinate de-
scent style). This local search method is not guaranteed to find the opti-
mal solution, but when combined with (possibly several trials of) a careful
initialization [AV07], it performs well enough in practice to be the most
widely used method [Jai10].

Note however that the complexity of k-means scales poorly with the
size of modern voluminous datasets, where n is typically at least O(103 −
106), or even grows continually as in data streams (see Section 2.3). In
fact, since k-means repeatedly requires—at each iteration—a thorough pass
over X , this massive dataset must be stored and read several times, with
prohibitive memory and time consumption. Efficient implementations on
large-scale data exist, but require dedicated GPUs [JDJ19]. Paradoxically,
the large dataset size (i.e., dn) dwarfs, and does not affect, the number of
parameters learned by k-means (i.e., dK). Ideally, larger datasets increase the
model accuracy without requiring more training computational resources. This
motivates the use of compressive learning for the k-means problem (see
Section 2.5).

Density Fitting

In density fitting tasks, the goal is to somehow approximate the true data
probability density P0; which we access only through the empirical dis-
tribution P̂X . One thus seeks a parameterized probability distribution Pθ
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that is somehow "close"26 to P̂X . We discuss here two ways to construct
this distribution: as a mixture of simple parametric distributions, or as a
generative neural network.

(Gaussian) mixture models A mixture model is defined by K components,
which are "simple" distributions pθk parameterized by θk, that are linearly
combined, with weights wk ≥ 0 that sum to one w>1 = 1. The proba-
bilistic interpretation of a mixture model is that the weights wk model the
probability that a sample belongs to the k-th component, while pθk models
the distribution of a sample given the fact that it belong to the k-th compo-
nent. Gathering all the parameters into θ := (w, {θk}K

k=1), the mixture is
thus defined by Pθ := ∑k wk pθk .

The most popular mixture model is, by far, the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). Not very surprisingly given its name, in this model the compo-
nents pθk are Gaussian distributions N (µk, Γk), i.e., θk is given by a center
µk ∈ Rd, and a (symmetric and positive semi-definite) covariance matrix
Γk ∈ Rd×d. The mixture thus has a probability density function27 is given
by

Pθ(x) =
K

∑
k=1

wk pN (x; µk, Γk),

where pN (x; µ, Γ) is the probability density function the multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution N (µ, Γ).

Having defined our model θ, we turn to the loss. The most popular
criterion of "closeness" between the distribution to fit Pθ and the dataset
X is the log-likelihood (LL) of the dataset X (this is known as maximum
likelihood estimation). In the language of SL, maximizing the likelihood of
a parameterized distribution with density function Pθ(x) is achieved by
setting the loss to `(x, θ) = − log(Pθ(x)). Indeed, when plugged into the
ERM (2.4), this choice of loss is equivalent to

θ̃ ∈ arg maxθ∈Θ ∑xi∈X log(Pθ(xi)) =: arg max
θ∈Θ

LL(θ;X )

= arg maxθ∈Θ ∏xi∈X Pθ(xi),
(2.24)

where in the second expression we see that we indeed maximize the likeli-

26The notion of "closeness" between probability distributions is formalized in Section 2.4.
27Abusing notations, we sometimes denote a probability distribution and its probability

density function (when it exists) by the same symbol, e.g., Pθ.
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hood of observing the sample X assuming θ. For (Gaussian) mixture mod-
els in particular, the log-likelihood criterion reads

LL(θ;X ) = LL({wk, µk, Γk}k;X ) := ∑n
i=1 log

(
∑K

k=1 wk pN (xi; µk, Γk)
)
.

(2.25)
The classical technique to solve mixture model problems is the Expectation-

Maximization (EM) technique [Moo96]. Without entering into the details, it
iterates by alternating between two steps: the "Expectation" step that com-
putes, for the current values of the parameters θ, the probability of each
sample xi belongs to any of the K components; and the "Maximization"
step that optimizes the parameters θ given those probabilistic assignments.

To the attentive reader, EM should be reminiscent of the k-means algo-
rithm described above. In fact, k-means is a particular case of EM, where the
assignments of the samples to a component are "hard" (forced to be zero or
one) as opposed to the general case which allows "soft" assignments. Cru-
cially, the EM algorithm suffers from the same flaws that were discussed
above in the context of k-means: it is a local search algorithm which may
be very sensitive to the particular initialization choice, and requires many
passes (at each iteration) over the entire dataset X , which motivates a com-
pressive learning alternative.

Remark 2.8. More generally, the k-means problem can actually be interpreted
as particular density fitting task, where the components are Dirac deltas
pθk = δck . We will come back to this interpretation when we define com-
pressive k-means in Section 2.5.

Generative Networks Another density-fitting-type model that will be
studied in this thesis are generative networks (we’ll further develop this topic
in Chapter 6, but give a concise introduction here). Unlike mixture mod-
els, generative networks do not seek an explicit approximation to the true
data distribution P0, but approximate it implicitly by mimicking the action
of sampling from P0. More precisely, given a low-dimensional latent space
Σz ⊂ Rp, and a "simple" distribution Pz to generate samples in this latent
space (e.g., a standard Gaussian distribution), data samples are generated
by Gθ(z) where Gθ : Σz → Σ is a trainable neural network (with weights θ)
and z ∼ Pz. From a technical point of view, the modeled distribution Pθ is
thus the pushforward of Pz through Gθ.

In practice however, we don’t have access to Pθ, but can only gen-
erate an empirical distribution P̂θ by sampling n′ examples Gθ(zi) with
zi ∼i.i.d. Pz from it; we can write this empirical distribution as P̂θ :=
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Gθ(P̂Z) =
1
n′ ∑n′

i=1 δGθ(zi)
. The goal of a generative network is then to find

the parameters θ such that P̂θ ≈ P̂X , i.e., such that the set of generated sam-
ples "look like" the set of learning examples. The different divergences that can
be used to assess the "closeness" P̂θ ≈ P̂X are explored in further detail
in Section 2.4; for now we simply mention that the best-known technique,
generative adversarial networks, learn this metric through a second "dis-
criminator" neural network [G+14].

2.2 Signal processing

When talking about datasets in this thesis, we often refer to the learning
examples xi ∈ Σ ⊂ Rd as "signals". While this term is maybe not com-
monly used in the machine learning literature, it is justified in the context
of this thesis, as it emphasizes the fact that we use many techniques from
the signal processing (SP) literature to manipulate those learning examples.
Indeed, the field of signal processing tackles the question of optimal ac-
quisition, encoding, transmission, and recovery of signals, such as audio,
images, video, multispectral volumes, etc.

A bird-eye view of signal representations While most of those signals
are associated with a continuous physical process, they have to be sampled,
or discretized, by some sensor (e.g., according to the Shannon-Nyquist rate)
in order to be handled by digital devices. Therefore, in SP (and in this the-
sis) the signals of interest are more often than not represented by a vector
x ∈ Rd living in a d-dimensional space28.

However, this "canonical" representation of the signal x, in the so-called
ambient space Rd, is quite impractical to work with directly. Typically, the
dimension d might be quite large, especially for "high-definition" signals
(consider for example a standard-sized image of 512-by-512 pixels; it lives
in the ridiculously large space of R262144). On top of this, the space of infor-
mative (or natural) signals is much smaller than the ambient space (to under-
stand this intuitively, consider again the example of a 512-by-512 image: if
we assign each pixel to an independent random value, which is equiva-
lent to performing some sight-seeing in the ambient space, the probability
to obtain a "natural image" that depicts something humanly intelligible is

28Here, the "dimension" d refers to the total amount of entries of the recorded signal. For
example, an image whose size is N-by-N pixels is of course a two-dimensional signal, but its
representation as a vector x ∈ Rd lives in dimension d = N2 (assuming the image vectorized,
e.g., by stacking the columns).
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negligibly small). Put differently, informative signals, when expressed in
the ambient space, are extremely redundant, which suggests that it might
be wasteful to meticulously store and process their d coefficients.

One of the most crucial endeavors of SP is thus dedicated to finding
more appropriate representations Φ(x), called features29, of signals x ∈ Rd.
To achieve this, it is helpful to first identify, as precisely as possible, the
set Σ ⊂ Rd that contains (almost) all the natural signals of interest x. Be-
cause it is much smaller than the ambient space, the set Σ is often called a
low-complexity set, and the assumption x ∈ Σ is a "low-complexity prior".
Equipped with this prior assumption, we can then construct a feature map
Φ : Σ→ E that facilitates the processing of signals while accurately encod-
ing the geometry of the low-complexity set Σ—we say that Φ "embeds" the
space Σ.

What’s next We present in this section a few selected topics (not meant
to be exhaustive) from the SP literature (and more specifically, from the
subfield of SP that studies embeddings, following the framework we just
described). In Subsection 2.2.1, we present the sparsity principle, one of
the most popular low-complexity models Σ. Next, we turn to compressive
sensing (CS) in Subsection 2.2.2, where the feature map Φ : Rd → Rm often
relies on randomness to simultaneously achieve signal acquisition and com-
pression provided the signals of interest follow a given low-complexity
prior. CS is the main inspiration for the compressive learning framework,
as we will see in Section 2.5. We complete this section with a few words on
quantized embeddings Φ : Rd → {0, 1}m, which are of interest for Chapter 3.

2.2.1 Sparsity

Sparsity is a simple yet often quite accurate low-complexity prior [Mal99,
FR17]. Under the sparsity assumption, any signal x ∈ Σ can be explained
as the linear combination of N ≥ d elementary components ψj ∈ Rd (also
called basis elements or atoms), with the specificity that only a small number
(say, K) of components contribute to the decomposition. More specifically,
given 0 < K � d and a set of N elementary components Ψ = [ψ1, ..., ψN ] ∈
Rd×N , x is said to be K-sparse (in the basis, frame, or dictionary Ψ), which

29Note that the role of "features" is here a bit different from, but related to, the role of
features in machine learning (Section 2.1), which aim at unwrapping nonlinear structures in
the data. This is connection is explicitly acknowledged in Chapter 3.
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we denote x ∈ ΣΨ
K , if it can be written as

x = ∑N
j=1 αjψj such that ‖α‖0 := |{j ∈ [N], αj 6= 0}| ≤ K,

where the `0-"norm" ‖α‖0 counts the number of nonzero coefficients αj.
Sometimes, the signal of interest is not exactly sparse but compressible, mean-
ing that it can be closely approximated by a sparse vectors; e.g., if the ap-
proximation error decays "fast enough" with increasing K [SMF10].

Classical examples of bases Ψ (i.e., for which N = d) include the Fourier
basis, the Discrete Cosine Transform (on which the JPEG and MP3 com-
pression are based, for example), the (quite rich30) family of wavelet bases [Dau88,
Mal99]. Examples of redundant dictionaries Ψ (i.e., for which N > d) in-
clude among many others, curvelets and shearlets. If a dataset of signals is
available, it is also possible to perform dictionary learning31 and to fit Ψ to
the dataset [MBP14].

Sparsity as regularizer for inverse problems An important application
of low-complexity models Σ appears in the context of (linear) inverse prob-
lems, where the goal is to recover an estimate x̂ for a signal x0 ∈ Rd from
measurements y ∈ Rm of the type

y = Ax0 + e, (2.26)

where A ∈ Rm×d is a known linear model for the measurement process
(the "forward model"), and e ∈ Rm models a random additive corrup-
tion (e.g., Gaussian noise). Classical examples of inverse problems include
denoising, deconvolution (or deblurring), and inpainting. To solve the in-
verse problem, one might for example be tempted to try the following pro-
cedure32

x̂ = arg minx∈Rd ‖y− Ax‖2
2.

However, without additional constraints, this problem is ill-posed, and
will yield a poor estimate for x0. Thus, the problem is regularized by means
of the low-complexity set Σ i.e.,

30http://tinyurl.com/wits-wavelets-starlet
31The dictionary problem can be formulated as an instance of our generic linear decompo-

sition task (2.22).
32Depending on the noise distribution, other data fidelity penalties might be considered,

such as the `1 norm.
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x̂ = arg minx∈Σ ‖y− Ax‖2
2.

More generally, one considers a regularization term ρ(x) in the objective
function (possibly weighted by a regularization strength λ), that encour-
ages solutions x ∈ Σ. For example, for K-sparse vectors ΣK := ΣId

K , one
would ideally set ρ(x) = ‖x‖0. However, there is a catch.

Sparse recovery methods Optimizing over the `0-norm requires, intu-
itively speaking, to check out all the (d

K) possible supports of x, which
grows combinatorially with the size of the problem; more rigorously, this
problem is known to be NP-hard [Nat95]. The sparse recovery problem is
thus usually not solved exactly; two broad approaches are used instead:
convex relaxations and greedy algorithms.

The idea of convex relaxations is to consider the `1-norm instead of the `0-
norm, which still tends to promote sparse solutions. Typically, one might
consider either the (constrained) Lasso33

x̂ = arg minx
1
2‖y− Ax‖2

2 s.t. ‖x‖1 ≤ τ,

or the (Lagrangian) Basis Pursuit DeNoise (BPDN) program [CDS01]

x̂ = arg minx
1
2‖y− Ax‖2

2 + λ‖x‖1.

The advantage of this approach is that ‖ · ‖1, although nondifferentiable, is
a convex function, which implies that there are efficient algorithms to find
the global minimizer, e.g., proximal methods [PB14].

On the other hand, greedy algorithms are local search methods (i.e., that
iteratively improve a candidate solution, but without concern for the global
optimization landscape), that heuristically try to solve (for example) the
following non-convex `0-optimization problem (where K is fixed a priori)

x̂ = arg minx
1
2‖y− Ax‖2

2 s.t. ‖x‖0 ≤ K.

For example, Iterative Hard Thresholding [BD09] alternates between a gra-

33When we defined the Lasso problem in machine learning (2.14), we actually wrote its
Lagrangian formulation, which is here called BPDN. In general, the term Lasso is used in the
literature to denote both the constrained form and the Lagrangian form. On the other hand,
the name BPDN is sometimes used to denote a constrained version BPDN, but where the
constraints are now imposed on ‖y− Ax‖2 ≤ C; this is all quite confusing, but in the end it
doesn’t matter, as all those approaches are roughly equivalent.
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dient descent step (which decreases the norm residual r := y− Ax) and a
hard thresholding step (which keeps the K largest magnitude coefficients
in x, de facto enforcing K-sparsity).

Another family of popular greedy algorithms for sparse recovery are
Matching Pursuit [MZ93] (MP) and its further improvements, such as Or-
thogonal Matching Pursuit [PRK93] (OMP), and Orthogonal Matching Pur-
sui with Replacement (OMPR) [JTD11]. The idea of MP-based approaches
is to initialize a solution with an empty support supp (x(0)) = ∅, which
is then iteratively refined. In particular, at each iteration t, we greedily
select the most promising index it (i.e., the atom ait that is the most cor-
related with the residual), and add it to the support of our solution, i.e.,
supp (x(t)) = {it, it−1, ...}; the best approximation within this given sup-
port can then be computed efficiently. As we will see in Section 2.5, the
main compressive learning algorithm, CL-OMP(R), is based on this strategy.

2.2.2 Compressive Sensing

We have established that natural signals belong to a low-complexity set Σ
(e.g., the set of K-sparse signals in some appropriate representation), i.e.,
have a small intrinsic dimension, which means that they can be represented
by a relatively small number of coefficient (e.g., α with ‖α‖0 ≤ K � d).
The main motivation for Compressive Sensing (CS) [CRT06, Don06, FR17]
is the following observation: since such signals can be summarized as a
few coefficients, it is somehow wasteful to invest a lot of "resources" (see
Remark 2.9) in the high-definition acquisition of x0 ∈ Rd, as most of those
coefficients are redundant and will be thrown away by a compression pro-
cedure.

CS thus aims at simultaneously compressing and sensing the signal of inter-
est. More precisely, instead of acquiring x0 directly, we collect compressive
measurements y ∈ Rm, whose forward model reads as in (2.26), i.e.,

y = Ax0 + e,

where A ∈ Rm×d is a sensing operation that must be properly designed,
which should satisfy m � d. The philosophy is to thus sample only what
you need, i.e., sampling at m proportional to the intrinsic "information rate"
of x0, which might be much smaller than its Nyquist rate d.

Remark 2.9. The term "resources" is here a big vague, and can translate to
different physical quantities depending on the specific CS application (e.g.,
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the energy, time, hardware, etc. required for acquisition). Crucially, such
gains must be balanced with the drawback that the signal reconstruction
procedure (e.g., sparse recovery) from the compressed measurements is of-
ten quite demanding, which could in some cases nullify the gains of CS at
acquisition time. One typical example where CS has a clear advantage is
compressive sensing MRI [LDSP08, JFL15], where the saved "resource" of
interest is the MRI scan time, which is particularly costly, and justifies a
longer reconstruction time. We find it important to emphasize this tradeoff
underlying any CS application, because it similarly applies to compressive
learning as well.

The power of randomness The main question becomes: how should one
design the sensing operation A? One of the most striking messages of com-
pressive sensing is that this operation should be randomly generated (as a
typical example, the entries of the matrix are Gaussian Ai,j ∼i.i.d. N (0, 1

m )).
The obtained measurements, yj = 〈aj, x0〉 are also called random projections.

This fact can be quite intriguing; why would it not be possible to con-
struct A deterministically, where a randomized approach works? Referring
the reader to [FR17] for an in-depth explanation of this counter-intuitive
fact, we here provide an instructive illustration, coming from a classical
result closely related to CS: the Johnson–Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [JL84].

Theorem 2.10 (JL lemma). Given a point cloud Σ = {x1, x2, ..., xN} ⊂ Rd,
i.e., a finite set of N points in Rd, and a multiplicative distortion ε ∈ (0, 1), if the
target embedding dimension m satisfies m ≥ C log(N)

ε2 , there exists a linear map
f : Rd → Rm that preserves the relative distances in Σ up to a distortion ε, i.e.,

(1− ε)‖xi − xj‖2 ≤ ‖ f (xi)− f (xj)‖2 ≤ (1 + ε)‖xi − xj‖2, ∀xi, xj ∈ Σ.

The detail that is of importance here is that the JL lemma only states
the existence of a map f , but not what this map actually is. More specifi-
cally, the existence of f is shown by the probabilistic method [AS04]. Unlike
constructive methods that show the existence of f by providing a method
to construct it, the probabilistic method rather shows that, if f is randomly
generated from some well-crafted probability distribution (e.g., f (x) = Ax
with Ai,j ∼i.i.d. N (0, 1

m )), then there is a nonzero probability that f satisfies
the desired property (here, the embedding of a point cloud up to a dis-
tortion ε), which implies that such an f must necessarily exist. Similarly,
Compressive Sensing results are "nonconstructive", in the sense that they
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do not provide an explicit construction for A, but a random generation
procedure.

A nice property of the JL lemma is that the embedding dimension m
does not depend on the ambient space d, but only the "complexity" of the
set Σ, here measured by its cardinality (which related to its Kolmogorov
entropy, see Chapter 3). The idea of CS is to extend this fact to other low-
complexity sets Σ such as the set of K-sparse vectors; this is (often) formal-
ized as a Restricted Isometry Property, as explained below.

Recovery guarantees Let us summarize the main ingredients of CS: we
design a random sensing operator A (e.g., a Gaussian matrix), and obtain
compressed measurements y = Ax0 + e. To obtain a reconstruction x̂ ' x0,
we find an appropriate low-complexity prior Σ, and obtain x̂ := ∆(y, A, Σ).
The "decoder" ∆ is an algorithm that (approximately) solves the inverse
problem regularized by Σ (e.g., using one of the sparse recovery techniques
from Subsec. 2.2.1). The main objective of CS theory is then to find guaran-
tees that quantitatively explain how close the reconstruction x̂ is from x0 (as
a function of the number of measurements m). In general, such guarantees
take the form of an Instance Optimality Property [BDP+14, KG18]:

‖x̂− x0‖ ≤ c1D(x0, Σ) + c2‖e‖, (2.27)

where c1, c2 > 0 are constants, and ‖ · ‖ are (possibly two different) norms
(or pseudometrics). The reconstruction error is thus the sum of two con-
tributions:, a noise term proportional to ‖e‖ (robustness), and a modeling
error D(x0, Σ) (stability). The modeling error captures the "distance" be-
tween x0 and the model set Σ, which satisfies in particular D(x0, Σ) = 0
if the modeling is exact, i.e., x0 ∈ Σ (e.g., for sparse signals Σ = ΣK,
D(x0, Σ) = ‖x0 − xK‖ with xK is the best K-sparse approximation to x0).

Obtaining guarantees through the (L)RIP Such guarantees can usually
be established by proving that the random operator A satisfies—with high
probability—a specific property known as the Restricted Isometry Prop-
erty (RIP). In a nutshell, the RIP ensures that the distances between points
of Σ (where traditionally Σ = ΣK) are preserved under the map A (sim-
ilarly to the JL lemma, Thm. 2.10), i.e., A is an embedding of Σ. In fact,
it was shown [BDP+14, KG18] that the instance optimality recovery prop-
erty is guaranteed34 whenever A satisfies the Lower RIP (LRIP), defined as

34Although the efficient implementation of the decoder ∆ can still be an issue.
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follows35: we say that A has the Lower RIP over the set Σ, with constant
γ > 0, if

‖x− x′‖ ≤ γ‖Ax− Ax′‖, ∀x, x′ ∈ Σ. (2.28)

This can be intuitively understood as the fact that two signals x, x′ that
are distinguishable in the ambient space remains distinguishable after be-
ing embedded by A (a smaller constant γ ensures a better control of the
distance distortion, which translates in lower constants c1 and c2 in (2.27)).

To guarantee successful CS recovery, it thus remains to prove that A has
the (L)RIP. One classical way to achieve this, as explained in [BDDW08], is
to first prove the RIP for a finite set of points (e.g., as in the JL lemma),
and to then extend this property by continuity; this strategy is further ex-
plained in Chapter 3. In the end, one obtains probabilistic guarantees, where
the RIP hold with probability 1− δ for some small probability of failure δ,
provided that the number of measurements grows as m ≥ m(δ, γ, dim Σ),
where dim Σ is a quantity that captures the intrinsic dimension of the low-
complexity set Σ (e.g., Kolmogorov entropy [Pis99], upper box-counting
dimension [PDG17], Gaussian mean width [CRPW12]).

Let us finally mention that many sensing operations A exist beyond
the dense Gaussian case, which can be quite cumbersome in practice: e.g.,
generic i.i.d. sub-Gaussian entries [MPTJ08], sub-sampled Fourier [Rau10]
or Hadamard [MBDJ20], etc. Of particular interest sensing operations that
can be (at least conceptually) be implemented in hardware, such as the one-
pixel camera [DDT+08], random convolutions CMOS imagers [JVB+09], as
well as the very promising Optical Processing Unit that performs random
projections optically in a scattering medium [SCC+16].

2.2.3 Quantized embeddings

We opened this section by explaining that, to be processed on a digital
computer, signals had to be discretized (i.e., sampled at a finite number
of points), e.g., by an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), possibly com-
bined with a compressive sensing mechanism, which yields measurements
y ∈ Rm. However, computers also have to work with a finite-precision rep-
resentation of numbers, which means that those measurements must fur-
ther be quantized to be stored and processed, which can be modeled as a
map q : Rm → E where E is a finite set (in particular, to fit onto a b-bit

35Following [KG18], the expression provided here is not at all (but of course still related to)
the "classical" formulation of the RIP, which is usually defined on ΣK and not pairs in Σ× Σ,
with squared distances, and involves a multiplicative distortion (1± δ).
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representation, the encoding must satisfy |E | = 2b). Of course quantiza-
tion induces an approximation error, which can be mitigated at the price of
increasing the amount of bits b (according to the rate-distortion curve). In
order to get the most out of the b-bit representation, a careful design and
study of the quantization operation q is required, which is thus an impor-
tant research area [Sha48, GN98].

Quantized CS Reconciling this quantization with compressive sensing
theory, i.e., quantized compressive sensing (QCS), is a problem that has gen-
erated a lot of interest. In particular, one-bit CS, where Q : Rm → {0, 1}m

(e.g., up to a rescaling, q(·) = sign (·)), has been particularly intensively.
We refer the reader to [BJKS15, Dir19] for broad overviews of this field.

One important trick that we will borrow from this literature, is that
of dithering (see, e.g., [XJ20, DS20]). This idea states that, to mitigate the
discontinuous nature of the quantizer q, it might in some cases be useful
to add a controlled random vector ξ ∈ Rm, called the dither, prior to the
quantizer. The main idea is that, if the distribution of ξ ∈ Rm is well-
chosen, then it allows to mitigate the effect of quantization on average.

Universal Quantized Embeddings Among QCS approaches, of particu-
lar interest for this thesis (i.e., for Part I) is the so-called (one-bit) universal
embedding36, studied by Boufounos et al. in [Bou12, BM15, BRM17]. This
approach considers a periodic quantizer q, corresponding to the least sig-
nificant bit of a standard uniform quantizer. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that this quantizer has a fixed step-size of π (i.e., it is periodic
with period 2π) and is re-scaled in {±1}, and define it as

q(·) := sign (cos(·)).

Boufounos et al. showed that the resulting embedding, when combined
with Gaussian random projections and a uniform dithering, i.e.,

Φ(x) := q(Ax + ξ) where Ai,j ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ−2), ξ j ∼i.i.d. U ([0, 2π)),

preserves the local distances in the ambient space, that is, the distances up
to a given threshold D0 ∝ σ. To be more precise, this embedding satis-

36The name "universal" here refers to the fact that the quantization does not depend on the
given signal, as opposed to e.g., Σ∆ quantization [STN96]. As there are many other "universal"
quantized embeddings, in my humble opinion, that name could have been better, such as
maybe "local embedding"?
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fies [Bou12]

‖Φ(x)−Φ(x′)‖2 ' c‖x− x′‖2 provided ‖x− x′‖2 ≤ D0 = c′σ,

where c, c′ > 0 are absolute constants, and we note that ‖Φ(x)−Φ(x′)‖2 is
here equivalent to the Hamming distance in the embedded space. Note that
the scale σ generating the random projections directly controls the radius
up to which the distances are preserved. Assuming an application where
only the local distances are important, the intuitive advantage of this ap-
proach is that the bit budget is allocated to encoding only the distances that
matter.

In order to study the precise distance-preserving capabilities of this em-
bedding (e.g., for a finite value of m), the authors of [BRM17] actually study
a generalization of this scheme, where q is any periodic function f , i.e.,

Φ f (x) = f (Ax + ξ).

Note that when f (·) = exp(i·), this approach recovers the random Fourier
features (see Subsection 2.1.4); in this work, we thus dub this approach
random periodic features (RPF). We study RPF extensively in Chapter 3, and
sketches obtained by averaging RPF in Chapter 4.

2.3 Massive data synopses

As explained in Chapter 1, massive data fuel an increasingly large fraction
of modern systems. These applications must thus be able to handle large-
scale datasets X = {x1, ..., xn | xi ∈ Rd}, i.e., that present at least one, and
possibly both, of the following characteristics: (i) the samples are high-
dimensional, d � 1 (e.g., high-definition images count millions of pixels);
and (ii) the amount of learning samples is very large37, n � 1 (e.g., an
image recognition software might have to handle millions of pictures). The
exact definition of how "large" d or n should be to qualify as a "large-scale
dataset" varies according to the relative amount of resources available to
process the data, but to give a rough idea, one would be justified to call
data large-scale as soon it cannot fit in memory, e.g., if d ≥ 103 or n ≥ 106.

The challenges of massive data When presented with such massive data,
traditional methods (i.e., designed for data of small to moderate scale) of-

37As we will see, Compressive Learning is especially promising for this case in particular.
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ten fail spectacularly. For example, the amount of memory required by
the data-processing routine might exceed by far the physically available
amount. Even if memory constraints can be met, the computing time re-
quired to process the data volume might be exceedingly large (say, months
or years). Algorithms for massive data are thus subject to strict limits on the
allowed computational (i.e., time- and space-) complexities. Focusing only on
the number of samples n for the moment, polynomial complexities such
as O(np) with power p > 1 are often prohibited in this context, although
they are considered benign in other areas of computer science [AB09]. Lin-
ear complexity methods, i.e., O(n), might not even be feasible if they re-
quire multiple "passes" over the dataset; sublinear complexity being then a
sine qua non requirement to handle the data. Similar problems apply with
respect to the dimension d, when dealing with high-dimensional data38.

While the raw computational complexity is the quintessential challenge
of large-scale data, other difficulties can also typically arise in this context.
A first one is the case of distributed data [PKP06,ALNT14], where the dataset
X is not stored at one single location but shared across p > 1 distinct de-
vices, i.e., X = X1 ∪X2 ∪ ...∪Xp, where Xi is the dataset owned by the i-th
data holder. For example, the whole dataset might simply be too big to fit
in the memory of the device that has to do the computations, or the sub-
datasets Xi are too costly to be transmitted (e.g., through a communication
network) to that device, or maybe those sub-datasets cannot be shared di-
rectly due to privacy concerns (this scenario is discussed in Chapter 5). In
any case, the data analysis must deal with the distributed nature of data,
e.g., by several rounds of communication with the different data holders.

Another important massive data setting is that of data streams [GZK05,
Agg07], where new data samples are perpetually collected; typical exam-
ples of this setting include network traffic analysis, sensor networks, web
queries, the entire collection of Youtube videos [CAS16], and in general any
application that requires monitoring some form of perpetual data flow. The
dataset X is thus not fixed but always growing, which can be thought of
as n → ∞ (an algorithm that scales with O(n) is therefore not an option).
Of course, in practice X cannot ever be stored at all, and the new exam-
ples must be handled "on the fly" as soon as they become available, before
being discarded (note that this constitutes a single pass over the dataset).

38Note that this computational problem is distinct from the curse of dimensionality, discussed
in Section 2.1, although they of course often appear together.
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Data synopses Since traditional approaches fail on large-scale data, nu-
merous and diverse research efforts are dedicated to design alternative
methods, specialized to handle the large-scale setting. Their common39

basic idea is the following: since the dataset X is too large to solve the tar-
get task directly, break the problem down into two easier steps. First, we
summarize (or compress) X to a much smaller data structure S(X ), called
the data synopsis40. Then, the desired problem is solved using only the synopsis,
which is significantly cheaper if S(X ) is much "smaller" than X .

For this generic approach to be useful, two conditions have to be met:
(i) the synopsis S(X ) must be very efficient to compute and store (e.g., it
should not require more than a single pass on X ); and (ii) the synopsis
must accurately encode the information that we seek to recover. To trade-
off between both of these conflicting objectives, a recurring theme in data
synopses is to introduce randomness in S: by sacrificing a bit of accuracy,
in the form of a probabilistic error, the compression procedure can be made
more efficient.

As illustrated Fig. 2.3, the synopsis operation S usually applies one
(or a combination) of three basic techniques: dimensionality reduction, sub-
sampling, and sketching. We briefly describe those techniques in Subsec-
tions 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.3, respectively. More information on those subject
can be found, among others, in [CDK17, BHK20, Phi16].

2.3.1 Dimensionality reduction

The idea of dimensionality reduction is to compress each sample in the dataset
individually, which provides a new dataset of size n× d′ for some embed-
ding dimension d′ � d. Given a dimensionality reduction map Φ : Rd →
Rd′ , the synopsis is thus given by

S(X ) = Y := (y1, ..., yn) where yi = Φ(xi) ∈ Rd′ .

Dimensionality reduction techniques are often further classified into
data-independent and data-dependent approaches, depending on whether or

39Some techniques, such as MapReduce [DG10], do not follow the "synopsis" idea pre-
sented here. Instead, they seek efficient data communication protocols to still handle the
full-scale dataset, by relying on the "brute force" of cluster computing. Those approaches are
however out of the scope of this work.

40We borrow the term "synopsis" from [CGHJ12], which reviews the field of Approximate
Query Processing (AQP). AQP mainly tackles SQL-like queries (e.g., counting the data sam-
ples that share some specific attributes) on large-scale data; here the context is slightly more
general, and "data synopses" also includes other tools for massive data, such as coresets.
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Fig. 2.3 Three basic techniques to construct synopses of massive data
(n samples in dimension d): dimensionality reduction which reduces the di-
mension to d′ � d for each data sample individually, subsampling which
represents the entire dataset by only n′ � n a few representative samples,
and sketching which constructs an easy-to-update data summary of size m.
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not the dataset X is used in the design the map Φ.

Data-independent approaches We already encountered the most promi-
nent data-independent dimensionality reduction technique, the Johnson-
Lindenstrauss lemma (Theorem 2.10), and its implementation by random
projections [XLX17] in particular: i.e., Φ(x) = Ax for A ∈ Rd′×d a random
matrix, possibly structured to ensure fast transforms [CRW17]. To further
compress the representation, this is sometimes combined with quantiza-
tion (in the spirit of QCS), possibly involving Locally Sensitive Hashing
techniques [IM98].

Many signal processing tasks (e.g., detection, filtering) can be performed
directly in the compressed domain (i.e., on the random projections yi in-
stead of the high-dimensional signals xi) [DBWB10]. This idea was also
applied in the context of machine learning, e.g., for SVM41 [CJS09] or re-
gression [MM09]. Solving k-means clustering from compressed signals
also received a lot of attention, see e.g., [BZD10, NSW17, Dup18].

Data-dependent approaches Fitting Φ to the specific dataset at hand is
done by solving an unsupervised learning problem, such as those discussed
in Subsection 2.1.5. Typically, PCA is used to project the data to a lower
dimension while preserving most of its variance. More sophisticated, non-
linear dimensionality reduction approaches can also be considered, such as
t-SNE [VdMH08], manifold unfolding techniques [LV07], or autoencoder
networks [BGC17]. Although data-dependent approaches tend to better
capture the relevant data geometry (given a fixed target dimension d′), they
can be infeasible, e.g., if the dataset is not available in advance or cannot be
processed efficiently—which is here the point of computing a synopsis in
the first place.

Obviously, dimensionality reduction techniques are especially useful
when the large-scale component of the dataset is primarily the dimension
d. Conversely, since the synopsis is still constituted of n distinct data vec-
tors, this approach is ill-suited to problems where the number of samples n
is particularly large—which is remedied by the two other basic techniques.

41The idea of learning from compressed signals is sometimes (among others, in [CJS09,
TYD+20]) called "compressive learning". That line of work should not be confused with "our"
notion of compressive (statistical) learning, where (as explained in Sec. 2.5) the linear com-
pression operation acts not on individual signals but on entire probability distributions (e.g.,
the empirical distribution associated with the dataset).
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2.3.2 Subsampling

Generally speaking, subsampling is the converse idea of dimensionality
reduction: to summarize the dataset, represent it by a smaller subset of
n′ � n examples:

S(X ) = X ′ := (x′1, ..., x′n′) where x′i ∈ Rd.

To enrich this type of representation, weights α = (α1, ..., αn′) ∈ ∆n′ are also
often assigned to the samples, depending on their relative importance.

Random sampling The most direct method to produce such a synopsis
is to sample at random from the original dataset X , i.e., x′i = xji where ji
denotes the index that was chosen for the ith subsample, here randomly
generated (e.g., uniformly, ji ∼i.i.d. U ([n])). While this idea sounds sim-
ple, it can already lead to nontrivial tradeoffs (e.g., should one sample with
or without replacement?), and can be refined by more sophisticated tech-
niques such as stratified sampling; see [CGHJ12, Chapter 2] for a review
of "direct" subsampling in AQP.

Coresets Another important type of "subsampling-based" synopses are
coresets; we present the idea only briefly here, referring the interested reader
to detailed introductions to the subject in e.g., [Phi16, BLK17, JMF19]. In
contrast with the generic random subsampling approach, the philosophy
of coresets is to somehow tailor the subsetX ′ towards a specific application
(typically one machine learning task in particular). In other words, from the
point of view of the machine learning task, the datasets X ′ and X should be al-
most identical. Given a task defined by a loss `(θ, x), a good coreset should
for example aim at approximating the empirical risk objective

∑n′
i=1 αi`(θ, x′i) ' ∑n

i=1
1
n `(θ, xi).

The subsamples are either elements from the original dataset x′i ∈ X (e.g.,
by a random sampling biased towards samples that contribute significantly
to the risk objective), or are "free parameters" x′i ∈ Rd that can be tuned
during the coreset construction (i.e., generalized coresets).

Because they are specialized to the task at hand, coresets can often lead
to much smaller subsamples while incurring only a small loss of learning
performance—although this must be carefully balanced with the complex-
ity of building the coreset in the first place. Another family of synopsis
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constructions which tends to be more efficient with respect to this aspect is
the one of sketching methods.

2.3.3 Sketching

Both dimensionality reduction and subsampling synopses approximate X
by a "smaller dataset" (by acting on the dimension d or number of samples
n, respectively), that can then (almost) directly be fed to a classical learning
algorithm. In contrast, the sketching approach compresses the dataset as a
more generic structure42, here w.l.o.g. presented as a vector z, from which
the desired parameters θ must be extracted by a different algorithm ∆:

S(X ) = z := z(X ) ∈ Rm where θ = ∆(z).

Many different definitions of "sketches" exist in the literature, as illustrated
by several reviews [CGHJ12, ACH+13, Phi16, BHK20], but it is commonly
agreed upon that they should satisfy (some of) the following properties:

• easy to store and process: the sketch should have a small size with re-
spect to the dataset size m � nd, such that z takes little space in
memory, and queries for ∆(z) are fast;

• easy to update: when presented with a new learning example x′, the
updated sketch z(X ∪ {x′}) can be cheaply computed from z(X ) and
x′, which allows to handle data streams efficiently;

• easy to merge: when two datasets X1 and X2 must be combined, the
merged sketch z(X1 ∪X2) can be cheaply computed from their respec-
tive sketches z(X1) and z(X2), which allows to handle distributed data
efficiently.

Historically, sketching methods focused on simple queries, as illustrated
by their classic examples: the Morris sketch for counting the size of the
dataset n with space complexity O(log(log(n))) [Mor78], the Bloom filter
for testing whether or not one specific example is in the database [Blo70],
the Flajolet-Martin sketch and its HyperLogLog improvement for counting
the number of distinct elements in the dataset [FM85,FFGM07], the Count-
Min sketch for detecting "heavy hitters" (elements in the database that are
the most frequent) [CM05], etc.

42Although we here give a specific meaning to it, "sketching" is a vague term used quite
inconsistently in the literature to denote many different techniques, and should thus be inter-
preted carefully (e.g., it sometimes denotes what we here called dimensionality reduction, but
is also sometimes a synonym for "streaming algorithms", two fairly different concepts).
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Linear sketches A generic class of sketches that are both easy to update
and easy to merge are linear sketches, defined by43 the property that the
merged sketch is the sum of its sub-sketches, i.e., z(X1 ∪ X2) = z(X1) +

z(X2). This sketch is necessarily a "sum-of-features" operation: for some
feature map Φ : Rd 7→ Rm, the associated linear sketch is

z(X ) = ∑n
i=1 Φ(xi). (2.29)

A well-known example of linear sketch is the histogram of the dataset,
which is obtained by setting (assuming d = 1 for simplicity) Φj(x) = ι(bj ≤
x < bj+1) ∈ {0, 1} for bj the edges of the histogram bins (assumed fixed in
advance); see [CGHJ12, Chapter 3]. Another popular example are wavelet
synopses of the dataset, where Φj(x) are wavelet basis elements44 over Rd;
see [CGHJ12, Chapter 4].

However, such sketches scale exponentially with the dimensionality
d. One way to circumvent such scalability issues is to consider a random-
ized map Φ. For example, the recently proposed RACE sketch considers
locality-sensitive hashing features [CS20b]. This type of sketch construc-
tion is in fact exactly the paradigm followed by compressive learning—but
before delving into the details of CL, remark how the linear sketch con-
structions discussed here all aim at somehow representing the data distri-
bution P0 instead of the dataset X . In the next section, we thus first detail
the meaning of "approximating a probability distribution".

2.4 Probability measures geometry

The philosophy of compressive learning is to focus on accurately "repre-
senting" the probability distribution of the data instead of the individual
signals in the dataset. A last broad topic of interest to understand CL is
thus what we will call45 the geometry of probability measures, which seeks to
answer the following questions: given two probability distributions, how
"similar" are they to one another? Pragmatically, how can we encode (or
embed) those distributions such that this similarity, or "geometry", is pre-

43We give here again one specific meaning to "linear sketch", but this term can have different
meanings in the literature.

44Anticipating connections from Section 2.5, wavelet sketches are nothing but the wavelet
representation of a signal, where the signal in question is the (empirical) probability distribu-
tion of the data, considered up to some finite resolution.

45There isn’t really a cohesive "geometry of probability measures" research field; what we
present here are broad questions studied in statistics, applied mathematics, and data science.
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served?
In Subsection 2.4.1, after formalizing this question, we present two broad

families of divergences and metrics on probability measures (i.e., ways to en-
code a "dissimilarity"), illustrated by a few classic examples. In Subsec-
tion 2.4.2 we take a closer look at one specific metric of interest for CL,
namely the Maximum Mean Discrepancy. To complete our tour of prob-
ability measures geometry, we discuss a few related approaches in Sub-
section 2.4.3, i.e., information geometry, optimal transport, and the generalized
method of moments.

2.4.1 Problem statement and overview

Probability measures Most probability courses start in the discrete world,
inhabited by coins, dices and cards: random variables X that can take val-
ues only from a finite46 set, {s1, ..., sN}. Such random variables are fully
characterized by their probability mass function, or simply probability distri-
bution, a vector p whose entries correspond to the probability that each
possible outcome happens, i.e., pi = P[X = si]. Owing to the probability
axioms, the entries of p are nonnegative and must sum to one; the space of
all possible probability distribution is called the probability simplex ∆N ,

p ∈ ∆N := {α ∈ RN , αi ≥ 0, ∑N
i=1 αi = 1}.

When the random variable X is continuous, which can take values in
some infinite set Σ, it can sometimes still be represented by a probability
density function (PDF) pX(x), which can then be integrated (with respect
to the Lebesgue measure) to give the probability that X belongs to a specific
set S ⊆ Σ, i.e.,

∫
S pX(x)dx = P[X ∈ S].

In general, not all distributions have a PDF, but are instead character-
ized by the more general notion of probability measure. Roughly speaking, a
measure P ∈ M(Σ) defined on the set Σ is a mathematical object such that
one can integate (in the Lebesgue sense) any (well-behaved) continuous
function f : Σ→ R with respect to it [PC+19], i.e.,

∫
Σ f (x)dP(x) ∈ R. (2.30)

Similarly to the definition of the probability simplex, a measure is a prob-
ability measure if it is moreover (i) positive, i.e., for all S ⊆ Σ, P(S) =

46To be correct, discrete random variables can also be defined over infinite but countable
sets, but we focus on the finite case for now.
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∫
S dP(x) = P[X ∈ S] ≥ 0 (the probability of any event S is non-negative),

and (ii) normalized such that
∫

Σ dP(x) = P[X ∈ Σ] = 1 (the total "prob-
ability mass" is one). The set of all probability measures on Σ is then
notedM1

+(Σ). Note that if the distribution has a PDF pX(x), we can write
dP(x) = pX(x)dx.

One elementary probability measure of great interest is the Dirac mea-
sure, an infinitely concentrated probability mass. The Dirac measure lo-
cated at c ∈ Σ, noted δc ∈ M1

+(Σ), is such that for all continuous f , we
have

∫
Σ f (x)dδc(x) = f (c). We already encountered it in the context of the

empirical distribution of a dataset X = {xi}n
i=1, namely P̂X := 1

n ∑n
i=1 δxi .

Divergences and metrics on probability measures Given two probabil-
ity measures, say, P andQ, the broad question of "probability measures ge-
ometry" is to quantify how different P andQ are: we are interested in a no-
tion of "dissimilarity" D :M1

+(Σ)×M1
+(Σ)→ R+ : (P ,Q) 7→ D(P ,Q).

To be more precise, the function D is usually either a (statistical) diver-
gence [PC+19], for which D(P ,Q) = 0 ⇔ P = Q but that do not neces-
sarily satisfy symmetry (in general, D(P ,Q) 6= D(Q,P)) nor the triangle
inequality; or a (pseudo)metric [S+10], which is symmetric, satisfies the tri-
angle inequality, and for which P = Q ⇒ D(P ,Q) = 0, but which does
not necessarily satisfy D(P ,Q) = 0⇒ P = Q (only if D is a "true" metric).

Two important families Many popular statistical divergences belong to
the family of φ-divergences, also known as Csiszar divergences [Csi67] or
Ali-Silvey distances [AS66]. Intuitively speaking, such divergences com-
pare the probability measures "point-wise" by averaging their "odds ra-
tio"47 dP

dQ . If the measures P , Q have PDFs pX and pY, this amounts to
compare pX(x) and pY(x) at every x, by averaging the ratio of the densi-
ties pX(x)

pY(x) . Moreover, this ratio is weighted by an entropy function φ, which
is required to be convex and such that φ(1) = 0 (when the odds ratio is one,
there is no contribution to the divergence). The φ-divergence thus reads

Dφ(P ,Q) :=
∫

Σ φ
( dP

dQ
)
dQ, (2.31)

where, to ensure dP
dQ is well-defined, one usually sets Dφ(P ,Q) = +∞

whenever P is not absolutely continuous with respect to Q48. If the mea-

47This quantity is known as the Radon–Nikodym derivative.
48See [PC+19, Chapter 8] for a more formal discussion.
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sures P , Q have PDFs pX and pY, this happens if the support of pX is not
a subset of that of pY, i.e., ∃x such that pX(x) > pY(x) = 0.

Remark 2.11. In the better-known discrete setting, if we have two probabil-
ity distributions p, q ∈ ∆N , the φ-divergence is given by

Dφ(p, q) = ∑N
i=1 φ( pi

qi
)qi,

with Dφ(p, q) = +∞ if for some i, pi > qi = 0.

Another important family of dissimilarities on probability measures
M1

+(Σ) is the one of Integral Probability Metrics (IPM) [Mül97]. Intuitively,
the underlying idea is to use (2.30), the fact that measures can be integrated
against any continuous functions f , and to compare the integrals obtained
with both P and Q, for all "test" functions f in a well-chosen family. More
precisely, given a class F of bounded and measurable functions f : Σ→ R,
the related integral probability metric γF is

γF (P ,Q) := sup f∈F
∣∣∫

Σ f dP −
∫

Σ f dQ
∣∣ . (2.32)

As explained in [S+10], integral probability metrics are in general pseudo-
metrics, but there are many choices of the family of functions F that ensure
γF is a proper metric (such that γF (P ,Q) = 0 ⇒ P = Q). The relation-
ship between φ-divergences and integral probability metrics is explored
in [SFG+09].

Classic examples One of the most famous divergences is the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence DKL(P ,Q), also known as relative entropy49, ob-
tained by picking the usual Shannon entropy function [Sha48], i.e., φ(t) =
t log(t). A "symmetrized" version of the KL divergence (which is itself a φ-
divergence for an appropriate φ) that is often used is the Jensen-Shannon
divergence DJS(P ,Q) = 1

2 (DKL(P ,R) + DKL(Q,R)), whereR = P+Q
2 .

An often encountered distance (true metric) between probability mea-
sures is the total variation, which is intuitively the largest difference be-
tween probabilities that any event S occurs under both probability distri-
butions, i.e., DTV(P ,Q) = supS⊂Σ |P(S) −Q(S)|. It belongs both to the
family of φ-divergences (with φ(t) = |t− 1|) and integral probability met-
rics (with F = { f , ‖ f ‖∞ ≤ 1}).

49In information theoretic terms, this is the difference between the cross-entropy of P ,Q
and the entropy of P , i.e., H(P ,Q)− H(P).
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2.4.2 Maximum Mean Discrepancy

One metric of specific interest to compressive learning is the Maximum
Mean Discrepancy (MMD) metric, introduced in [GBR+12]. The high-level
idea of the MMD is to specify a kernel κ to compare points in the signal
space Σ (see Subsection 2.1.3), and to assign a distance Dκ(P ,Q) measur-
ing how much pairs of signals differ (as captured by κ) on average (defined
by P ,Q). Mathematically, the MMD Dκ(P ,Q) is obtained as an instance
of the IPM family (2.32), where the family F = { f ∈ Hκ , ‖ f ‖Hκ

≤ 1} are
bounded functions in the RKHSHκ associated with κ [GBR+12].

Kernel Mean Embeddings The MMD is actually best understood when
expressed differently: intuitively, it maps the probability distributions to a
nicer space, the reproducible kernel Hilbert space Hκ , and to compares them
in this embedded space. More formally, given a kernel κ, the associated
kernel mean embedding is the map µκ :M1

+(Σ)→ Hκ defined by [SGSS07]

µκ(P) :=
∫

Σ
κ(x, ·)dP(x). (2.33)

The associated maximum mean discrepancy can then be written as the dis-
tance in the embedded space [GBR+12, Lemma 4], which is easier to in-
terpret as averages of pointwise kernel evaluations [GBR+12, Lemma 6]:

D2
κ(P ,Q) = ‖µκ(P)− µκ(Q)‖2

Hκ

= E x∼P
x′∼P

κ(x, x′)− 2 Ex∼P
y∼Q

κ(x, y) + E y∼Q
y′∼Q

κ(y, y′). (2.34)

Remark 2.12. When Σ = Rd and the kernel is shift-invariant κ(x, x′) =

κ∆(x − x′), there is a particularly intuitive interpretation of the MMD: it
corresponds to the plain L2 distance of the convolutions of the two proba-
bility measures by κ∆(u), i.e.,

D2
κ(P ,Q) =

∫
| E

x∼P
κ∆(x− u)− E

y∼P
κ∆(y− u)|2 du = ‖κ∆ ∗P − κ∆ ∗Q‖2

L2 .

Also, due to Bochner’s theorem κ∆ = F−1Λ, the MMD can be expressed
in the Fourier domain: writing ϕP (ω) := Ex∼P eiω>x the characteristic
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function (inverse Fourier transform) of the distribution P ,

D2
κ(P ,Q) =

∫
|ϕP (ω)− ϕQ(ω)|2 dΛ(ω). (2.35)

The MMD thus captures the (pointwise) difference between the character-
istic functions ϕP (ω) and ϕQ(ω), weighted by the distribution Λ(ω). In
short, from a signal processing point of view, the MMD compares low-pass
filtered versions of the probability distributions P and Q.

Characteristic kernels Note that in general, the MMD is a pseudometric.
Kernels κ which ensure the Dκ is a proper metric (i.e., Dκ(P ,Q) = 0 ⇒
P = Q) are called characteristic kernels [FSGS08]. For example, in Σ = Rd,
if the kernel is shift-invariant κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x − x′), it is characteristic if
and only if its Fourier transform Λ = Fκ∆ is supported on the whole space
Rd [S+10].

We refer the interested reader to [MFSS17] for an complete introduction
and review on the subject of kernel mean embeddings and the MMD.

2.4.3 Other topics

For completeness, we briefly mention a few other techniques to deal with
the generic problem of "probability measure geometry".

Information Geometry The field of Information Geometry [Nie20] formally
studies the geometry of probability measures using tools from differen-
tial geometry, i.e., it explicitly acknowledges, and deals with, the man-
ifold structure of M1

+(Σ) (possibly with some additional parameteriza-
tion). This approach leads to a natural notion distance, the Fisher informa-
tion metric [Rao45], and other useful notions such as gradients onM1

+(Σ).

Optimal Transport In a nutshell, the goal of Optimal Transport [Vil08,
PC+19] is to solve mass transportation problems, specified by a notion of
"cost" c(x, x′) which represents the price to move one unit of mass from
x to x′. This approach leads to several important and elegant definitions
of distances on (probability) measures; the most popular is undoubtedly
the Wasserstein distance, also known as earth mover’s distance. They are an
instance of IPM, where F is the set of 1−Lipschitz functions.
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Generalized Method of Moments We are given a parametric distribu-
tion Pθ ∈ M1

+(Σ) that must be fitted to a dataset X = {x1, ..., xn} ⊂ Rd.
To estimate the parameter θ, a well-known alternative to Maximum Like-
lihood (e.g., when the likelihood is not available) is the Generalized Method
of Moments (GeMM) [Hal05]. The main idea of this technique is to craft a
vector-valued function Φ : Rd → Rm and to select the parameters that best
match the empirical generalized moments50 defined by Φ, i.e.,

θ̂ ∈ arg minθ∈Θ ‖Ex∼Pθ
Φ(x)− 1

n ∑n
i=1 Φ(xi)‖2

2 (2.36)

This amounts to pick the distribution Pθ that is the closest to the empir-
ical distribution P̂X in the sense defined by the "distance" ‖Pθ− P̂X ‖Φ :=
‖AΦ(Pθ)−AΦ(P̂X )‖2, where AΦ(P) := Ex∼P Φ(x) is the operation that
computes the generalized moments of P . This will become clearer in the
next subsection, where we will see that compressive learning follows al-
most exactly the same prinicple, with the twist that Φ is randomly gener-
ated—in contrast with GeMM that considers a carefully crafted Φ.

2.5 Compressive Learning

Having discussed the various disciplines that inspired compressive learn-
ing, we can now fulfill the promise from Fig. 2.1 and present CL while
drawing insights from those disciplines. We describe the general frame-
work in Subsection 2.5.1, give practical instances of it in Subsection 2.5.2,
and discuss theoretical learning guarantees in Subsection 2.5.3

2.5.1 The general compressive statistical learning framework

Sketching phase The general compressive learning framework was in-
troduced in [KBGP18] and further developed in [GBKT17] by Keriven, Gri-
bonval, and coauthors. Their main inspiration is to generalize the frame-
work of compressive sensing (see Subsec. 2.2.2), which compressively senses
a vector signal x0 ∈ Rd by a random linear operation A : Rd → Rm, to
the case where the sensed signal of interest is a probability measure P0 ∈
M1

+(Σ) (see Subsec. 2.4.1). The random linear "sensing operator" is thus
a map A : M1

+(Σ) → Cm that "compresses" any probability distribu-

50The "usual" moments of a (one-dimensional) distribution are EX∼P Xp for p = 1, 2, ...,
which are a particular case of the generalized moments, with Φ(·) = (·)p.
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tion51 P ∈ M1
+(Σ) asA(P) ∈ Cm, a finite-dimensional vector of measure-

ments52. By analogy with the literature on sketching methods in data syn-
opses (see Subsec. 2.3.3), the vector of compressive measurements A(P) is
called the sketch of P , and A is coined the sketching operator. More pre-
cisely, this operator is defined as the average of some feature map Φ : Σ→ Cm.

Definition 2.13 (Sketching operator). Given a feature map Φ : Σ→ Cm, the
related sketching operator AΦ :M1

+(Σ)→ Cm is defined as

AΦ(P) := Ex∼P Φ(x) =
∫

Σ Φ(x)dP(x). (2.37)

We mentioned above that, by analogy with CS, the sketching operator
AΦ is linear and random. Here, linearity refers to the fact that, by linear-
ity of the expectation, AΦ is linear in the probability distributions53, i.e.,
AΦ(αP1 + (1 − α)P2) = αAΦ(P1) + (1 − α)AΦ(P2) for any two distri-
butions P1,P2 and mixture coefficient α ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, randomness
refers to the fact that in CL the map Φ is randomly generated (unlike in
GeMM [Hal05] for example), as will be clarified in the next section. We say
that the sketch computes random feature moments of the distribution.

The goal of compressive learning is to solve machine learning tasks
(Section 2.1), i.e., to infer parameters θ from a (compressed version of)
datasets X . The sketch of the dataset is defined as the sketch operator act-
ing on the empirical distribution P̂X associated with this dataset.

Definition 2.14 (Sketch of a dataset). Given a feature map Φ : Σ → Cm

and a dataset X = {xi ∈ Σ}n
i=1, the sketch of this dataset, noted54 zΦ,X , is

zΦ,X := AΦ(P̂X ) = 1
n ∑n

i=1 Φ(xi) ∈ Cm, (2.38)

i.e., the empirical average of the features Φ(xi) of the dataset.

The computation of zΦ,X can be performed very efficiently on large-
scale datasets, thanks to the independence of the contribution by each
data sample. Indeed, this computation requires only a single pass over the
dataset (after which X can be discarded), and is highly ("embarassingly")

51Omitted here is the fact that more generally, the sketch operator can be defined on arbi-
trary signed measures, see [KBGP18].

52While here for convenience the resulting sketch is a complex vector z ∈ Cm, this is not
necessarily always the case, as real-valued sketches z ∈ Rm can be considered as well.

53In particular, the feature map Φ is allowed to (and will indeed) be nonlinear.
54When there is no ambiguity, we drop the subscripts Φ or X from AΦ and zΦ,X .
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parallelizable. Moreover, it is especially well-suited to deal with streaming
and distributed datasets, as explained in Subsection 2.3.3.

Remark 2.15 (zΦ,X as a "linear sketch"). The sketch defined by (2.38) is not,
strictly speaking, a linear sketch in the sense defined in Subsection 2.3.3,
since it is the average of features instead of the sum as required by (2.29).
It can however still be assimilated to a linear sketch—and its advantages,
such as easy update and merging operations—if we consider the map Φ(x) :=
(Φ(x), 1). This gives after summation (2.29), a tuple (∑i Φ(xi), n), which is
indeed a linear sketch, from which the "average" sketch (2.38) can later be
computed55.

Learning phase The ultimate objective in compressive learning is to solve
a given machine learning task using only the sketch z. As explained by (2.3)
in Section 2.1, ML tasks are often formulated as the fitting of some param-
eter vector θ ∈ Θ to the true data-generating distribution P0, following the
risk minimization principle. Given a loss `(θ, x), we seek the parameters θ∗

which minimize the average loss, or risk, according to P0, i.e.,

θ∗ ∈ arg minθ∈ΘR(θ;P0), where R(θ;P0) := Ex∼P0 `(θ, x).

Following through with the compressive sensing analogy, CL formu-
lates this learning phase as an inverse problem (see Subsec. 2.2.1). Roughly
speaking, the idea is to assimilate56 a distribution Pθ ∈ M1

+(Σ) to any pa-
rameter vector θ ∈ Θ. Intuitively, Pθ describes what the data distribution
should look like under the assumption that θ models the data perfectly.

As in a usual inverse problem, compressive learning then selects the
parameters θ̂ that best fits the "measurements" z, as captured by "sketch
matching" cost function C(θ; z):

θ̂ ∈ arg minθ∈Θ C(θ; z), where C(θ; z) := ‖z−A(Pθ)‖2. (2.39)

Why should this principle work? As will be further developed in Sub-
sec. 2.5.3, the main explanation is that the sketch matching cost C(θ; z) can
be seen as a surrogate to the risk objective R(θ;P0). If the sketch is well-
designed and is sufficiently large, we can expect that (roughly speaking)
C(θ; z) ' R(θ;P0), which ensures that the compressive learning solution

55A similar trick will be employed in Chapter 5 to decouple the impact of a new sample as
one contribution to the sum-of-features and one to the dataset size.

56In general the idea is in fact a bit subtler than that, as explained in Remark 2.16.
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Fig. 2.4 The sketch matching cost C(θ; z) as surrogate for the true risk
R(θ;P0). Here, the k-means problem with k = 2 centroids {θ1, θ2} is con-
sidered on a 1-d dataset X (left). The riskR(θ;P0) (which defines the true
optimal centroids θ∗) is shown in blue. The sketch matching cost C(θ; z) is
shown in green, for a small (top row) and moderate (bottom row) sketch
size m. As can be seen on the slice of the objective functions on the right,
when the sketch size increases, the approximation C(θ; z) ' R(θ;P0) im-
proves, and the compressive learning solution θ̂ approaches θ∗.
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θ̂ is a good estimate of the desired true risk minimizer θ∗. This idea is
illustrated by Fig. 2.4.

Remark 2.16 (Semi-parametric compressive learning). As explained by Shee-
han et al. in [SGD19], for semi-parametric modeling tasks (such as PCA), the
map θ 7→ Pθ is not necessarily well-defined (e.g., many densities Pθ may
equivalently be considered for a given model θ). This is not per se an issue,
as in practice we do not actually need θ 7→ Pθ, but rather θ 7→ A(Pθ),
which is indeed (e.g., for PCA) a proper function [GBKT17, Remark 2.1].
The reformulation proposed in [SGD19] clarifies this issue by mapping θ

to a unique statistic θ 7→ Σθ instead of Pθ.

2.5.2 Practical applications: sketch constructions and learning algorithms

We now instantiate the generic framework described above to the two most
important tasks considered in this thesis: compressive k-means [KTTG17]
and compressive Gaussian mixture modeling [KBGP18], which both rely
on random Fourier features to build the sketch. Other tasks and sketch
constructions are discussed at the end of this subsection.

Sketching with random Fourier features Recall that random Fourier fea-
tures (see Subsec. 2.1.4) are constructed by the projection on a matrix Ω =

(ω1, ..., ωm) of random vectors ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ57, followed by complex expo-
nentiation, i.e.,

ΦRFF(x) := 1√
m exp(iΩ>x).

In [KBGP18], the authors propose to use Φ = ΦRFF to construct the
sketch operator, which gives

A(P) = 1√
m Ex∼P eiΩ>x = 1√

m [ϕP (ωj)]
m
j=1,

where ϕP (ω) := Ex∼P eiω>x is the characteristic function of P . We ob-
serve that the RFF sketch thus corresponds to random sampling of P in
the Fourier domain, which is sampled at the m frequencies ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ.

Remark 2.17 (RFF sketch as an embedding that preserves the MMD dis-
tance). The random Fourier features sketch operator A can be seen as a
finite-dimensional approximation to the kernel mean embedding (2.33) that is
defined by the shift-invariant kernel κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x− x′) = (F−1Λ)(x−

57Where we recall that the distribution Λ can be related to a shift-invariant kernel κ through
Bochner’s theorem.
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x′) [KBGP18, Section 4]. In particular, by virtue of (2.35), the Euclidean dis-
tance between RFF sketches ‖A(P) − A(Q)‖2 approximates ("embeds")
the MMD metric Dκ(P ,Q), as

‖A(P)−A(Q)‖2
2 =

1
m

m

∑
j=1
|ϕP (ωj)− ϕQ(ωj)|2

' E
ω∼Λ
|ϕP (ω)− ϕQ(ω)|2 = D2

κ(P ,Q).

Compressive learning of mixture models Consider a generic mixture
model fitting problem (see Subsec. 2.1.5), where the density to fit is a mix-
ture of K simple components pθk weighted by αk ≥ 0; the parameter vector
is thus θ := (α, {θk}K

k=1). In this case, the map θ 7→ Pθ (which should
assign a distribution to the model θ) is simply the mixture itself, i.e.,

Pθ = ∑K
k=1 αk pθk . (2.40)

This setting covers both compressive Gaussian mixture modeling [KBGP18],
where pθk = N (µk, Γk), and compressive k-means [KTTG17], where pθk = δck

(i.e., a weighted mixture of Dirac deltas located at the centroid positions).
Note that for compressive k-means, the sketch of each component is given
directly by A(pθk ) = Φ(ck). Another instance of this setting are mixtures
of alpha-stable distributions [KDL18].

Note that (2.40) is a sparsity assumption (see Subsec. 2.2.1), as it assumes
that the signal of interest (the probability distribution) is a linear combina-
tion of a small number K of elementary contributions pθk .

In this case, using the linearity of the sketching operator, the compres-
sive learning problem (2.39) becomes

θ̂ ∈ arg minθ ‖z−∑K
k=1 αkA(pθk )‖2.

This non-convex problem is hard to solve exactly, but the CL-OMPR algo-
rithm (based on the Matching Pursuit methods discussed in Subsec. 2.2.1)
was proposed in [KBGP18] to solve it approximately. More precisely, this
method greedily selects new atoms θ′ (that are the most promising in re-
ducing a residual r, i.e., by approximately maximizing (e.g., using quasi-

Newton optimization schemes) the non-convex criterion 〈 A(pθ′ )
‖A(pθ′ )‖

, r〉. The
method then alternates between adding new atoms and further decreasing
the cost function by local minimization initialized at the current solution.
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Note that this heuristic algorithm ("decoder") is not guaranteed to find the
global minimizer θ̂, as further discussed in Chapter 6.

Designing the sketch operator To fully specify the CL scheme, it remains
to specify the parameters defining the sketch operator A, i.e., in the RFF
case, the frequency sampling pattern Λ, and the sketch size m.

Several frequency sampling patterns Λ have been discussed in [KBGP18],
which we quickly recall here. A first straightforward choice is the Gaussian
sampling strategy Λ = N (0, σ−2 Id), which means that the associated RFF
approximate a Gaussian kernel with scale σ, i.e., 〈Φ(x), Φ(x′)〉 ' κ(x, x′) =

exp(− ‖x−x′‖2
2

2σ2 ). As argued in [KBGP18], this pattern under-explores the
low frequencies (due to the curse of dimensionality), so another possibil-
ity is to decompose ω = Rϕ, where ϕ ∼ U (Sd−1) is a normed random
direction and R ∼ pR(R; σ) is the norm of ω, which can thus be directly
controlled. Two choices for this latter distribution were proposed: either
(FG) a folded Gaussian pR ∝ e−(σR)2

, or (AR) the adapted radius distribu-

tion defined as pR ∝
(
(σR)2 + (σR)4

4

) 1
2

e−(σR)2
[KBGP18].

In any case, given a frequency sampling pattern, one still has to select
the scale parameter σ > 0, which should be adjusted to the current dataset ei-
ther by prior knowledge or from a some heuristic (e.g., [KBGP18,BCGS19]).
Fig. 2.5 illustrates the important role of this parameter: if it is too large or
too small, the estimated data distribution will not be accurate.

As for the sketch size, the analogy with compressive sensing suggests
that m should scale with the "sparsity" of the considered "low-complexity"
candidates Pθ, e.g., m & p if there are p parameters to estimate (θ ∈
Rp). Numerical simulations validated that for GMM [KBGP18] and for
k-means [KTTG17] this is indeed the case. For example, compressive k-
means succeeds as soon as m & Kd, where Kd is the amount of parameters
we seek (d coordinates of K centroids).

Other tasks and sketch constructions In this thesis we will focus on com-
pressive k-means and compressive GMM with random Fourier features
sketches, but for completeness, we briefly mention other tasks and fea-
ture maps that have been considered in the literature. Those are semi-
parametric models, to which Remark 2.16 applies.

Compressive PCA was proposed in [GBKT17], and numerically validated
in [Cha20]. Instead of RFF, this approach relies on random quadratic fea-
tures, where complex exponentiation is replaced by t 7→ t2, i.e., ΦRQF(x) :=
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Fig. 2.5 We consider a 2-d dataset of three clusters (blue points), sketched
with RFF associated to a Gaussian kernel with scale σ. Top row: for a fixed
finite sketch size m, we plot the landscape 〈z, Φ(c)〉 as function of a test
vector c, i.e., the criterion used to select the first centroid c in CLOMP for
k-means. We plot this for three varying sketch scales σ (with σ that increases
from left to right). This intuitively illustrates how the sketch "views" the
data distribution. Bottom row: the related kernel mean embedding (2.33),
µκ(P̂X ) = κ∆ ? P̂X , i.e., what the top row approximates as m→ ∞.
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[(ω>j x)2]mj=1. The resulting sketch can also be seen as a random compres-

sion operation Ã acting on the data covariance matrix, z = Ã(XX>).
In [SKD19], the authors consider compressive Independent Component Anal-

ysis, which follows a similar approach, but where the fourth order cu-
mulant tensor is compressively sensed instead of the covariance matrix.
In [SGD19], a scheme was proposed to perform compressive subspace clus-
tering by sensing the correlation matrix of a Veronese embedding of the
data, although computational gains are possible only in small dimensions.

2.5.3 Theoretical guarantees

One important achievement of the compressive statistical learning frame-
work is the development of strong statistical learning guarantees, in the form
of probabilistic bounds on the excess risk (2.6), as usually considered in
the SL framework (see Sec. 2.1). Those bounds guarantee that, with high
probability 1 − δ, the compressive learning solution θ̂ from (2.39) is not
much worse than the optimal solution θ∗ (i.e., the minimizer to the true
riskR(θ;P0)) by an error η, i.e.,

P[R(θ̂;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η] ≥ 1− δ.

By another analogy with compressive sensing (see Subsec. 2.2.2), the
strategy deployed in [GBKT17] to prove such a bound is to relate it to a
form of Lower Restricted Isometry Property (LRIP). Similarly to (2.28), the
LRIP is defined as, for some constant γ > 0,

‖P −Q‖R ≤ γ‖A(P)−A(Q)‖2, ∀P ,Q ∈ G. (2.41)

On the left, the risk-induced metric ‖P −Q‖R is an instance of an Integral
Probability Metric (2.32), where the family of test functions are the loss
functions for all possible parameter vectors, i.e., F = {`(θ, ·), θ ∈ Θ}.
Intuitively, this quantity captures how different the risk with respect to
P and with respect to Q is: if ‖P − Q‖R is small, then we expect that
R(θ;P) ' R(θ;Q), which means that solving a machine learning task
with respect to P or with respect to Q is roughly equivalent. On the right,
the low-complexity model set G is the set of all possible model distributions
Pθ, i.e., G := {Pθ, θ ∈ Θ}.

Intuitively, the LRIP thus ensures that the sketch accurately encodes the
machine learning task: for any pair of distributions P ,Q that are of inter-
est in solving the task, if the sketch of those distributions are close, the
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LRIP guarantees that those distributions are indeed roughly equivalent
from the point of view of the risk objective. More precisely, the results
from [GBKT17] ensures that if the LRIP holds, then the excess risk is bound
given by

η = D(P0,G) + c‖A(P0)−A(P̂X )‖2,

where the first term is a modeling error, a "distance" between the true data
distributionP0 and the model set G, and the second term is a sampling error.
This bound can be put in correspondence with (2.27) in usual CS.

It then remains to prove the LRIP holds, which typically holds with
high probability over the draw of the feature map Φ, thus defining the
probability of failure δ in (2.41). For k-means and GMM with RFF sketches,
this is done in [GBKT20]. Without entering into the details, the strategy
relies on using the MMD (6.11) Dκ(P ,Q) as the intermediary between
‖A(P)−A(Q)‖2 and ‖P −Q‖R.

The theoretical guarantees of CL are further detailed in Chapter 4.
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3
Asymmetric Random

Periodic Features

THIS chapter is a bit special in that it is (despite the title of this thesis)
not about the compressive learning (CL) framework. To be more
precise, recall that in compressive learning we study the sketch of

a dataset given by the average of random features zX := 1
n ∑i Φ(xi). In this

chapter, we temporarily "forget" about the averaging operation, and focus
on the individual random features z(xi) := Φ(xi). The obtained results will
serve as main building block in Chapter 4, when we re-introduce the av-
eraging operation: from a "macro" point of view, the role of this chapter
is thus to establish preliminary results for the next one (which is about
quantized compressive learning). However, as argued below, the setting
studied in this chapter is also of independent interest.

Concretely, this chapter formally introduces the general framework of
asymmetric random periodic features, where two signals of interest x, y are
observed through random periodic features z f (x), zg(y): random projec-
tions followed by a general periodic map f or g, which is allowed to be
different for both signals. We derive the influence of those periodic maps
on the kernel (i.e., the similarity measure) κ f ,g(x, y) that is approximated
by their dot product 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 ' κ f ,g(x, y). This result generalizes
earlier results from (symmetric) random periodic features (introduced in
Section 2.2.3) which showed in particular that a simple quantization of ran-
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dom Fourier features (corresponding to replacing the complex exponential
by a different periodic map that takes binary values, which is appealing
for their transmission and storage), distorts the approximated kernel. As
we will see, a remarkable consequence of our analysis is that when the
features of only one of the two signals are quantized, the original kernel is
recovered without distortion.

The main achievement of this chapter is to prove uniform (probabilistic)
error bounds (that is, bounds on the deviation |〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 − κ f ,g(x, y)|)
holding for all pair of signals picked in an infinite low-complexity set. In-
terestingly, our results allow the periodic maps to be discontinuous, thanks
to a new mathematical tool, i.e., the mean Lipschitz smoothness. We then
apply this generic framework to semi-quantized kernel machines (where only
one of the signals has quantized features and the other has classical ran-
dom Fourier features), for which we show theoretically that the approxi-
mated kernel remains unchanged (with the associated error bound), and
confirm the power of the approach with numerical simulations.

This chapter mostly coincides (often verbatim) with the content of our
publication "Breaking the waves: asymmetric random periodic features for
low-bitrate kernel machines" [SJ20a] (in Information and Inference), with the
notable exception of an extra section at the end (indicated by a star *).

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Motivation

Rather than to directly process high-dimensional signals, it is often more
efficient to first summarize them to their main features. This assumes that
these capture essential information for the considered processing, such as
the proximity of any pair of signals. Mathematically, the signal summa-
rization is modeled by a feature map ϕ from the signal space Σ to the fea-
ture (or embedding) space E . This map ϕ transforms the representation of
signals while encoding some aspects of their geometry; loosely speaking,
this can be written as DE (ϕ(x),ϕ(y)) ≈ DΣ(x, y) for any pair of signals
x, y ∈ Σ, where DΣ is the preserved geometric quantity (such as an inner
product or a distance), and DE is an evaluation procedure acting only on
the signal features. This approach is useful whenever the features ϕ(x) are
easier to process with respect to some critical computational resource (e.g.,
memory usage, computing time)—often at the price of an approximation
error (as suggested by the approximation symbol DE ≈ DΣ above). The
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map ϕ is most often than not a randomized function (drawn from a dis-
tribution). There are essentially three main ways to save computational
resources with features: (i) leveraging dimensionality reduction (i.e., ϕ(x) is
encoded by much less coefficients than the dimension of x), such as in com-
pressive sensing techniques [FR17], where typically the “embedding” ϕ is
linear and DΣ and DE are the Euclidean distances (as explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.2); (ii) using mappings that linearize the evaluation of an otherwise
nonlinear quantity, such as random Fourier features (RFF) [RR08], where
DΣ is a kernel κ and DE is simply the inner product (as explained in Sec-
tion 2.1.4); and (iii) quantizing features, where ϕ(x) produces a quantized
output that can be encoded with a highly reduced bitrate compared to the
initial signal, allowing reducing the memory and/or transmission load, as
well as paving the way for hardware-based procedures (as explained in
Section 2.2.3). This quantization objective is often combined with either (i),
as in quantized compressive sensing [BJKS15, GLP+13, Dir19], or (ii), as in
one-bit universal embeddings [BM15]. As made clear below, our contribu-
tions also target the combination of (ii) with (iii).

In all those applications, it is almost always assumed that the available
features for the two signals x, y ∈ Σ come from the same feature map ϕ (we
say the features are symmetric). However, we can legitimately wonder if
removing this assumption, i.e., accessing the signals through features ϕ(x)
and ψ(y), where we have the freedom to set ϕ 6= ψ, can further reduce
specific computational resources. The practical interest of this relaxation—
that we call asymmetric features—arises when the two signals come from
different sources (i.e., when the setting is intrinsically asymmetric): for ex-
ample, those sources might have different resources (such as memory or
power) at their disposal, and will therefore benefit differently from tech-
niques (i)-(iii).

Here, we are interested in asymmetric features for linearizing kernel es-
timations, as explained in (ii). In particular, we work with random periodic
features (introduced in Subsec. 2.2.3, and further detailed in Sec. 3.2); those
are defined as ϕ(x) := f (ΩTx + ξ) and ψ(y) := g(ΩTy + ξ) with Ω a ran-
dom projection matrix, ξ a random dither, and f , g two periodic functions.
We thus generalize the context of random Fourier features [RR08], where
f (·) = g(·) = exp(i·) (the complex exponential), by “breaking the waves”
with possibly discontinuous, distinct functions f and g (as described in
Sec. 3.4). We show how those features can be used to approximate shift-
invariant kernels κ, i.e., 〈ϕ(x), ψ(y)〉 ≈ κ(x, y), in expectation over the ran-
dom quantities Ω, ξ. Our motivating use-case is to combine this approach
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with harsh quantization of some features, objective (iii), as we explain in
the next paragraph. However, all our developments are generic, and of in-
terest for any machine learning algorithm that processes or takes decisions
from the local geometry of data.

Semi-binary kernel machines as a motivating application: If one of the
periodic functions incorporates the quantization of the feature vector (say,
the one-bit universal quantization, or square wave function q : R→ {0, 1}
[BR13]; see Fig. 3.2), then that feature vector can be stored or transmit-
ted (or both) much more efficiently than the usual (infinite-precision) ran-
dom Fourier features. Consider for example a machine learning context,
where a kernel method [SSB+02] such as a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[BGV92] has been trained in advance on some dataset X = {xi}n

i=1 ⊂ Σ
(see Section 2.1 for details on kernel methods and SVM). To actually use
this model for prediction on a new signal x′ ∈ Σ, the physical device
that records it must either communicate with a server where the infer-
ence is performed remotely (Fig. 3.1a), or implement this model directly
(Fig. 3.1b); in either case, this is an expensive operation whenever this de-
vice is under tight computational resources constraints, and quantization
of feature vectors is potentially very helpful.

In the first scenario (inference done remotely on a server), we might
quantize the feature vector of the query signal, ϕ(x′) ∈ {0, 1}m (but not
the feature vectors of the dataset ψ(xi)). This allows to heavily reduce
the bitrate when communicating this vector to the server, and even paves
the way for computing those features directly in hardware, e.g., relying on
voltage-controlled oscillators [YKJC08]. In the second context, we could
conversely binarize the feature vectors of the dataset so that ψ(xi) ∈ {0, 1}m

for all xi ∈ X , but not the incoming query vector ϕ(x′)1. The advantage
here is that the memory needed to store the model is heavily reduced, with
additional computational benefits coming from the embedded processing
of binary values. This idea has received significant attention in the litera-
ture, e.g., following [JDS10] for nearest-neighbor search.

For both of those examples, the main question that we seek to answer
is to quantify the loss of accuracy (induced by quantization) as a function
of the feature vector length m. More precisely, our goal is to obtain (prob-
abilistic) guarantees on the decay of the kernel approximation error as a
function of m, that hold uniformly for any pairwise comparisons of signals

1It is even possible to encode only a subset of the dataset features for models that only
need to access some entries, such as SVM with the support vectors.
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Fig. 3.1 Two motivating applications of our results (from Sec. 3.5, in
green): combining one-bit universal features with usual random Fourier
features yields the same desired kernel κ. (a) A “client” device records a
“query” signal x′, and transmits its quantized features zq(x′), encoded ef-
ficiently as only m bits, to a “server” device that can evaluate the kernel
similarity with the rest of a dataset from their usual n full-precision RFF
{z(xi)}n

i=1. (b) A lightweight device implements a kernel method with
very low memory requirements, only having to store {zq(xi)}n

i=1 the n one-
bit feature vectors of the dataset instead of the full-precision ones, provided
the usual RFF z(x′) are used for the incoming query vectors.
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taken an infinite (but compact) set Σ. In this case, the main challenge lies
in dealing with the discontinuous nature of the quantization operation—
handling discontinuities is thus one of the key features of this work.

3.1.2 Related work

Before detailing the elements of our approach, we find useful to mention
a few related works, showing how they inspired us, and stressing their
connections and differences with our contributions.

Quantization of (symmetric) random Fourier features: The construction
of the general random periodic features considered in this work is instanti-
ated in Section 3.5 to the case where the corresponding periodic map is the
universal quantizer (or square wave function). As mentioned in Subsec-
tion 2.2.3, this approach was introduced in [RL09, BR13] as a binary map
preserving local distances (i.e., up to a given radius), under the name uni-
versal quantized embedding. Those features have subsequently been used
for kernel methods in [BM15], which is similar to the framework we pro-
pose but where not one but both signal features being compared are quan-
tized in a symmetric fashion, which distorts the kernel to be recovered.
This line of work was further generalized is [BRM17], where uniform guar-
antees are derived for generic periodic function (possibly discontinuous)
instead of the one-bit universal quantizer, holding on infinite signal sets.
This defines the random periodic features approach (see Section 3.2 for de-
tails) that we also consider; we provide an in-depth description of how our
results relate to (and complement) those from [BRM17] in Appendix C.

Back to the particular problem of quantizing random Fourier features,
another line of work [ZMDR18] shows that a specific stochastic quanti-
zation hardly harms the generalization performance of RFF-based algo-
rithms. The ultimate objective of this last work is, however, fairly differ-
ent from ours: the authors seek to reduce the memory requirements during
training by performing a more sophisticated quantization, and then use the
full-precision RFF for the subsequent inference stage; on the other hand,
our objective is to provide a simple quantization scheme to reduce the re-
sources during the inference stage, without concerns for how the training was
performed.

Asymmetric features and quantizations: The possibility to use asym-
metric features has been explored for linear embeddings in [RKL19], as
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an additional degree of freedom to minimize (in a data-dependent fash-
ion) the average error of the distance estimation. In [DCL08], weighted
universal embeddings are used for distance estimation, where the weights
depend upon one of the two signals (which makes the scheme asymmetric)
to decrease the error on this estimation. Closer to our context, in [GPGL13],
it is experimentally shown for a broad set of feature maps2 that quantizing
the features of the dataset but not of the query (as in scenario Fig. 3.1b)
significantly improves the performance compared to quantizing both fea-
tures. Similarly, the authors of [LL19, Li19] recently considered linear ran-
dom projections (with the same matrix) of two signals that have been quan-
tized with different quantization levels.

3.1.3 Chapter contributions

We provide in Sec. 3.2 several preliminary elements as well as important
concepts of the relevant literature: random Fourier features and their (pos-
sibly quantized) extension to any periodic nonlinearity. We then start by
analyzing how the kernel approached by asymmetric random periodic fea-
tures behaves in expectation (in the asymptotic case), which is proved in
Sec. 3.3. Our main results come in Sec. 3.4, where we prove uniform er-
ror bounds of the kernel approximation for infinite signal sets. In order to
do so, we introduce a new tool, the mean Lipschitz smoothness property.
Next, we apply our general results to the semi-quantized setting motivated
above in Sec. 3.5, and illustrate with numerical experiments in Sec. 3.6. To
further establish the generic nature of our results, we also instantiate them
on modulo random features and complex extensions in Sec. 3.7, before con-
cluding in Sec. 3.8.

For the interested reader, Appendix C relates our approach to the con-
text of geometry-preserving embedding (or coding) developed in [BRM17],
solving in the same time an error in the proof of one of their results

3.1.4 Notations specific to this chapter

We will often consider bounded 2π-periodic functions f , g : R → C for
which the 2-norm and the infinity norm read ‖ f ‖2 = 1

2π

∫ 2π
0 | f (t)|2dt and

‖ f ‖∞ := supt∈[0,2π] | f (t)|, respectively, and the inner product of f and g

is 〈 f , g〉 = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 f (t)g∗(t)dt. For brevity and clarity, we will sometimes

refer to a function using the “dot” notation, e.g., exp(i·) for the function

2Such as Locality Sensitive Hashing, universal embeddings, and several variants of PCA.
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t 7→ exp(it) ∈ C for t ∈ R.
We use the convention where the (d-dimensional) Fourier transform of

a function f : Rd → C reads f̂ (ω) = (F f )(ω) := 1
(2π)d

∫
Rd e−iu>ω f (u)du,

with inverse (F−1 f̂ )(u) :=
∫

Rd eiu>ω f̂ (ω)dω. The same convention is
used for the Fourier transform of finite measures on Rd. In all our develop-
ments, except if specified differently, C, C′, . . . , c, c′, . . . > 0 denote universal
constants whose value may change from one instance to the other.

3.2 Preliminaries

We introduce here several fundamental concepts supporting our approach.
We first precise the kind of signal space we consider, as well as how sig-
nals are compared through a kernel, before to briefly explain the principles
sustaining the definition of random Fourier features (RFF). Next, we gener-
alize RFF to any random periodic features for a family of bounded periodic
functions.

3.2.1 Signals and kernels

In this work, we focus on signals belonging to a bounded signal space
Σ ⊂ Rd having finite Kolmogorov η-entropy Hη(Σ) for any radius η > 0
[KT61]. This entropy, defined as Hη(Σ) := log Cη(Σ), is related to the cov-
ering number Cη(Σ) of Σ, the cardinality of the smallest finite subset of Σ
that covers it with balls of radius η. Using the Minkowski sum, this means
that

Cη(Σ) := min{|S| : S ⊂ Σ ⊂ S + ηBd
2},

which is finite for any compact set Σ.
The Kolmogorov entropy measures the intrinsic dimension of Σ in Rd.

In particular, Hη(V ∩ Bd
2) ≤ Cd′ log(1 + 1

η ) for any subspace V ⊂ Rd

of dimension d′ ≤ d [Pis99], and the set of s-sparse vectors Σs := {x ∈
Rd, ‖x‖0 ≤ s} restricted to the unit ball has entropy bounded by Hη(Σs ∩
Bd

2) ≤ C · s log( d
s ) log(1 + 1

η ), see for example [BDDW08]. Other bounds
exist for, e.g., the set of bounded group sparse signals [ADR16], bounded
low-rank matrices [CP11], or for specific low-dimensional manifolds [EW15].

At the heart of our study is the comparison of two signals through a
kernel, i.e., a function over pairs of signals κ : Σ× Σ → C (in the machine
learning literature, kernels are usually real-valued). Typically, invoking
the so-called “kernel trick” [BGV92], κ represents the inner product be-
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tween the input signals x, x′ when they are mapped in some implicit fea-
ture space by an appropriate map φ : Σ → H: κ(x, x′) = 〈φ(x), φ(x′)〉H
for some Hilbert space H. By definition of the inner product, the kernel
κ must then necessarily be conjugate symmetric (κ(x, x′) = κ∗(x′, x)), and
positive definite (p.d.), i.e., for any number n, ∑n

i,j=1 cic∗j κ(xi, xj) ≥ 0 for all
x1, . . . , xn ∈ Σ and c1, . . . , cn ∈ C.

3.2.2 Random Fourier features

We here succinctly remind the context of random Fourier features (RFF);
see Subsection 2.1.4 for a gentle introduction. RFF are implicitly built on
Bochner’s theorem [Rud62]. This theorem states that a shift-invariant con-
tinuous kernel κ(x, y) = κ∆(x− y) (for some κ∆ : Σ− Σ → C) is positive
definite if and only if it is the (inverse) Fourier transform of a nonnegative
finite measure Λ, i.e.,

κ positive definite ⇔ κ∆(u) = (F−1Λ)(u) =
∫

Rd eiω>udΛ(ω). (3.1)

In particular, assuming w.l.o.g. the normalization κ(x, x) = κ∆(0) = 1, Λ is
a probability distribution over Rd, and the kernel can be written κ∆(u) =

Eω∼Λ eiω>u. The key idea of random Fourier features [RR08] is thus to con-
struct low-dimensional features z(x), z(y) whose inner product approxi-
mates the kernel κ(x, y) by Monte Carlo sampling of this expectation.

Definition 3.1 (Random Fourier features). Let κ(x, y) = κ∆(x − y) be a
shift-invariant p.d. kernel, normalized such that κ∆(0) = 1, with Fourier
transform Λ = Fκ∆. Given a target dimension m, the associated “complex”
random Fourier features are

z(x) := 1√
m exp

(
i(Ω>x + ξ)

)
∈ Cm, (3.2)

with random projections (or “frequencies”) Ω := (ω1, · · · , ωm) ∈ Rd×m

generated as Ω ∼ Λm, i.e., with ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ for j ∈ [m], and a random
dither ξ ∈ Rm generated as ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)), i.e., with ξ j ∼i.i.d. U ([0, 2π))

for j ∈ [m]. We also define the “real” random Fourier features zcos(x) as
<[z(x)], the real part of those features:

zcos(x) := 1√
m cos

(
Ω>x + ξ

)
∈ Rm. (3.3)

Remark 3.2. The dither ξ was initially introduced in [RR08] when only the
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real RFF zcos(x) were used; in the (more widely used) complex case ξ is
not necessary (see [SS15b] for an in-depth comparison of the “real” versus
“complex” random Fourier features). We still included it in this definition
for the sake of consistency with Def. 3.5 below.

By direct application of Bochner’s theorem, the inner product of RFF
indeed approaches (in expectation over the draw of the frequencies Ω) the
target kernel: E〈z(x), z(y)〉 = κ(x, y). Moreover, for a finite feature dimen-
sion m, the error of the kernel approximation κ̂(x, y) := 〈z(x), z(y)〉 can be
uniformly bounded (i.e., bound the absolute error |κ̂(x, y)− κ(x, y)| for all
values x, y in Σ), with high probability on the draw of Ω (we work with dif-
ferent normalization choices, so the result we present here differs slightly
from the initial bound [RR08, Claim 1]). Finer bounds can be found, among
others, in [SS15b, SS15a].

Proposition 3.3 (Uniform kernel approximation error for RFF). Let Σ be
a compact set, and z(x) be the RFF defined above. Assume that there exists an
associated constant CΛ, such that

Eω∼Λ |ω>a| ≤ CΛ‖a‖2, ∀a ∈ Rd. (3.4)

Provided that, for ε > 0,

m ≥ Cε−2Hcε/CΛ
(Σ),

the kernel approximation κ̂(x, y) = 〈z(x), z(y)〉 has error uniformly bounded by

∣∣κ̂(x, y)− κ(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ ε, ∀ x, y ∈ Σ,

with probability exceeding 1− C′e−c′mε2
.

Proof. This version of the RFF approximation error is obtained as a partic-
ular case of our Prop. 3.15; see [RR08] for the initial result.

The constant CΛ defined in (3.4) characterizes the smoothness of the
kernel (if the kernel is smoother, it exhibits less high-frequency content,
and CΛ will be lower). In most of the RFF literature, this constant is bounded
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality as CΛ = Eω∼Λ ‖ω‖2. Then, one can
(as done in [RR08]) further bound Eω∼Λ ‖ω‖2 ≤ σΛ where σ2

Λ is the sec-
ond moment of Λ, equivalent to the kernel curvature at the origin, i.e.,
C2

Λ ≤ σ2
Λ := Eω∼Λ ‖ω‖2

2 = ∇2κ∆|u=0, with ∇2 the Laplacian operator.
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However, for specific distributions, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity in high dimension leads to a loose bound of CΛ. For example, if the
covariance matrix of ω is upper bounded by σ̃2

Λ Id for some σ̃2
Λ > 0 (if,

e.g., F−1Λ is the Gaussian RBF (“radial basis function”) kernel with ra-
dius 1/σ̃2

Λ, Λ is isotropic [Ver12], or if each component of ω are i.i.d. with
variance bounded by σ̃2

Λ) then

(
Eω∼Λ |ω>a|

)2 ≤ E
ω∼Λ
|ω>a|2 = a>

(
E

ω∼Λ
ωω>

)
a

≤ a> · σ̃2
Λ Id · a = σ̃2

Λ‖a‖2
2.

In this case we obtain CΛ = σ̃Λ, while Cauchy-Schwarz gives
√

d · σ̃Λ,
hence overestimating the constant by a factor

√
d.

Example 3.4. Consider the simple case where the signals of interest have an
`2-norm smaller than 1 and lie in a union of S subspaces of Rd, each with
dimension s. This signal space model encompasses, for instance, Σ = Bd

2
(that is, where S = 1 and s = d), the set of bounded s-sparse signals in
Rd for which S = (d

s) ≤ ( ed
s )

s and each subspace (one per fixed sparse
signal support) has dimension s, or more advanced models with structured
sparsity [BCDH10, ADR16]. For such a model, the Kolmogorov entropy is
bounded by Cs · log

( 1
η

)
≤ Hη(Σ) ≤ C′s · log

(
1 + 2

η

)
+ log S (see, e.g.,

[JC17, Lemma 10]). Assume that we target the usual Gaussian kernel with
unit bandwidth, hence CΛ = 1. In this case, the RFF kernel approximation
error is uniformly bounded over Σ, with high probability, provided that
the number of features satisfies m ≥ Cε−2(s log( 1

cε ) + log S
)
. For instance,

for bounded s-sparse signals we need m ≥ Cε−2s log( ed
cs ε ).

3.2.3 Random periodic features

A crucial generalization to RFF has been proposed in [BRM17], where the
complex exponential is replaced by a generic periodic function f . We refer to
this approach as random periodic features (RPF). Without loss of generality,
we make the following normalization assumptions throughout this work:
f has period given by 2π, is centered (zero mean), and takes (absolute)
values bounded by one. We note this compactly as f ∈ PF, with

PF := { f : R→ C | f is 2π-periodic,
∫ 2π

0 f (t)dt = 0, ‖ f ‖∞ ≤ 1}.
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Functions of PF can be expressed as a Fourier series of the following form

f (t) = ∑k∈Z Fkeikt, where Fk := 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 f (t)e−iktdt. (3.5)

Note that f ∈ PF implies F0 = 0 (because f is centered) and |Fk| ≤ 1
(because f is bounded).

Definition 3.5 (Random periodic features). Let f be a generic periodic
function, normalized such that f ∈ PF, and Λ a probability distribution
on Rd. Given a target dimension m, the associated random periodic features
are

z f (x) := 1√
m f (Ω>x + ξ) ∈ Cm, (3.6)

with a d× m random projection matrix Ω := (ω1, · · · , ωm) ∼ Λm, and a
random dither ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)).

Remark 3.6. As the complex exponentiation satisfies exp(i·) ∈ PF, this def-
inition includes the classical RFF, with z(x) = zexp(i·)(x). The real RFF
zcos(x) are also a particular case of this definition.

The geometry induced by such generic features can be characterized
the inner product κ̂ f , f (x, y) := 〈z f (x), z f (y)〉. As explained by the follow-
ing result (adapted from [BRM17, Theorem 4.4]), this product is associated
with a modified kernel κ f , f (x, y) (the rationale for these notations is clari-
fied in the next section).

Proposition 3.7 (Kernel from symmetric RPF). The inner product of random
periodic features (3.6) approaches, on average, a kernel

κ f , f (x, y) := E〈z f (x), z f (y)〉

that is shift-invariant and given by

κ f , f (x, y) = ∑k∈Z |Fk|2κ∆(k(x− y)) =: κ∆
f , f (x− y), (3.7)

where κ∆(u) = (F−1Λ)(u) is the shift-invariant kernel associated with the dis-
tribution of Ω in the RPF.

Proof. This version is obtained as a particular case of Prop. 3.8; see [BRM17]
for the initial result.

The modified kernel κ f , f is thus a scale mixture of the initial kernel κ

(that is approached by the “classical” RFF), where the weight of scale k is
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Fig. 3.2 (Left) The solid black curve represents the universal quantiza-
tion function q(t) (with q ∈ PF) defined in (3.8). Up to a shift and rescaling,
this function corresponds to the least significant bit of a standard uniform
scalar quantizer. In dashed green, we display the related integrand Iδ(t),
with δ = 0.35. This quantity refers to the proof of the mean smoothness
(Def. 3.13) of q in Prop. 3.19 (Sec. 3.5). (Right) When drawing Ω from a
Gaussian distribution Λ = N (0, Id), the associated RFF recover the Gaus-
sian kernel κ (in black), but the RPF with universal quantization approxi-
mate a “distorted” kernel κq,q (dashed red).

given by |Fk|2. In the non-asymptotic case, the authors of [BRM17] show
that, for all pairs of vectors taken in a finite set Σ of size N, κ̂ f , f (x, y) quickly
concentrates around κ f , f (x, y) when m is large compared to log N; the de-
viation error scaling as O(

√
log N/m) when m increases. Our result in

Prop. 3.15 provides a uniform approximation bound valid for infinite sets.
Random periodic features were introduced as a general theoretical frame-

work to analyze the so-called universal quantization embeddings [BR13];
those binary embeddings encode the local distances (i.e., the distances be-
low a given threshold) on an efficiently small number of bits. This embed-
ding relies on the “one-bit universal quantization” given by Q∆ : R →
{0, 1} : t 7→ Q∆(t) = 1 if (2k− 1) ≤ t/∆ ≤ 2k for any k ∈ Z and 0 other-
wise. It can be interpreted as the least significant bit of a usual, plain scalar
quantizer with stepsize ∆, and visualized as a square wave: see Fig. 3.2,
left. Here, we will for convenience use q instead, its normalized equivalent
in PF,

q(t) := sign ◦ cos(t) = ∑k∈Z Qkeikt, with Qk =

{
2

kπ (−1)
k−1

2 if k odd,

0 if k even.
(3.8)

Using the universal quantization as periodic nonlinearity is appealing
because zq(x) ∈ {−1,+1}m, which can thus be encoded/transmitted by
only m bits. However, as predicted by (3.7), the approximated kernel is
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modified, as illustrated for the Gaussian kernel Fig. 3.2, right. Moreover,
proving uniform kernel approximation bounds (as in Prop. 3.3) for infinite
sets Σ is specially challenging when the nonlinearity f presents disconti-
nuities (which is the case when f = q, for example). In [BRM17], the au-
thors introduced a formalism (the T-part Lipschitz functions) to deal with
this problem and to obtain uniform approximation bounds on infinite sig-
nal sets for the universal embeddings. As we explain in Appendix C, the
proof relying on this approach is however wrong, which motivates us to
introduce another tool, the mean Lipschitz smoothness, to deal with dis-
continuous maps.

3.3 Expected kernel (asymptotic case)

Following the considerations of the Introduction, let us now consider the
asymmetric features setting where a pair of signals of interest, x, y ∈ Rd, are
available only through their random periodic features, z f (x) and zg(y), as
defined in (3.6). Those features are allowed to result from different periodic
maps f , g ∈ PF, but the preceding projection Ω and dithering ξ are kept
identical.

In this section, we characterize the properties of the expected kernel yielded
by the expectation, over the draw of Ω and ξ, of the following “asymmet-
ric” inner product:

κ̂ f ,g(x, y) := 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉. (3.9)

This asymmetric RPF kernel is defined from

κ f ,g(x, y) := EΩ, ξ 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉
= 1

m ∑m
j=1 Eωj ,ξ j f (ω>j x + ξ j) g∗(ω>j y + ξ j)

= Eω∼Λ, ξ∼U ([0,2π)) f (ω>x + ξ) g∗(ω>y + ξ).

(3.10)

In the two bottom lines, we used the fact that ωj (and ξ j) are independently
and identically distributed, for all j, with ωj and ξ j mutually independent.
Remark that by the law of large numbers, κ f ,g thus corresponds to the ker-
nel that the asymmetric inner product κ̂ f ,g approximates when we let the
feature space dimension m grow to infinity.

Proposition 3.8 (Expected kernel for asymmetric periodic random features).
Let z f and zg be random periodic features, associated with functions f , g ∈ PF,
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frequencies ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ = Fκ∆ and ξ j ∼i.i.d. U ([0, 2π)). For any pair x, y ∈
Rd, the expected kernel κ f ,g(x, y) = EΩ, ξ 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 satisfies

κ f ,g(x, y) = ∑k∈Z FkG∗k κ∆(k(x− y)) =: κ∆
f ,g(x− y). (3.11)

Although here expanded as an infinite series, this kernel is bounded |κ f ,g| ≤ 1
since f , g ∈ PF.

Proof. Starting from the last line of (3.10), and decomposing f and g as their
Fourier series,

κ f ,g(x, y) = Eω,ξ ∑k∈Z ∑k′∈Z FkG∗k′ eik(ω>x+ξ)e−ik′(ω>y+ξ)

= ∑k,k′ FkG∗k′ Eω∼Λ eiω>(kx−k′y) Eξ∼U ([0,2π)) ei(k−k′)ξ

= ∑k,k′ FkG∗k′ κ
∆(kx− k′y) δk,k′ (3.12)

= ∑k FkG∗k κ∆(k(x− y)),

where in the third line we used Bochner’s theorem (3.1) and the orthog-
onality of complex exponentials on one period: 1

2π

∫ 2π
0 eikte−ik′tdt = δk,k′ .

Example 3.9. As will be further developed in Sec. 3.5, when f (·) = cos(·)
and g(·) = q(·) the universal quantization defined in (3.8), we observe
that the expected kernel is (up to a proportionality constant) exactly the
“initial” kernel approximated by the RFF, i.e., κcos,q(x, y) = 2

π κ(x, y).

The dither ξ plays here a crucial role: it cancels out (in expectation) the
“cross-terms” in (3.12), each related to FkG∗k′ κ

∆(kx− k′y) = FkG∗k′ κ(kx, k′y),
that have different scales k 6= k′ for x and y. As a consequence, the expected
kernel is—as any kernel should be—conjugate symmetric, i.e., κ f ,g(x, y) =
κ∗f ,g(y, x), despite the asymmetry of its empirical approximation, i.e., de-
spite that κ̂ f ,g(x, y) 6= κ̂∗f ,g(y, x). The dithering can thus be thought of as a
means to symmetrize, through expectation, the kernel associated with the
asymmetric features inner product.

For the same reason, the dithering ensures that the expected kernel re-
mains shift-invariant; Prop. 3.8 provides κ f ,g(x, y) = κ∆

f ,g(x− y), where κ∆

in (3.11) is the kernel related to the frequency sampling pattern Λ. The ex-
pected kernel is thus a scale mixture, a linear combination of copies of κ∆,
scaled (actually contracted) by an integer factor k (which is non-zero, since
F0 = G0 = 0), and weighted by coefficients FkG∗k . In general, we expect this
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scale mixture κ∆
f ,g to be narrower than the initial kernel κ∆ (or more spread

out in the frequency domain).
In general, however, the positive definiteness of κ does not imply that

κ f ,g is p.d., since taking, for instance, g = − f (i.e., FkG∗k = −|Fk|2 < 0)
induces that κ f ,g(x, x) = −∑k |Fk|2κ∆(0) < 0 for all x ∈ Rd. Whether κ f ,g
is a positive definite kernel or not depends on the phase synchronization
between the Fourier coefficients of f and g. A sufficient condition for κ f ,g
to be p.d. is to ensure that FkG∗k ∈ R+ for all k, as verified by taking f = g
(as explained in Appendix C), or the combination f = q, g(·) = cos(·) in
Sec. 3.5 and Sec. 3.6.

Remark 3.10. In light of (3.11), we could decide to normalize our approach
differently. Assuming that f , g ∈ PF are not orthogonal, i.e., 〈 f , g〉 6= 0, we
can define, for x, y ∈ Σ, the normalized kernels

κ̃ f ,g(x, y) := 1
〈 f ,g〉 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉,

κ̇ f ,g(x, y) := 1
〈 f ,g〉κ f ,g(x, y),

κ̇∆
f ,g(u) := 1

〈 f ,g〉κ
∆
f ,g(u).

(3.13)

Since κ∆(0) = 1 and, from (3.11), 〈 f , g〉 = ∑k FkG∗k = κ∆
f ,g(0), (3.13) ensures

that, for any x ∈ Σ, E κ̃ f ,g(x, x) = κ̇ f ,g(x, x) = κ̇∆
f ,g(0) = 1 = κ∆(0). With-

out guaranteeing that κ̇ f ,g is p.d., this normalization prevents the coun-
terexample f = −g to lead to a kernel with negative value on the ori-
gin. For clarity, we do not base our following developments on κ̇ f ,g(x, y)
but we will refer to this useful quantity in Sec. 3.5 when, for f = q and
g(·) = cos(·), we will need to compare κ̇∆

f ,g to the RFF kernel κ∆.

Let us now provide an alternative expression of the expected kernel
κ f ,g(x, y) = κ∆

f ,g(x− y), that will prove to be useful in the next section.

Lemma 3.11. Define the correlation h between f and g,

h(t) := ( f ∗ ḡ)(t) = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 f (τ)g∗(τ − t)dτ, (3.14)

where ḡ(t) := g∗(−t) denotes the conjugate reverse of g, and ∗ the convolution
operator on [0, 2π]. The expected (shift-invariant) kernel κ∆

f ,g can be expressed by

κ∆
f ,g(u) = Eω∼Λ h(ω>u) = Eω∼Λ( f ∗ ḡ)(ω>u). (3.15)

Proof. By the convolution theorem, the Fourier series coefficients of h are
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given by Hk = FkG∗k . The result follows from plugging this fact into the
proof of Prop. 3.8.

Lemma 3.11 can be interpreted as an expansion similar to the one provided
by Bochner’s theorem: whereas the initial kernel κ∆(u) =

∫
eiω>udΛ(ω)

can be expressed in a basis that is a family complex exponentials eiω>u with
“coordinates” given by Λ, κ∆

f ,g(u) =
∫

h(ω>u)dΛ(ω) can be expressed in

a basis that is the family of functions {u → h(ω>u) : ω ∈ Rd}, another
type of 2π−periodic functions (replacing the complex exponential exp(i·)
with h(·)).

3.4 Approximation error analysis (non-asymptotic case)

In the practical setting where the vectors z f (x) and zg(y) must be quickly
processed or stored in memory, their size m must be as small as possi-
ble. On the other hand, setting m too small hurts the empirical estimation
κ̂ f ,g(x, y) of the expected kernel κ f ,g(x, y) = E κ̂ f ,g(x, y). To understand
this trade-off, we are thus interested in a probabilistic bound for the (ab-
solute) kernel approximation error |κ̂ f ,g − κ f ,g|, as a function of the RPF
dimension m. We give here an answer to this question under generic as-
sumptions, and show how to apply it in a concrete situation—for asym-
metric kernel estimation with one-bit quantized RFF—in Sec. 3.5.

3.4.1 Non-uniform approximation error

Ultimately, we want to obtain a (probabilistic) bound for the kernel ap-
proximation error that holds uniformly over all x, y ∈ Σ. First bounding
the error for one fixed pair (x, y) is often used as an easier intermediary
step. This is provided by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.12 (Non-uniform kernel approximation error from asym-
metric periodic random features). For two functions f , g ∈ PF, let z f , zg
be random periodic features associated with frequencies Ω and a dither ξ. For
any fixed pair (x, y) ∈ Rd ×Rd, the inner product κ̂ f ,g(x, y) = 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉
concentrates, in probability over the draw of Ω ∼ Λm, ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)), around
κ f ,g(x, y) = EΩ, ξ 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 as

P
[∣∣∣κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε
]
≥ 1− 2e−mε2/2. (3.16)
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Proof. We rewrite 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 = 1
m ∑j Zj, with the random variables

Zj := f (ω>j x + ξ j)g∗(ω>j y + ξ j). The Zj variables are i.i.d., have mean
κ f ,g(x, y) by definition of the expected kernel (3.10), and are bounded by
|Zj| ≤ ‖ f ‖∞‖g‖∞ ≤ 1 (because f , g ∈ PF). The result follows by Hoeffd-
ing’s inequality.

3.4.2 Uniform approximation error

We now want to extend the error bound in Prop. 3.12 to hold not only
for one fixed pair (x, y) but simultaneously over all pairs (x, y) ∈ Σ× Σ;
this is called a uniform bound. The classical argument invoked in this type
of proofs (e.g., [RR08, BDDW08, PDG17]) goes as follows. If Σ is a finite
set (of finite cardinality |Σ|), the uniform bound is obtained by applying a
union bound over |Σ|2 instances of Prop. 3.12 (one for each pair in Σ× Σ).
In the case where Σ ⊂ Rd is an infinite but compact set, the strategy is to
bound the approximation error on a finite set Ση that covers Σ by balls of
some radius η > 0, then to extend this bound by some notion of continuity
(smoothness) over the η−balls. We then obtain a bound which holds over
Ση + ηBd

2 ⊇ Σ, which concludes the proof.
In our setting, the last step of this proof technique would ideally use

Lipschitz continuity; we say that a function f : R→ C is Lipschitz continu-
ous with constant L f if, for all t, t′ ∈ R, | f (t)− f (t′)| ≤ L f |t− t′|, which is
equivalent to

∀t ∈ R, ∀δ > 0, sup
r∈[−δ,δ]

{| f (t + r)− f (t)|} ≤ L f · δ. (3.17)

However, this strategy fails when any of the maps f or g is not Lipschitz
continuous (e.g., when they present discontinuities, such as the “square
wave” universal quantization map q from (3.8)). To be able to include such
maps in our analysis, we must define a more permissive notion of smooth-
ness, just as the T-part Lipschitz property defined in [BRM17] (but without
the limitations explained in Appendix C). In this work, we rather intro-
duce the concept of mean Lipschitz smoothness property for periodic function
in PF. Intuitively, a periodic function is smooth in the mean Lipschitz sense
if its largest local deviation is small on average.

Definition 3.13 (Mean Lipschitz property). Let f : R → C be a generic
periodic function (here w.l.o.g. assumed of period 2π). We say it is mean
Lipschitz smooth with mean Lipschitz constant Lµ

f if for all radii δ ∈ (0, π],
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the average maximum deviation of f in [−δ, δ] is bounded by Lµ
f · δ:

Et∼U ([0,2π)) supr∈[−δ,δ]{| f (t + r)− f (t)|}
= 1

2π

∫ 2π
0 supr∈[−δ,δ]{| f (t + r)− f (t)|} dt ≤ Lµ

f · δ.
(3.18)

The mean Lipschitz property (that we will refer to as “mean smooth-
ness” to avoid confusion with the usual Lipschitz continuity when nec-
essary) can truly be understood as the Lipschitz continuity after an aver-
aging. It is reminiscent of the mean modulus of continuity from [Szá37,
Wik72] but where the order of the supremum and averaging operations
are reversed (which is less restrictive). If f is Lipschitz continuous with
Lipschitz constant L f , then it has necessarily also the mean smoothness
property with constant Lµ

f ≤ L f . However, it is possible that Lµ
f � L f (if

the large slopes of f are concentrated on a small portion of [0, 2π]), and dis-
continuous function can have a finite Lµ

f constant—for example, the square
wave q representing the universal quantization is mean smooth with con-
stant Lµ

q = 4
π (see Prop. 3.19), although it is not a Lipschitz continuous

function. Leaving the detailed proof to Sec. 3.5, the trick is to observe that
the integrand Iδ(t) = supr∈[−δ,δ]{| f (t + r)− f (t)|} is supported on an in-
terval whose length is proportional to δ, as shown Fig. 3.2 left. Moreover,
the convolution of any PF function with a mean smooth PF function yields
a Lipschitz continuous one.

Lemma 3.14. Given two functions f , g ∈ PF, among which f is mean smooth
with constant Lµ

f , their convolution ( f ∗ g) is Lipschitz continuous with constant

L f ∗g ≤ Lµ
f .

Proof. Re-writing (3.17) for ( f ∗ g)(t) = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 f (t− τ)g(τ)dτ gives, since

‖g‖∞ ≤ 1,

supr∈[−δ,δ]{|( f ∗ g)(t + r)− ( f ∗ g)(t)|}

= sup|r|≤δ

∣∣∣ 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 [ f (t + r− τ)− f (t− τ)] g(τ)dτ

∣∣∣

≤ 1
2π sup|r|≤δ

∫ 2π
0 | f (t + r− τ)− f (t− τ)| dτ

≤ 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 sup|r|≤δ | f (τ′ + r)− f (τ′)| dτ′ ≤ Lµ

f δ.
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In other words, the convolution of two PF functions, among whom one
of them is mean Lipschitz, is “smoother” than its factors, a property that
comes from the convolution itself (which is to be put in correspondence
with the fact that for f differentiable and g discontinuous, f ∗ g is differ-
entiable). In particular, if both f and g are mean smooth with constants
Lµ

f and Lµ
g respectively, their correlation h = f ∗ ḡ is Lipschitz with Lh ≤

min(Lµ
f , Lµ

g). Coming back to our setting, this fact allows us (by using
Lemma 3.11) to characterize the Lipschitz continuity of the expected kernel
κ∆

f ,g. With that, we have all the tools to prove our main result, a uniform
bound on the kernel approximation error obtained with possibly discon-
tinuous (but mean smooth) maps.

Proposition 3.15 (Uniform kernel approximation error from asymmetric
periodic random features). Let Σ be a compact set and f , g ∈ PF periodic
functions with finite mean smoothness constants Lµ

f and Lµ
g , respectively, and let

CΛ < ∞ such that Eω∼Λ |ω>a| ≤ CΛ‖a‖2 for all a (the kernel smoothness
constant).

For all error level ε > 0, provided the feature dimension is larger than

m ≥ 128 · 1
ε2 · Hε/c(Σ), (3.19)

with the constant c = 4CΛ(Lµ
f + Lµ

g + 2 min(Lµ
f , Lµ

g)), the following kernel ap-
proximation bounds holds uniformly:

∣∣κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ ε, ∀x, y ∈ Σ, (3.20)

with probability exceeding 1− 3 exp(−mε2

64 ).

Proof. With Ση a finite optimal η−covering of Σ, any x′ ∈ Σ (resp. y′)
can be written x′ = x + rx (resp. y′ = y + ry) for centers x, y ∈ Ση , and
rx, ry ∈ ηBd

2. The proof proceeds by defining three events E1, E2, E3 from
which Prop. 3.15 follows, and then by bounding the failure probability of
their joint occurrence. First, for any covering center x ∈ Ση , we can expect

that the set of m functions h f
j : ηBd

2 → C defined for j ∈ [m] as h f
j (r; x) :=

f (ω>j x+ω>j r + ξ j) contains, on average, few “variations” over the η−ball.
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More precisely, defining the largest variation of h f
j (r; x) over the η−ball as

H f
j (η; x) := sup

r∈ηBd
2

|h f
j (r; x)− h f

j (0; x)|

= sup
r∈ηBd

2

| f (ω>j x + ω>j r + ξ j)− f (ω>j x + ξ j)|,

we first assume that, given ε1 > 0, the event E1 holds, with

E1 : supx∈Ση

1
m ∑m

j=1 H f
j (η; x) ≤ Lµ

f ηCΛ + ε1.

Similarly for g, we define the event E2 such that

E2 : supy∈Ση

1
m ∑m

j=1 Hg
j (η; y) ≤ Lµ

g ηCΛ + ε2.

Next, we suppose that the kernel approximation has error bounded by ε3
for all the covering centers x, y ∈ Ση , i.e.,

E3 : supx,y∈Ση

∣∣∣κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)
∣∣∣ ≤ ε3.

Under those events, we establish a deterministic bound for all x′, y′ using
a chain of triangle inequalities:

|κ̂ f ,g(x′, y′)− κ f ,g(x′, y′)| = |κ̂ f ,g(x + rx, y + ry)− κ f ,g(x + rx, y + ry)|
≤ δ1 + δ2 + δ3 + δ4,

where the error terms are defined as

δ1 := |κ̂ f ,g(x + rx, y + ry)− κ̂ f ,g(x, y + ry)|,
δ2 := |κ̂ f ,g(x, y + ry)− κ̂ f ,g(x, y)|,
δ3 := |κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)|,
δ4 := |κ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x + rx, y + ry)|.

First, we observe that, thanks to E1:

δ1 = 1
m

∣∣∣∑m
j=1

[
f (ω>j (x + rx) + ξ j)− f (ω>j x + ξ j)

]
g∗(ω>j y′ + ξ j)

∣∣∣

≤ ‖g‖∞ · 1
m ∑m

j=1

∣∣∣ f (ω>j x + ω>j rx + ξ j)− f (ω>j x + ξ j)
∣∣∣ ≤ ηLµ

f CΛ + ε1.
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Similarly, using E2, we get for δ2:

δ2 = 1
m

∣∣∣∑m
j=1 f (ω>j x + ξ j)

[
g∗(ω>j y + ω>j ry + ξ j)− g∗(ω>j y + ξ j)

]∣∣∣
≤ ηLµ

g CΛ + ε2.

Regarding δ3, we directly get from E3:

δ3 ≤ supx,y∈Ση
|κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)| ≤ ε3.

Finally, for δ4, denoting u := x − y, ru := rx − ry ∈ 2ηBd
2 and using

Lemma 3.11 (also recall that h = f ∗ ḡ is Lipschitz continuous with Lh ≤
min(Lµ

f , Lµ
g) by Lemma 3.14), as well as the definition of CΛ in (3.4),

δ4 =
∣∣∣κ∆

f ,g(u)− κ∆
f ,g(u + ru)

∣∣∣ =
∣∣Eω∼Λ h(ω>u)− h(ω>u + ω>ru)

∣∣

≤ Eω

∣∣h(ω>u)− h(ω>u + ω>ru)
∣∣

≤ E
ω

Lh ·
∣∣∣ω>ru

∣∣∣ ≤ LhCΛ‖ru‖2 ≤ 2ηCΛ ·min(Lµ
f , Lµ

g).

Putting everything back together, under E1, E2, and E3, for any x′, y′ ∈ Σ:
∣∣∣κ̂ f ,g(x′, y′)− κ f ,g(x′, y′)

∣∣∣ ≤ ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ηCΛ

(
Lµ

f + Lµ
g + 2 ·min(Lµ

f , Lµ
g)
)

.
(3.21)

It remains to bound the failure probability for each event. For event E1, we
have to bound the probability

P
[
Ē1
]
= P

[
∃x ∈ Ση s.t. 1

m ∑m
j=1 H f

j (η; x) ≥ Lµ
f ηCΛ + ε1

]
.

We first focus on one single center x ∈ Ση . Each associated H f
j (η; x) =

supr∈ηBd
2
| f (ω>j x + ω>j r + ξ j)− f (ω>j x + ξ j)| is a random variable identi-

cally and independently distributed (where the randomness is due to the
draw of ωj and ξ j). The expectation E H f

j of those variables is bounded by

(we use the mean Lipschitz smoothness (3.18) with t = ξ j, r = ω>j r and

δ = |ω>j r|):

E H f
j = Eωj Eξ j supr∈ηBd

2
| f (ω>j x + ω>j r + ξ j)− f (ω>j x + ξ j)|

≤ Lµ
f E

ωj
|ω>j r| = Lµ

f ηCΛ.
(3.22)
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Now we describe how the sum 1
m ∑m

j=1 H f
j (η; x) concentrates around its

mean E H f
j with Hoeffding’s inequality (note that 0 ≤ H f

j (η; x) ≤ 2‖ f ‖∞ ≤
2), and use E H f

j ≤ Lµ
f ηCΛ to get a probabilistic bound

P
[

1
m ∑j H f

j (η; x) ≥ Lµ
f ηCΛ + ε1

]
≤ P

[
1
m ∑

j
H f

j (η; x)−E H f
j ≥ ε1

]

≤ exp
(
− mε2

1
2
)
.

We take a union bound of this result over the Cη(Σ) = |Ση | centers x ∈ Ση

to obtain

P
[
Ē1
]
≤ Cη(Σ) exp

(
−mε2

1/2
)
= exp

(
Hη(Σ)−mε2

1/2
)

.

Moreover, if m ≥ 4Hη(Σ)ε−2
1 , then we get P

[
Ē1
]
≤ e−mε2

1/4. An identical
development for E2 yields P

[
Ē2
]
≤ e−mε2

2/4 if m ≥ 4Hη(Σ)ε−2
2 . For E3, an

union bound of Prop. 3.12 on all pairs in Ση × Ση gives

P
[
Ē3
]
≤ 2(Cη(Σ)

2 )e−mε2
3/2 ≤ Cη(Σ)2e−mε2

3/2 = e2Hη(Σ)−mε2
3/2.

Moreover, if m ≥ 8Hη(Σ)ε−2
3 , we get P

[
Ē3
]
≤ e−mε2

3/4. By union bound,
and provided

m ≥ 4Hη(Σ) ·max
(

ε−2
1 , ε−2

2 , 2ε−2
3

)
,

the probability of failure of the deterministic bound above is lower than

P
[
Ē1 ∪ Ē2 ∪ Ē3

]
≤ P

[
Ē1
]
+P

[
Ē2
]
+P

[
Ē3
]
= e−mε2

1/4 + e−mε2
2/4 + e−mε2

3/4.

Finally, the desired result (less generic but more meaningful) is found by
imposing equal contributions ε/4 by each error term in (3.21), i.e., ε1 =

ε2 = ε3 = ε/4 and η = ε/(4CΛ[L
µ
f + Lµ

g + 2 min(Lµ
f , Lµ

g)]).

Prop. 3.15 shows that we can control (e.g., by increasing m) the kernel
approximation error uniformly, provided we control the smoothness of the
“initial” kernel κ∆ = F−1Λ (through CΛ) and the mean smoothness of the
maps f and g. Improvements are possible, for example, by more carefully
setting the values of {ε1, ε2, ε3} and η. If Σ is structured (e.g., if it consists of
sparse vectors or low-rank matrices) and Λ is Gaussian, the value of CΛ in
Eω |ω>r| ≤ ηCΛ for r ∈ (Σ− Σ) ∩ ηBd

2 (which controls the bounds on δ1,
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δ2 and δ4) can be related to the Gaussian mean width of Σ− Σ [CRPW12].

Example 3.16. Consider once again the case of a Gaussian kernel with unit
bandwidth (i.e., CΛ = 1), with a signal space Σ made of bounded signals
(inside the unit Euclidean ball Bd

2) lying in a union of S subspaces of Rd

with dimension s. In this case, according to the entropy of this signal model
(see Ex. 3.4), the kernel approximation error |κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)| is uni-
formly bounded over Σ, with high probability, provided that the num-
ber of features satisfies m ≥ C ε−2[s log

( 4
ε (Lµ

f + Lµ
g + 2 min(Lµ

f , Lµ
g))
)
+

log S]. For instance, for bounded s-sparse signals, we need m ≥ C s ·
ε−2 log

( 4ed
csε (Lµ

f + Lµ
g + 2 min(Lµ

f , Lµ
g))
)
.

We conclude this section by showing that Prop. 3.15 allows character-
izing the proximity of two approximated kernels κ̂ f ,g and κ̂ f ′ ,g (given three
functions f , f ′, g ∈ PF) when they are related by identical expectations
Eκ̂ f ,g = Eκ̂ f ′ ,g = κ0. While this result could be achieved by a simple use
of the triangular inequality—from |κ̂ f ,g − κ̂ f ′ ,g| ≤ |κ̂ f ,g − κ0|+ |κ̂ f ′ ,g − κ0|
and using the same proposition to bound the last two terms—the following
corollary provides a more direct bound, possibly tighter.

Corollary 3.17 (Proximity of approximated RPF kernels). Given ε > 0, a
compact set Σ, two 2π-periodic functions f , f ′ such that their difference f − f ′ ∈
PF, as well as a third periodic function g ∈ PF, such that there exist finite mean
smoothness constants Lµ

f− f ′ and Lµ
g , and Λ such that CΛ < ∞, if κ f ,g(·, ·) =

κ f ′ ,g(·, ·) and if the feature dimension is larger than

m ≥ 128 · 1
ε2 · Hε/c(Σ), (3.23)

with constant c = 4CΛ(Lµ
f− f ′ + Lµ

g + 2 min(Lµ
f− f ′ , Lµ

g)), then

∣∣κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ̂ f ′ ,g(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ ε, ∀x, y ∈ Σ, (3.24)

with probability exceeding 1− 3 exp(−mε2

64 ).

Proof. We simply observe that, by linearity of the kernels with respect to
their supporting functions, for any x, y ∈ Σ, we can write κ̂ f ,g(x, y) −
κ̂ f ′ ,g(x, y) = κ̂ f̃ ,g(x, y) with f̃ := f − f ′. The proof then follows by ap-

plying Prop. 3.15 to the RPFs supported by f̃ , g ∈ PF, with the vanishing
kernel E κ̂ f̃ ,g(x, y) = κ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ′ ,g(x, y) = 0.

In Sec. 3.6.3, we will use this corollary in combination with Prop. 3.15
to compare the performance of a machine learning algorithm (the kernel
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support vector machine, SVM) on a given classification task when learn-
ing and inference are using identical approximated kernels (i.e., when the
learning is performed using the RFF) or only kernels that are asymptoti-
cally equal (when the learning stage uses the expected kernel).

3.5 Semi-quantized random Fourier features

In this section, we explore one practical application of our general results
from Sec. 3.4 by instantiating them on the semi-quantized scenario moti-
vated in the Introduction (see Fig. 3.1). More precisely, we consider the
asymmetric RPF setting κ̂ f ,g(x, y) = 〈z f (x), zg(y)〉 in the particular case
where: (i) one of the signals x is available through its one-bit universal fea-
tures zq(x) ∈ {− 1√

m ,+ 1√
m}

m (that is, the first periodic map f is the square
wave q, alternating between ±1 with period 2π, see Fig. 3.2); (ii) the other
signal y is available through its classical (full-precision) random Fourier
features zcos(y) (that is, the second map g is a cosine).

Concretely, we start by highlighting a striking general result: when the
classical RFF (i.e., for which g(·) = exp(i·) or cos(·)) are combined with
any mean smooth function f ∈ PF, then the asymmetric inner product
κ̂ f ,g(x, y) exactly recovers the initial kernel κ that would be approached by
symmetric usual RFF κ̂g,g(x, y). Then, to combine this fact with the binary
square wave f = q, we prove that q is mean smooth (Def. 3.13). This finally
allows us to obtain a probabilistic uniform bound on the kernel approxi-
mation error for the semi-quantized scenario pair, demonstrating in the
process how to deal with the scaling issues that appear in such schemes by
using the normalization (3.13).

Expected kernel with a single-frequency nonlinearity: Let us begin by
noting an interesting consequence of Prop. 3.8. From RPF z f (x) captured
on x with any nonlinearity f ∈ PF whose fundamental period is exactly
2π, one can recover in expectation, for a given vector y, the evaluation the
shift-invariant kernel κ(x, y) = κ∆(x− y) associated with the sampling of
the projections ωj ∼ Λ = Fκ∆.

Indeed, using Prop. 3.8 in the complex field, and setting g(·) = exp(i·)
for the RPF of y—which in this case is the RFF (Def. 3.1)—ensures that
κ f ,exp(i·)(x, y) = F1κ(x, y). Intuitively, the dithering averages out all the
high-frequency components in f , leaving only its fundamental frequency.
When dealing with real-valued quantities κ, f ∈ R, we can use the real
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RFF (where g(·) = < exp(i·) = cos(·)) instead, and using the normalized
kernel (3.13) with (3.11) gives

κ̇ f ,cos(x, y) = 1
<F1

κ f ,cos(x, y)

= 1
<F1

E〈 f (Ω>x + ξ), cos(Ω>y + ξ)〉 = κ(x, y),
(3.25)

since 〈 f , g〉 = ∑k FkG∗k = <F1. We thus recover, through κ̇ f ,cos the initial
kernel κ, thanks to a rescaling by 1/〈 f , g〉 = 1/<{F1} which must be taken
into account for a fair comparison.

Remark 3.18. In theory, we can thus recover, from z f (x), the kernel κ at
many different scales by “probing” it with zcos(k ·)(y) for any scale k such
that Fk 6= 0. However, we observe in practice that the kernel approx-
imation error quickly increases with k. This can be understood in the
light of Prop. 3.15, since one easily show that Lcos(k ·) = |k| and3 2

π |k| ≤
Lµ

cos(k ·) ≤ |k|. Moreover, if ‖ f ‖2 = ∑k |Fk|2 is bounded, each rescaling

factor (<{Fk})−1 grows as k increases; for instance, (<{Fk})−1 ∝ |k| for
f = q.

The asymmetric scheme in (3.25) is interesting because it allows the
same level of control over the approximated kernel as the usual RFF (which
is an improvement compared to the scale mixture of RFF kernels imposed
by Prop. 3.7) while still enjoying the freedom to use any type of features
z f (x) for one of the signals being compared—a particularly appealing choice
being f = q, the one-bit universal quantization. However, in order to use
Prop. 3.15 to obtain uniform error bounds, we still need to prove the mean
Lipschitz smoothness of this (discontinuous) map.

Mean Lipschitz smoothness of universal quantization: We now show
that the one-bit universal quantization function q (i.e., the square wave) has
the mean Lipschitz property—although it is discontinuous. The same strat-
egy could be used to prove the mean Lipschitz smoothness of any function
in PF with a finite number of discontinuities per period (as done, for exam-
ple, with the modulo map in Section 3.7).

Proposition 3.19. The one-bit universal quantization function q, defined in (3.8),

3First, Lµ

cos(k·) ≤ Lµ

exp(ik·) = |k| since |cos(α)− cos(β)| ≤ |eiα − eiβ| for all α, β ∈ R. Second,

from |cos(k(t + r))− cos(kt)| = 2|sin(k(t + r
2 )) sin kr

2 | for all t, r ∈ R, we get, by fixing r = δ

in (3.18), Lµ
f ≥ supδ>0

2
δ |sin kδ

2 |Et∼U ([0,2π])|sin(k(t + δ
2 ))| = 2

π |k|.
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has the mean Lipschitz smoothness property (Def. 3.13) with constant

Lµ
q = 4

π ‖q‖∞ = 4
π . (3.26)

Proof. By definition of the mean smoothness property, we must find Lµ
q

such that

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 maxr∈[−δ,δ]{|q(t + r)− q(t)|} dt ≤ Lµ

q · δ.

We start by characterizing the integrand Iδ(t) := max|r|≤δ{|q(t+ r)− q(t)|}.
Since q(t) is constant (in particular, q(t) = ±‖q‖∞) everywhere except on
discontinuities at t ∈ π

2 + πZ where its height changes by an absolute step
of 2‖q‖∞, we have for k ∈ Z that (see Fig. 3.2)

Iδ(t) =

{
0 π

2 + kπ + δ < t < π
2 + (k + 1)π − δ

2‖q‖∞
π
2 + kπ − δ ≤ t ≤ π

2 + kπ + δ.

Integrating this over one period gives
∫ 2π

0 Iδ(t)dt = min(4δ, 2π) · 2‖q‖∞ ≤
8‖q‖∞ · δ, i.e., Lµ

q = 4
π ‖q‖∞.

Combining quantized and cosine features: We are interested in approx-
imating a specific kernel κ(x, y) by the asymmetric features product, i.e.,
〈zq(x), zcos(y)〉. This product gives on average κq,cos =

2
π κ (recall from (3.8)

that Qk = 2
kπ (−1)(k−1)/2 for k odd and 0 otherwise), and the re-scaled ap-

proximation κ̃q,cos defined in (3.13) in this case is given by

κ̃q,cos(x, y) := π
2 · κ̂q,cos(x, y) = π

2 〈zq(x), zcos(y)〉 ≈ κ(x, y). (3.27)

We bound the error of approximating the kernel over an infinite compact
set Σ thanks to Prop. 3.15.

Corollary 3.20 (Uniform kernel approximation error from quantized-com-
plex asymmetric features). Given ε > 0, a compact set Σ, and the frequency
distribution Λ such that CΛ < ∞, provided that

m ≥ 32π2 · 1
ε2 · Hε/((8+6π)CΛ)(Σ), (3.28)

the following kernel approximation bound holds uniformly:

∣∣κ̃q,cos(x, y)− κ(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ ε, ∀x, y ∈ Σ, (3.29)
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with probability exceeding 1− 3 exp(− mε2

16π2 )

Proof. Apply Prop. 3.15 with f = q, g = cos, using that Lµ
q = 4

π (from
Prop. 3.19) and Lµ

cos = 1: for any given ε′ > 0, if m ≥ 128 · 1
ε′2 · Hε′/c(Σ)

with c = (12 + 16
π )CΛ,

P
[
∃ x, y ∈ Σ :

∣∣κ̂q,cos(x, y)− 2
π κ(x, y)

∣∣ > ε′
]
≤ 3 exp

(
−mε′2

64

)
.

To take into account the scaling of the kernel, set ε = ε′
<Q1

= π
2 ε′.

Example 3.21. Consider a final time our example of a union of S s-dimensional
subspaces (see Ex. 3.4) combined with the Gaussian kernel with unit band-
width (and CΛ = 1). In this case, the kernel approximation error, given by
|κ̃q,cos(x, y) − κ(x, y)|, is uniformly bounded over Σ, with high probabil-
ity, provided that the number of features satisfies m ≥ Cε−2(s log( 8+6π

ε ) +

log S), which reduces to m ≥ Cε−2s log( (8+6π)ed
sε ) for bounded s-sparse

signals.

Corollary 3.20 provides a theoretical guarantee for the semi-quantized
scheme presented in the Introduction. In the next section, we further vali-
date this approach from numerical simulations.

3.6 Experiments

In all our experiments, we are interested in approximating a kernel κ(x, y),
associated with the RFF sampled with Λm, by the inner product of ran-
dom periodic features. We focus on (combinations of) the two types of
features discussed in the previous section: the “real” random Fourier fea-
tures zcos(x) = 1√

m cos(Ω>x+ ξ) ∈ Rm, and the universal features zq(x) =
1√
m q(Ω>x + ξ) ∈ {− 1√

m ,+ 1√
m}

m, where m is the number of features (or
dimension), and where we generate Ω ∼ Λm and ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)). Recall-
ing the rescaling (3.13) for fair comparisons of the approximated kernels
with κ, we thus consider three possible combinations: the classical (real)
random Fourier features (with ‖ f ‖2 = ‖ cos(·)‖2 = 1

2 ),

κ̃cos,cos(x, y) = 2〈zcos(x), zcos(y)〉 ≈ κ(x, y),

our asymmetric “semi-quantized” scheme (with 〈 f , g〉 = 2/π),

κ̃q,cos(x, y) = π
2 〈zq(x), zcos(y)〉 ≈ κ(x, y),
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and the fully quantized inner product from [BR13] (with ‖q‖2 = ∑k |Qk|2 =

1),

κ̃q,q(x, y) = 〈zq(x), zq(y)〉 ≈ κq,q(x, y) = ∑k∈Z |Qk|2κ(kx, ky) 6= κ(x, y).

3.6.1 Qualitative analysis of the expected kernel

As a first experiment, we visually demonstrate that our asymmetric prod-
uct κ̃q,cos indeed approaches a target kernel κ. As target, we use the Gaus-

sian kernel κ(x, y) = exp(− ‖x−y‖2
2

2σ2 ) (for which Λ is the Gaussian distribu-

tion N (0, σ−2 Id)), as well as the Laplace kernel κ(x, y) = exp(− ‖x−y‖1
τ )

(where Λ is the Cauchy distribution (C.9)), both in dimension d = 5.
We evaluate the three inner products κ̃cos,cos, κ̃q,cos and κ̃q,q on n = 2000

pairs of vectors {(xi, yi)}n
i=1, that are generated as follows. We first sample

xi ∈ R5 according to a standard normal distribution, then pick yi = xi +

λiui, where ui is a randomly chosen unit vector (i.e., normalized such that
‖ui‖p = 1 with p = 2 for the Gaussian kernel and p = 1 for the Laplace

one), and λi =
(i−1)λmax
(n−1) is a controlled distance which is incremented for

each pair, linearly increasing from 0 to λmax = 5. This ensures that we
test the kernel approximations uniformly in the desired range of distances
‖x− y‖p.

We then generate one realization of Ω, ξ (with m = 200 for the Gaussian
kernel, and m = 2000 for the Laplace kernel, values which were arbitrar-
ily chosen to get pleasing visualizations), which we use to compute the
real RFF

{(
zcos(xi), zcos(yi)

)}n
i=1 as well as the universal quantization fea-

tures
{(

zq(xi), zq(yi)
)}n

i=1, from which we get n evaluations of the classi-
cal RFF inner product κ̃cos,cos(xi, yi) = 2〈zcos(xi), zcos(yi)〉, the asymmetric
product κ̃q,cos(xi, yi) =

π
2 〈zq(xi), zcos(yi)〉, and the fully quantized product

κ̃q,q(xi, yi) = 〈zq(xi), zq(yi)〉.
Those evaluations are shown as black dots in Fig. 3.3 for the Gaussian

and Laplace kernels in the top and bottom rows, respectively. As pre-
dicted by the theory, both the RFF product κ̃cos,cos and our semi-quantized
product κ̃q,cos concentrate around the target kernel κ (in red). As expected
from [BRM17], in the fully quantized case the product κ̃q,q rather concen-
trates around a different “distorted” kernel, κq,q. Note that we increased
the feature space dimension m tenfold for the Cauchy kernel, which re-
duced the variance of the approximation. However, it is difficult to notice
a substantial difference of approximation quality between the plain RFF
κ̃cos,cos and the semi-quantized asymmetric scheme κ̃q,cos. We thus per-
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Fig. 3.3 Comparison between the target kernel κ(x, y) (red curves), and
the approximations (the black scatter plots each evaluated over n = 200
pairs {(xi, yi)}n

i=1) using, for (a,d), the plain random Fourier features
κ̃cos,cos(xi, yi) = 2〈zcos(xi), zcos(yi)〉, for (b,e), our asymmetric cosine-
quantized pair κ̃q,cos(xi, yi) =

π
2 〈zq(xi), zcos(yi)〉, and for (c,f), only quan-

tized features κ̃q,q(xi, yi) = 〈zq(xi), zq(yi)〉. In the last case, the “distorted”
expected kernel E κ̃q,q = κq,q is shown in blue. For (a-c; top row), the com-

parison is made for the target Gaussian kernel κ(x, y) = exp(− ‖x−y‖2
2

2σ2 )
with scale σ = 1.5, and the approximated kernels use m = 200 random
features evaluated. For (d-f; bottom row), the target kernel is the Laplace
kernel κ(x, y) = exp(− ‖x−y‖1

τ ) with scale τ = 1.5, and its different approx-
imations are set with m = 2000.

form a more quantitative exploration of the error |κ̃q,cos − κ| in the next
experiment.

3.6.2 Quantitative analysis of the approximation error

To perform a more quantitative analysis of the kernel approximation from
Cor. 3.20, we perform another set of experiments that highlight the evolu-
tion of the worst-case error (associated with the hybrid estimation (3.27)),

εq,cos(Σ) := supx,y∈Σ |κ̃q,cos(x, y)− κ(x, y)|,

as a function of m. In this synthetic experiment, we work with a finite set of
signals Σ = {xi ∈ Rd}n

i=1 obtained from a Gaussian distribution xi ∼i.i.d.
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N (0, σ̃2 Id) in with σ̃ = 10. We target a Gaussian kernel κ of bandwidth
σ = 0.25, and evaluate the absolute approximation error εq,cos(Σ) over all
vector pairs of Σ. We record the largest error encountered this way, and
repeat this process for several feature dimensions m.

First, we let n = |Σ|, the number of signals, vary between 10 and 500
(by sampling 21 equally-spaced values for log10(n)), and generate a new
dataset in dimension d = 32 each time. For each value of m (varying uni-
formly between 100 and 1300), we repeat 50 independent draws of Ω and
ξ and report Fig. 3.4a the number of times that εq,cos(Σ) ≤ ε̄ for a fixed
threshold ε̄ = 0.15 (i.e., we report the empirical “success rate” of the em-
bedding). As expected, the feature space dimension m needed to succeed
(highlighted in red for 50% success rate) scales as O(log n). We also show
in dashed yellow the same transition for the worst-case error εcos,cos(Σ)
(evaluating |κ̃cos,cos − κ| over all vector pairs of Σ) committed by the plain
RFF, which shows the price to pay for quantization. Roughly speaking, the
same success rate is achieved for κ̃q,cos(xi, xj) as for κ̃cos,cos(xi, xj) provided
we take ∼ 33% more random features, which still corresponds to a bitrate
reduction for the features of the fist signal xi. Finally, for the sake of com-
parison we also show in blue the same success rate but when measuring
the proximity error between the two approximations (semi-quantized and
usual RFF), i.e., |κ̃q,cos − κcos,cos|, which relates to our bound in Cor. 3.17.

Second, we fix one single dataset Σ of n = 200 signals in R5, but record
the precise value of the worst-case error ε := εq,cos(Σ) for each of the 50
draw of Ω, ξ at different values of m (this time varying along a logarithmic
scale). We display the various errors ε obtained as box-plots in Fig. 3.4b.
As can be seen by comparison with the −1/2 slope in red, the error is con-
trolled with high probability (discarding the outliers from the box-plots)
provided that m = O(ε−2), as expected from Prop. 3.15.

3.6.3 Application: semi-quantized support vector machines

As a last experiment, we demonstrate how the asymmetric features can be
used in practice, for the particular case of Support Vector Machine classifi-
cation [BGV92, SSB+02] (see Subsection 2.1.1), where the goal is to assign
a class label y′ ∈ Z to new query vectors x′ ∈ Σ from labeled training
data T := {(xi, yi)}n

i=1. In the binary classification case (labels yi ∈ {±1}),
given a kernel κ] : Σ × Σ → R, the learned SVM classifier θ predicts the
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Empirical success rate (from 100% success in white to 0% in
black) of the kernel approximation (defining success as εq,cos(Σ) < ε̄ =
0.15), as a function of m (log scale) for varying dataset size n = |Σ|. The
transition to 50% success or more is highlighted in solid red; the same
curve is shown for the success rate of the classical RFF (when εcos,cos(Σ) <
ε̄) in dashed yellow. The blue line represents the success rate related
to the proximity between those two kernel approximations, i.e., when
supx,y∈Σ |κq,cos(x, y)− κcos,cos(x, y)| < ε̄. (b) Largest kernel approximation
error ε := εq,cos(Σ) as a function of m for 50 draws of Ω and ξ (the blue
box-plots). The dashed red line shows the slope log10(ε) ∼ − 1

2 log10(m),
for reference.
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class of an incoming vector x′ as

θ(x′) = sign
(

∑i∈S∗ αiyi κ](x′, xi) + b
)
, (3.30)

where S∗ ⊂ [n] is the index set of support vectors xi, 0 < αi ≤ R are
the related weights, and b is a bias (or “intercept”) term. The quantities
{S∗, αi, b} are the parameters to be learned during the training stage, while
the kernel κ] and regularization strength R > 0 (where a smaller R corre-
sponds to more regularization) are hyper-parameters to be set beforehand.
In the multi-class case (where yi ∈ [N] for N classes), we use the “one-
versus-rest4” strategy where one binary classifier is trained to recognize
each class.

In this experiment, given a simple classification task described below,
we propose to train the SVM with a given kernel κ]L, and to test the classifi-
cation of new samples with another kernel κ]T that approximates κ]L, hence
assessing how the classifier θ is impacted by this modification. We con-
sider two options. In the first we train a kernel SVM on the raw data T
with a “true” kernel κ]L = κ and use the approximated kernels provided by
random periodic features (setting κ]T to the kernels κ̃cos,cos, κ̃q,cos and κ̃q,q
defined from (3.13)) only at the inference stage. In this mode, which is the
viewpoint we adopted in most of this work (e.g., in Prop. 3.15), we thus
interpret the RPF inner products as a means to approximate as well as pos-
sible the given kernel κ.

In a second case, we directly train a linear SVM on the cosine ran-
dom Fourier features of the training set T ′ := {(zcos(xi), yi)}n

i=1, which
amounts to using κ]L = κ̃cos,cos in (3.30) as the reference kernel during
training. At the testing stage, we still set κ]T to κ̃cos,cos, κ̃q,cos and κ̃q,q. In
this scenario, the random periodic features are rather (implicitly) used to
define a specific kernel κ̃cos,cos that generalizes as well as possible with-
out caring about the approximation κ̃cos,cos ≈ κ; this view is more faith-
ful to recent research on the generalization capabilities of learning from
RFF [ZMDR18, YLM+12, RR17, GLK+20]. Our other RPF products used
at the test (κ̃q,cos and κ̃q,q) are then to be understood as approximations to
κ]L = κ̃cos,cos rather than to the original κ, as explained in Cor. 3.17, and as
measured by the blue curve in Fig. 3.4a.

4also known as “one-versus-all”.
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Table 3.1 Scenarios and color coding for Fig. 3.5.

Color RPF for Kernel at the test: κ]T(x′, xi)
Query x′ SVs {xi}i∈S∗

black zcos(x′) zcos(xi) κ̃cos,cos(x′, xi) = 2〈zcos(x′), zcos(xi)〉 ≈ κ(x′, xi)
green zq(x′) zcos(xi) κ̃q,cos(x′, xi) =

π
2 〈zq(x′), zcos(xi)〉 ≈ κ(x′, xi)

blue zcos(x′) zq(xi) κ̃cos,q(x′, xi) =
π
2 〈zq(x′), zcos(xi)〉 ≈ κ(x′, xi)

red zq(x′) zq(xi) κ̃q,q(x′, xi) = 〈zq(x′), zcos(xi)〉

Synthetic data
Specifically, for both contexts, we generate a synthetic dataset of 10 000
samples in R2 by generating a mixture of 4 Gaussians for each of the N = 5
different classes, separated into n = 8000 training and 2000 testing sam-
ples (see Fig. 3.5, left). Regarding the true kernel, we set it to a Gaussian

kernel κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x − x′) = exp(− ‖x−x′‖2
2

2σ2 ) with bandwidth σ = 2,
and fixed the regularization R either to 5.0 (mild regularization) or 0.25
(strong regularization). For various feature space dimensions m, we gen-
erate the projections Ω ∼ Λm (with Λ = Fκ∆, see Sec. 3.2) and dithering
ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)), and thus train (with Scikit-learn [PVG+11]) both an SVM
classifier from the raw data with the Gaussian kernel, and another linear
SVM from the associated cosine random Fourier features. We then evalu-
ate these classifiers (in “inference mode”) on the separate test set, using the
different random features inner products and report the median accuracy
(out of 25 draws) as a function of m in Fig. 3.5, right. In the four plots of
this figure, we use a specific color coding of the RPF for both the incoming
query vector x′ and the learned support vectors (SVs) {xi}i∈S∗ , as summa-
rized in Table 3.1 for convenience. Note that, according to this table, the
green and the blue curves are associated with the scenarios represented in
the Introduction in Fig. 3.1a and Fig. 3.1b, respectively, and the red curves
relate to the (symmetric) quantized approach of [BJKS15].

When approximating the “exact” SVM classifier (where κ]L = κ; top row
in Fig. 3.5), a substantial number of features is required to reach the same
performance (m ≈ 300 to obtain accuracy > 97.5%). As could be intu-
itively expected, the drop of accuracy is larger when more quantization of
the features is being performed (the price to pay is particularly high when
the support vectors are quantized, in blue and red). This difference is prob-
ably related to the fact that the SVM decision function is relatively sensitive
to the position of the support vectors (in the feature space), because they
directly lie on the decision boundary. Notice also the importance of regu-
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Fig. 3.5 Left: Considered dataset (each arbitrary color corresponds to one
of the 5 classes). Right: Test accuracy of an SVM classifier learned with a
Gaussian kernel on the raw training set T (top (a-b)) or on their cosine RFF
(bottom (c-d)), for regularization parameters R = 5 (weak regularization;
left (a-c)) and R = 0.25 (strong regularization; right (b-d)), and evaluated
with several RPF combinations as a function of their dimension m. Classi-
fication performance is measured on the test set according to the scenarios
and curve colors described in Table 3.1. The curves are the median out
of 25 independent draws of Ω and ξ. The dashed line indicates the test
accuracy of the exact SVM classifier (no random features are used).

larization: although changing R does not incur a noticeable change on the
exact SVM accuracy (the horizontal dashed lines), it appears in Fig. 3.5b
that stronger regularization improves the RPF-based classifiers.

When the SVM is directly trained on the random Fourier features (i.e.,
κ]L = κ̃cos,cos; bottom row in Fig. 3.5) the accuracy of κ̃cos,cos(x′, xi) (black) is
strongly boosted (reaching 97.5% accuracy or higher with less than m = 50
features). The role of regularization is here exacerbated: reducing R hurts
the performance of the plain RFF classifier, but is necessary to maintain
good accuracy with the semi-quantized schemes for a reasonable feature
dimension m. It appears that proper regularization is needed to account
for the quantization noise.

Finally, note that in all cases, the fully quantized scheme (in red) is not
much worse than our semi-quantized solution with dataset quantization
(the kernel mismatch shown Fig. 3.3 is apparently not too harmful in this
case), but still suffers from strictly more classification errors. Therefore, it
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can be replaced by one of the asymmetric schemes for a negligible cost,
it should be done. However, because we focus on approximating an im-
posed kernel without considerations for the underlying machine learning
model, we did not compare to the fully-quantized case where the quan-
tized features are already used during the training [BJKS15], i.e., where the
distorted kernel κq,q = Eκ̃q,q is directly embraced to train the SVM rather
than being used as an approximation for κ.

Real data: remote classification of hyperspectral pixels
In a last experiment, to prove the concept of using semi-quantized fea-
tures in a concrete and practical setting, we consider the problem of hyper-
spectral pixel classification, i.e., determine the class of a spatial pixel given
its electromagnetic spectral response across d wavelengths. Kernel SVMs
have been a quite popular solution to this challenge: our approach in par-
ticular is inspired by [GCCJ99,MB04] as well as [HSS15] for the use of RFF,
but many more references can be found in the extensive review [MIO11].

To have a concrete and quantifiable measure of the computational gains
allowed by the quantization of RFF, we focus on the quantized query con-
text (illustrated Fig. 3.1a). More precisely, we consider the scenario of an
aircraft (or satellite) equipped with a hyperspectral sensor that must send
its readings x′ for remote classification of the pixels it observes. We as-
sume this task is entrusted to a kernel SVM, involving a weighted sum of
κ]T(x′, xi) terms. Since the communication link between the satellite and
the remote server is presumably costly, it is important that the number of
bits used to encode this query, noted b, is as small as possible.

We compare three strategies. First, the baseline strategy is to send the
“raw” measurements x′ ∈ Rd, which requires b = Bd bits, where B des-
ignates the bit-depth of full-precision readings (we consider B = 64 bits
in our experiments). In this strategy, the kernel in the learning and test-
ing stages is the “true” Gaussian kernel, i.e., κ]L = κ]T = κ. Second, the
usual RFF strategy is to send the full-precision RFF zcos(x′) ∈ Rm, which
requires b = Bm bits. Following the observations from the previous exper-
iments, we both learn and test on the RFF kernel, i.e., κ]L = κ]T = κ̃cos,cos.
Finally, the quantized RFF query strategy is to send the quantized RFF
zq(x′) ∈ {− 1√

m ,+ 1√
m}

m, which takes up b = m bits5. Although the kernel

5Strictly speaking, we would actually need to transmit 1
2 (
√

mzq(x′) + 1) ∈ {0, 1}m and to
remotely recover zq(x′) from this binary stream, assuming m is known to the receiver.
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at test time is now the hybrid product κ]T = κ̃q,cos, we still learn using the
usual RFF kernel κ]L = κ̃cos,cos. Note that to simplify the comparison, we
thus consider only a naive encoding of the query, neglecting the use of e.g.,
entropy coding strategies.

We use the standard Indian Pines dataset [BBL15], a hyperspectral vol-
ume which contains 10 249 labeled pixels6, measured across d = 200 wave-
lengths7, separated into N = 16 classes (see Fig. 3.6a). We first separated
20% of those pixels into testing set, which left n = 8204 pixels for training.
In order to select the hyper-parameters (kernel bandwidth σ and regular-
ization strength R), following their sensitivity observed in the previous ex-
periment, we performed a separate cross-validation (with 5 folds from the
training set) for each of the three individual strategies. We then evaluated
the test set accuracy reached by each strategy, while letting m vary for the
two RFF-based strategies, and report the results Fig. 3.6b. In this figure,
the baseline strategy is represented by the red dot, and the usual (resp.
quantized) RFF strategies are represented by the black (resp. green) solid
curves, which are obtained by varying m.

The baseline (red) achieves the best accuracy overall, but at the price
of a quite substantial bandwidth usage. When using full-precision ran-
dom features (black), the accuracy is only slightly reduced, but only if a
relatively large number of random features m is used, which does bring
substantial bitrate reduction. Indeed, to reduce the bandwidth b by, say,
an order of magnitude, the full-precision RFF strategy must sacrifice more
than 10% accuracy, which is probably not acceptable in practice. On the
other hand, with the quantized query RFF strategy, we are able to achieve
this same bitrate reduction by an order of magnitude at the cost of only
about 4%, which sounds more reasonable. Overall, (keeping in mind that
more involved compression methods could be applied to transmit the raw
measurement x′ in our scenario above, and hence still apply the first classi-
fication strategy after decompression) the quantized RFF strategy performs
better whenever the bitrate b is significantly smaller than the baseline bi-
trate, hence showing the potential of the approach.

6The size of the full volume is 145× 145 which gives 21025 pixels in total, but many of
them are unlabeled, which we discard for this experiment.

7The initial volume contains 220 wavelengths, but following the workflow commonly
adopted with this dataset, we removed the water absorption bands (i.e., the spectral indices
[104-108], [150-163], and 220 from the initial dataset).
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(a) Indian Pines dataset.
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Fig. 3.6 (a) Schematic representation of the Indian Pines hyperspectral
volume, containing 10 249 labeled pixels xi ∈ Rd, which feature d = 200
wavelengths. (b) Test accuracy as a function of the number of bits b to be
transmitted to the remote server, for each of the three considered strategies:
the baseline strategy (red dot) sends the raw test vector x′; the RFF strategy
(solid black) sends the full-precision RFF zcos(x′) of varying size m; and the
quantized RFF strategy (solid green) sends the one-bit equivalent zq(x′).
The curves are the median out of 30 independent draws of Ω and ξ.

3.7 Asymmetric RPF beyond one-bit quantization*

So far, we applied the asymmetric RPF strategy on only one pair of periodic
maps, namely f = q and g = cos (see Section 3.5). In this section, to vali-
date the generality of our results, we further investigate other maps, gener-
alizing the (q,cos) scenario with respect to two aspects. First, we consider
a different discontinuous periodicity, namely the modulo map f = mod,
for which we show the mean Lipschitz smoothness. This defines "modulo
random Fourier features". Moreover, we investigate the complex extension
of those two maps ( f = q and f = mod), and demonstrate empirically on
a short experiment how the performance of those different schemes com-
pare.

3.7.1 Modulo random Fourier features

The modulo periodic map, denoted by mod(·), is a linearly increasing
function with "wraps around" when some threshold is reached. More pre-
cisely, we consider the normalized modulo operation mod ∈ PF, defined by

mod(t) := mod2π(t) with modT(t) := 2
( t

T − b t
T c
)
− 1, (3.31)
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Fig. 3.7 The normalized periodic map mod(t) defined in (3.31) (black,
plain), and the associated integrand Iδ(t) (where we fixed δ = 0.5), as de-
veloped in the proof of Prop. 3.22 (green, dashed).

the "normalized" modulo T operation. This map, also known as the "saw-
tooth wave", is illustrated Fig. 3.7.

For now, the main purpose of this map is to check that our generic
results apply to other (discontinuous) maps besides the one-bit universal
quantization q. However, as will be further explored in the next chap-
ter, there is a more pragmatic interest: motivated by the recent theory of
modulo sampling [BKR17] and its extension to compressive modulo sam-
pling [SH19], we could imagine efficient hardware implementation of the
modulo random Fourier features map

zmod(x) := mod(Ω>x + ξ − π
2 ), (3.32)

where the purpose of the π
2 phase shift is to "synchronize" f = mod with

the map g = cos (otherwise, we would have some form of "destructive
interference")8. As explained in [BKR17,SH19], the hardware implementa-
tion of (3.32) is based on self-reset ADCs [RJ03].

To apply our theoretical results to the modulo map, we need to prove
its mean Lipschitz smoothness.

Proposition 3.22. The modulo function mod, defined in (3.31), has the mean
Lipschitz smoothness property (Def. 3.13) with constant

Lµ
mod = 3

π . (3.33)

8Alternatively, we could have set g = − sin.
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Proof. By definition, we seek a constant Lµ
mod such that for all δ ∈ (0, π],

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 maxr∈[−δ,δ]{|mod(t + r)−mod(t)|} dt ≤ Lµ

q · δ.

We first characterize Iδ(t) := max|r|≤δ{|mod(t + r) − mod(t)|}. Since
mod(t) is linearly increasing (with slope 1

π ) everywhere except on discon-
tinuities at t ∈ 2πZ, we can show that (see Fig. 3.7)

Iδ(t) =

{
2− |t−2πk|

π when |t− 2πk| ≤ δ for some k ∈ Z,
δ
π elsewhere.

Integrating this over one period (summing the area) gives

∫ 2π
0 Iδ(t)dt = (2π − 2δ) · δ

π + 2δ · 1
2 (2 + (2− δ

2π )),

which gives the bound Lµ
mod ≤ 2+4

2π = 3
π . Moreover, taking limδ→0, we can

show that his bound is tight (i.e., Lµ
mod = 3

π and there is no smaller constant
such that mean smoothness is verified).

We could thus say that the sawtooth wave is somehow "smoother" (ac-
cording to mean Lipschitz smoothness) than the square wave, which is
maybe what one would intuitively expect since the sawtooth wave exhibits
less discontinuities (which should heavily penalize the "smoothness").

Recalling from Prop. 3.15 that a lower mean Lipschitz smoothness con-
stant allows to decrease the feature dimension m (to achieve a given error),
one might wonder if this argument makes the modulo feature map mod(t)
"more accurate" than the universal quantization q(t) when approximating
a kernel through the asymmetric RPF scheme.

However, the mean smoothness constant is only half of the story. As
explained in Section 3.5, to approximate a given kernel κ(x, y), the asym-
metric RPF product 〈z f (x), zcos(y)〉must further be re-scaled by <{F1} the
first FS coefficient of f , the resulting kernel approximation being

κ̃ f ,cos(x, y) := 1
<F1
〈z f (x), zcos(y)〉.

The "quality" of a periodic function f in this scheme is thus determined by
two quantities: its mean smoothness (a lower smoothness constant is bet-
ter) and its first Fourier series coefficient (here, a larger real part of the first
FS coefficient is better). More precisely, for a fixed target error ε and a prob-
ability of failure δ, our results imply that, in order to achieve

∣∣κ̃ f ,cos(x, y)−
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κ(x, y)
∣∣ ≤ ε uniformly over Σ with probability at least 1− δ, one must have

a feature dimension of at least

m ≥ 64 · 1
|<F1|2ε2 ·max

(
2Hε/c′(Σ), log

( 3
δ

) )
,

with, a (conservative) constant9 of c′ = 4CΛ|<F1|−1 · ( 6
π + Lµ

f ).
Coming back to the comparison of f = q with f = mod for example,

in the first case we have c′q = 10CΛ, while in the latter10 we have c′mod =

18CΛ; in other words, the radius in the covering number is smaller for
the modulo features. This estimate implies that (according to our theory)
the modulo feature map should require more random features to reach a
given approximation error, although it is a "smoother" periodic map; this
is indeed what we will observe later in this section (Fig. 3.8).

3.7.2 Complex extensions

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3.5, it is also possible to recover
the "original" kernel κ when g(t) = eit. In this setting, to be closer in spirit
to the "complex" version of the random Fourier features, we can moreover
take complex-valued RPF, by complex extension of the real-valued ones. In-
tuitively, the idea of the complex extension is to generalize the relationship
between cos(t) and exp(it). To be specific, if f : R → R is a real-valued
periodic map, we define its complex extension fC : R 7→ C as

fC(t) := f (t) + i f (t− π
2 ). (3.34)

In this case, the asymmetric RPF estimation strategy is, using that the first
FS of fC is FC,1 = 2F1 (see Lemma A.2),

κ̃ fC,exp(i·)(x, y) := 1
2F1
〈z fC

(x), zexp(i·)(y)〉 ' κ(x, y).

Intuitively, the advantage of this complex extension is that, for a given di-
mension m (thus, for a given amount of random projections in Ω), we ob-
tain more "information" (in the form of real and imaginary components).
This potentially allows to decrease the kernel estimation error without in-
creasing the amount of random projections to perform.

To formalize this idea, we would like to obtain bounds on approxima-

9Compared to the bound Lµ
cos ≤ 1 used above, here we rely on the tighter value Lµ

cos =
2
π .

10Recall that we phase-shift f = mod by π
2 to synchronize with g = cos. We use that in this

case, its first FS coefficient is |<{F1}| = 1
π ; see Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.8 Success rate (average number of times ε(Σ) < ε̄, out of 100 in-
dependent draws of Ω and ξ), as a function of the amount of real coeffi-
cients m′, for several random periodic features combinations: either usual
symmetric RFF (blue), semi-quantized (green) or semi-modulo (red). Each
combination uses real-valued features (plain) or complex-valued features
(dashed).

tion error through Prop. 3.15. For this, we could for example use Lµ
fC
≤

2Lµ
f . However, since the involved quantities are not necessarily tight in

general (the bounds are not necessarily achieved), in this work we content
ourselves with a simple numerical simulation instead.

3.7.3 A small experiment

To compare the different asymmetric RPF schemes, we perform a small
version of the experiment from Subsection 3.6.2: for varying embedding
dimensions m, we compute the kernel approximation error on all pairs in
a finite set Σ (generated by picking n = 100 samples from two Gaussian
modes in dimension d = 32) through the asymmetric RPF schemes de-
scribed above11 and report whether or not all the estimations had error
smaller than some fixed threshold ε̄ = 0.1. This is repeated for several in-
dependent trials, and we compute the average number of "successes" (i.e.,
cases where the kernel estimation error ε f ,g(Σ) := supx,y∈Σ |κ̃ f ,g(x, y) −
κ(x, y)| is smaller than ε̄).

11That is, for the pairs ( f , g) given by (cos, cos), (exp(it), exp(it)), (q, cos), (qC, exp(it)),
(mod, cos) and (modC, exp(it)), with phase synchronization in the case of (mod, cos). For
the pair (exp(it), exp(it)) we do not use dithering since it is not required.
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To facilitate the comparison between the real and complex-valued maps,
we report the success rate as a function of the amount of "real coefficients"
to be stored (i.e., m′ = m for f (t) ∈ R and m′ = 2m for fC(t) ∈ C). The
results are shown Fig. 3.8.

First, we can observe that the real-valued and complex-valued features
perform similarly at equal number of real coefficients m′. That is, by us-
ing the complex extension, we can achieve the same kernel approximation
error while reducing by two the amount of random projections m to per-
form (in Chapter 4, we’ll thus focus on the complex-valued RPF). Second,
as anticipated above from our theory, the modulo RFF show a worse per-
formance in approximating the kernel.

3.8 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the framework of asymmetric random periodic fea-
tures, where random projections are passed through two different periodic
maps, and whose inner products are used to approximate a kernel. We
provided an expression of this kernel, with a uniform error bound holding
on infinite compact signal sets, provided the periodic maps satisfy a prop-
erty we called the mean smoothness. The mean smoothness holds for some
discontinuous maps such as the one-bit universal quantization (a square
wave). We studied (theoretically and empirically) semi-quantized kernel
approximations, and showed how the impact of quantization can be con-
trolled. As a side note, with those developments we also generalized the
local geometry-preserving embeddings from [BRM17], and corrected an
error in their main result in the process (this is the content of Appendix C).

As highlighted by the applied experiments in Sec. 3.6, these theoretical
guarantees do not necessarily ensure an accurate control over the general-
ization performance in a machine learning context. Indeed, it seems crucial
to incorporate the random periodic features directly into the training stage,
and to anticipate that some features might be quantized later (for example,
when picking the regularization strength).

In the two applicative scenarii we proposed in the Introduction (Fig. 3.1),
the ultimate objective is to improve the bitrate-kernel accuracy trade-off.
Allowing a finer (but still coarse) quantization of the RFF (i.e., coding each
entry on b > 1 bits instead of 1 as we proposed, for example with the b-
bit universal quantization [BRM17]) is a promising idea to reach a better
trade-off. Since the mean smoothness of these finer quantization functions
can also be verified, our results would carry over easily to this multi-bit
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quantization of the RFF.
Further perspectives are discussed at the end of this thesis, in Chapter 7.

In the next chapter, we rely on the main results from this one to obtain
formal guarantees in the context of a compressive learning which relies
on asymmetric periodic functions, e.g., the (complex extended) universal
quantizer and the complex exponential.
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4
Quantized Sketching with

Guarantees

IN this chapter we study a generalization of the compressive learning
framework, called asymmetric compressive learning, which allows us
(among others) to incorporate harsh quantization of the sketch contribu-

tions, (almost) without sacrificing learning performance.
Usual "symmetric" compressive learning (CL) breaks training down

into two steps: a sketching phase, that summarizes the dataset to a lightweight
sketch vector, constructed by passing the data through a well-chosen fea-
ture map Φ, and averaging those contributions; and a learning phase, which
extract the desired model parameters by solving an optimization problem,
that also involves the feature map Φ (see Section 2.5). We call this setting
"symmetric" because both phases use the same feature map Φ.

However, the sketching and learning phase intuitively "desire" differ-
ent properties from this map. For example, the sketching phase might ben-
efit from quantization of the features (which we succinctly call quantized
sketching), while the gradient-based algorithms of the learning phase re-
quire differentiability of this map. Motivated by this observation, the gen-
eral asymmetric compressive learning framework proposed in this chapter is a
relaxation where the feature map is allowed to be different for each phase (i.e.,
Ψ during sketching and Φ during learning, with Ψ 6= Φ).
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The main achievement of this chapter is to extend the theoretical sta-
tistical learning guarantees of (symmetric) CL from [GBKT17] to this new
asymmetric setting. Extensive numerical experiments are provided as well
to validate this approach. As a particular case, we obtain learning guaran-
tees for the quantized sketch contributions by building on the asymmetric
random periodic features guarantees from Chapter 3. In fact, the asymmet-
ric CL scheme from this chapter can be seen as the "averaged equivalent"
of the asymmetric RPF scheme from the that chapter, as we use the same
basic principles to embed probability distributions instead of individual
data vectors.

This chapter is almost entirely based on a couple of publications. We
proposed a first short description of the asymmetric CL scheme in "Quan-
tized Compressive K-Means" [SJ18b] (Signal Processing Letters, 2018), in
which we focused on the k-means problem, and mainly backed our ap-
proach by numerical experiments. The in-depth formal theoretical guaran-
tees (as well as the GMM experiments) are from "Asymmetric compressive
learning guarantees with applications to quantized sketches" [SJ21], which
is currently under review in IEEE Transaction on Signal Processing. A few
extra experiments were added, indicated by a star *.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Motivation

Context: symmetric compressive learning In order to highlight the speci-
ficity of asymmetric compressive learning, let us here briefly recall the ba-
sic principles of (symmetric) compressive learning. CL was proposed to
learn from datasets X = {xi ∈ Rd}n

i=1 of massive scale (in particular, with
a large number of examples n, typically at least several millions) while
keeping computational resources (i.e., memory, training time) under con-
trol [GBKT17, GCK+20]. To do so, CL first compresses the data as a sin-
gle m-dimensional (possibly complex-valued) vector zΦ,X = 1

n ∑n
i=1 Φ(xi),

called sketch, by simple averaging of a feature map Φ : Rd → Cm.
Importantly, the choice of the feature map Φ determines the range of

machine learning tasks that one is able to solve from the sketch zΦ,X 1. For
example, it is possible to solve k-means [KTTG17] or Gaussian mixture
modeling [KBGP18] within this framework, when Φ is chosen to be ran-

1Note that Φ should be nonlinear, otherwise the sketch cannot capture anything beside the
data mean.
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dom Fourier features (RFF) [RR08] (see Subsection 2.1.4). As a reminder,
those features are defined as the complex exponential of random projec-
tions of the data, i.e.,

ΦRFF(x) := 1√
m exp(i(Ω>x + ξ)), (4.1)

where the exponential is applied component-wise, and Ω ∈ Rd×m has ran-
domly drawn columns ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ for some probability distribution Λ.The
random dither ξ, which has uniform entries ξ j ∼i.i.d. U ([0, 2π)), will be
useful when we consider quantization (as could be guessed from our de-
velopments in Chapter 3).

After this "sketching phase", the "learning phase" of CL extracts the de-
sired machine learning model parameters θ ∈ Θ from the sketch. This is
achieved by solving an optimization problem of the form

minθ∈Θ CΦ(θ; zΦ,X ).

Since the cost CΦ involves only the sketch of size m� nd (i.e., much smaller
than the volume ofX ), this procedure is typically much more efficient from
a computational point of view than the classical approach of learning di-
rectly from the entire dataset X , especially for large n.

Intuitively, given a map Φ (e.g., ΦRFF), the cost CΦ(θ; z) captures the mis-
match between the vector z and another sketch, obtained using Φ, associ-
ated with the candidate model θ. To solve k-means for instance (where one
seeks a set of K centroids θ = {ck}K

k=1 ⊂ Rd that best cluster the data), this
cost is given by CΦ(θ; z) = ‖z− 1

K ∑k Φ(ck)‖2, i.e., the Euclidean distance
between the sketch of the data and the "sketch of the centroids" [KTTG17].

Numerical experiments demonstrated the power of CL, sometimes solv-
ing k-means clustering [KTTG17] and Gaussian mixture modeling [KBGP18]
with training time and memory consumption reduced by several orders
of magnitude compared to classical approaches. Moreover, formal sta-
tistical learning guarantees (bounds on the so-called excess risk) were de-
rived [GBKT17]: the risk is controlled whenever a form of Lower Restricted
Isometry Property (LRIP) holds, which translates the compatibility between
the sketch map Φ and the target learning task. Proving this LRIP is how-
ever quite technical; e.g., see [GBKT20] for the LRIP between ΦRFF and k-
means and GMM. This makes the design of a compressive learning schemes
a bit rigid, as any deviation from the beaten path breaks the strong, but
tediously constructed, theoretical guarantees. The ambition of this chap-
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Fig. 4.1 Our Asymmetric Compressive Learning (ACL) scheme: a
dataset X of n examples xi (sampled i.i.d. from P0) is first compressed as a
lightweight vector—the sketch—by averaging data features Ψ(xi). This op-
eration can be performed in parallel by a sensor network, which benefits
greatly from hardware-friendliness and quantization. A model θ̂

′
is then

learned from the sketch zΨ,X by solving a CL optimization procedure that
uses a different, differentiable map Φ 6= Ψ. Our goal is to prove statistical
learning guarantees (w.r.t. P0) for the model θ̂

′
.

ter is to somehow relax this constraint on a specific aspect: allowing the
designer to tweak the sketching phase (e.g., to further improve its compu-
tational efficiency) without having to re-prove the LRIP-based guarantees
from scratch.

The general asymmetric CL scheme More precisely, we study the sce-
nario where the feature map for the sketching phase (now noted Ψ) is al-
lowed to differ from the one used for the learning phase (noted Φ), i.e., we
consider the asymmetric CL (ACL) strategy modeled by minθ CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ),
with Ψ 6= Φ. This scheme is interesting from a practical point of view
because both phases, occurring in different contexts, may require very dif-
ferent properties from their respective feature maps.

This is best explained by a concrete example, illustrated Fig. 4.1: con-
sider a sensor network, where each node collects a few data samples xi, and
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sends their contributions Ψ(xi) to a centralized server which aggregates
them to construct the sketch zΨ,X = 1

n ∑n
i=1 Ψ(xi). For efficient transmis-

sion of those numerous messages, quantization of the contributions Ψ(xi) is
critical. Moreover, to ensure low power consumption of the sensor nodes,
a compact hardware implementation of Ψ is highly desirable.

The learning phase however, being performed locally (i.e., on a single
workstation) and in software, does not benefit as much from these aspects.
Instead, the cost CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ) must have meaningful minimizers (i.e., as en-
sured by statistical guarantees), and must be efficient to optimize; e.g.,
gradient-based algorithms [KBGP18, KTTG17] require differentiability of Φ.
All these objectives do not necessarily align, and some are even incompat-
ible (for example, differentiability cannot be reconciled with the discon-
tinuity induced by quantization), hence the interest of allowing different
sketching and learning maps Ψ 6= Φ.

Quantized sketching as our key motivating use-case We are particu-
larly interested in the quantized sketching scenario, i.e., where Ψ produces
binary contributions. Consider for example as reference map the random
Fourier features Φ = ΦRFF (4.1). Computing ΦRFF for each sample xi is typ-
ically done as follows: one must (i) record (in full-precision) the random
projections Ω>xi ∈ Rm, (ii) evaluate the complex exponentiation opera-
tion exp(i·), which is typically expensively done in software (e.g., through
Taylor series approximations2) and (iii) store (at least temporarily), in full-
precision, the resulting contributions ΦRFF(xi) =

1√
m exp(iΩ>xi) ∈ Cm.

A resource-preserving (e.g., computational or energy efficient) CL sen-
sor should directly and solely acquire ΦRFF(xi). While the random pro-
jections (i) can be computed relatively cheaply (e.g., using compressive-
sensing-based techniques [CRT06], such as fast structured random projec-
tions [CGK18] or, possibly relying on optical random processes [SCC+16]),
the evaluation of the complex exponential (ii) is complicated to implement
in hardware—although this is the costliest step in fast (software) compu-
tations of the sketch [CGK18]. To add insult to injury, the resulting full-
precision values contributions in (iii) seem quite wasteful given their inci-
dental contribution to the overall sketch, an average of n � 1 such contri-
butions. This problem is even more striking when we assume the sensors
implementing the sketch feature map must then send their high-bitrate
contributions ΦRFF(xi) over a communication network (see Fig. 4.1).

2A good engineer would tell you to set sin(θ) ' θ, but that does not quite do the trick here.
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We propose a quantized sketch procedure that circumvents these limi-
tations, conceptually much simpler to integrate directly in hardware (e.g.,
using voltage controlled oscillators [YKJC08])3. To achieve this, we replace
the costly exp(i ·) signature function by 1-bit universal quantization [Bou12]
q(·) = sign (cos(·)) = 2(b ·2π c mod 2)− 1; this corresponds to taking the
least significant bit (LSB) of a uniform quantizer with quantizer stepsize π.
Actually, motivated by the observations from Section 3.7 we rather con-
sider the complex extension qC(·) = q(·) + iq(· − π

2 ) of this function instead
(depicted Fig. 4.3). Since in this chapter we always consider qC, we redefine
our notations and simply denote the complex-valued universal quantiza-
tion function by q, dropping the C subscript for convenience.

This thus amounts to replacing the RFF sketch contributions ΦRFF(xi) ∈
Cm by quantized ones Ψq(xi) ∈ 1√

m{±1± i}m, obtained by taking the sign
of usual RFF:

Ψq(x) := 1√
m sign

(
exp(i(Ω>x + ξ))

)
= 1√

m q(Ω>x + ξ), (4.2)

where the sign of a complex number z ∈ C is applied component-wise to
its real and imaginary part, i.e., sign (z) = sign (<(z)) + i sign (=(z)) ∈
{±1 ± i}. The embedding Ψq is known as (the complex extension of)
the one-bit universal embedding studied, among others, in [Bou12, BR13,
BRM17] (see Subsec. 2.2.3).

Remark: As will become clearer below, our results allow to replace, in
the sensor implementing Ψ, the complex exponential exp(it) by a com-
pletely generic periodic map f (t) (of which q(t) = sign (exp(it)) defined
above is a particular case). Remark that our results thus apply in partic-
ular to the case where, while the sensor can ensure the periodicity of the
embedded map f , the precise shape of f cannot be fully controlled, such
that we can’t really rely the sensor to accurately implement any specific
map—e.g., due to imperfections and non-linearities.

4.1.2 Chapter contributions

To set the stage, we remind the essential statistical and compressive learn-
ing elements we’ll need in Section 4.2 (which can be freely skipped if those
concepts are fresh in the reader’s memory). We detail the Asymmetric

3Even when the sketch is performed in software, the quantized sketch contributions are
still potentially quite cheaper to compute, albeit with a more modest gain compared to the
potential of hardware implementations (e.g., speed-up factor of about 2 on my machine, with
a naive Python implementation).
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Compressive Learning (ACL) strategy in Section 4.3, for which we provide
an intuitive justification.

In Section 4.4 we build solid theoretical guarantees for the ACL scheme.
We first prove a "general" statistical guarantee for ACL in Subsection 4.4.1.
To do so, we introduce a Limited Projected Distortion (LPD) property (cap-
turing, roughly speaking, the similarity between Φ and Ψ), which we com-
bine with the existing LRIP (which holds for Φ). This result is "general" in
the sense that it makes no assumption on the task to solve or the maps Φ
and Ψ (beyond the LRIP and LPD).

We then work towards concrete applications of this generic result in
Subsection 4.4.2, dedicated to proving that the LPD actually holds for spe-
cific choices of Φ and Ψ. To achieve this, we first introduce—at the cost of
an additional (but mild) assumption—a sufficient condition for the LPD,
called "signal-level LPD" (sLPD). Next, we prove the sLPD on one partic-
ular combination of feature maps, where the "learning phase feature map"
are random Fourier features Φ = ΦRFF, and the "sketching phase feature
map " are random periodic features Ψ = Ψ f studied in Chapter 3. This allows
to obtain at last, as a corollary of all the results above, formal statistical
learning guarantees for the ACL scheme for the pair (ΦRFF, Ψq) considered
in the motivation above, which ensures the theoretical soundness of that
approach. To demonstrate the broader applicability of our results, we also
apply them to the pair (ΦRFF, Ψmod), where Ψmod represents the—hardware-
friendly—modulo measurement map studied (among others) in [SH19].

Moving on, we provide in Section 4.5 extensive empirical validations
for the ACL strategy, confirming that, as our theory supports, it applies
various tasks (both k-means and GMM) and feature maps (such as Ψmod

the modulo measurements map). We highlight the practical advantage of
our quantized compressive learning strategy on a large-scale audio classi-
fication task. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.6.

4.2 Preliminaries

We here recall here the elements and notations from statistical and com-
pressive learning that are crucial to follow this chapter. To the attentive
reader, this section should not bring anything new to the table and can be
safely skipped, but since many different ingredients will be handled here,
we prefer to make sure that they are all fresh in memory. For the sake of
clarity, the main concepts and distributions introduced below and by our
further developments are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Concepts Description

M =M1
+(R

d) Probability measure set.
P ,Q ∈M Arbitrary distributions inM.
P0 ∈ M Data distribution.
Pθ ∈ M, θ ∈ Θ Parametric distribution (see Table 4.2).
G := {Pθ | θ ∈ Θ} ⊂ M Model set.
Ĝ ⊂ M Empirical set (see Subsec. 4.4.1).
X = {xi}n

i=1 Dataset with xi ∼i.i.d. P0.
P̂X := 1

n ∑n
i=1 δxi ∈ Ĝ Empirical distribution of X .

Table 4.1 Main concepts and distributions used in this chapter.

4.2.1 Chapter-specific notations and definitions

We consider learning examples living in the ambient space Rd. The set
of probability measures over Rd, i.e., M1

+(R
d) (see Section 2.4), is here

simply noted M, and δc ∈ M is the Dirac delta measure located at c ∈
Rd. To characterize the intrinsic dimension of a compact set Σ ⊂ Rd, we
use the Kolmogrov ν-entropy [KT61]: for any radius ν > 0 it is given by
Hν(Σ) := log Cν(Σ) < ∞, where Cν(Σ) is the covering number of Σ by
Euclidean balls of radius ν, i.e.,

Cν(Σ) := min{|S| : S ⊂ Σ ⊂ S + νBd
2}, (4.3)

where the cardinality of S is written |S|, the d-dimensional unit ball w.r.t.
the `p-norm is Bd

p, and the Minkowski sum of two setsA and B isA+B =

{a+ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}. We refer the reader to Subsection 3.2.1 for examples.
When dealing with generic periodic functions f : R → C, we assume

without loss of generality that f is normalized such that it is centered and
with period given by 2π; it can thus be decomposed as Fourier series
f (t) = ∑k∈Z Fkeikt where Fk := 1

2π

∫ 2π
0 f (t)e−iktdt and F0 = 0. For such

functions, we introduced in the previous chapter the mean Lipschitz smooth-
ness property (Definition 3.13), to characterize the "smoothness on average",
that we recall here for convenience.

Definition 4.1. A 2π-periodic function f : R → C is mean Lipschitz smooth
with mean Lipschitz constant Lµ

f if for all radii δ ∈ (0, π] the maximum

deviation of f in the interval [−δ, δ] is, on average, bounded by Lµ
f δ, i.e.,

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 supr∈[−δ,δ]{| f (t + r)− f (t)|} dt ≤ Lµ

f · δ. (4.4)
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The advantage of this particular "smoothness" criterion is that is allows
to handle discontinuous functions; e.g., the maps depicted Fig. 4.3 are mean
smooth (see Appendix A).

4.2.2 Statistical Learning

In the statistical learning (SL) framework [Vap99, SSBD14] (see detailed de-
scription in Section 2.1), one assumes that the signals of interest are gener-
ated by a data distribution P0 ∈ M. The goal is then to fit some machine
learning model, parametrized by a vector θ ∈ Θ, to that distribution. More
precisely, one seeks the model parameters θ∗ that minimize the risk objec-
tiveR(θ;P0) := Ex∼P0 `(x, θ), i.e., the expectation of a loss ` : Rd×Θ→ R

with respect to the data distribution:

θ∗ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ
R(θ;P0) = arg min

θ∈Θ
Ex∼P0 `(x, θ). (4.5)

In practice, the true data distribution P0 is unknown, but a dataset
X = {xi}n

i=1 of n samples xi ∼i.i.d. P0 is available. The "ideal" risk mini-
mization (4.5) is thus replaced by empirical risk minimization (ERM), which
uses the empirical distribution P̂X := 1

n ∑n
i=1 δxi ∈ M instead of the true

data distribution:

θ̃ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ
R(θ; P̂X ) = arg min

θ∈Θ
∑xi∈X `(xi, θ). (4.6)

In Section 2.1, we explained how many common machine learning task
can be cast into the SL framework. We recall the two tasks we will focus
on in this chapter, i.e., k-means and Gaussian mixture modeling. As sum-
marized in Table 4.2, k-means clustering seeks K centroids ck ∈ Rd which
minimize the sum of squared errors (SSE) over the dataset (the "error" is
the distance between each sample xi and the centroid closest to it):

SSE(θ;X ) := ∑n
i=1 min1≤k≤K ‖xi − ck‖2

2 (4.7)

On the other hand, Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) seeks a weighted
mixture of K Gaussians N (µk, Γk) (i.e., weights wk ≥ 0 that sum to one,
centers µk ∈ Rd, and positive definite covariance matrices Γk ∈ Rd×d) that
maximizes the log-likelihood (LL) of the dataset X :

LL(θ;X ) := ∑n
i=1 log

(
∑K

k=1 wk pN (xi; µk, Γk)
)
, (4.8)
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where pN (x; µ, Γ) is the probability density function of the Gaussian dis-
tribution N (µ, Γ) evaluated at x.

The central goal of SL is to control the excess risk R(θ̃;P0)−R(θ∗;P0)

(also known as generalization error for prediction tasks), in the form of
statistical guarantees: for some δ ∈ (0, 1) and η > 0, the ERM solution θ̃

satisfies
P[R(θ̃;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η] ≥ 1− δ. (4.9)

In words, this guarantee ensures that, with probability larger than 1 − δ

over the sampling of X , the estimate of the ERM is not worse than the
optimal solution θ∗ (on the true data distribution P0) by a margin smaller
than η.

4.2.3 Compressive Learning with guarantees

Recall that CL actually introduces a general sketch operator AΦ, which acts
on the space probability distributionsM. This operator "compresses" any
input distribution P ∈ M by computing m of its generalized moments, as
defined by the associated feature map Φ.

Definition 4.2 (Sketch). Given a feature map Φ : Rd → Cm, the associated
sketch operator AΦ :M→ Cm is

AΦ(P) := Ex∼P Φ(x) =
∫

Φ(x)dP(x) ∈ Cm. (4.10)

In particular, the sketch of a dataset X = {xi}n
i=1, noted zΦ,X , is actually the

sketch of its empirical distribution,

zΦ,X := AΦ(P̂X ) = 1
n ∑n

i=1 Φ(xi) ∈ Cm. (4.11)

We provide an informal outline (not fully rigorous but sufficient for
our purposes; see [GBKT17] for details) of how to "learn" (find good pa-
rameters θ) from the sketch with guarantees. One first associates to each
parameter vector θ ∈ Θ a distribution Pθ ∈ M (this map θ 7→ Pθ is not
necessarily injective [SGD19]), which respects a risk consistency property:

R(θ;Pθ) ≤ R(θ′;Pθ), ∀θ′ ∈ Θ. (4.12)

Table 4.2 gives examples of this map for k-means4 and GMM. When

4To emphasize the connection between the SL and CL formulations of k-means, we assign
in Table 4.2 equal weights 1

K to all the Dirac deltas of the centroids δck ; however the com-
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k-means clustering [KTTG17] Gaussian Mixture Modeling [KBGP18]

θ centroids {ck}K
k=1 params. {wk , µk , Γk}K

k=1

Θ ck ∈ Rd
wk ≥ 0, ∑k wk = 1, µk ∈ Rd

Γk ∈ Rd×d, Γ>k = Γk � 0

`(x, θ) mink ‖x− ck‖2
2 − log ∑k wk pN (x; µk , Γk)

Pθ ∑K
k=1

1
K δck ∑k wkN (µk , Γk)

CΦ(θ; z) ‖z− 1
K ∑k Φ(ck)‖2 ‖z−∑k wkAΦ(N (µk , Γk))‖2

Table 4.2 Description of two SL tasks and their equivalent in the CL
framework. K-means seeks the K centroids ck that minimize the sum of
squared errors SSE(θ;X ); in CL the parameters are mapped to a sum of
K Dirac deltas. GMM seeks a weighted mixture of K Gaussians N (µk, Σk)
that maximize the log-likelihood of the data LL(θ;X ); in this case CL sim-
ply maps the parameters to the GMM distribution itself.

the parameter vector θ varies, the resulting distributions constitute a model
set G := {Pθ | θ ∈ Θ} ⊂ M. Learning then amounts to finding the
parametrized distribution Pθ from G whose sketch—with respect to Φ—
best fits the dataset sketch zΦ,X , as defined by the cost CΦ:

θ̂ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ

CΦ(θ; zΦ,X ) := ‖zΦ,X −AΦ(Pθ)‖2. (4.13)

Guarantees of the form (4.9) can be proven for this sketch matching prin-
ciple. The idea is to show (4.13) is a surrogate approximating (4.6). Intu-
itively, it is possible to solve a task from the sketch if it somehow "encodes"
that tasks risk objective. To assess how well the risk is encoded, [GBKT17]
defines a seminorm ‖ · ‖R to measure the difference between two distribu-
tions P ,Q ∈M with respect to the task-specific riskR,

‖P −Q‖R := supθ∈Θ |R(θ;P)−R(θ;Q)|. (4.14)

Equipped with this metric, we say that the sketch operator AΦ "encodes"
the risk R if the sketch distance ‖AΦ(P) −AΦ(Q)‖2 bounds ‖P − Q‖R
for all distributions in G; the Lower Restricted Isometry Property (LRIP)
formalizes this notion (this specific LRIP generalizes its well-known equiv-

plete formulation of CL k-means actually considers those weights as free parameters to be
optimized [KTTG17].
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alent from compressive sensing literature [CT05, FR17]).

Definition 4.3 (LRIP). The sketch operator AΦ has the LRIP with constant
γ on the model set G, noted LRIP(γ;G), if

∀P ,Q ∈ G, ‖P −Q‖R ≤ γ‖AΦ(P)−AΦ(Q)‖2. (4.15)

One key theorem of CL5, proved in [GBKT17], is that the LRIP implies
statistical guarantees for the sketch matching (4.13).

Theorem 4.4 (LRIP implies excess risk control). Assume that AΦ has the
LRIP(γ;G). The excess risk of the solution θ̂ to (4.13) satisfies R(θ̂;P0) −
R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η, where

η = 2D(P0,G) + 4γ‖AΦ(P0)−AΦ(P̂X )‖2, (4.16)

with D(P ,G) a "distance" from P to the model set G,

D(P ,G) := inf
Q∈G
{‖P −Q‖R + 2γ‖AΦ(P)−AΦ(Q)‖2}.

The first term in (4.16) is a modeling bias term, the second one captures
a sampling error, which decreases with n.

Theorem 4.4 guarantees that the excess risk is under control (bounded
by η) provided that the related LRIP holds; it remains thus to prove the
latter. This endeavor is highly specific to the considered model G (i.e., the
learning task) and feature map Φ. One usually proves that the LRIP holds
with high probability 1− δ on the random draw of Φ, where the failure prob-
ability δ depends on the desired LRIP constant γ, the complexity of the
model set G, and the number of "measurements" m. These proofs are rather
technical, see [GBKT20] for the case of compressive k-means and Gaussian
mixture modeling from RFF sketches.

Remark: While we focus on theoretical guarantees for to the sketch
matching program (4.13), it is worth remembering that this optimization
problem is usually nonconvex. In practice, heuristics, such as compressive
learning orthogonal matching pursuit (CLOMP) [KBGP18,KTTG17], thus ap-
proximately solve (4.13). Although they showed empirical success, one

5For the sake of presentation, Thm. 4.4 is taken from [GBKT17, Sec. 2.4] which presents
a simplified but sub-optimal version of the "true" CL guarantees, established in [GBKT17,
Sec. 2.5]. However, the extension we prove in this chapter can be carried over seamlessly to
the main CL guarantees, as the improvements from [GBKT17, Sec. 2.5] are independent of our
developments.
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should keep in mind that those heuristics do not necessarily find the global
solution θ̂, and that there might still be a performance gap between exper-
imental results and the theoretical statistical learning guarantees (which
apply to the global solution θ̂). This chapter mainly focuses on theoretical
guarantees, except for the numerical validation (Sec. 4.5).

4.3 Asymmetric Compressive Learning

To summarize, the typical CL scenario consists of two phases: the sketch-
ing phase which maps X to zΦ,X by averaging some feature map Φ over
the data samples, followed by the learning phase where θ is extracted by
solving θ̂ ∈ arg minθ∈Θ CΦ(θ; zΦ,X ), i.e., the sketch matching principle de-
scribed in (4.13). The success of this scheme can be guaranteed by estab-
lishing the LRIP of the sketch operator AΦ associated to the "reference"
feature map Φ : Rd → Cm (e.g., the random Fourier features, ΦRFF), which
must hold over the relevant task’s model set G.

4.3.1 Asymmetric sketch matching principle

In this chapter, we extend this scheme by allowing the sketching phase
to use a different—or "distorted"—feature map Ψ 6= Φ (e.g., the binarized
RFF, Ψq from (4.2)). This amounts to studying this asymmetric compressive
learning scenario (ACL for short): given a reference feature map Φ and a dif-
ferent distorted feature map Ψ, and having observed the "distorted sketch"
zΨ,X = AΨ(P̂X ) = 1

n ∑n
i=1 Ψ(xi), we select the parameters θ̂

′
that solve the

"asymmetric sketch matching" problem, i.e.,

θ̂
′ ∈ arg min

θ∈Θ
CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ) = arg min

θ∈Θ
‖zΨ,X −AΦ(Pθ)‖2. (4.17)

To be perfectly clear, the "asymmetry" here refers to the fact that only the
sketching map is distorted, since we still use the reference map Φ to learn
from zΨ,X , as precised by the subscript in the cost CΦ (the only difference
with the symmetric sketch matching from (4.13) is the sketch map).

This (perhaps surprising) strategy is inspired by a well-known equiva-
lent in classical signal estimation: provided a signal follows a low-complexity
model (such as a sparse or a low-rank description), one can treat its non-
linearly distorted measurements as noisy linear observations, e.g., ignoring
quantization, with provable reconstruction guarantees if the involved non-
linearity respects a few mild conditions [PV16]. Our work adopts a simi-
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Fig. 4.2 Criterion 〈z, Φ(c)〉 used to (greedily) select the first centroid c =
[c1, c2] in compressive k-means—on a dataset (in blue) made out of K = 3
clusters in dimension d = 2—when guided by several CL cost functions.
For conciseness, we write the quantized sketch zq = zΨq ,X and the full-
precision sketch zRFF = zΦRFF,X . Surface plot and left contour plot: when
the (symmetric) fully quantized cost is used CΨq(θ; zq); middle: asymmetric
cost CΦRFF(θ; zq) (our proposed approach); right: symmetric un-quantized
cost CΦRFF(θ; zRFF), for reference.

lar approach to get risk control guarantees for (4.17), of the same form as
Thm. 4.4. This enables to quantify when (and under which conditions on
Ψ) the asymmetric sketch matching scheme (4.17) succeeds.

What not to do: a naive approach to quantized sketching At this point,
the interest of minimizing the asymmetric cost CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ) = ‖zΨ,X −
AΦ(Pθ)‖2, instead of the (more intuitive) symmetric "distorted" cost

CΨ(θ; zΨ,X ) = ‖zΨ,X −AΨ(Pθ)‖2,

might not yet be fully clear to the reader. Well, we mentioned at the be-
ginning of this section the advantage of being able to differentiate the cost
function (i.e., compute the gradient ∇θCΦ(θ; zΨ,X )), but this is a techni-
cal issue rather than a fundamental one. In particular, one could imagine
other heuristics to still (approximately) solve CΨ(θ; zΨ,X ), e.g., using vari-
ous strategies to carefully "smoothe" Ψ when computing the gradient—in
fact, this was exactly the subject of my Master’s thesis [Sch17].

However, the disadvantages of optimizing CΨ(θ; zΨ,X ) go beyond the
lack of a gradient: the optimization landscape as a whole is simply much
harder to navigate in this case. This is illustrated on Fig. 4.2, which shows,
on the left, the landscape of (a criterion based on) this fully quantized cost
function; it is highly irregular, exhibiting many spurious optima. Empiri-
cally, optimizing this cost directly (using heuristics from [Sch17]) requires,
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to reach target performance, a sketch size about 20 to 50 times as large as
in the un-quantized case.

As we will see, the asymmetric cost function (on the middle of Fig. 4.2)
behaves much better in this regard. To explain this nicer landscape, we will
show that, in the context of random Fourier features sketching Φ = ΦRFF,
the asymmetric cost approximates exactly the same cost as the un-quantized
scenario (on the right of Fig. 4.2). In fact, this analysis will not be restricted
to quantized sketching Ψ = Ψq defined in (4.2), but holds for more general
random periodic features (RPF) Ψ = Ψ f . This intuitive justification will be
further elaborated on in Section 4.4 to establish formal ACL guarantees.

4.3.2 ACL from RPF and quantized sketches

Before working on the guarantees of the ACL scheme, let’s build some un-
derstanding on why this scheme is interesting, by focusing on the case of
RPF sketches. Indeed, when the reference map Φ is the random Fourier
features map ΦRFF, our analysis allows us in particular to replace the com-
plex exponential in (4.1) by any (properly normalized) 2π-periodic func-
tion f : R → C, i.e., to consider as distorted feature map Ψ the random
periodic features (RPF), extensively discussed in Chapter 3, defined as

Ψ f (x) := 1√
m f

(
Ω>x + ξ

)
. (4.18)

Remark 4.5. Actually (as could be guessed from similar observations in the
previous chapter), the RPF sketch cannot be used "as such" in the ACL
optimization, but must be scaled by F1, the first Fourier Series (FS) coeffi-
cient of f . We thus consider the renormalized features Ψ f := 1

F1
Ψ f during

the ACL optimization procedure. This renormalization is not restrictive, it
can for example be performed after the sketch has been computed, since
zΨ f ,X = 1

F1
zΨ f ,X .

Motivation of the ACL cost with RPF sketches In this case, the ACL
scheme is motivated by the following observation: the asymmetric cost
approaches—in expectation over the uniform dither ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π))—the
symmetric cost. Intuitively, the dithering ξ allows us to "separate" zΨ f ,X
into two terms: one associated with the low frequencies of f , that con-
tributes to the target objective CΦRFF(θ; zΦRFF,X ), and one "high-frequency"
term that is constant for the relevant optimization problem. This is for-
mally proven in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.6. Given a fixed dataset X and parameter vector θ, a random
Fourier features map ΦRFF and an associated normalized random periodic features
map Ψ f (for some 2π-periodic function f ). The (squared) ACL cost approximates,
on average on the draw of the dithering ξ, the (squared) symmetric cost up to a
constant:

Eξ

[
C2

ΦRFF
(θ; zΨ f ,X )− C2

ΦRFF
(θ; zΦRFF,X )

]
= c f ,X , (4.19)

with c f ,X = ‖zΨ f ,X ‖2
2 − ‖zΦRFF,X ‖2

2 a constant shift depending only on f and
X , that does not impact the optimization procedure.

Proof. We give here only a sketch of the proof to provide the intuitive jus-
tification of ACL (adapted from [SJ18b]). Rewrite ∆C := C2

ΦRFF
(θ; zΨ f ,X )−

C2
ΦRFF

(θ; zΦRFF,X ) as

∆C = ‖zΨ f ,X −AΦRFF(Pθ)‖2
2 − ‖zΦRFF,X −AΦRFF(Pθ)‖2

2

= ‖zΨ f ,X ‖2
2 − ‖zΦRFF,X ‖2

2 − 2<〈zΨ f ,X − zΦRFF,X ,AΦRFF(Pθ)〉

= c f ,X +
m

∑
j=1

Zj

with random variables defined as

Zj := −2<
[
( 1

n ∑xi∈X (Ψ f ,j(xi)−ΦRFF,j(xi)))A∗ΦRFF,j(Pθ)
]
.

We can then show that each random variables Zj has zero mean. The full
argument is not developed here but is completely analogous to the one of
Proposition 3.8, which relies on Fourier series expansions and the orthog-
onality of the complex exponentials Eξ eikξ = δk,0.

Specific RPF sketches of interest Besides usual RFF (a special case of
RPF), we consider two specific instances of RPF sketches, which are illus-
trated by Figure 4.3.

Of course, the first one is the running example we used since Section 4.1,
namely the quantized RFF Ψq , defined by (4.2), for which

f (t) = q(t) := sign (eit) ∈ {±1± i}, (4.20)

with sign acting independently on the real and imaginary component—
i.e., the real and imaginary components of q are phase shifted "square waves".
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f (t) = q(t)
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1
f (t) = fmod(t)

Fig. 4.3 The 2π-periodic functions f : R → C of particular interest (< f
in plain, = f in dashed), related to RPF Ψ f (x) = 1√

m f (Ω>x + ξ). Left,
the complex exponential exp(i·), related to the usual random Fourier fea-
tures ΦRFF; middle, the one-bit universal quantization function q, related to
quantized RFF Ψq; and right, the (complex and normalized) modulo func-
tion mod, related to the modulo features Ψmod.

This feature map is (the complex extension6 of) the so-called "one-bit uni-
versal quantization" introduced in [Bou12], and further studied in [BRM17].
The two main advantages which motivated us to consider Ψq are that (i) it
produces quantized sketch contributions7 Ψq(xi) ∈ {±1±i√

m }
m, which heavily

reduces the cost of their (potential) transmission or storage (e.g., Ψq(xi) can
be trivially encoded using only 2m bits); and (ii) it is amenable to plausible
hardware implementations (even if q is implemented in software, it is still
cheaper to evaluate than exp(i·)).

Another particular case of the RPF with promising applications is the
(complex) modulo RFF Ψmod defined as

f (t) = mod(t) := mod2π(t) + i ·mod2π(t− π
2 ) ∈ C, (4.21)

where modT(t) := 2
( t

T −b t
T c
)
− 1 is the "normalized" modulo T operation—

i.e., the real and imaginary components of mod() are phase shifted "saw-
tooth waves" (Fig. 4.3). These modulo features take their roots from the re-
cent theory of modulo sampling of signals [BKR17], and—much closer to our
definition of Ψmod—its extension to compressive modulo measurements of
structured signals [SH19].

As explained in [BKR17, SH19], the advantage of this scheme is the ex-
istence of dedicated modulo sensors (e.g., using self-reset analog-to-digital
converters [RJ03]) which again paves the way for efficient hardware compu-
tation of the sketch contributions Ψmod(xi).

6While we focus on complex-valued maps (Ψq, Ψmod), as motivated by Section 3.7, their real-
valued counterpart (<Ψq, <Ψmod), closer to their initial formulations in the literature, could
very well also be considered.

7The sketch itself (i.e., after averaging) is not necessarily quantized.
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Finally, we recall that as remarked above, the RPF are also of interest
if one seeks to implement f in hardware sensors but can only ensure its
periodicity, without accurate control of its precise shape f due to imperfec-
tions.

What now? Let’s take a step back. We formally defined, in Subsection 4.3.1,
the generic ACL strategy. To keep things concrete, in Subsection 4.3.2, we
took some care to explain in detail the application of this strategy to the
case of RPF sketches, providing an intuitive justification on why it is ex-
pected to work (Prop. 4.6), and further detailing the practical relevance of
RPF sketches.

However, Prop. 4.6, while a promising start to gain intuition, does not
guarantee anything regarding the excess risk achieved by ACL (e.g., for fi-
nite values of the sketch size m). In the next section, we provide formal
guarantees for the ACL scheme. In particular, in Subsection 4.4.1 we pro-
vide a guarantee for the generic ACL scheme by building upon the existing
LRIP; this ensures that our result can be applied to other and future sketch
constructions, provided these satisfy the LRIP. Then, in Subsection 4.4.2 we
turn our attention back to RPF sketchs in particular, for which we provide
explicit instances of this guarantee.

4.4 Excess risk guarantees

4.4.1 A generic guarantee for ACL

Our goal is to prove guarantees in the spirit of Thm. 4.4 for the ACL scheme.
To derive unifying guarantees for each combination of model set G (task),
reference map Φ and distortion Ψ, we build upon the existing LRIP (char-
acterizing the compatibility between G and Φ), which we combine with
another property, the Limited Projected Distortion (LPD) property (extend-
ing its definition from [XJ20]). The LPD better characterizes the closeness
between the distorted and reference sketches, zΨ,X and zΦ,X , than the too
restrictive Euclidean distance ‖zΨ,X − zΦ,X ‖2: for example, with the quan-
tized RFF sketch, this distance does not vanish as m grows to infinity.

The LPD relies on an additional assumption characterizing over which
datasets X it should hold.

Assumption 4.7. There exists a set Ĝ ⊆ M, coined empirical set, such that,
for any considered dataset X , the empirical distribution P̂X belongs to Ĝ.
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Note that Assumption 4.7 is quite permissive. We allow in particular to
pick Ĝ =M, which means it holds trivially. Moreover, even when Ĝ (M,
it is quite mild; it is for example fulfilled under the natural assumption that
the data samples xi belong to a bounded domain Σ (more on this later).
That being said, we can now formalize the LPD.

Definition 4.8 (LPD). Given the empirical set Ĝ ⊆ M, an error ε > 0, a
reference sketch operator AΦ, and a (task-dependent) model set G ⊂ M,
we say that the distorted sketch operatorAΨ satisfies the LPD of error ε on
Ĝ with respect to AΦ and G, or shortly LPD(ε; Ĝ,G,AΦ), if

∀P ∈ Ĝ,Q ∈ G, |〈AΨ(P)−AΦ(P),AΦ(Q)〉| ≤ ε. (4.22)

In words, the LPD thus ensures that, for any considered dataset X , the
difference between its distorted sketch zΨ,X and its reference sketch zΦ,X
is sufficiently small when projected on any possible "reference sketch" of
the model set, i.e., projected on any AΦ(Pθ) for all parameters θ ∈ Θ. As
made clear below, {AΦ(Pθ) : Pθ ∈ G} contains actually the "directions"
that matter for solving (4.17).

Our first main result (Prop. 4.10) states that if the reference sketching
operator AΦ satisfies the LRIP, and the distorted sketching operator AΨ
the LPD, then the excess risk of the ACL solution (4.17) can be controlled.
To prove this, we adapt the proof of Thm 4.4 found in [GBKT17,KG18], and
we leverage the LPD to show that distorting the sketch does not modify the
cost function too much—as first shown in Lemma 4.9.

Lemma 4.9. Assume AΨ satisfies the LPD(ε; Ĝ,G,AΦ). For any P̂X ∈ Ĝ, the
asymmetric sketch matching solution θ̂

′
to (4.17) is sub-optimal with respect to

the symmetric matching solution θ̂ to (4.13) by at most

CΦ(θ̂
′
; zΦ,X )− CΦ(θ̂; zΦ,X ) ≤ 2

√
ε. (4.23)

Proof. For conciseness, we drop the X subscript and denote a := AΦ(Pθ̂),
a′ := AΦ(Pθ̂′

). The LPD implies both

‖zΨ − a‖2
2 − ‖zΦ − a‖2

2 ≤ 2ε + ‖zΨ‖2
2 − ‖zΦ‖2

2,

‖zΦ − a′‖2
2 − ‖zΨ − a′‖2

2 ≤ 2ε + ‖zΦ‖2
2 − ‖zΨ‖2

2.

By optimality of (4.17), ‖zΨ − a′‖2
2 − ‖zΨ − a‖2

2 ≤ 0, and adding the three
inequalities together gives ‖zΦ − a′‖2

2 ≤ ‖zΦ − a‖2
2 + 4ε; a square root
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completes the proof.

Proposition 4.10 (Asymmetric sketch matching risk control). Assume AΦ

satisfies the LRIP(γ;G) and AΨ the LPD(ε; Ĝ,G,AΦ). The solution θ̂
′

to the
asymmetric problem (4.17) satisfiesR(θ̂′;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η′, where

η′ = 2D(P0,G) + 4γ‖AΦ(P0)−AΦ(P̂X )‖2 + 4γ
√

ε, (4.24)

with D(P ,G) as in Thm. 4.4

Proof. We use the same notations as in the previous proof. For some arbi-
trary Q ∈ G, since ‖ · ‖R is a seminorm [GBKT17],

‖P
θ̂
′ −P0‖R ≤ ‖Pθ̂

′ −Q‖R + ‖Q−P0‖R.

Since P
θ̂
′ ,Q ∈ G, the LRIP and the triangle inequality give

‖P
θ̂
′ −Q‖R ≤ γ‖AΦ(Pθ̂

′)−AΦ(Q)‖2

≤ γ‖a′ − zΦ‖2 + γ‖zΦ −AΦ(Q)‖2.

Using Lemma 4.9 then the optimality of (4.13), we get

‖P
θ̂
′−Q‖R

γ ≤ 2
√

ε + ‖a− zΦ‖2 + ‖zΦ −AΦ(Q)‖2

≤ 2
√

ε + 2‖zΦ −AΦ(Q)‖2.

We develop the second term with the triangle inequality,

‖zΦ −AΦ(Q)‖2 ≤ ‖zΦ −AΦ(P0)‖2 + ‖AΦ(P0)−AΦ(Q)‖2.

Gathering the results, and taking the infimum with respect to Q ∈ G, we
obtain that ‖P

θ̂
′ −P0‖R ≤ η′

2 , with

η′
2 = D(P0,G) + 2γ‖zΦ −AΦ(P0)‖2 + 2γ

√
ε.

Finally, we combine this with the risk metric definition (4.14), and since the
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map θ 7→ Pθ satisfies the risk consistency property (4.12), we get

R(θ̂′;P0)−R(θ∗;P0)

= R(θ̂′;P0)−R(θ̂
′
;P

θ̂
′) +R(θ̂′;P

θ̂
′)−R(θ∗;P

θ̂
′)

+R(θ∗;P
θ̂
′)−R(θ∗;P0)

≤ η′
2 + 0 + η′

2 = η′.

For comparison, the excess risk guarantee of Prop. 4.10 for the asym-
metric sketch matching solution (4.17) is thus exactly the same as the guar-
antee in Thm. 4.4 for the symmetric solution (4.13), up to the additive term
4
√

ε in the excess risk bound (i.e., η′ = η + 4
√

ε), which expresses the
"mismatch" between Ψ and Φ. Whenever the LPD holds with a reasonably
small error ε, we can thus expect that the asymmetric scheme (learning
from the distorted sketch zΨ,X ) will perform almost as well as the symmet-
ric one (learning from the reference sketch zΦ,X ).

Of course, it remains to show that the LPD actually holds in practice to
complete this guarantee, which we tackle next.

4.4.2 Proving the LPD for quantized CL

In this subsection, we first provide one possible strategy to prove the LPD.
Under an additional assumption (which we first introduce and show to be
met in practice for k-means and GMM), it is sufficient to prove a somewhat
simpler "signal-level" version of the LPD instead (which we call signal-
LPD, or sLPD for short). We then apply this strategy to the specific case
where Φ = ΦRFF are the random Fourier features and Ψ = Ψ f are generic
random periodic features (4.18), i.e., the same RFF but where t 7→ exp(it)
is replaced by a generic periodic function f (t). This finally allows us to ob-
tain, as a particular case, statistical learning guarantees for the quantized
CL scheme introduced in [SJ18b], i.e., where the distorted map is the bina-
rized RFF Ψq (4.2). To demonstrate the generic nature of our result, we also
apply it to the modulo features Ψmod.

Assumption on the data domain
In practical machine learning applications, the data vectors xi do not take
any possible value in Rd—one can usually assume a priori that they belong
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to a compact set Σ ⊂ R. We extend this assumption to the probability dis-
tributions involved in the compressive learning problem (4.17), i.e., to the
empirical distributions P̂X ∈ Ĝ (see Assumption 4.7) and the parametric
distributions Pθ ∈ G.

Assumption 4.11. For a compact set Σ ⊂ Rd, the model set G and the em-
pirical set Ĝ are subsets ofMΣ,ζ ⊂M, the set of probability measures that
are mostly supported on Σ, i.e., for some 0 ≤ ζ < 1, G, Ĝ ⊂ MΣ,ζ with

MΣ,ζ := {P ∈ M : P(Σ) =
∫

Σ dP ≥ 1− ζ}. (4.25)

In particular, for ζ = 0 all P ∈ MΣ,0 are "almost surely" supported on
Σ, i.e., supp (P) ⊂ Σ.

Assumption 4.11 holds in practice. Consider the common case where
there are known lower and upper bounds l, u ∈ Rd for the values that the
learning samples xi can take (e.g., due to physical constraints). This means
that all the learning examples lie in a "box" Σl,u ⊂ Rd:

xi ∈ Σl,u := {x ∈ Rd : l ≤ x ≤ u}.

Since all the examples of any considered dataset X necessarily lie in that
box, this directly implies that all the related empirical distributions P̂X ∈ Ĝ
satisfy P̂X ∈ MΣl,u ,0.

The inclusion of the model set G can be reached from additional con-
straints on Θ, imposed during the optimization procedure. In the simplest
case, the k-means task (Table 4.2, left), the optimal centroids obviously lie
inside the data-enclosing box, hence it makes sense (as done in [KTTG17])
to restrict the problem to ck ∈ Σl,u. These constraints can be encoded in
Θ, which in turn imply that G ⊂ MΣl,u ,0. If the data-enclosing box Σl,u is
known, Assumption 4.11 thus holds for k-means, with Σ = Σl,u and ζ = 0.

For the Gaussian mixture modeling task (Table 4.2, right), one can simi-
larly enforce that the Gaussian centers lie in the box µk ∈ Σl,u. Moreover,
given that the data lie in a bounded domain, it is also reasonable to bound
the variance of the Gaussian modes (the typical spread of a Gaussian mode
should not be much larger than the box). This can be done by bounding the
eigenvalues of the covariance matrices Γk, i.e., λmax(Γk) ≤ S for a bound
S > 0 to be set according to the size of the box. Assuming diagonal covari-
ances, as commonly done CL for GMM [KBGP18], the following lemma
shows that G ⊂ MΣ(ρ),ζ for some slightly extended set Σ(ρ) ⊃ Σl,u and
small ζ > 0.
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Lemma 4.12 (Assumption 4.11 for GMM with box contraints). Let G be the
model set of a GMM task with diagonal covariances Γk and the box constraints
µk ∈ Σl,u and λmax(Γk) ≤ S. Given ρ > d, we define the bounds of an "ex-
tended" box l̃ = l − ρS1 and ũ = u + ρS1, with 1 = (1, 1, ..., 1) ∈ Rd. Then,
for Σ(ρ) = Σl̃,ũ, we have

G ⊂ MΣ(ρ),ζ , with ζ . e−ρ2
.

Proof. From (4.25), we can set ζ = sup{
∫

Σ(ρ)c dP : P ∈ G} to ensure
G ⊂ MΣ(ρ),ζ , i.e., the maximal failure probability is reached when the

largest amount of the GMMs probability mass lies outside Σ(ρ). For diago-
nal covariances, this is reached if we have both Γk = SId, i.e., the Gaussian
is maximally spread in each dimension, and, by symmetry, each Gaussian
mode is located at a corner of the box Σl,u, e.g., with µk = u for all k.
Denoting by P∗ ⊂ G this GMM configuration, we easily show that, for
Σ(ρ) = Σl̃,ũ, i.e., Σ(ρ) = Σl,u + ρSBd

∞,
∫

Σ(ρ) dP∗ is bounded by φd(ρ), with
φ the cumulative density function of a one-dimensional standard normal
random variable. Using well-known Gaussian tail bounds [Ver18], we get
ζ = 1− φd(ρ) ≤ d · φ(ρ) ≤ d

ρ
√

2π
e−ρ2/2, which decays exponentially fast in

ρ; in particular ζ . e−ρ2
when ρ > d.

To wrap up, Assumption 4.11 thus seems fairly reasonable for the GMM
task as well. There is however still the issue of which value of ρ one should
pick in Lemma 4.12; we’ll come back to this nontrivial question at the end
of this section.

Reducing the LPD to the signal-level LPD
Under Assumption 4.11, to have the LPD, it is sufficient to prove a simpler
"signal-LPD" (sLPD) over Σ, defined as

∀x, y ∈ Σ, |〈Ψ(x)−Φ(x), Φ(y)〉| ≤ εs. (4.26)

This is formalized by the following lemma.

Lemma 4.13 (sLPD implies LPD). For a compact set Σ and 0 ≤ ζ < 1, as-
sume G, Ĝ ⊂ MΣ,ζ and the sLPD (4.26) holds on Σ with error εs. Moreover,
assume that the feature maps are bounded, supx∈Rd ‖Φ(x)‖2 ≤ CΦ (similarly
for Ψ). Then, AΨ has the LPD(ε; Ĝ,G,AΦ) with error ε = εs + cζ, where
c ≤ 3CΦ(CΦ + CΨ).
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Proof. Define the "difference kernel"

κ̃(x, y) := 〈Ψ(x)−Φ(x), Φ(y)〉,

which is bounded by |κ̃(x, y)| ≤ CΦ(CΦ +CΨ) =: Cκ̃ using Cauchy-Schwarz.
Given any P ,Q ∈MΣ,ζ , we have

|〈AΨ(P)−AΦ(P),AΦ(Q)〉| =
∣∣ E

x∼P
E

y∼Q
κ̃(x, y)

∣∣

≤ Ex∼P Ey∼Q
∣∣κ̃(x, y)

∣∣

= I(Σ, Σ) + I(Σc, Σ) + I(Σ, Σc) + I(Σc, Σc)

≤ εs + Cκ̃(2ζ + ζ2)

≤ εs + 3Cκ̃ζ,

with I(U, V) :=
∫

U

∫
V |κ̃(x, y)| dP(x)dQ(y), U, V ⊂ Rd.

Combining with Prop. 4.10, under Assumption 4.11, the sLPD (4.26)
with error εs thus implies the excess risk is controlled, with an additive
increase given by 4

√
εs + cζ compared to Thm. 4.4.

Proving the signal-LPD for random periodic features
The tools developed up to now were purposefully as general as possible.
We now focus on proving the LPD for the case where the reference feature
map are random Fourier features (4.1) ΦRFF, and the distorted feature map
are random periodic features (4.18) Ψ f (x) := 1√

m f (Ω>x + ξ). Recalling
that in Prop. 4.6 the RPF feature map must be scaled by F1, the first Fourier
Series (FS) coefficient of f , we actually consider the renormalized features
Ψ f := 1

F1
Ψ f during the ACL optimization procedure.

We can then prove our second main result: the LPD (4.22) holds—with
high probability on the draw of Ω and ξ—for the (normalized) RPF sketch
operator. The proof is based on Lemma 4.13 to reduce the LPD to the sLPD,
and the latter is shown using Corollary 3.17 from Chapter 3.

Proposition 4.14 (LPD for normalized RPF). Let us consider a compact set Σ
with Kolmogorov ν-entropyHν(Σ) < ∞, and

• the random Fourier features ΦRFF defined in (4.1) associated with the distri-
bution Λ (which generates the m columns of Ω), with smoothness constant

CΛ := maxa∈Rd ,‖a‖2=1 Eω∼Λ |ω>a| < ∞, (4.27)
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• the related RPF Ψ f := 1
F1

Ψ f , with Ψ f defined in (4.18), and f a periodic,
mean Lipschitz smooth function with constant Lµ

f < ∞ (see Def. 3.13), FS
coefficients {Fk}k∈N, and C f := (1 + ‖ f ‖∞/|F1|) < ∞.

Given some 0 ≤ ζ < 1 and ε0 > 0, assume that:

(i) G, Ĝ ⊂ MΣ,ζ (Assumption 4.11);

(ii) the sketch dimension m satisfies

m ≥ 128 · ε−2
0 · Hε0/c f

(Σ)

with constant c f := 4CΛ(4 + Lµ
f /|F1|).

Then, with probability exceeding 1 − 3 exp(−mε2
0/64) on the draw of Ω and

ξ, the normalized RPF sketch operator AΨ f
has the LPD over Ĝ with respect to

AΦRFF , with error
ε = C f

(
ε0 + 3ζ

)
.

Proof. Let us define the periodic function f̂ (t) = 1
D
( 1

F1
f (t)− exp(it)

)
, with

D := max(1, ‖ 1
F1

f (·)− exp(i·)‖∞). Since ‖ exp(i·)‖∞ ≤ 1 and ‖ f̂ ‖∞ ≤ 1,

Corollary 3.17 ensures that, for any ε0 > 0, if m ≥ 128 · ε−2
0 ·Hε0/c(Σ), then,

with probability at least 1− 3 exp(−mε2
0/64), we have for all x, y ∈ Σ

1
m

∣∣〈 f̂ (Ω>x + ξ), exp(i(Ω>y + ξ))〉
∣∣ ≤ ε0, (4.28)

where the constant c in the metric entropy radius is

c = 4CΛ(Lµ

f̂
+ Lµ

exp(i·) + 2 min(Lµ

f̂
, Lµ

exp(i·))).

By definition of f̂ , ΦRFF, and Ψ f , the bound (4.28) is equivalent to the sLPD
property (4.26) with error εs = Dε0.

The mean Lipschitz constant of the relevant functions reads Lµ

exp(i·) ≤ 1

and Lµ

f̂
≤ D−1( 1

|F1| L
µ
f + Lµ

exp(i·)), and we further simplify the bound us-

ing min(Lµ

f̂
, Lµ

exp(i·)) ≤ Lµ

exp(i·). Since D ≥ 1, we thus get that c is upper

bounded by

4CΛ
(
3 + D−1(1 + 1

|F1| L
µ
f )
)
≤ c f := 4CΛ(4 + 1

|F1| L
µ
f ).

We can now turn the sLPD (4.28) into the LPD (with a proper rescaling
of the error) by applying Lemma 4.13. We note that CΦRFF ≤ ‖ exp(i·)‖∞ =
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1 and CΨ f
≤ ‖ f /F1‖∞ = ‖ f ‖∞/|F1|, which implies that 3CΦRFF(CΦRFF +

CΨ f
) ≤ 3(1 + ‖ f ‖∞/|F1|) = 3C f . Finally, since D ≤ (1 + ‖ f ‖∞/F1) = C f ,

Lemma 4.13 shows that the desired LPD holds with error C f (ε0 + 3ζ).

ACL guarantees for quantized or modulo contributions

To formulate our final guarantees and use Lemma 4.12, we need this bound
on the Kolmogorov entropy of Σl̃,ũ ⊃ Σl,u.

Lemma 4.15. In the notations of Lemma 4.12, we have

Hν(Σl̃,ũ) ≤ d log
(
1 +

√
d(2ρS+‖u−l‖∞)

ν

)
. (4.29)

Proof. Since Σl̃,ũ ⊂ c + (ρS + r)Bd
∞, with 2c = l + u and 2r = ‖u− l‖∞, the

entropy of Σl̃,ũ is bounded by the one of B := (ρS + r)Bd
∞. From Lemma

4.10 in [Pis99], given ν′ > 0, there exists a ν′-covering S of B in the `∞-
metric—i.e., for all x ∈ B, there is one q ∈ S such that ‖x − q‖∞ ≤ ν′—
where |S| ≤ (1 + 2(ρS+r)

ν′ )d. Since ‖x − q‖∞ ≥ ‖x − q‖2/
√

d, S is also a
(`2) covering of B with radius ν′

√
d. Taking ν′ = ν/

√
d shows that the

Kolmogorov ν entropy of B, and thus that of Σl̃,ũ, is bounded as in (4.29).

We can finally combine all our results together to obtain statistical learn-
ing guarantees (excess risk bounds) for the ACL problem with RPF sketches
(and in particular, for quantized or modulo RFF), when solving the tasks
of k-means and GMM specifically, under the assumption that the data is
constrained in the box Σl,u.

Corollary 4.16. In the notations of Prop. 4.14, consider θ̂
′
the solution to the ACL

problem (4.17), where the sketch is obtained by the normalized random periodic
features Ψ f , and the reference sketch map is ΦRFF.

We assume that, (i) all the data samples lie in a box Σl,u, and the known
upper and lower bounds l and u are used to restrict the optimization procedure
(for GMM, a constant S is also used to upper bound the variance of the modes),
and (ii), the LRIP holds for ΦRFF on the chosen task with constant γ.

Then, given ε0 > 0, we have the following guarantees with probability at least
1− 3 exp(−mε2

0/64):
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• [for k-means] If the sketch size is at least

m ≥ 128 · ε−2
0 · d log

(
1 +

c f
√

d‖u−l‖∞
ε0

)
,

then, for Ckm := 4γ
√

C f , the excess risk is bounded by

R(θ̂′;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η + Ckm
√

ε0,

with η the excess risk in symmetric CL (4.16).

• [for GMM] For some ρ > d, if the sketch size is at least,

m ≥ 128 · ε−2
0 · d log

(
1 +

c f
√

d(2ρS+‖u−l‖∞)

ε0

)
,

then the excess risk is bounded by

R(θ̂′;P0)−R(θ∗;P0) ≤ η + Ckm
√

ε0 + Cgmm · e−ρ2/4,

with Cgmm := 4γ
( 9C2

f
2π

) 1
4 , and η and Ckm as above.

Proof. The proof consists in applying Prop. 4.10 and Prop. 4.14, combined
with Lem. 4.12 and Lem. 4.15, the entropy of Σl,u being found by setting
ρ = 0 in (4.29).

A few remarks can be made about this corollary. First, we rely on the
fact that ΦRFF satisfies the LRIP; actually, ensuring that this holds (with high
probability on the draw of Ω) imposes additional constraints on m. They
depend on the considered task and the complexity of the related model
set G; for example, for a GMM with K modes in Rd, we should have m =

Ω(Kd), up to some additional factors and restrictions on G (see [GCK+20,
Sec. 5.5] and [GBKT20]). Second, the choice of the parameter ρ necessitates
solving a trade-off: increasing ρ decreases the excess risk bound (excess
risk proportional to e−ρ2/4), but at the cost of logarithmically increasing
the required sketch size m.

Finally, Cor. 4.16 allows us to determine which between quantized or
modulo RPF requires more measurements. Indeed, referring to Appendix A
for the relevant constants, we compute that

Cq = (1 + ‖q‖∞/|Q1|) = 1 +
π

2
√

2
< Cmod = 1 +

√
5π

4
,
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as well as

cq = 4CΛ(4 + Lµ
q /|Q1|) = 24CΛ < cmod = (24 + 2

√
2)CΛ.

Therefore, both for k-means and GMM, the sample complexities and the
excess risk bounds of Cor. 4.16 shows that, while requiring a higher num-
ber of measurements, ACL with modulo features gets a higher bound on
the excess risk compared to that of a quantized sketch. Thus, the sketch
size must be further increased (to allow a smaller ε0) when using modulo
sketches in order to meet quantized sketch performance8. We observe this
effect experimentally in the following section.

4.5 Experiments

In this section we validate the ACL approach through various practical
numerical experiments. In a series of synthetic data experiments, we first
cover compressive k-means with quantized contributions Ψq (which we
call QCKM), for which we closely analyze the required sketch size compared
to the full-precision CKM. We then extend our results to the ACL scheme
with the modulo feature map Ψmod, for the GMM task, and explore the
impact of the dataset size. We then turn to large-scale real-life datasets, and
apply ACL to spectral clustering of handwritten digits, sensor readings,
and audio feature extraction for event recognition.

Remember that the cost CΦ(θ; z) is not convex, and that the symmet-
ric and asymmetric compressive learning problems, described respectively
by (4.13) and (4.17), cannot be solved exactly in practice. To approximate
those solutions, we thus mainly use the CLOMP greedy algorithm [KBGP18];
the exception is the last experiment which uses the Gaussian splitting algo-
rithm (algorithm 2 in [KBGP18]) for better performance when the number
of Gaussians K is large.

Remark: Since the cost CΦ(θ; z) behaves in the same manner with re-
spect to θ in the ACL case (z = zΨ,X ) as in the usual symmectric CL case
(z = zΦ,X ), we can use the exact same algorithms in both scenarii.

Implementation details and metrics We first consider a controlled envi-
ronment, where we generate a synthetic dataset X according to a known
"ground-truth" Gaussian mixture model P0. To evaluate the quality of a

8This could be intuitively expected given our "signal-level" observations in Section 3.7.
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CL solution θ̂, we use the empirical excess risk,

∆R(θ̂) := R(θ̂; P̂X )−R(θ̃; P̂X ), (4.30)

where the empirical risk minimizer θ̃ is estimated by keeping the best out
of several independent trials of traditional ML algorithms operating on
the full dataset: the k-means++ algorithm [Llo82, AV07] for k-means clus-
tering, and Expectation-Maximization [Moo96] for GMM. Referring to Ta-
ble 4.2, for k-means the empirical excess risk corresponds to the excess
SSE (4.7), ∆R(θ̂) = SSE(θ̂;X ) − SSE(θ̃;X ), while for GMM, ∆R(θ̂) =

LL(θ̃;X ) − LL(θ̂;X ) is the excess negative log-likelihood (4.8). Because
the performance depend on the random draw of Ω and ξ, we perform sev-
eral independent trials of (A)CL and report the median performance.

The numerical value of the excess risk, while relevant to our theoretical
guarantees, is not always easy to interpret. Therefore, another metric we
use to assess the quality of solutions θ̂ is the success rate: the average num-
ber of "successes" obtained over all trials. For our purposes, we arbitrarily
define the "success" of solution θ̂ as follows: when we solve k-means, θ̂

succeeds if SSE(θ̂;X ) ≤ 1.2× SSE(θ̃;X ); when we solve GMM, θ̂ succeeds

if LL(θ̂;X ) ≥ LL(θ̃;X )
1.2 (where we ensure LL(θ̃;X ) > 0).

4.5.1 Synthetic data: Quantized Compressive K-Means

We first empirically verify that quantized compressive k-means (QCKM) re-
quires only m = O(dK) measurements to find good centroids, with a hid-
den multiplicative constant only slightly higher (15 to 25%) than for (full-
precision) compressive k-means (CKM)—remembering that QCKM receives m-
bit sketch contributions whereas CKM uses full-precision contributions.

To do so, we compute phase transition diagrams (Fig. 4.4) to highlight
the relationship between the required amount of measurements m, and the
ambient space dimension d or the number of clusters K. These diagrams
show how the empirical success rate (as defined above, averaged over 100
trials) of QCKM evolves with m, as d or K varies.

First, we draw n = 104 samples uniformly from P0 a mixture of K = 2
isotropic Gaussians in varying dimension d, with means ±(1, · · · , 1)> ∈ Rd

and covariance matrix d
20 Id. The phase transition diagram is reported

Fig. 4.4a, along with lines showing the transition to more than 50% suc-
cess rate of QCKM (red solid) and, for comparison, of CKM (yellow dotted).
This transition happens (except for a deviation at small dimensions) at a
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QCKM phase transition with n
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QCKM phase transition with d QCKM phase transition with K

Fig. 4.4 Empirical success rate—from 0% (black) to 100% (white)—
evolution of QCKM with m/nK, and (a) n, or (b) K. The red solid line shows
the transition to a success rate above 50% for QCKM; for comparison, the
yellow dotted line shows the same transition for CKM.

constant value of m/dK: as CKM, QCKM requires m to be proportional to d.
In this experiment, QCKM requires about 1.13 more measurements than CKMs
(complex and full precision) measurements.

Fig. 4.4b is the phase transition for varying numbers of centroids K while
fixing d = 5. Samples are drawn from K Gaussians with means chosen ran-
domly in {±1}d, other parameters being identical to the previous experi-
ment. Successful estimation occurs when m scales linearly with K, with
a factor of about 1.23 between QCKM and CKM sample complexities. These
experiments suggest that CKMs empirical rule m = O(dK) holds for QCKM,
with a slightly higher multiplicative constant.

4.5.2 Synthetic data: quantized versus modulo sketch contributions

For this next experiment, P0 is a mixture of K = 10 Gaussian modes in
dimension d = 5, from which we draw a dataset X of n = 105 samples. We
then sketch this dataset, using the standard random Fourier features ΦRFF,
but also the quantized RFF Ψq and the modulo feature map Ψmod, and solve
both k-means and GMM from those sketches9. We draw a varying amount
m of random frequencies ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ from Λ given by the "Folded Gaus-

9The fully symmetric CL case, where ΦRFF is used for sketching, does not require the dither
ξ, so we impose ξ = 0 in that case. In the asymmetric case, recall we moreover perform a
normalization zΨ f ,X = 1

F1
zΨ f ,X before learning.
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Fig. 4.5 Top: empirical excess risk (4.30) for the k-means (left) and GMM
(right) tasks, as a function of sketch size, obtained by the following (A)CL
strategies: usual symmetric CL with Ψ = Φ = ΦRFF (blue circles), asym-
metric CL with quantized sketch contributions Ψ = Ψq (green squares),
and modulo sketch contributions Ψ = Ψmod (red triangles). Each data point
is the median out of 25 or more independent trials. Bottom: the associated
success rate.

sian" heuristic described in [KBGP18], with scale σ2 = 1
10d for k-means

and σ2 = 1
100d for GMM. Compared to a Gaussian distribution, this folded

variant improves the sampling of low frequencies.

The results are shown Fig. 4.5. From Fig. 4.5a, as we already observed
in the previous experiment, in the case of k-means one can use quantized
sketch contributions with only a minor performance decrease (or, equiva-
lently, a slight increase of the sketch size reaches the same performance).
Moreover, ACL with modulo sketch contributions is also successful, but
the sketch size (to reach a given performance level) must be larger than
in the quantized case. This is indeed what would be expected from our
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Fig. 4.6 Empirical excess on a synthetic dataset of total size ñ = 107 of so-
lutions obtained through ACL where one sketches a subset of the dataset
with varying sizes n (dotted, dashed, plain lines for n = 102, 104, 106 re-
spectively), using the full-precision sketch (blue circles) or the quantized
sketch (green squares), as a function of the sketch size m.

theoretical results, as explained at the end of Sec. 4.4.2.
From Fig. 4.5b, we can observe that quantized or modulo ACL is also

applicable to the task of GMM. As suggested by Cor. 4.16, the required
sketch size (to reach equivalent performance) increases more for this task
than for k-means.

4.5.3 Synthetic data: influence of the dataset size

Next, we study the role of the dataset size in the ACL scheme (focusing
on quantized ACL). Unless explicitly mentioned below, all parameters are
identical to the previous experiment. We first generate a "full-size" dataset
X̃ (with size ñ = 107) from the previous GMM P0. For each trial, we use a
smaller dataset X for compressive learning obtained by picking uniformly
at random a subset of n samples (without replacement) in X̃ . Here, the
empirical excess risk ∆R is evaluated using the full dataset X̃ (the ERM
minimizer θ̃ being also learned on this full dataset).
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The results are shown Fig. 4.6. As can be observed from Fig. 4.6a, hav-
ing a larger amount of samples n improves the performance (at constant
sketch size m), as could be expected. In terms of excess risk guarantees,
this can be related to the sampling term γ‖AΦ(P0)−AΦ(P̂X )‖2 in (4.24).
When m increases, the excess risk quickly saturates on smaller datasets,
but in the two larger-size datasets (n = 104 and 106) this is not the case. An
interesting phenomenon can be observed by looking (very) closely at those
last two curves: there is a "crossing" between m/Kd = 10 and m/Kd = 100.
When the sketch size is small, the curves are grouped by sketching feature
map Ψ (i.e., by color); the dominant effect on the excess risk is whether the
quantized sketch is used or not, regardless of the dataset size, which in our
theoretical results can be associated with the LPD error term ε. But as the
sketch size increases, the curves are grouped by dataset size instead (i.e.,
the plain and dashed curves go together); the dominant effect is now the
sampling error. This can be explained by our theory through the fact that
the LPD error ε decreases with10 m. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
GMM modeling (Fig. 4.6b), albeit with a more significant impact related
to the dataset size, which makes the crossing described before easier to
observe.

4.5.4 Synthetic data: sensitivity of the sketch parameters*

As a last synthetic experiment, we visualize how quantizing the sketch
contributions impacts the choice of the sketching parameters, i.e., the sam-
pling pattern and scale σ generating the random projection Ω. Here, the
dataset generated by sampling n = 106 points from P0, a mixture of K =

5 Gaussians in dimension d = 10. We generate the random projection
Ω (used to define both Ψ and Φ) according to the various heuristics in-
troduced in [KBGP18], namely the Gaussian (G), Folded Gaussian (FG)
and Adapted Radius (AR) sampling strategies (we refer the reader to Sec-
tion 2.5 for their mathematical descriptions). Moreover, we let the sketch
scale parameter σ (i.e., the scale of the associated kernel; decreasing σ in-
creases the "resolution" of the sketch operator) vary, and check how the
asymmetric (quantized) and symmetric CL schemes compare.

The results are shown Fig. 4.7. As could be expected, the range of ac-
ceptable sketch scales σ increase when the sketch size m increases. How-
ever, the crucial observation here is that in some cases, the choice of sketch

10Note that the LRIP constant γ also should decrease with m, but this same constant appears
in all the terms of the excess risk, so this effect should impact all the curves in the same way.
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Fig. 4.7 Success rate of k-means (left) and GMM (right) as a function of
the sketch scale σ for the three considered drawing strategies: Gaussian
(top row), Folded Gaussian (middle row), Adapted Radius (bottom row).
The sketch size is either medium m = 101.5Kd (dotted) or large m = 102.5Kd
(plain).
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scale σ can be much more difficult when the contributions are quantized11;
this is especially striking for the GMM task. The main takeaway is that,
to use quantized sketch contributions, special care should be put in the
choice of the scale parameter (which is already a difficult problem we’ll
come back to in a later chapter); otherwise a price in terms of increased
sketch size could have to be paid.

4.5.5 Real data: spectral clustering of MNIST digits

We now validate the ACL scheme on "real" (i.e., non-Gaussian) data. We
first consider k-means in the context of a spectral clustering [VL07] pipeline
of the MNIST dataset (70000 28 × 28 pixel images of handwritten dig-
its [LCB]). This experiment aims at detecting, in an unsupervised setting,
the 10 clusters corresponding to the digits 0− 9 from their representation
in a 10-dimensional feature space12. We run the compressive clustering
algorithms with m = 1000 frequencies. To avoid bad local minima, sev-
eral replicates of k-means are usually run and the solution that achieves
the best SSE is then selected. We thus also perform several replicates of
the compressive clustering variants, but since computing the SSE requires
access to whole dataset (which is not supposed available to the compres-
sive algorithms), we select the solution of that minimizes the related sketch
matching objective; see [KTTG17].

We use two performance metrics to assess the clustering algorithms:
the SSE (4.7), i.e., the k-means objective function, and the Adjusted Rand
Index (ARI) [VEB10] that compares the clusters (and not the centroids) pro-
duced by the different algorithms with the ground truth digits. A higher
ARI means the clusters are closer to the ground truth, with ARI = 1 if the
partitions are identical and ARI = 0 (on average) if the clusters are assigned
at random.

Fig. 4.8 reports the mean and standard deviation (excluding a few clear
outliers for CKM and QCKM, occuring about 5% of the time on average) ob-
tained for both performance metrics. Globally, QCKM performs similarly to
CKM, retaining its advantages over k-means. First, the compressive learning
algorithms are more stable: their performance exhibit small variance, in
contrast with k-means that hence benefits the most from several replicates.
In addition, while for several replicates k-means outperforms the compres-

11This could be interpreted as a consequence of the fact that quantized CL requires a larger
sketch size; in any case, this observation is not especially surprising, but still worth mention-
ing explicitly.

12We thank the authors of [KTTG17] for having shared this spectral clustering dataset.
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Average squared centroid distance Adjusted Rand Index

Fig. 4.8 Mean with standard deviation over 100 experiments of the per-
formance (SSE/n and ARI on left and right, respectively) of the different
compared clustering algorithms—k-means in blue, full-precision compres-
sive k-means (CKM) in yellow, quantized compressive learning (QCKM) in
green—both for 1 and 5 repetitions of each learning algorithm.

sive approaches in terms of SSE, the solutions of (Q)CKM are closer (as quan-
tified by the ARI score) to the ground truth labels: this suggests that the
sketch matching objectives (4.13) or (4.17) are better suited than the SSE for
(at least) this task. Note that QCKM performance have moderately higher
variance than those of CKM: this is probably due to the increased measure-
ment rate of QCKM required to reach similar performance (as suggested by
the first experiments) while here both algorithms ran with m = 1000.

4.5.6 Real data: density fitting on Intel Lab sensor reading*

We now consider the GMM task. As illustration of our motivating example
in Fig. 4.1, we consider a scenario where quantized sketch contributions
could be especially beneficial: a sensor network where the sensor nodes
transmit the sketch contributions to a central compute unit. We use the In-
tel Lab dataset [BHG+04] gathering n = 2.3× 106 readings from a network
of 54 sensors. We focus on d = 5 attributes (time of the day, temperature,
humidity, light and voltage) which were normalized between 0 and 1 af-
ter clipping outliers. In our scenario, each sensor frequently—twice per
minute—obtains measurements xi ∈ R5, and computes the related sketch
contribution (ΦRFF(xi) or Ψq(xi)) locally. Those contributions are then sent
wirelessly to a central server which averages them all to construct the over-
all sketch: each sensor thus transmits messages of either b = 128m bits for
the full-precision case ΦRFF(xi) (assuming 64-bit floating-point precision),
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Fig. 4.9 Excess risk (log-likelihood deficit compared to ground-truth)
versus number of bits per contribution, for full-precision (blue) or quan-
tized (green) sketch contribution, on the Intel Lab dataset.

or b = 2m bits for the quantized contributions Ψq(xi). The central server
then learns a GMM from the resulting sketch, e.g., to discover fundamental
operating modes.

The resulting excess risk as a function of the required bitrate is shown
Fig. 4.9. We can see that the same performance can be reached with a much
smaller bandwidth usage thanks to quantized CL. Note that we did not
target a particular downstream application, but assumed one is interested
in a general modeling of the distribution of the sensor’s readings. In the
next experiment we tackle a more task-oriented application.

4.5.7 Real data: feature extraction for ESC-50 audio clips classification

As large-scale proof-of-concept, we tackle an audio event classification task,
where (A)CL is used to alleviate the computational cost of learning a GMM
in a feature extraction phase. Note that our goal is not to propose a par-
ticularly competitive audio classification scheme, but to compare the ACL
strategy to symmetric CL on large-scale, realistic data.

Our scheme follows the "alpha features" strategy described in [KR16].
We use the ESC-50 dataset [Pic15], which contains J = 2500 audio clips
lasting 5s, each associated to one of C = 50 classes (e.g., animals, water
sounds, urban noises). We assume that the J audio clips s(j) are distributed
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across a sensor network, which perform local preprocessing as follows.
For each audio clip s(j), we extract13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), using d = 10 frequency bands, 30 ms-long time intervals, and
15 ms-long hops. We then take the (distorted) features Ψ(x(j)

i ) (with Ψ to
be specified) of each of the N = d 5 s

15 mse = 334 resulting MFCC vectors

x(j)
i ∈ Rd. Gathering features from the J audio clips, the n = JN resulting

contributions Ψ(x(j)
i ), each encoded by b bits (more on this below), are

aggregated, by a central server, into one sketch vector zX ,Ψ. A GMM of K =

32 modes, describing the distribution of all clips in the frequency domain,
is then extracted from this sketch by (A)CL. Each audioclip s(j) can then by
summarized by its "alpha features" α(j) ∈ RK, defined by the average soft
assignement of that clip’s MFCC vectors to each of the K Gaussian modes,
i.e.,

α
(j)
k :=

1
N

N

∑
i=1

wk pN (x(j)
i ;µk ,Γk)

∑K
k=1 wk pN (x(j)

i ;µk ,Γk)
.

Finally, a SVM (see Section 2.1.1) is learned on the alpha features to classify
the J audio samples; see [KR16] for additional details.

We train this classification scheme and evaluate it on a separate test set
(20% of the full dataset), for various values of the sketch dimension m. As-
suming a scenario where minimizing the transmission cost is crucial, we
compare the performance at given values of the number of bits b sent per
"message", i.e., per featurized MFCC vector Ψ(xi). For usual full-precision
RFF Ψ = ΦRFF, we assume the real and imaginary numbers are encoded by
64 bits, i.e., b = 128m. For the quantized RFF Ψ = Ψq we have, by construc-
tion, b = 2m. As baseline, we also report the accuracy when Expectation-
Maximization (EM) is performed on the whole dataset to learn the GMM
("un-compressed learning").

The results are shown Fig. 4.10. In this specific scenario, the ACL scheme
with quantized contributions is particularly advantageous over the full-
precision symmetric CL scheme, as the same performance can be reached with
a bitrate reduction by a factor of at least 30. Moreover, when the sketch size is
large enough, both compressive learning approaches are competitive with
the EM baseline, which requires several passes over the entire database X .
Of course, this doesn’t mean CL is necessarily the best candidate for the
scenario described here, as other approaches using e.g., distributed learn-

13The MFCC extraction used the librosa [MLM+20] package. The subsequent SVM model
is trained with scikit-learn [PVG+11].
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Fig. 4.10 Test accuracy of the GMM-based audio classification procedure
described in [KR16], as versus number of bits per contribution, for full-
precision (blue) or quantized (green) sketch contribution, and with plain
Expectation-Maximization (dashed black) on the ESC-50 dataset.

ing could be considered; recall that we focus here on the comparison be-
tween symmetric and asymmetric CL.

4.6 Conclusion

Motivated by the benefits promised by quantization of the sketch con-
tributions, in this chapter we defined the asymmetric compressive learn-
ing (ACL) scheme and formally established excess risk bounds for it. To
achieve this, we introduced a specific LPD property—telling us "how far" a
distorted feature map is from an undistorted one—that combines with the
classical LRIP of compressive learning to explain the ACL performance.
Our second key contribution was to apply this result (i.e., proving the LPD
property) to the specific case of random periodic features, which covers
quantized (and modulo) sketch contributions. We then further validated
this strategy with a series of numerical simulations.

However, our contribution focused on deriving an excess risk bound
without particular care for its tightness. In particular, using Lemma 4.13 to
prove the LPD requires to have a sketch size m scaling with the complexity
(Kolmogorov entropy) of a signal set Σ, which is not a required ingredient
in previous (symmetric) CL guarantees [GBKT17]; this could be subopti-
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mal if Σ is large (in the Kolmogorov entropy sense); ideally, our results
would depend on the complexity of the model set G rather than the signal
space Σ.

Moreover, just as the existing CL guarantees, the excess risk bound is
not readily exploitable in practice. For instance, the LRIP constant and the
Kolmogorov entropy are hard to pin down accurately, and involve solving
non-trivial trade-offs to be interpreted properly (e.g., between the sketch
size m, the probability of failures, the error contributions ε). As a last
caveat, let us recall that the current compressive learning algorithms used
in practice are heuristics that do not have convergence guarantees. Future
work is thus needed to bridge the gap between the theoretical guarantees
and empirical performance of compressive learning—symmetric or not.

Some additional perspectives/extensions are discussed in Chapter 7.
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5
Private Sketching

IN AN INCREASINGLY LARGE amount of applications, data samples con-
tain sensitive personal information (e.g., when working with medical
records, online surveys, or measurements coming from personal de-

vices) and data providers ask that individuals’ contributions to the dataset
remain private. Learning from such data collections while protecting the
privacy of individual contributors, i.e., privacy-preserving machine learning,
has thus become a crucial challenge [FWCY10, ARC19].

Intuitively, the goals of privacy-preserving machine learning and com-
pressive learning (which represents the entire data distribution by a sketch
vector of small size) seem to align: to extract the general statistics from the
dataset, while somehow "forgetting" the individual data points as much
as possible. This synergy lies at the core of this chapter, which presents
a privacy-protecting sketching mechanism, able to at the same time com-
press the dataset and provide formal privacy-preserving guarantees for its
contributors.

Specifically, we focus on Differential Privacy (DP), a particularly strong
and popular mathematical formalism to study the privacy of algorithms,
as explained in Section 5.1. We combine differential privacy with compres-
sive learning into a private sketching mechanism which is described and
theoretically studied in Section 5.2, and empirically validated against state-
of-the-art approaches in Section 5.3. Further advantages and challenges of
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private sketching are discussed in Section 5.4, before concluding in Sec-
tion 5.5.

This work is the result of a collaboration between myself and (at the
time) PhD students Antoine Chatalic (IRISA, Université de Rennes) and
Florimond Houssiau (Imperial College London), and our respective su-
pervisors: Laurent, Rémi Gribonval and Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye. We
published several works on this line of work: preliminary results (the main
private sketching mechanism and experiments on private k-means) where
presented at ICASSP [SCH+19a] and (with some new variations) at the
SPARS workshop [SCH+19b]. We then further extended the analysis of this
scheme (among others, focusing on the sharpness of the guarantees) in a
journal paper which was accepted at Information and Inference [CSH+21].
Most of this chapter is heavily inspired by those publications (and a few
passages from their summary in [GCK+20]), with a specific focus on the
aspects I contributed to.

Remark 5.1. In particular, the experimental results on private k-means (i.e.,
Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5) are to be credited to Antoine Chatalic. Some other
contributions that were mainly his work (such as sharpness guarantees,
the subsampling mechanism, the noise-to-signal ratio as proxy for utility,
and private compressive PCA) were left out of the current chapter.

5.1 Preliminaries: notions of differential privacy

5.1.1 Motivation

The amount of data collected has increased exponentially over the last two
decades. In parallel, data has become more fine-grained, from medical
records to GPS traces with a temporal resolution on the scale of seconds.
While this increased availability and precision of data have resulted in
tremendous advances, they raise serious privacy concerns. Such datasets
often contain highly detailed summaries of our lives, and are notoriously
hard to anonymize (data (pseudo-)anonymization is removal of personally
identifiable information from the dataset, which is the basis of GDPR regu-
lations for example [Eur]). Indeed, individuals have been shown to be eas-
ily re-identifiable in large-scale behavioral datasets, such as mobile phone
metadata [dMHVB13], credit card data [dMRS+15], web browsing behav-
ior [BZH06] and movie watching history [NS08]. One can then argue that
the dataset itself should thus not be disclosed. But publishing seemingly
harmless quantities computed from it—e.g., a machine learning model or
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aggregate statistics—can still compromise the privacy of these users, even
when these quantities result from aggregation over millions of data providers [DN03].
This motivates the need for defining (and enforcing) a strong mathematical
quantification of privacy.

Differential privacy (DP) [Dwo08a] was introduced by Dwork et al. as
a precise mathematical property of algorithms that protect the privacy of
users in a dataset. As will become clearer below, it requires for a ran-
domized algorithm’s outputs to be distributed approximately identically
whether any one individual is in the dataset or not (i.e., the output depends
negligibly on the presence or absence of any individual). The discrepancy
between distributions is controlled by a parameter ε known as the privacy
budget. DP is a particularly strong requirement, and is considered by many
as the gold standard definition for privacy loss in aggregated data releases.
It has been studied extensively in research and industry [EPK14,T+17], and
in machine learning and signal processing in particular [SC13]. It been de-
ployed by companies with large user bases, such as Google to measure
changes in mobility patterns caused by confinement measures [ABC+20],
LinkedIn to answer analytics queries [KT18] or Apple to estimate Emoji
usage [TVV+17].

Alternative privacy definitions Although we focus on DP, many alter-
native definitions of privacy have been proposed in the literature [WE18].
Traditional statistical disclosure metrics, such as k−anonymity [Swe02],
define anonymity as a property of the data, e.g., requiring that each user is
indistinguishable from k− 1 others. However, as argued above, anonymiz-
ing large-scale high-dimensional data was shown to be hard, due to the
high uniqueness of users in such datasets. Researchers have also proposed
to make privacy a property of the algorithm, enforcing for instance that
the mutual information leakage is bounded [DJW14]. Differential privacy
is the most popular of such definitions, as it considers a worst-case adver-
sary, and is hence "future-proof": no future release of auxiliary informa-
tion can break the privacy guarantees. Connections between differential
privacy and other information-theoretic definitions have also been investi-
gated [WYZ16].

5.1.2 Differential Privacy

Randomness is an old tool for introducing uncertainty ("privacy by plau-
sible deniability") when using sensitive information, e.g. implemented as
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randomized response surveys [War65]. Differential privacy [Dwo08b] also
relies on this tool, and provides a formal definition of the privacy guaran-
tees offered by a randomized data release mechanism (e.g., a machine learn-
ing algorithm) M. Intuitively, a mechanism M provides differential pri-
vacy if its output does not depend significantly on the presence of any one
user in the database, hence hiding this presence from an adversary.

More specifically, DP states that the distribution of a differentially pri-
vate algorithm’s output is similar for any two neighboring datasets—typically,
if they differ by the addition or removal of any one record. The guarantees
of DP are characterized by a privacy "budget" ε > 0 which bounds the
information disclosure from the dataset. Differential privacy is robust to
many forms of attack, such as when the adversary can access side informa-
tion that nullifies privacy guarantees based on anonymization or mutual
information measures (e.g., when the adversary can control some of the
data vectors xi, or can access additional databases that are correlated with
the primary database).

Definition of (pure) Differential Privacy Denote by D = {X ⊂ Rd, |X | <
∞} the set of all possible datasets X , equipped with a neighboring relation
∼. In this chapter1, we consider that two datasets are neighbors if they
differ by the addition or deletion by a single record, i.e.,

X ∼ X ′ ⇔ ∃j s.t. X ′ = X ∪ {xj} or X = X ′ ∪ {xj}.

Denote by S the output space of the considered algorithmM : D→ S .

Definition 5.2 (Differential Privacy). Given a neighboring relation ∼ be-
tween datasets in D, a randomized algorithm M is said to achieve dif-
ferential privacy with privacy parameter ε (noted ε−DP) if for any set of
possible outcomes S ⊂ S :

∀X ∼ X ′ ∈ D, P[M(X ) ∈ S] ≤ eε P[M(X ′) ∈ S]. (5.1)

In particular, this implies that if the random variableM(X ) (resp.M(X ′))
has a probability density function pM(X )(s) (resp. pM(X ′)(s)), then for all

1Other neighboring relations exist in the DP litterature. In [CSH+21], we also considered
the "replacement" neighboring relation (which is called "Bounded" DP, as opposed to "Un-
bounded" DP considered in this chapter).
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Sketching Noise 
addition

�

<latexit sha1_base64="kYA2K3CRn5/hlk3+qEMLI1oHt2A=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiRSUHdFNy4r2Ac0oUwmk3boZBJmJoUS+iduXCji1j9x5984abPQ1gPDHM65lzlzgpQzpR3n26psbG5t71R3a3v7B4dH9vFJVyWZJLRDEp7IfoAV5UzQjmaa034qKY4DTnvB5L7we1MqFUvEk56l1I/xSLCIEayNNLRtL0h4qGaxuZDXHrOhXXcazgJonbglqUOJ9tD+8sKEZDEVmnCs1MB1Uu3nWGpGOJ3XvEzRFJMJHtGBoQLHVPn5IvkcXRglRFEizREaLdTfGzmOVRHOTMZYj9WqV4j/eYNMRzd+zkSaaSrI8qEo40gnqKgBhUxSovnMEEwkM1kRGWOJiTZl1UwJ7uqX10n3quE2G7ePzXrrrqyjCmdwDpfgwjW04AHa0AECU3iGV3izcuvFerc+lqMVq9w5hT+wPn8AZ5WThw==</latexit>

X

<latexit sha1_base64="v2b1X+t6neeCfSv1YtvtTHE1AjQ=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQiqLuiG5cV7APaUCbTSTt0MgkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3MueeIJHCoOt+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNM7nK/88S1EbF6xGnC/YiOlAgFo2ilXj+iOGZUki4ZVGtu3Z2DrBKvIDUo0BxUv/rDmKURV8gkNabnuQn6GdUomOSzSj81PKFsQke8Z6miETd+No88I2dWGZIw1vYpJHP190ZGI2OmUWAn84hm2cvF/7xeiuG1nwmVpMgVW3wUppJgTPL7yVBozlBOLaFMC5uVsDHVlKFtqWJL8JZPXiXti7p3Wb95uKw1bos6ynACp3AOHlxBA+6hCS1gEMMzvMKbg86L8+58LEZLTrFzDH/gfP4Af3yQwg==</latexit>

X 0

<latexit sha1_base64="hz4Sk/BDz+CQYRJ2ppozBH3D9mA=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvoqsxIQd0V3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMkIZ+hluXCji1q9x59+YaWehrQcCh3PuJeeeMOFMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCoo2WqCG0TyaXqhVhTzgRtG2Y47SWK4jjktBtO7nK/+0SVZlI8mmlCgxiPBIsYwcZKfj/GZkwwR73zQbXm1t050CrxClKDAq1B9as/lCSNqTCEY619z01MkGFlGOF0VumnmiaYTPCI+pYKHFMdZPPIM3RmlSGKpLJPGDRXf29kONZ6God2Mo+ol71c/M/zUxNdBxkTSWqoIIuPopQjI1F+PxoyRYnhU0swUcxmRWSMFSbGtlSxJXjLJ6+SzmXda9RvHhq15m1RRxlO4BQuwIMraMI9tKANBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj8VoySl2juEPnM8fihiQyQ==</latexit>

xj

<latexit sha1_base64="aIVArMmi5P7Qr8BVe/vQfuf95Gk=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1IeDTCyWFRITFWCkICtgoWxSPQhtVHkOE5r6jiR7SBK1S9hYQAhVj6Fjb/BaTNAy5EsH51zr3x8gpQzpR3n2yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7tVe2+/rZJMEtoiCU9kN8CKciZoSzPNaTeVFMcBp51gdJ37nQcqFUvEnR6n1IvxQLCIEayN5NvVfpDwUI1jc6FH/963a07dmQEtE7cgNSjQ9O2vfpiQLKZCE46V6rlOqr0JlpoRTqeVfqZoiskID2jPUIFjqrzJLPgUHRslRFEizREazdTfGxMcqzybmYyxHqpFLxf/83qZji68CRNppqkg84eijCOdoLwFFDJJieZjQzCRzGRFZIglJtp0VTEluItfXibt07p7Vr+8Pas1roo6ynAIR3ACLpxDA26gCS0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7B/AH1ucP4feTQQ==</latexit>

Adversary

s

<latexit sha1_base64="E+gHSdLDSoxCNJz/v3uzLrsHBdM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoO6KblxWsA9oh5LJZNrQTDImmUIZ+h1uXCji1o9x59+YaWehrQdCDufcS05OkHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1jJVhLaI5FJ1A6wpZ4K2DDOcdhNFcRxw2gnGd7nfmVClmRSPZppQP8ZDwSJGsLGS3w8kD/U0thfSg2rNrbtzoFXiFaQGBZqD6lc/lCSNqTCEY617npsYP8PKMMLprNJPNU0wGeMh7VkqcEy1n81Dz9CZVUIUSWWPMGiu/t7IcKzzZHYyxmakl71c/M/rpSa69jMmktRQQRYPRSlHRqK8ARQyRYnhU0swUcxmRWSEFSbG9lSxJXjLX14l7Yu6d1m/ebisNW6LOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoQktIPAEz/AKb87EeXHenY/FaMkpdo7hD5zPH909ki4=</latexit>

✏

<latexit sha1_base64="WafabqY+lhlPXgI0xi6XQBicFQk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN6KXjxWsB/QhrLZTtqlm03c3Qgl9E948aCIV/+ON/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj25nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFSp4eJ5iKW/XLFrbpzkFXi5aQCORr98ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgtNRLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s/m9U3JmlQEJY2VLGjJXf09kNNJ6EgW2M6JmpJe9mfif101NeOVnXCapQckWi8JUEBOT2fNkwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGRtRyYbgLb+8SloXVa9Wvb6vVeo3eRxFOIFTOAcPLqEOd9CAJjAQ8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QNQsZAs</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="E+gHSdLDSoxCNJz/v3uzLrsHBdM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoO6KblxWsA9oh5LJZNrQTDImmUIZ+h1uXCji1o9x59+YaWehrQdCDufcS05OkHCmjet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU1jJVhLaI5FJ1A6wpZ4K2DDOcdhNFcRxw2gnGd7nfmVClmRSPZppQP8ZDwSJGsLGS3w8kD/U0thfSg2rNrbtzoFXiFaQGBZqD6lc/lCSNqTCEY617npsYP8PKMMLprNJPNU0wGeMh7VkqcEy1n81Dz9CZVUIUSWWPMGiu/t7IcKzzZHYyxmakl71c/M/rpSa69jMmktRQQRYPRSlHRqK8ARQyRYnhU0swUcxmRWSEFSbG9lSxJXjLX14l7Yu6d1m/ebisNW6LOspwAqdwDh5cQQPuoQktIPAEz/AKb87EeXHenY/FaMkpdo7hD5zPH909ki4=</latexit>

Observed 
sketch

Remove any sample

(deterministic) (random)

Unable to determine with high 
confidence whether the observed 

sketch includes     or not xj

<latexit sha1_base64="aIVArMmi5P7Qr8BVe/vQfuf95Gk=">AAAB+HicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1IeDTCyWFRITFWCkICtgoWxSPQhtVHkOE5r6jiR7SBK1S9hYQAhVj6Fjb/BaTNAy5EsH51zr3x8gpQzpR3n2yqtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7tVe2+/rZJMEtoiCU9kN8CKciZoSzPNaTeVFMcBp51gdJ37nQcqFUvEnR6n1IvxQLCIEayN5NvVfpDwUI1jc6FH/963a07dmQEtE7cgNSjQ9O2vfpiQLKZCE46V6rlOqr0JlpoRTqeVfqZoiskID2jPUIFjqrzJLPgUHRslRFEizREazdTfGxMcqzybmYyxHqpFLxf/83qZji68CRNppqkg84eijCOdoLwFFDJJieZjQzCRzGRFZIglJtp0VTEluItfXibt07p7Vr+8Pas1roo6ynAIR3ACLpxDA26gCS0gkMEzvMKb9WS9WO/Wx3y0ZBU7B/AH1ucP4feTQQ==</latexit>

+v

<latexit sha1_base64="3Gu/i2k6YXKft+bXRHQ+7cs3UzI=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBEEocxIQd0V3bisYB/QjiWTSdvQTDIkmUoZ+h9uXCji1n9x59+YaWehrQdCDufcS05OEHOmjet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWiCG0QyaVqB1hTzgRtGGY4bceK4ijgtBWMbjO/NaZKMykezCSmfoQHgvUZwcZKj+fdQPJQTyJ7oXGvVHYr7gxomXg5KUOOeq/01Q0lSSIqDOFY647nxsZPsTKMcDotdhNNY0xGeEA7lgocUe2ns9RTdGqVEPWlskcYNFN/b6Q40lkyOxlhM9SLXib+53US07/yUybixFBB5g/1E46MRFkFKGSKEsMnlmCimM2KyBArTIwtqmhL8Ba/vEyaFxWvWrm+r5ZrN3kdBTiGEzgDDy6hBndQhwYQUPAMr/DmPDkvzrvzMR9dcfKdI/gD5/MHSi+SZg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="kMcmXxIDtJQ7q4Sy+JGUC+sQmPY=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJliEuikzouiy6MZlBfuAzlAymUwbmkmGJCPUobjxV9y4UMStX+HOvzHTzkJbL4QczrmXe+4JEkaVdpxvq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3ttJVKJSQsLJmQ3QIowyklLU81IN5EExQEjnWB0neudeyIVFfxOjxPix2jAaUQx0obq2wdeIFioxrH54EPNi5EeYsRg96RvV526My24CNwCVEFRzb795YUCpzHhGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGZlUvFSRBOERGpCegRzFRPnZ9IQJPDZMCCMhzeMaTtnfExmKVe7SdOYW1byWk/9pvVRHl35GeZJqwvFsUZQyqAXM84AhlQRrNjYAYUmNV4iHSCKsTWoVE4I7f/IiaJ/W3fO6c3tWbVwVcZTBITgCNeCCC9AAN6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++BPWZ8/fsGW1Q==</latexit>

z(X )

<latexit sha1_base64="Q4iWjWIPxPx082pdQOT2fLuYjic=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKsMFiUSHKUiUIBGMFC2OR6ENqospxnNaqY0e2g1SiSiz8CgsDCLHyE2z8DU6bAVquZPnonHt1zz1BwqjSjvNtLSwuLa+sltbK6xubW9v2zm5LiVRi0sSCCdkJkCKMctLUVDPSSSRBccBIOxhe53r7nkhFBb/To4T4MepzGlGMtKF69r4XCBaqUWw++FD1YqQHGDHYOT7p2RWn5kwKzgO3ABVQVKNnf3mhwGlMuMYMKdV1nUT7GZKaYkbGZS9VJEF4iPqkayBHMVF+NrlhDI8ME8JISPO4hhP290SGYpXbNJ25RzWr5eR/WjfV0aWfUZ6kmnA8XRSlDGoB80BgSCXBmo0MQFhS4xXiAZIIaxNb2YTgzp48D1qnNfe85tyeVepXRRwlcAAOQRW44ALUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFtXbCKmT3wp6zPH+g6lwY=</latexit>

z(X 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="bMfWUdV+Vjul+uKIPyIsynDe5Bk=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUXe6CRaxbsqMKLosunFZwT6gM5RMJtOGZpIhyQhlKLjxV9y4UMStP+HOvzHTzkJbL4QczrmXe+4JEkaVdpxvq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3ttJVKJSQsLJmQ3QIowyklLU81IN5EExQEjnWB0k+udByIVFfxejxPix2jAaUQx0obq2wdeIFioxrH5oKp5MdJDjBjsnpz27apTd6YFF4FbgCooqtm3v7xQ4DQmXGOGlOq5TqL9DElNMSOTipcqkiA8QgPSM5CjmCg/m94wgceGCWEkpHlcwyn7eyJDscptms7co5rXcvI/rZfq6MrPKE9STTieLYpSBrWAeSAwpJJgzcYGICyp8QrxEEmEtYmtYkJw509eBO2zuntRd+7Oq43rIo4yOARHoAZccAka4BY0QQtg8AiewSt4s56sF+vd+pi1lqxiZh/8KevzB91Dlv8=</latexit>

s(X 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="wlKmfSwV4xuHt4cWDoi1lyenFoE=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6krcDBahbkoiii6LblxWsA9oQplMJu3QSSbMTIRSiht/xY0LRdz6Fe78GydtFtp6YZjDOfdyzz1BypnSjvNtLS2vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23n5LiUwS2iSCC9kJsKKcJbSpmea0k0qK44DTdjC8yfX2A5WKieRej1Lqx7ifsIgRrA3Vsw+9QPBQjWLzIVX1YqwHBHPUOe3ZFafmTAstArcAFSiq0bO/vFCQLKaJJhwr1XWdVPtjLDUjnE7KXqZoiskQ92nXwATHVPnj6QkTdGKYEEVCmpdoNGV/T4xxrHKXpjO3qOa1nPxP62Y6uvLHLEkzTRMyWxRlHGmB8jxQyCQlmo8MwEQy4xWRAZaYaJNa2YTgzp+8CFpnNfei5tydV+rXRRwlOIJjqIILl1CHW2hAEwg8wjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHrHXJKmYO4E9Znz9z0ZbO</latexit>

s(X )

<latexit sha1_base64="kMcmXxIDtJQ7q4Sy+JGUC+sQmPY=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJliEuikzouiy6MZlBfuAzlAymUwbmkmGJCPUobjxV9y4UMStX+HOvzHTzkJbL4QczrmXe+4JEkaVdpxvq7S0vLK6Vl6vbGxube/Yu3ttJVKJSQsLJmQ3QIowyklLU81IN5EExQEjnWB0neudeyIVFfxOjxPix2jAaUQx0obq2wdeIFioxrH54EPNi5EeYsRg96RvV526My24CNwCVEFRzb795YUCpzHhGjOkVM91Eu1nSGqKGZlUvFSRBOERGpCegRzFRPnZ9IQJPDZMCCMhzeMaTtnfExmKVe7SdOYW1byWk/9pvVRHl35GeZJqwvFsUZQyqAXM84AhlQRrNjYAYUmNV4iHSCKsTWoVE4I7f/IiaJ/W3fO6c3tWbVwVcZTBITgCNeCCC9AAN6AJWgCDR/AMXsGb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++BPWZ8/fsGW1Q==</latexit>

z(X )
<latexit sha1_base64="Q4iWjWIPxPx082pdQOT2fLuYjic=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKsMFiUSHKUiUIBGMFC2OR6ENqospxnNaqY0e2g1SiSiz8CgsDCLHyE2z8DU6bAVquZPnonHt1zz1BwqjSjvNtLSwuLa+sltbK6xubW9v2zm5LiVRi0sSCCdkJkCKMctLUVDPSSSRBccBIOxhe53r7nkhFBb/To4T4MepzGlGMtKF69r4XCBaqUWw++FD1YqQHGDHYOT7p2RWn5kwKzgO3ABVQVKNnf3mhwGlMuMYMKdV1nUT7GZKaYkbGZS9VJEF4iPqkayBHMVF+NrlhDI8ME8JISPO4hhP290SGYpXbNJ25RzWr5eR/WjfV0aWfUZ6kmnA8XRSlDGoB80BgSCXBmo0MQFhS4xXiAZIIaxNb2YTgzp48D1qnNfe85tyeVepXRRwlcAAOQRW44ALUwQ1ogCbA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFtXbCKmT3wp6zPH+g6lwY=</latexit>

z(X 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="FxREap3VonZdn6t0cuEXQR4VMTs=">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</latexit>

log p s(X )(s)
<latexit sha1_base64="132JFUX+05OBlzcyOE7GHnCKYdA=">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</latexit>

log p s(X 0)(s)

Fig. 5.1 Differential privacy for our private sketching mechanism (i.e.,
M(·) = s(·) as described in (5.7)). Two neighboring datasets X ∼ X ′
(e.g., with and without the inclusion of one individual record xj) would
produce distinct (deterministic) sketches z(X ) and z(X ′). To guarantee
differential privacy, we thus add carefully calibrated noise on the sketch,
which then gives two random quantities s(X ) and s(X ′). Differential
privacy ensures that an adversary (that potentially has knowledge of the
feature map Φ) cannot distinguishing between those s(X ) and s(X ′), in

the sense that their likelihood ratio
ps(X )(s)
ps(X ′)(s)

is bounded by exp(ε), i.e.,

log(ps(X )(s))− log(ps(X ′)(s)) ≤ ε.

output values s ∈ S

∀X ∼ X ′ ∈ D, exp(−ε) ≤
pM(X )(s)
pM(X ′)(s)

≤ exp(ε). (5.2)

Intuitively, differential privacy ensures that if two datasets are neigh-
bours, then their (random) output is almost indistinguishable, in the sense
that any outcome has almost the same probability to be observed—up to
an multiplicative term exp(ε). The parameter ε > 0, called the privacy
budget or privacy loss, characterizes the strength of the privacy guarantee.
As ε becomes smaller, then the output distribution for any two neighbor-
ing datasets are required to be closer together, and the privacy guarantee
is thus stronger. Conversely, when ε increases, the privacy guarantee be-
comes weaker (when ε → ∞, the algorithm is nonprivate). This is repre-
sented Fig. 5.1.

Remark 5.3 ("Bayesian" interpretation of DP). The condition (5.2) can be in-
terpreted as bounding a "likelihood ratio" [Poo13], a familiar quantity in
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signal processing. Consider two hypotheses: one that the dataset equals
X (e.g., contains xj), and the other that the dataset equals X ′ (e.g., doesn’t
contain xj). Then pM(X )(s) would be the likelihood of observing an out-
put (e.g., a private sketch) s under the first hypothesis, while pM(X ′)(s)
would be the same for the second hypothesis. Say an adversary wanted
to detect whether or not the dataset contains xj. By appropriately thresh-
olding the likelihood ratio pM(X )(s)/pM(X ′)(s), one can obtain hypothe-
sis tests that are optimal from various perspectives (e.g., Bayes, minimax,
Neyman-Pearson) [Poo13, Ch. 2]. Thus, when (5.2) holds with small ε, it is
fundamentally difficult for an adversary to determine whether xj or x′j was
present in the dataset. Even if the adversary had non-trivial prior knowl-
edge of the true hypothesis (as in so-called "linkage attacks," which make
use of a second public dataset to which the target user contributed), (5.2)
implies that—for any method—the probability of recovering the true hy-
pothesis from the output of M is only slightly higher than that which is
achievable without observing that output; see [WZ10]

Privacy-Utility tradeoff A common way to preserve privacy is to have
a trusted dataholder (or "curator") corrupt the response to each query of
the dataset [FWCY10] in a controlled manner (e.g., by noise addition, as
we will see in Subsection 5.1.3). A query may ask for something as simple
as counting the number of times a given event occurred, or it may ask for
more sophisticated information that requires the dataholder to run an in-
ference algorithm. As the distortion becomes more significant, the privacy
guarantee gets stronger (i.e., ε decreases), but the quality of the response
to the query (called the utility) degrades. Privacy-preserving mechanisms
are thus characterized by a privacy-utility tradeoff, which describes how the
utility evolves with respect to the privacy strength ε [FWCY10, SC13].

Main properties of DP Differential privacy has several desirable prop-
erties. First, composition guarantees that accessing the same dataset with I
different mechanisms uses a total budget εtotal = ∑I

i=1 εi that grows as the
sum of each sub-budget εi used.

Theorem 5.4 (Sequential composition). IfM1 andM2 are two mechanisms
that are respectively ε1-DP and ε2-DP, the composed mechanism MC(X ) :=
(M1(X ),M2(X )) is (ε1 + ε2)-DP.

Remark 5.5. Composition is a "desirable" property in the sense that it makes
the analysis of compositions of mechanisms straightforward. However, on
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a pragmatic perspective, it also sets strong limits on the number of accu-
rate analyses that can be performed on a dataset. Indeed, if analysts want
to run I differentially private tasks over the data—or, typically, an itera-
tive algorithm that requires I iterations—and the total acceptable privacy
budget is set to εtotal , each task i has, on average, access to only εi =

εtotal
I .

Since typical DP mechanisms add noise of variance scaling with 1
ε2

i
(see

Subsection 5.1.3), this often yields inaccurate results when I is high.

Second, post-processing ensures that once some quantities have been
computed by a differentially private algorithm, no further operation on
these quantities can weaken the privacy guarantees (some form of "data
processing inequality"). The latter will be particularly relevant for private
sketching, as it implies that all information extracted from a differentially
private sketch are differentially private.

Theorem 5.6 (Post-processing). LetM an ε-DP mechanism, and F : S → Y
any algorithm. Then F ◦M is ε-DP.

Approximate Differential Privacy Differential privacy is a very strong
guarantee, and for many real-world tasks it can lead to severe degradations
of the algorithms performance (utility) for small privacy budgets. For this
reason, many relaxations2 of DP have been introduced, the most prominent
of which is approximate differential privacy (ADP) , also commonly called
(ε, δ)-DP [DMNS]. This definition introduces a tolerance δ > 0 to vi-
olations of the ε bound on output probabilities (also called catastrophic
events).

Definition 5.7 (Approximate Differential Privacy). Given a neighboring
relation ∼ between datasets in D, a randomized algorithm M is said to
achieve approximate differential privacy with privacy parameters ε, δ (noted
(ε, δ)-DP) if for any set of possible outcomes S ⊂ S :

∀X ∼ X ′ ∈ D, P[M(X ) ∈ S] ≤ eε P[M(X ′) ∈ S] + δ. (5.3)

The composition and post-processing properties of ε-DP carry over to
(ε, δ)-DP; in particular, the composition of (ε1, δ1)- and (ε2, δ2)-DP mech-
anism is (ε1 + ε2, δ1 + δ2)-DP, although tighter composition theorems ex-
ist [KOV17]. The post-processing theorem holds as well for (ε, δ)-DP.

2As a side note, over 200 different variants of differential privacy have been pro-
posed [DP19]; we focus here on the—by far—most common one.
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5.1.3 DP building blocks

We now review the standard tools to achieve differential privacy.

The Laplace mechanism The most common and simple method to com-
pute a function f over a dataset with ε-DP is the so-called Laplace mech-
anism [DMNS]. For a target function f : D → Rm of a dataset, this
mechanism adds centered Laplace noise with scale proportional to the L1-
sensitivity ∆1( f ) of f , which measures the maximum variation of a f be-
tween two neighboring datasets.

Definition 5.8 (L1-sensitivity). The L1-sensitivity of a function f : D→ Rm

for a neighborhood relation ∼ is defined as

∆1( f ) := supX∼X ′ ‖ f (X )− f (X ′)‖1. (5.4)

This definition extends to complex-valued functions by the canonical iso-
morphism between Cm and R2m.

Definition 5.9 (Laplace Mechanism). The Laplace mechanism to estimate
privately a function f : D → Rm is defined as the addition of centered
Laplace noise3 ν. This mechanism achieves ε-DP provided the Laplace
noise distribution has scale parameter β = ∆1( f )

ε , i.e.,

ML
f (X ) = f (X ) + ν where νj ∼i.i.d. L(β), j = 1, ..., m.

We can extend the Laplace mechanism to complex-valued functions: the
complex Laplace mechanism to compute a function f : D → Ck is defined
as the addition of complex centered Laplace noise4 with scale parameter
β = ∆1( f )

ε (where ∆1( f ) is the complex-valued sensitivity.)

MLC

f (X ) = f (X ) + ν where νj ∼i.i.d. LC(β) = L(β) + iL(β).

For completeness, let us shortly mention that besides the Laplace mech-
anism, another popular mechanism to achieve ε-DP is the exponential mech-
anism [MT07], that randomly selects one output at random among a finite

3A random variable ν that follows the centered Laplace distribution ν ∼ L(β) with scale
β has probability density function pν(ν) =

1
2β exp(− |ν|β ). Its variance is σ2

ν = 2β2.
4We say that a complex random variable follows the complex Laplace distribution with

scale β, ν ∼ LC(β), if its real and imaginary part follow independently a real Laplace dis-
tribution of parameter β. ν admits a probability density function pν(ν) ∝ exp(− (|<ν|+|=ν|)

β ),

and has variance σ2
ν = E |ν|2 = 4β2.
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number of candidates; this mechanism is thus better suited to tasks where the
output is not a numerical value. To ensure that the selected candidate is a
good one, the sampling is biased towards candidates that have a higher
"score" (to be defined by the application); while to ensure privacy, the im-
portance of this bias decreases when ε does.

The Gaussian mechanism The Laplace mechanism is quite straightfor-
ward, but for many functions f , the L1-sensitivity can be large, leading to a
strong degradation of the utility. This motivates the relaxation to the more
permissive requirement of (ε, δ)-DP.

Similarly to the Laplace mechanism, the Gaussian mechanism is a com-
mon and simple method to achieve (ε(δ), δ)-DP, for a curve of values ε(δ)

parametrized by δ, by simple noise addition. It scales with the L2-sensitivity,
which is analogous to the L1-sensitivity, but with the advantage that it is
often smaller.

Definition 5.10 (L2-sensitivity). The L2-sensitivity of a function f : D →
Rm for a neighborhood relation ∼ is defined as

∆2( f ) := supX∼X ′ ‖ f (X )− f (X ′)‖2. (5.5)

This definition extends to complex-valued functions by the canonical iso-
morphism between Cm and R2m.

Definition 5.11 (Gaussian Mechanism). The Gaussian mechanism to esti-
mate privately a function f : D → Rm is defined as the addition of Gaus-
sian noise ν with variance σ2, i.e.,

MG
f (X ) = f (X ) + ν where νj ∼i.i.d. N (0, σ2), j = 1, ..., m.

Similarly, we define the complex Laplace mechanism to compute a function
f : D → Cm as the addition of complex Gaussian noise5 ν with (per-
component) variance σ2

MGC

f (X ) = f (X )+ν where νj ∼i.i.d. NC(0, σ2) = N (0, σ2)+ iN (0, σ2).

This mechanism was originally shown [DR, Appendix A] to guarantee

(ε, δ)-DP provided σ ≥
√

2 log( 1.25
δ ) ∆2( f )

ε . This bound is commonly used

5That is, ν ∼ NC(0, σ2) if its real and imaginary part follow independently a real normal
distribution of variance σ2 each. The overall variance of this complex random variable is
σ2

ν = E |ν|2 = 2σ2.
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but not sharp, especially in the high privacy regime (i.e. small ε), and
restricted to ε < 1. Balle et al. recently proved [BW18] a tight bound on the
noise level needed to guarantee a choice of (ε, δ).

Theorem 5.12 (Theorem 9, [BW18]). For any ε, δ > 0, the smallest noise level
σ such that the Gaussian mechanism satisfies (ε, δ)-DP is given by

σ = α(ε, δ)
∆2( f )√

2ε
,

where α(ε, δ) is a numerical algorithmic procedure given in [BW18].

The noise level σ thus scales with the ∆2( f ) sensitivity. Note that the
term α(ε, δ) depends on ε, hence it is incorrect to say that σ scales in ε−1/2.
In particular, when ε→ 0, the noise level converges to a finite constant [BW18,
Section 2.1].

In our private sketches, we rely on the classical Laplace and Gaussian
mechanisms. Before describing our approach however, we complete our
tour of differential privacy by reviewing related works.

5.1.4 Related Work

We focus on the two learning tasks considered in this chapter: Gaussian
modeling (GMM) and k-means clustering. The latter has already received
a lot of attention in the differential privacy literature, while the former has
been less studied.

As we saw, addition of noise is the most common way to achieve differ-
ential privacy, whether it is on the intermediate steps of an iterative algo-
rithm or directly on the output. Private variants of standard iterative meth-
ods include DPLloyd for k-means [BDMN05], and variants with improved
convergence guarantees [LS19]. The popular k-means++ seeding method
has also been generalized to a private framework [NCBN16]. For Gaus-
sian modeling, DP-GMM [WWP+16] and DP-EM [PFCW16] have been
proposed. Note that for iterative algorithms, the privacy budget needs
to be split between iterations, de facto limiting the total number of iterates
I, which becomes a hyper-parameter (see Remark 5.5). Our approach does
not suffer from this drawback since the sketch is released at once. More-
over, the same sketch can be used to run the learning algorithm multiple
times with e.g., different initializations.

Releasing a private synopsis of the data (similarly to our sketch) rather
than directly a noisy solution has already been studied as well. For exam-
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ple, EUGkM [QYL13,SCL+16] suggests to use noisy histograms for cluster-
ing (but this method is by nature limited to small dimensions), and private
coresets have been investigated by Feldman et al. [FFKN09, FXZR17].

The exponential mechanism is another standard noise-additive approach
for privacy. A random perturbation is drawn according to a distribution
calibrated using a user-defined quality measure, and added to the output.
It has been used with genetic algorithms for k-means [ZXY+13]. Such algo-
rithms depend strongly on the quality measure of the output, which must
be chosen carefully. Our sketch-based approach is in contrast more generic:
the same sketch allows to solve different tasks such as clustering and GMM
fitting, and it can easily be extended to new sketches in the future. Alter-
natively, our mechanism can be seen as a straightforward instantiation of
the exponential mechanism, where the output (the sketch) is carefully de-
signed so that is makes sense to simply use the L1 or L2 norms as quality
measures.

Our sketching mechanism makes use of random projections, which
have proven to be very useful to solve efficiently large-scale problems,
and induce as well a controlled loss of information which can be lever-
aged to derive privacy guarantees. Balcan et al. investigated the large-scale
high-dimensional clustering setting with an approach based on Johnson-
Lindenstrauss dimensionality reduction [BDL+17]. Many other embed-
dings based on random projections have been proposed, see e.g. [KKMM13].
Linear compression of the number of samples (rather than reducing the di-
mension) has been considered [ZLW09] but is less scalable. Note however
that as explained in the next section, the features resulting from the random
projection undergo in our setting a nonlinear transformation, in the spirit of
random features [RR08], and are averaged; they thus differ a lot from what
is done in these works, although they share this common idea.

Private empirical risk minimization [CMS11,WYX17] has emerged as a
generic way to design private learning algorithms, but it relies on specific
assumptions (e.g. convexity, which does not hold for GMM modeling and
k-means) on the loss function which defines the learning task, and still
relies on multiple passes over the whole dataset.

Closer to our work, Balog et al. recently proposed to release kernel
mean embeddings [BTS17], either as sets of synthetic data points in the
input space or using feature maps, similarly to our method. However, to
the best of our knowledge, the impact of privacy on the quality of learning
in such methods has not been studied in the literature.

Some private sketching mechanism that precisely fall into our paradigm
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were very recently proposed, independently from (and after) our own de-
velopments. A private version of the RACE sketch (where Φ are Locality
Sensitive Hashing maps, which can be loosely assimilated to the quantized
sketch we considered in Chapter 4) is presented in [CS20a]. In [HAP20], the
authors consider the same RFF-based private sketch as we did in this work,
but used it to train a generative network (using the technique described in
Section 6.2, also independently developed) to generate synthetic data that
can then be fed to standard machine learning methods.

5.2 Private Sketching Mechanism

Recall that in compressive learning [GBKT17] the sketch of a dataset X is
defined as the average of a feature map Φ:

z(X ) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Φ(xi) =:
ΣΦ(X )

|X | , (5.6)

where we define the "sum-of-features" function ΣΦ : D → Cm : X 7→
∑n

i=1 Φ(xi) for later use. For example, most of CL literature, as well as this
chapter, focuses on the random Fourier features map

Φ(x) = ΦRFF(x) := exp(iΩ>x),

which we consider here w.l.o.g. without
√

m normalization for simplicity.
We first remark that sketching, as proposed in (5.6), is not sufficient per

se to ensure the differential privacy of user contributions, despite the fact
that the sketch itself (which is just at most m� nd complex numbers) can-
not contain much information about each of the n samples xi ∈ Rd. In par-
ticular, although the vectors (ωj)

m
j=1 are randomly generated, the sketching

mechanism induced by a given set of such vectors is deterministic. More-
over, we assume that the realization Φ(·) of the random feature map is
publicly known (as the data analyst must know Φ to learn from the sketch),
in contrast to other cryptography-based approaches like [TVBM19, RB13].

5.2.1 Generic approach

To ensure differential privacy, we thus construct a noisy sketch s(X ), by
perturbing the "clean sketch" z(X ) based on the Laplacian (resp. Gaussian)
mechanism, that guarantees ε-differential privacy (resp. (ε, δ)-differential
privacy). First, note that from a learning perspective, instead of releasing
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the clean sketch z ∈ Cm directly, we can very well release the numerator
and denominator separately, i.e., release (ΣΦ(X ), |X |) ∈ Cm ×N and the
fraction in 5.6 would then be computed by the data user before learning.
This decomposition of the fraction simplifies the analysis of the privacy-
preserving layer.

More specifically, our mechanism adds noise to the numerator and de-
nominator of (5.6) separately, i.e., it releases (ΣΦ(X ) + ν, |X | + ζ) where
both ν and ζ are random. Both quantities are thus made private provided
that the noise levels are properly chosen, as discussed in a moment. After
reconstruction of the fraction, the obtained "private sketch" is thus

s(X ) :=
ΣΦ(X ) + ν

|X |+ ζ
=

∑n
i=1 Φ(xi) + ν

n + ζ
. (5.7)

If the mechanism that releases (ΣΦ(X ) + ν, |X | + ζ) is differentially
private, then the private sketch (5.7) is private as well (by composition),
and so are all quantities that are learned from this sketch (by the post-
processing property). Note that this decomposition also allows to further
average several private sketches after computation in a distributed setting.
As another remark, since DP is robust to postprocessing, one could for
instance replace |X |+ ζ by max(|X |+ ζ, 1) to avoid dividing by a null or
negative quantity. The noise ν added to ΣΦ(X ) can be either Laplacian
or Gaussian depending on the desired privacy guarantee, as established in
the following subsection.

5.2.2 Privacy of the mechanism

Pure ε-DP sketch It can be shown using the composition theorem that
adding independent Laplace noises to the numerator and denominator of
equation (5.7) yields differential privacy.

Proposition 5.13. For any privacy parameter ε > 0 and any privacy budget
allocation ε1, ε2 > 0 such that ε1 + ε2 = ε, if

∆1(Φ) := sup
x∈Rd

‖<Φ(x)‖1 + ‖=Φ(x)‖1

is finite, then the private sketching mechanism (5.7) instantiated with noise

νj ∼i.i.d. LC(β1 := ∆1(Φ)
ε1

), and ζ ∼ L(β2 := 1
ε2
),

is ε-differentially private.
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Proof. By relying on the composition theorem (Thm. 5.4), it suffices to show
that M1(X ) := ΣΦ(X ) + ν and M2(X ) := |X | + ζ are ε1- and ε2-DP,
respectively. Since M1 and M2 are instances of the Laplace mechanism
(Def. 5.9), it remains to prove that the L1-sensitivities of ΣΦ(X ) and |X | are
given by ∆1(Φ) and 1, respectively. The latter is trivial (removing/adding
one sample changes the size of the dataset by one), so it remains to show

∆1(ΣΦ) = supX∼X ′ ‖<ΣΦ(X )−<ΣΦ(X ′)‖1 + ‖=ΣΦ(X )−=ΣΦ(X ′)‖1

= supX∼X ′ ‖<(∑xi∈X Φ(xi)−∑x′i∈X Φ(x′i))‖1 + ‖=(...)‖1

= supx ‖<Φ(x)‖1 + ‖=Φ(x)‖1 =: ∆1(Φ),

where x is the sample that is added/removed to obtain X ′ from X .

To use this result in practice, we need to estimate the value of ∆1(Φ),
which we do now for random Fourier features ΦRFF.

Lemma 5.14.

∆1(ΦRFF) = supx∈Rd ‖<ΦRFF(x)‖1 + ‖=ΦRFF(x)‖1 ≤
√

2m.

Proof. We can decompose the objective as

∆1(ΦRFF) = supx ∑m
j=1 | cos(ω>j x)|+ | sin(ω>j x)|.

Since supt | cos(t)|+ | sin(t)| =
√

2, a naive bound gives ∆1(ΦRFF) ≤
√

2m.

In fact, a more sophisticated argument allows to show that in practice this
bound is sharp (i.e., we have a strict equality ∆1(ΦRFF) =

√
2m) [CSH+21].

Approximate (ε, δ)-DP sketch We can also apply the Gaussian mecha-
nism on the numerator6 to obtain an Approximate DP sketch. As we will
see, the advantage is that the L2-sensitivity (and thus the required noise
level) of the RFF sketch scales as O(√m), while we saw above that its L1-
sensitivity scales asO(m). In practical applications where m is of the order
of hundreds or thousands, the ADP relaxation is thus especially helpful.

6Note that we still add Laplacian noise on the dataset size |X |; if Gaussian noise was
added we would have to split not only ε but also δ between the sum of features and the
dataset size. As there is no difference between ∆1(| · |) and ∆2(| · |), allocating a part of δ to
the denominator would not bring any substantial gain compared to putting all this budget on
the numerator.
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Proposition 5.15. For any privacy parameters ε > 0 and δ > 0, for any privacy
budget allocation ε1, ε2 > 0 such that ε1 + ε2 = ε, if

∆2(Φ) := sup
x∈Rd

√
‖<Φ(x)‖2

2 + ‖=Φ(x)‖2
2

is finite, then the private sketching mechanism (5.7) instantiated with noise

νj ∼i.i.d. NC(0, σ2), and ζ ∼ L(β2 := 1
ε2
),

where σ = α(ε1, δ)∆2(Φ)√
2ε1

(see Thm. 5.12), is (ε, δ)-differentially private.

Proof. Similarly to the pure DP case, we rely on the composition theorem7.
The only novel part is that we need to show thatM1(X ) := ΣΦ(X ) + ν is
(ε1, δ)-DP, or equivalently, since we use the Gaussian mechanism, we need
to show that the L2-sensitivity of ΣΦ(X ) is ∆2(Φ). Recalling that, after
isomorphism of C to R2m, this sensitivity needs to bound

sup
X∼X ′

√
‖<ΣΦ(X )−<ΣΦ(X ′)‖2

2 + ‖=ΣΦ(X )−=ΣΦ(X ′)‖2
2,

we then proceed as in Prop. 5.13.

We can again easily compute ∆2(Φ) for random Fourier features sketch.

Lemma 5.16.

∆2(ΦRFF) = supx∈Rd

√
‖<ΦRFF(x)‖2

2 + ‖=ΦRFF(x)‖2
2 =
√

m.

Proof. We can decompose the objective as

∆2
2(ΦRFF) = supx ∑m

j=1 cos2(ω>j x) + sin2(ω>j x) = m.

Remark 5.17. For conciseness, we presented here only the two most impor-
tant use-cases of our private sketching mechanism. In the extended pa-
per on this work [CSH+21], we derived guarantees that also hold for: the
quantized sketch contributions (discussed in Chapter 4), for the "replace"
neighboring relation ∼ (BDP), for the quadratic random features used to

7In particular, the composition of an (ε1, δ)-DP mechanism with an ε2-DP mechanism, the
latter being an (ε2, 0)-DP mechanism, is (ε1 + ε2, δ)-DP.
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solve compressive PCA (see Section 2.5), as well when combined with a
subsampling mechanism that allows to reduce the computational burden,
(sometimes) without loss of privacy and utility. Moreover, whenever pos-
sible those guarantees were proven to be sharp (i.e., the sensitivity upper
bound is not loose). We refer the reader to [CSH+21, Table 1 and 2] for a
complete summary of the obtained guarantees.

5.2.3 Utility

Having established the differential privacy properties of our noisy sketch-
ing mechanisms, we are now naturally interested about its impact on the
utility of the sketch for subsequent learning. The straightforward and prag-
matic approach to study the privacy-utility tradeoffs achieved by our pri-
vate sketching, which is pursued in the next section, is simply by means of
numerical experiments.

However, there is a strong interest in being able to predict this util-
ity a priori. This would allow, in particular, to tune the different hyper-
parameters of the mechanism (e.g., how to split the privacy budget ε1 + ε2)
following a principled approach. Such a principle is crucial in practical
privacy-preserving machine learning, as, given a fixed target privacy level,
many choices of parameters are indeed possible, that can each yield a dif-
ferent utility value. Our goal is to pick the best choice of parameters (or
at least a promising one), without accessing the data, because any parameter
tuning that relies on probing the dataset requires to allocate a significant
part of the privacy budget ε for parameter tuning, which further decreases
the overall utility.

In the extended version of this work [CSH+21], such a predictor of
the utility is proposed and studied, which we only briefly mention here.
Specifically, this predictor is a proxy comprising of a noise-to-signal ratio
(NSR) and the sketch size m. Given some reference sketch z, that will typ-
ically be the clean empirical sketch of X , z(X ), or the "true" sketch A(P0)

of the assumed underlying distribution P0, the noise-to-signal ratio is de-
fined as

NSR :=
‖s(X )− z‖2

2
‖z‖2

2
.

It can be observed [CSH+21] that, at least for the k-means task, com-
pressive learning from the noisy sketch s(X ) is successful as soon as

1. The sketch size is large enough for the given task, m ≥ mmin. This
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requirement is not related to privacy, but the usual condition on the
number of measurements (see Section 2.5); for k-means for instance,
mmin ' 2kd.

2. The NSR does not exceed a critical threshold which grows with m, i.e.,
NSR ≤ NSRmax(m). For k-means, we have for instance NSRmax(m) '

m
103kd .

One possible approach to tune the hyperparameters8 of the private
sketching mechanism (without access to the data), is thus to (i) obtain an
analytical expression of the relationship between NSR and the different
hyper-parameters, (ii) fix a sketch size m, for example slightly larger than
mmin, and (iii) to select the hyper-parameters that minimize the NSR ex-
pression. This approach is further detailed in [CSH+21].

5.3 Experiments

We now evaluate experimentally the privacy-utility trade-off for the two
standard tasks in compressive learning, namely k-means and Gaussian
mixture modeling, and compare to existing literature. We use the acronyms
CKM (here implemented in Julia) and CGMM (using pycle, see App. B) for
our compressive methods. Experiments on PCA can be found in [Cha20].

5.3.1 K-means clustering

Synthetic data We first consider synthetic data drawn according to a mix-
ture of k multivariate normal distributions P0 = 1

k ∑k
i=1N (µi, Id), where

(µi)1≤i≤k ∼ N (0, (sk1/d)2 Id). The parameter s controls the separation be-
tween Gaussians, which we set to s = 2.5 to get separated clusters. The RFF
frequencies are drawn according to a Gaussian distribution with variance
σ2 = 10(sk1/d)2. Figure 5.2 shows the tradeoff obtained between utility
and privacy on such a synthetic dataset, using d = 10, k = 10 (both for
generating the data and k-means), and n = 107. Utility is measured using
the SSE (2.23). We include results for different sketch sizes, with (r=1) and
without (r=m) subsampling9, using both standard and quantized Fourier

8We come back in more detail to the difficulty of chosing those parameters in Section 5.4.
9This approach, explained in [CSH+21], consists in computing only r ≤ m features per

sketch contribution (or equivalently, to "mask" m− r of the sketch contributions, selected at
random, of each data contributor). Note that, after proper re-scaling, this does not yield any
benefit from the point of view of the privacy-utility curve (as can be seen from the figure); it’s
purpose is to potentially speed-up the sketch computation. We do not focus on this here.
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Fig. 5.2 Privacy-utility tradeoff on synthetic data for ε-DP. Improved ini-
tialization for DPLloyd refers to the approach proposed in [SCL+16]. Pa-
rameters: k = d = 10, n = 107. Medians over 100 trials. The r parameter,
of little importance in this report, is the subsampling parameter explained
in footnote 9.

features (see Chapter 4). We also compare to DPLloyd [BDMN05], and a
variant of DPLloyd with improved initialization [SCL+16]. These iterative
methods suffer from their fixed number of iterations, even for large values
of ε, whereas our approach does not add any noise in this setting, and thus
yields better results for well-chosen sketch sizes. We observe that quantiza-
tion degrades slightly the performance (this is actually remedied at larger
sketch sizes, as explained in Chapter 4), but subsampling with only one
frequency per sample has no significant effect on the results in this setting.
On the right of Fig 5.2, one can see that using a large sketch size yieds worse
results in the high-privacy regime, but slightly better asympotes when ε is
small, as one captures more information (in the nonprivate setting, a larger
sketch size is always better).

Real data We provide clustering results for two real datasets, Gowalla10

which consists in n = 6, 442, 892 spatial locations in dimension d = 2, and
FMA11 [DBVB16], a dataset for music analysis. In the latter case, we only
consider the MFCC attributes, yielding n = 106, 574 features in dimension
d = 20. We compare our results with EUGkM [SCL+16] on Gowalla, as this
methods relies on histograms and is only appropriate in small dimension,
and with PrivGene [ZXY+13] but only for FMA as this method does not
scale well.

We use for CKM (unquantized) RFF to construct a sketch size of m =

10https://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
11https://github.com/mdeff/fma
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Fig. 5.3 Privacy-utility tradeoff on Gowalla and FMA (MFCC features
only) datasets. Medians over 200 trials, except for privgene which is too
slow.

4kd, where the random frequencies are drawn w.r.t. a Gaussian distribu-
tions with covariances σ2 where σ2 = 1/310 for Gowalla and σ2 = 1/2500
for FMA. The results are shown Fig. 5.3. Our approach achieves perfor-
mance that are always better than DPLloyd and EUGkM. PrivGene yields
slightly better results for small values of ε, but produces very degraded
centroids even for higher values of ε, and moreover scales poorly with the
number of samples n.

5.3.2 Gaussian Mixtures Modeling*

To solve the Gaussian Mixture Modeling task from the noisy sketch, we
used CL-OMPR adapted for mixtures of Gaussians estimation [KBGP18],
denoted as CGMM below. Note that currently CGMM is limited to mix-
tures of Gaussians that have diagonal covariance (although non-diagonal
covariances could be considered in future works). In the existing literature,
differentially private estimation of GMM (with unknown, anisotropic co-
variances, unlike e.g., in [NRS]) has been marginally studied. The main—
and, to the best of our knowledge, only—existing technique is to adapt the
classical expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm by adding noise on all
computed quantities (the weight, mean and covariance of every Gaussian)
at each iteration. We implemented both the "DP-EM" [PFCW16] and the
"DP-GMM" methods [WWP+16] that follow this idea. However, we did
not include the poor performance that were obtained by DP-GMM, which
required systematically higher noise variance at each iteration ; moreover,
its privacy guarantee relies on a separation assumption that is difficult to
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control in practice. Several variants of DP-EM have been proposed corre-
sponding to different allocations of the budget for each iteration; here we
focused on the allocation that showed the best experimental performance,
referred to as "zCDP-GGG" in the original paper. For a fair comparison we
selected the approximate differential privacy setting, as it is the one consid-
ered in DP-EM. Since we use the improved Gaussian mechanism [BW18]
in our noisy sketch mechanism, we also implemented this improvement
in the different calls to the Gaussian mechanism made at each iteration by
DP-EM.

Synthetic data We first generated samples from an artificially generated
Gaussian mixture model P0 = ∑K

i=1 αiN (µi, Σi). The mixture weights are
sampled from a uniform distribution αi ∼ U ([0.01, 1]) and then normal-
ized to sum to one. The means of the Gaussians are generated from µi ∼
N (0, 25/dId), and the covariances are diagonal matrices Σi = diag(σi)

generated as (σi)j ∼ U ([si/2, 3si/2]) for every i, where si is a scale parame-
ter different for each Gaussian, generated as si ∼ U ([0.05/d1/2, 0.95/d1/2]).
We instantiated this mixture for K = 6 and d = 8, then sampled n = 105

samples from it to generate the dataset. We fixed δ = 10−7 for this experi-
ment, and fixed the per-iteration budget δi = 10−9 in the zCDP allocation
for DP-EM, with I = 5 or I = 10 total iterations.

Real data Following DP-EM, we ran experiments on the ds1.10 Lifesci
dataset12, a dataset containing the d = 10 principal component analysis
features from n = 26, 733 biological and chemical experiments, with K = 3.
For this experiment, we fixed δ = 10−6 (thus ensuring δ � 1/n, a require-
ment to get meaningful privacy guarantees), and we set δi = 10−8 for the
DP-EM iterations.

Both datasets have been normalized to fit in the unit `2-ball13. In both
cases, we sampled the random frequencies of CGMMs sketch according to
the “folded Gaussian” heuristic [KBGP18] with scale σ = 10−3. The ob-
tained privacy-utility curves are shown in Fig. 5.4. First, note that our per-
formance for DP-EM don’t match the results from [PFCW16]: below some
critical value of ε, our implementation systematically fails to find any sen-
sible solution. We observed that this happens when one of the weights

12Previously available at http://komarix.org/ac/ds/, however the website seems down.
I did not find it elsewhere online since.

13This is required by DP-EM.
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Fig. 5.4 Privacy-utility tradeoff for differentially private GMM estima-
tion on synthetic (left) and real (right) data. Medians over 50 trials.

becomes negligible αi ' 0, often due to noise addition on it. The com-
puted sensitivities of µi and Σi are proportional to α−1

i , so the estimated
parameters of the i−th Gaussian will be very noisy in consequence. Be-
cause those noisy parameters most often lie far away from any actual data
samples, EM is very likely to assign αi ' 0 during the next iteration (even
before noise addition), causing even more noise to be added on the already
noisy parameters, and the i−th Gaussian becomes lost in this vicious cir-
cle. It is unclear if this behavior is due to a misinterpretation in our imple-
mentation, or there is some unreported post-processing in the experiments
from [PFCW16] to avoid this bad behavior. It is important to keep in mind
that the DP-EM performance should thus be taken with a grain of salt.

On both datasets, CGMM performs much better in the high-privacy set-
ting (i.e. low ε), reaching a plateau rapidly (even compared to the curves
from [PFCW16] that we were not able to reproduce). Compared to the clus-
tering results above (where δ = 0), increasing m always led to improved
results for the values we tried (this is further discussed below), saturating
at m = 25kd, which is the reason why we included only this curve. On the
synthetic dataset, which features diagonal-covariance Gaussians, CGMM
reaches the same log-likelihood as the ground truth density, while on the
lifesci dataset, CGMM saturates below the log-likelihood reached by the
nonprivate EM algorithm. This is probably due to the diagonal covariance
limitation of the CGMM implementation. Note that when the privacy con-
straints are stringent, it is better to limit the number of iterations of DP-EM.
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5.4 Discussion

In addition to being a promising privacy-inducing mechanism (i.e., in terms
of privacy-utility curves), our framework has several key interesting fea-
tures compared to other methods from the literature; we discuss them here,
together with main limitations and perspectives.

5.4.1 Desirable properties of private sketching

Efficient and distributed private learning Firstly, the computational ad-
vantages of non-private sketching [GBKT17] remain valid after our addi-
tion of a privacy layer. In particular, learning from the sketch can be done
with time and space complexities which do not depend on the number of
samples n in the dataset. Moreover, the sketching process is embarassingly
parallel due to the averaging operation. Sketches coming from several sep-
arate data holders can thus be aggregated again after sketching, providing
distributed differential privacy without any additional protocol or trusted
central party (which is in general not easy to achieve).

Private sketches as versatile, re-usable data summaries Another advan-
tage is that the sketch, acting as a surrogate for the whole dataset, contains
more information than just the output of one specialized algorithm, and
can thus be used multiple times. This can be leveraged to solve differ-
ent learning tasks from a same sketch without breaking privacy, assuming
that those tasks can be solved using the same sketching operator [GBKT17].
This is what we already observed for random Fourier features, which can
be used for both k-means clustering and fitting a Gaussian mixture model,
two different but related estimation problems.

This potential versatility of the sketch also allows to run the learning
algorithm with different initializations and parameters, producing multi-
ple solutions; the distance to the empirical sketch can be used as a metric to
pick the best of these solutions. This is in contrast with usual (e.g. iterative)
differentially private methods that can be highly sensitive to the choice of
such parameters (which have to be selected a priori, as accessing the data
for parameter tuning breaks the privacy guarantee). Of course the devil
is in the details, and further research is needed to investigate to what ex-
tent it is possible to choose parameters such as the sketch dimension or the
“scale parameter” of random Fourier features (see below) so as to combine
privacy, utility and versatility. Preliminary investigations indicate that one
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Fig. 5.5 Performance of differentially private compressive k-means as a
function of m for δ = 0 (top) and δ = 10−8 (bottom), n = 104, 105, 106 and
different values of ε. Medians over 200 trials. Synthetic data, k = 4, d = 8.

can find sketch sizes resulting in good utility for both compressive gaus-
sian mixture modeling and compressive k-means with δ = 10−8 and ε

above or equal to 10−1.5

5.4.2 Open challenges: a priori sketch design

Although the sketch serves as a general-purpose synopsis of the dataset,
at least some a priori knowledge about the data distribution and/or the
target task is required when designing the sketch feature map Φ and other
hyper-parameters of our method, as already mentioned in Subsec. 5.2.3.

Sketch size Because the noise level depends on the sketch size m, the
design of a sketching procedure becomes delicate since overestimating m
decreases the performance, unlike in the non-private case where increas-
ing m usually only helps. As an illustration of this fact, consider the nu-
merical experiment represented Fig. 5.5 (top row), where we estimate the
relative SSE (RSSE)14 achieved by compressive k-means (CKM) from the
ε-DP sketch as a function of its size m.

As expected, in the non-private setting the SSE decreases monotonically

14The relative SSE is the ratio between the SSE obtained by the considered method, and that
of Lloyd’s standard kmeans algorithm, which is not private nor compressive.
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with m. However, when ε < ∞ and n is moderate, increasing m (and thus
the noise, which is proportional to m according to Lemma 5.14) results in a
worse SSE at some point. This phenomenon is more pronounced when the
privacy constraints are higher, i.e. a smaller ε induces a smaller range of
"optimal" values for the sketch size. There is thus a trade-off to make be-
tween revealing enough information for CKM to succeed (m large enough)
and not revealing too much information, such that the noise needed to en-
sure the privacy guarantee is not too penalizing, this trade-off being more
difficult in the high privacy regime. As explained in [CSH+21], this can be
understood with the NSR criterion, which can thus guide the choice of the
sketch size.

As shown on Fig. 5.5 (bottom), relaxing the privacy constraint to allow
δ > 0 mitigates the impact of m on the noise to add (recall from theo-
rem 5.16 that the noise is then proportional to

√
m instead of m), even for

smaller values of n. This relaxation has the clear advantage of improving
the utility for similar values of n and ε even for small δ, and also facilitates
the choice of m, as good utilities can be reached on a wider range of sketch
sizes.

Sketch scale Another crucial point is the choice of the frequencies dis-
tribution (i.e., the distribution that generates Ω). Even when the general
shape of the frequency distribution is selected and only a single scale pa-
rameter σ has to be pinned down (σ essentially controls the scale at which
we can detect individual clusters), estimating an appropriate value for it is
not straightforward. This might be a limitation to using sketching in prac-
tice but, on the other hand, any heuristic that could be developed in the
future to estimate σ should be easy to make private as it releases a single
scalar value.

5.5 Conclusion

We have proposed and analyzed a sketching mechanism that is able to
guarantee the differential privacy of the data contributors. Intuitively, our
approach takes advantage of the synergy between compressive learning
(which aims at solving a given task from only a small sketch vector as
opposed to the entire data distribution) and the need in privacy-preserving
machine learning to reveal as little information as possible while still being
able to solve a given task.
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Numerical experiments suggest that, for k-means and GMM, this ap-
proach competes favorably with state-of-the-art alternatives. We expect
that compressive learning will be extended to more learning tasks in fu-
ture works (some possibilities will be explored in the next chapter); the
private sketching framework presented here would be directly transfer-
able to those new algorithms, although the sketch sensitivity would have
to be re-computed for novel feature functions Φ. The true potential of pri-
vate sketching will depend on how well the general field of compressive
learning will be able to answer this challenge in the coming years. Those
perspectives are further discussed in Chapter 7.
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6
Extensions to novel tasks

SO FAR, compressive learning is restricted to a rather limited set of
tasks; e.g., we mainly focused on k-means and GMM in Chapters 4
and 5, although a few other tasks (PCA, ICA, ...) were discussed

in Section 2.5. There is thus a strong interest in being able to extend this
framework to novel tasks. This chapter presents two proof-of-concepts of
such extensions—namely, for classification and generative network fitting—
as well as a generic compressive learning "debugging" methodology, po-
tentially useful to the research of any compressive learning method.

Remark 6.1. Note that the extensions presented here are tentative (not ma-
ture), and have in particular been mainly validated only on toy example
datasets. After some hesitation, those contributions were still added to
this thesis manuscript for the two following reasons: (i) they can serve as
baseline and/or starting point for more advanced CL methods, and (ii) they
serve as support to discuss some of their limitations, which prevented us from
going further in their analysis. Both of those elements seem useful to make
progress in the field.

More specifically, Section 6.1 presents a compressive classification base-
line, built on the idea of constructing one sketch per class. It also quickly in-
troduces a sketch feature map Φ based on random neural networks, which
is used to build a basic sketched image recognition scheme. This work was
presented at the iTWIST’18 workshop [SJ18a].
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In Section 6.2, we discuss the possibility to compressively learn genera-
tive networks, by drawing a connection with a strategy known as MMD-
GAN [LSZ15]. It was presented at the ESANN’20 conference [SJ20b].

Finally, in Section 6.3 we present a generic methodology to "debug"
compressive learning methods. Indeed, one difficulty in researching CL
is that, when a given scheme does not show empirical success, it is hard to
tell if this failure is to be blamed on the sketching phase (i.e., the choice of
the random features which are averaged), learning phase (i.e., the heuristic
algorithm that extracts parameters from this sketch), or if the problem is
simply not solvable in a compressive manner. The purpose of this prag-
matic method is to differentiate between those three situations, an insight
which should be useful for the design of any compressive learning scheme
(and in particular, when extending CL to new tasks). This work was pre-
sented at the iTWIST’20 workshop [SJ20c].

6.1 Compressive Classification

So far, CL mainly focused on unsupervised ML tasks (cfr. Subsection 2.1.5),
where learning examples don’t belong to a (known) class. We propose a
simple baseline to extend CL to supervised ML tasks by proposing (in Sub-
sec. 6.1.2) and experimentally validating (in Subsec. 6.1.3) a first simple
compressive classification method using only a sketch of the labeled dataset
(Fig. 6.1). We also introduce a sketch feature function leveraging a ran-
dom convolutional neural network to better capture information in im-
ages. While not as accurate as ML methods learning from the full dataset,
this compressive classification scheme still attains nontrivial accuracy lev-
els considering its unlearned nature. Our method also enjoys a nice geomet-
ric interpretation, i.e., Maximum A Posteriori classification performed in
the Reproducible Kernel Hilbert Space associated with the sketch.

6.1.1 Preliminaries

(Unsupervised) Compressive Learning For convenience, we recall here
the notations and concepts from CL that will be relevant for this section.
Unsupervised ML usually amount to estimate parameters of a true data
distribution P0, from a dataset X = {xi ∼i.i.d. P0}n

i=1 ⊂ Rd of examples—
associated to an empirical distribution P̂X = 1

n ∑xi∈X δxi , with δu the Dirac
measure at u. In CL, a dataset sketch zX serves as a proxy for the true distri-
bution sketch A(P0), where the map A is a linear embedding of the proba-
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bility distribution P0 into the lower-dimensional space Cm:

A(P0) := Ex∼P0 Φ(x) ' zX := A(P̂X ) = 1
n ∑xi∈X Φ(xi), (6.1)

where Φ : Rd → Cm is a (typically) random nonlinear feature map. This
map defines a positive definite kernel κ(u, v) := E〈Φ(u), Φ(v)〉, and κ

in turn provides a Reproducible Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) Hκ to em-
bed distributions (see Subsec. 2.1.3). As can be understood in light of Sec-
tion 2.4, A indirectly maps P to its mean map κ(·,P) := Ex∼P κ(·, x) ∈
Hκ [Aro50, SGSS07, S+10]. Typical CL methods [KTTG17, KBGP18] use
Random Fourier Features [RR08] as map Φ, defined by

ΦRFF(x) =
[
exp(i ω>j x)

]m

j=1
with ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ. (6.2)

The induced kernel κ is then shift-invariant and the Fourier transform of
the distribution Λ, i.e., κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x− x′) := (FΛ)(x− x′) [Rud62]. CL
is promising because the sketch zX (ideally) retains sufficient information
to solve the task at hand whenever its size m exceeds some value inde-
pendent on the number of examples n, yielding algorithms that scale well
when n increases.

Random Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) Shift-invariant kernels
are not that relevant when dealing with images: for example, they are sen-
sitive (more precisely, "not invariant") to simple image perturbations such
as translations, rotations, or re-scaling. Recent studies have shown that
the last layer of a randomly weighted (convolutional) neural network CNN
(combining convolutions with random weights, nonlinear activations, and
pooling operations) captures surprisingly meaningful image features [CS09,
GSB16,RT19]. We thus propose to use the feature map ΦCNN(x) = CNN(x) ∈
Rm as sketch map Φ for images. The associated kernel κ is (for a fully con-
nected network) an arc-cosine kernel, that surpasses shift-invariant kernels
for solving image classification tasks with kernel methods [CS09].

6.1.2 Compressive learning classification

Our scheme (Fig. 6.1) consists of two sequential stages.

Observation phase Supervised classification infers a mathematical model
from a labeled dataset X := {(xi, yi)}n

i=1 where each signal xi ∈ Rd be-
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Fig. 6.1 Observation phase: we summarize the dataset X as the K class
sketches zXk : the class average of non-linear maps zxi = Φ(xi) of the ex-
amples xi. Classification phase: a new sample x′ gets assigned to the class
label k∗ that maximizes the correlation between its sketch zx′ and the stored
class sketches; this can be interpreted as MAP classification in a RKHSHκ .

longs to a class Ck (out of K different classes), as designated by its class label
yi ∈ [K]. Denoting pk := P(x ∈ Ck) = P(y = k), the signals are assumed
drawn from an unknown distribution P :

xi ∼i.i.d. P = ∑K
k=1 pk p(x| x ∈ Ck) = ∑k pkPk(x), (6.3)

where Pk(x) := p(x| x ∈ Ck) is the probability density of x conditioned on
the class k. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1(top), our supervised compressive learning
framework considers that X is not explicitly available but compressed as a
collection of K class sketches zXk defined as:

zXk = A(P̂Xk ) =
1
nk

∑xi∈Xk
Φ(xi) where Xk := {xi | xi ∈ Ck}. (6.4)

We can also require approximated a priori class probabilities p̂k, e.g., p̂k =
nk
n if we count the class occurrences nk = |Xk|, or setting an uniform prior
p̂k =

1
K otherwise.

Classification phase Under (6.3), the optimal classifier (i.e., in the sense
that it minimizes the error probability) for a test example x′ is the Maxi-
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mum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator kMAP := arg maxk pkPk(x′); in practice,
Pk is generally hard to estimate. In our CL framework, we classify x′ from
zXk and p̂k only (Fig. 3.1, bottom): we acquire its sketch zx′ = Φ(x′) and
maximize the correlation with the class sketch weighted by p̂k, i.e., we as-
sign to x′ the label

k∗ := arg maxk p̂k〈zx′ , zXk 〉 (6.5)

Note that this "Compressive Classifier" (CC) does not require parameter
tuning (the choice of Φ being rather a hyper-parameter). Interestingly, un-
der a few approximations, this procedure can be seen as a MAP estimator
in the RKHS Hκ . Indeed, we first note that if m is large, the law of large
numbers (LLN) provides the kernel approximation:

〈Φ(u), Φ(v)〉 ' κ(u, v), ∀u, v ∈ Rd. (6.6)

Assuming nk is also large, another use of the LLN gives the mean map ap-
proximation: we have both p̂k ' pk and (using the kernel approximation)

〈zu, zXk 〉 = 1
nk

∑xi∈Xk
〈Φ(u), Φ(xi)〉 ' 1

nk
∑xi∈Xk

κ(u, xi)

' Ex∼Pk κ(u, x) =: κ(u,Pk) ∀u ∈ Rd. (6.7)

Consequently, plugging the kernel approximation (6.6) and mean map ap-
proximation (6.7) into (6.5), we have that

k∗ ' arg maxk pk κ(x′,Pk). (6.8)

In other words, we replace Pk in the MAP estimator by its Mean Map
κ(·,Pk)—its embedding in Hκ—such that CC computes a MAP estimation
inside the RKHS Hκ . In all generality κ(·,Pk) is not a probability density
function, but can be interpreted as a smoothing of Pk by convolution with
κ∆(u) := κ(u, 0) if κ is a properly scaled shift-invariant kernel. Alterna-
tively, (6.8) can be seen as a Parzen-windows classifier—a nonparametric
Support Vector Machine (without weights learning)—evaluated compres-
sively thanks to the sketch [DH+73, SSB+02].

6.1.3 Experimental proof of concept

Synthetic datasets We build two datasets that are not linearly separa-
ble (Fig. 6.2 left), and sketch them using Φ = ΦRFF with Λ ∼ N (0, σ−2 Id),

which corresponds to a Gaussian kernel κ(u, v) = exp(− ‖u−v‖2

2σ2 ). As shown
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Fig. 6.2 Left: synthetic 2-d datasets of n = 104 examples from K = 3
equiprobable classes, separated into 2/3 for "training" (observation phase)
and 1/3 for testing (classification phase). Right: testing accuracy (average
over 10 trials) of our compressive classification method for different values
of σ (noted var) and increasing m (solid), compared to MAP classification
(dashed).

Fig. 6.2 (right), the test accuracy of CC improves with m until reaching—
when the kernel approximation is good enough—a constant floor depend-
ing on the compatibility between κ and P . Accuracy is almost optimal
when κ is close to the constituents of P (e.g., 1st dataset, σ = 0.1), but de-
grades when the kernel scale and/or shape mismatches the data clusters
(e.g., 1st dataset, σ = 10; or 2nd dataset). CC thus reaches good accuracy
provided m is large enough (note that in our examples, this value might be
quite high) and κ is well adapted to the task.

Standard datasets We also test CC on some well-known “real-life” datasets
from the UCI ML Repository [AN07]. Table 6.1 compares the error rates of
CC and kernel SVM, a fully learned approach (see Section 2.1). Although
worse than SVM, CC is surprisingly accurate considering its compressive
nature, low computational cost (especially when m = 50), and the fact that
κ is a standard, non-tuned kernel.
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n d K SVM m = 50 m = 1000

2.00 6.51± 1.81 5.51± 1.23
Iris 150 4 3

4.00 8.22± 3.25 6.18± 2.40

0.84 4.56± 2.34 2.43± 0.72
Wine 178 13 3

1.69 13.75± 4.09 8.19± 1.29

3.67 7.00± 1.40 3.93± 0.39
Breast cancer 569 30 2

2.13 9.22± 2.33 6.23± 0.69

21.03 23.88± 4.37 23.11± 1.05
Adult (3 attr.) 30718 3 2

21.06 36.09± 6.67 35.04± 1.63

Table 6.1 Standard datasets: train set (gray) and test set (black and bold)
average error rates ± standard deviation (in %, 100 repetitions), for SVM
and CC with m ∈ {50, 1000}, and with σ = 2 arbitrarily set (data re-scaled
inside [−1,+1]n).

Image classification We also considerimage classification datasets: hand-
written digit recognition (MNIST) and vehicle/animal recognition (CIFAR-
10). Here, we use Φ = ΦCNN (the default architecture provided by [VLB18]
with random initialization), which yielded better accuracy than ΦRFF (not
reported here). We compare this CC scheme with the same CNN archi-
tecture equipped with an additional classification layer, with all weights
learned in one pass over X (for a somewhat fair comparison). Again CC is
outperformed by the learned approach, but still achieves reasonable, non-
trivial accuracy (although the error rate is still relatively high on CIFAR-
10).

n d CNN m = 250 m = 5000

60000 1.60± 0.12 17.73± 1.43 16.60± 1.54
MNIST

10000
28× 28× 1

1.63± 0.11 16.83± 1.39 15.80± 1.61

50000 39.08± 1.48 71.76± 1.85 72.83± 2.00
CIFAR10

10000
32× 32× 3

40.28± 1.36 71.12± 1.72 72.02± 1.85

Table 6.2 Image datasets: train (gray) and test (black, bold) average error
rates ± standard deviation (in %, 10 repetitions), for CNN and CC with
m ∈ {250, 5000}.
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6.1.4 Discussion

Our compressive classification method is quite simple, as it requires no train-
ing, but only to compute the class sketches (accumulated random nonlin-
ear features Φ(·) of the learning examples). This classifier is also relatively
cheap to evaluate, and has an interesting interpretation: a MAP estima-
tor inside the RKHS Hκ associated with the kernel κ defined by Φ. Our
preliminary experimental results are an encouraging proof of concept, but
indicate room for improvement if the mapping Φ (and the associated ker-
nel κ) are adapted to the true data distribution; for example, image clas-
sification accuracy improves when Φ is a random CNN (which defines a
shift-variant κ).

However, this scheme presents crucial limitations, the main one being
that the choice of the feature map Φ (or equivalently, of the associated ker-
nel κ) is quite difficult. Intuitively, κ should be such that the mean maps
κ(·,Pk) ∈ Hκ of different classes k are "well separated" (ideally, as much
separated as the initial, unknown densities Pk). It is not at all obvious that
such a kernel even exists (and if this is not the case, this would severely
limit the performance of even the best possible CC scheme), let alone that
an efficient feature map Φ (e.g., of low dimension m) can be tuned easily in
practice. Moreover, a last drawback is that the idea to have one sketch per
class can be costly as the number of classes grow, and is not generalizable
to the regression problem.

6.2 Compressive Learning of Generative Networks

Generative networks implicitly approximate complex densities from their
sampling with impressive accuracy. However, because of the enormous
scale of modern datasets, this training process is often computationally
expensive. In this section, we cast generative network training into the
framework of compressive learning, which has the potential to reduce the
computational burden on large-scale datasets. In particular, we propose a
cost function to guide the network’s parameters, which approximates the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy metric, but requires only this sketch, which
makes it time- and memory-efficient to optimize.

6.2.1 Motivation

Generative networks (GNs) received a significant amount of interest for their
ability to embed data-driven priors in general applications, e.g., for solving
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inverse problems such as super-resolution, deconvolution, inpainting, or
compressive sensing to name a few [B+17, M+17, RC+17, L+18]. As fur-
ther explained in Subsection 6.2.2, GNs are deep neural networks (DNNs)
trained to generate samples that "mimic" those available in a given dataset.
By minimizing some well-crafted cost-function during the training stage,
these networks implicitly learn the probability distribution synthesizing
this dataset (more precisely, one minimizes a divergence between the em-
pirical probability distributions of the training and generated data; see Sec-
tion 2.4). Passing randomly generated low-dimensional inputs through to
the GN then generates new high-dimensional samples.

In generative adversarial networks (GANs) this cost is dictated by a sec-
ond "discriminator" network that classifies real (training) and fake (gener-
ated) examples. The generative and the discriminator networks are learned
simultaneously in a two-player zero-sum game [G+14]. If the discrimina-
tor is perfectly trained, the cost function boils down to the Jensen-Shannon
divergence between the training data and generated data distributions.
While GANs are the golden standard, achieving the state-of-the-art for a
wide variety of tasks, they are notoriously hard to learn due to the need to
balance carefully the training of the two networks.

In contrast, MMD-GNs minimize the simpler Maximum Mean Discrep-
ancy (MMD) cost function [LSZ15,D+15], i.e., a "kernelized" distance mea-
suring the similarity of generated and real samples. Although training
MMD-GNs is conceptually simpler than GANs—we can resort to straight-
forward gradient descent-based solvers (e.g., stochastic gradient descent)—
its computational complexity scales poorly with large-scale datasets: each
iteration necessitates numerous (typically of the order of thousands) ac-
cesses to the whole dataset. This severely limits the practical use of MMD-
GNs, as argued in [A+17].

This work proposes and assesses the potential of sketching to "com-
pressively learn" such deep generative networks (MMD-GNs) with greatly
reduced computational cost (see Fig. 6.3). By defining a cost function and
practical learning scheme, our approach serves as a prototype for compres-
sively learning general generative models from sketches. The effectiveness
of this scheme is tested on toy examples.

6.2.2 Preliminaries

Given some space Σ ⊂ Rd, we assimilate any dataset X = {xi}n
i=1 ⊂

Σ with n samples to a discrete probability measure P̂X , i.e., an empirical
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Sketching

P✓
<latexit sha1_base64="len1DRdGt7huCRo9IWOwfRCtFdc=">AAAB/HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgKiRtY10W3bisYB/QljCZTtqhkwczN0IJ9VfcuFDErR/izr9x0lZQ0QMDh3Pu5Z45fiK4Atv+MApr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v6BeXjUUXEqKWvTWMSy5xPFBI9YGzgI1kskI6EvWNefXuV+945JxePoFmYJG4ZkHPGAUwJa8szyICQwoUTglpcNYMKAzD2zYlsNt1ZtVLFtOec123VyUq036i52LHuBClqh5Znvg1FM05BFQAVRqu/YCQwzIoFTwealQapYQuiUjFlf04iETA2zRfg5PtXKCAex1C8CvFC/b2QkVGoW+noyj6p+e7n4l9dPIbgYZjxKUmARXR4KUoEhxnkTeMQloyBmmhAquc6K6YRIQkH3VdIlfP0U/086VcupWe5NvdK8XNVRRMfoBJ0hBzVQE12jFmojimboAT2hZ+PeeDRejNflaMFY7ZTRDxhvnyiylSA=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="bwIXQVATSCxXppUQh/noUDMfH/o=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZkq6LLqxmUF+8B2KJn0ThuayQxJRiilf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6zfzWEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZUeuxE1Q0YFue6Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE6L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8ySzwlp1bpkzBW9klDZurvjQmNtB5HgZ3MEupFLxP/8zqpCa/8CZdJalCy+UdhKoiJSXY+6XOFzIixJZQpbrMSNqSKMmNLKtoSvMWTl0mzWvHOK9X7i3LtJq+jAMdwAmfgwSXU4A7q0AAGEp7hFd4c7bw4787HfHTFyXeO4A+czx8A6pB5</latexit>

Dataset

GNbPZ<latexit sha1_base64="kcvi7lgZYVJ+mDVY6QjNLhlwaeU=">AAACAXicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSyCq5CkrXFZdOOygn1gU8pkMmmHTh7MTJQS4sZfceNCEbf+hTv/xklbQUUPXDiccy/33uMljAppmh/awuLS8spqaa28vrG5ta3v7LZFnHJMWjhmMe96SBBGI9KSVDLSTThBocdIxxufF37nhnBB4+hKThLSD9EwogHFSCppoO+7t9QnIyQzN0RyhBGDzXyQXecDvWIaTr1qOzY0Deukatatgtg1p1aHlmFOUQFzNAf6u+vHOA1JJDFDQvQsM5H9DHFJMSN52U0FSRAeoyHpKRqhkIh+Nv0gh0dK8WEQc1WRhFP1+0SGQiEmoac6izPFb68Q//J6qQxO+xmNklSSCM8WBSmDMoZFHNCnnGDJJoogzKm6FeIR4ghLFVpZhfD1KfyftG3Dqhr2Za3SOJvHUQIH4BAcAws4oAEuQBO0AAZ34AE8gWftXnvUXrTXWeuCNp/ZAz+gvX0CSueXcQ==</latexit>

Latent space

G✓
<latexit sha1_base64="hMjPPrjVhJCWHJIlFkq/WFtnYic=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiRV0GXRhS4r2Ac0IUymk3bo5MHMjRBC/RU3LhRx64e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cPxFcgWV9G5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APDzqqTiVlHVpLGI58IligkesCxwEGySSkdAXrO9Pbwq//8ik4nH0AFnC3JCMIx5wSkBLnll3QgITSgS+9XIHJgzIzDMbVtOaA68SuyQNVKLjmV/OKKZpyCKggig1tK0E3JxI4FSwWc1JFUsInZIxG2oakZApN5+Hn+FTrYxwEEv9IsBz9fdGTkKlstDXk0VUtewV4n/eMIXgys15lKTAIro4FKQCQ4yLJvCIS0ZBZJoQKrnOiumESEJB91XTJdjLX14lvVbTPm+27i8a7euyjio6RifoDNnoErXRHeqgLqIoQ8/oFb0ZT8aL8W58LEYrRrlTR39gfP4Au4yU0w==</latexit>

Empirical  
distribution

Sampling

Sketching

A
<latexit sha1_base64="bwIXQVATSCxXppUQh/noUDMfH/o=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZkq6LLqxmUF+8B2KJn0ThuayQxJRiilf+HGhSJu/Rt3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6zfzWEyrNY/lgxgn6ER1IHnJGjZUeuxE1Q0YFue6Vym7FnYEsEy8nZchR75W+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5ifEnVBnOBE6L3VRjQtmIDrBjqaQRan8ySzwlp1bpkzBW9klDZurvjQmNtB5HgZ3MEupFLxP/8zqpCa/8CZdJalCy+UdhKoiJSXY+6XOFzIixJZQpbrMSNqSKMmNLKtoSvMWTl0mzWvHOK9X7i3LtJq+jAMdwAmfgwSXU4A7q0AAGEp7hFd4c7bw4787HfHTFyXeO4A+czx8A6pB5</latexit>

✓⇤ 2 arg min
✓

D( || )
<latexit sha1_base64="WkBd8RrCLP7ErkuxAbQUwe4ZCQM=">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</latexit>

bP✓
<latexit sha1_base64="FyfHC/GQsu734QVf9+WxGrITCw4=">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</latexit>

Generated  
samples

✓⇤ 2 arg min
✓

kzX � A( bP✓)k2
2

<latexit sha1_base64="NnoDdjl3QbxIYTcDZnJnvvyOjH8=">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</latexit>

A( bP✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="c2u8oLa36e24p0HCZemjWHG6Y34=">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</latexit>

MMD-GN
<latexit sha1_base64="7bg1Oh15Qb0UmzIpHFs4iAlz71g=">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</latexit>

CL-GN
<latexit sha1_base64="46cAniPLKwj1c7c1HCtW/Y2Kr/M=">AAAKR3iclVbdbhw1FJ6Uv+7yl4K4gZsJq0gFLavMQgU3SC1pBZVKGkKSVl1vVp4Z76wbj21szyaRZYmn4RZeg0fgKbhDXHLsnSS7sxkQI/n4jL/veI7PObYnlYxqs7Pzx8atV1597fU3bne6b7719jvvbt5571iLSmXkKBNMqOcp1oRRTo4MNYw8l4rgMmXkWXq66/Fnc6I0FfzQXEgyLnHB6ZRm2MDQZPNDVPGcKG9ukSHnRmd298ln3+45N9ns7Qx2whOvK0mt9KL62Z/c6XyAcpFVJeEmY1jrUbIjzdhiZWjGiOuiShOJs1NckBGoHJdEj21YhIu3YSSPp0JB4yYOo93tZRP8hcSSqH58RnMz+/peVo5tQURJjLoA+7jimSj9x8Ms2QzzgvIilmC7MOkiTSBCvDAziyRWFJbOjbPgpbfnIl6MLDtqcan1RZkCocRmppuYH7wJG1Vm+tXYUi4rQ3i2WN+0YrERsU9EnFNFMsMuQMGZohAi77LCmYF0dbuIkzO/HMxzi7hQpcynzqKMxXtuHdRFjU2sRaqM4b2PMJMz7BpsUCRzwDIQ4yaYpoIT5/v4sYtXsSJAdZGYC0biu2gLTcFhO7GofzJ0zp4gSR3a+uTEIh0QULYSGHF2Anjzc/S/5vTTwazD/zHnKZYSh3AEbQITnVyGZI18kKZA9LlLU3vQRHUm3Wg4tohBJYFvvaQf94YxUuG1Qd5bngp2TyN6L5bhF/WXzIwIRUpb984e1sr2SENtwAYdr/ByMqWc+nFnH17rKxyphBS6Ju0vvaywMqEEYxj2jd29UlcYjIDnzj4J3QoCDatTZw8WfWOhlM/dKIGghVwlzvaSZlzNJWcp8Sv0Zh5owV1d115F/QbhUNWxVaU9bFpX+TWYr+UlpfwM8EouNkuz5q9ggyuYV5FllJGfXJAaCsSswUWAi2t4GXzkF1SXw6O1FUPe0iXCfiA8JHCoKvI9jD2FYxAboayvRUhFkC2MOeywOcnaYAOxg9aCZgJSZYNsYWg4P60eoC0zcOhcw+lHfBRv5B5j+JgXLfiPT52F1oIyCTvEixacUsi0Fy34rpj7ap+3ugcHMZwbQbYwYHOdOxtkO+NlYLxsYzy+rMdc26Q1r7mAxXrRFnZFnfWivS5CWbTjucfzfwtGGYLR7kIlJfjg5Y2MTy3CqigpOFL3bbQHNe3BJW31Tro6OBvIVNeInjZtPJIKlvubW7DmFchquww3IepvP1LKmaUDMnD9uHkikOKSQAZFIDRwg9kVw8SYDcKPVNL8bVpXjoeD5PPBvR+Gvfvf1L9Ut6OPoo+ju1ESfRndj76L9qOjKIt+jn6Jfo1+6/ze+bPzV+fvBfXWRm3zfrTydDf+AY1T2xI=</latexit>

Pz
<latexit sha1_base64="mVu5JB+MBJFBCW953jSg/gYB59U=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgapixTmt3RTcuK9gHtGPJpGkbmnmQZJQ69D/cuFDErf/izr8xM62gogcCh3Pu5Z4cL+JMKsv6MHJLyyura/n1wsbm1vZOcXevJcNYENokIQ9Fx8OSchbQpmKK004kKPY9Ttve5CL127dUSBYG12oaUdfHo4ANGcFKSzc9H6sxwRw1+sn9rF8sWWalZldrZWSZVs12HCcj1UrFQbZpZSjBAo1+8b03CEns00ARjqXs2lak3AQLxQins0IvljTCZIJHtKtpgH0q3SRLPUNHWhmgYSj0CxTK1O8bCfalnPqenkxTyt9eKv7ldWM1PHMTFkSxogGZHxrGHKkQpRWgAROUKD7VBBPBdFZExlhgonRRBV3C10/R/6R1Ytpl07k6LdXPF3Xk4QAO4RhsqEIdLqEBTSAg4AGe4Nm4Mx6NF+N1PpozFjv78APG2ycFRJLh</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="GgtoA6Vvo9xS4DQeA9gz00mRTAo=">AAACCnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU16tJNtBVclaSgbRdC0Y3LCvYBnaFk0kwbmnmQZMQydO3GX3HjQhG3foE7/8ZMW0FFL4QczrmXe+7xYsGVRujDWlhcWl5Zza3l1zc2t7btnd2WihJJWZNGIpIdjygmeMiammvBOrFkJPAEa3uji0xv3zCpeBRe63HM3IAMQu5zSrShevZB0QmIHlIiYAeeOanjRaKvxoH54G2PO5Nizy6gEkIIYwwzgCunyIBarVrGVYgzyVQBzKvRs9+dfkSTgIWaCqJUF6NYuymRmlPBJnknUSwmdEQGrGtgSAKm3HR6ygQeGaYP/UiaF2o4Zb9PpCRQmT3TmflWv7WM/EvrJtqvuikP40SzkM4W+YmAOoJZLrDPJaNajA0gVHLjFdIhkYRqk17ehPB1KfwftMolfFJCV+VC/XweRw7sg0NwDDCogDq4BA3QBBTcgQfwBJ6te+vRerFeZ60L1nxmD/wo6+0TdfyaIw==</latexit>X = {xi}
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Fig. 6.3 General overview of our approach. The moment matching of
MMD-GNs is replaced by sketching both X and the sampling P̂θ . This
compressive learning approach of GNs (that we call CL-GN) is allowed by
relating the RFF frequency distribution Λ to the MMD kernel κ.

estimate for the probability distribution P0 generating X . Said differently,
xi ∼i.i.d. P0 and P̂X := 1

|X | ∑n
i=1 δxi , where δc is the Dirac measure at c ∈ Σ.

Compressive Learning As usual, we find it useful to recall the concepts
from CL we will need. In this section, we focus on the sketch operator
induced by random Fourier features Φ(x) := 1√

m exp(iΩ>x), i.e.,

A(P) := Ex∼P Φ(x) = 1√
m

[
Ex∼P exp

(
iω>j x

)]m

j=1
,

which embeds the probability measure P into the low-dimensional do-
main Cm. The matrix Ω := (ω1, · · · , ωm) ∈ Rd×m is randomly gener-
ated by drawing m frequencies ωj ∼i.i.d. Λ, where Λ = Fκ∆ is the Fourier
transform of some shift-invariant kernel κ(x, x′) = κ∆(x− x′). For large val-
ues of n, we expect that sketch of the dataset zX approaches that of the data
distribution

A(P0) ≈ zX := A(P̂X ) = 1
n ∑n

i=1 Φ(xi) ∈ Cm. (6.9)

Usually, CL aims at learning, from only the sketch zX , an approxima-
tion Pθ for the density P0, parametrized by θ ∈ Θ. For example, θ collects
the position of the K centroids for compressive K-means, and the weights,
centers and covariances of different Gaussians for compressive Gaussian
mixtures fitting. This is achieved by solving the following density fitting
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("sketch matching") problem:

θ∗ ∈ arg min
θ
‖zX −A(Pθ)‖2

2 s.t. θ ∈ Θ. (6.10)

For large values of m, the cost in (6.10) estimates a metric Dκ between P̂X
and Pθ, called the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [GBR+12], that is
kernelized by κ, i.e., writing κ(P ,Q) := Ex∼P ,y∼Q κ(x, y), the MMD reads

D2
κ(P ,Q) := κ(P ,P) + κ(Q,Q)− 2κ(P ,Q). (6.11)

Using Bochner’s theorem, we can indeed rewrite (6.11) as

‖A(P̂X )−A(Pθ)‖2
2 = 1

m ∑m
j=1
∣∣Ex∼P̂X eiω>j x −Ey∼Pθ

eiω>j y∣∣2

' Eω∼Λ
∣∣Ex∼P̂X eiω>x −Ey∼Pθ

eiω>y
∣∣2 = D2

κ(P̂X ,Pθ). (6.12)

Provided Λ is supported on Rd, Dκ(P ,Q) = 0 if and only if P = Q [S+10].
Thus, minimizing (6.10) accurately estimates P̂X from Pθ∗ if m is large
compared to the complexity of the model; e.g., in compressive K-means,
CL requires experimentally m = O(Kd) to learn the centroids of K clusters
in Rd.

The non-convex sketch matching problem (6.10) is generally solved
with greedy heuristics (e.g., CL-OMPR [KBGP18]). As they require a closed-
form expression of A(Pθ) and the Jacobian ∇θA(Pθ), CL has so far be
limited to cases where Pθ is explicitly available and easy to manipulate.

Generative networks In order to generate realistic data samples, a gener-
ative network Gθ∗ : Σz → Σ (which follows some DNN architecture) with
weights θ∗ ∈ Rdθ is trained as follows. Given some weights configuration
θ ∈ Θ, we compute the synthetic empirical distribution

P̂θ := Gθ(P̂Z) =
1
n′ ∑n′

i=1 Gθ(zi),

obtained by n′ inputs Z = {zi}n′
i=1 randomly drawn in a low-dimensional

latent space Σz ⊂ Rp from a "simple" distribution Pz, e.g., zi ∼i.i.d. N (0, Ip).
By design, P̂θ is related to sampling the pushforward distribution of Pz by
Gθ. The parameter θ∗ is then fit to the dataset, in order to ensure that P̂θ∗ ≈
P̂X . While several divergences have been proposed to quantify this objec-
tive, we focus here on minimizing the MMD metric D2

κ(P̂X , P̂θ) [LSZ15,
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D+15]. Using (6.11) and discarding constant terms, we get the MMD-GN
fitting problem:

θ∗ = arg minθ ∑zi ,zj∈Z κ(Gθ(zi),Gθ(zj))− 2 ∑xi∈X ,zj∈Z κ(xi,Gθ(zj)).
(6.13)

Li et al. called this approach generative moment matching [Hal05] net-
works, as minimizing (6.11) amounts to matching all the (infinite) moments
of P and Q in the feature space associated to κ (see Fig. 6.3).

If κ is differentiable, gradient descent-based methods can be used to
solve (6.13), using back-propagation to compute the gradients of Gθ. How-
ever, for n true samples and n′ generated samples (or a batch-size), each
evaluation of D2

κ(P̂X , P̂θ) (and its gradient) requires O(nn′ + n′2) com-
putations. Training MMD-GNs, while conceptually simpler than training
GANs, is much slower due to all the pairwise evaluations of the kernel
required at each iteration—especially for modern large-size datasets.

6.2.3 Compressive Learning of Generative Networks

In this work, given a dataset X , we propose to learn a generative network
Gθ using only the sketch zX = A(P̂X ) defined in (6.9) (see Fig. 6.3). For
this, given n′ samples Z = {zi ∼ Pz}n′

i=1, we solve a generative network
sketch matching problem that selects θ∗ = arg minθL(θ; zX ) with

L(θ; zX ) :=
∥∥A(P̂X )−A

(
Gθ(P̂Z)

)∥∥2
2 =

∥∥zX − 1
n′ ∑n′

i=1 Φ
(
Gθ(zi))

∥∥2
2.

(6.14)

From (6.12), we reach L(θ; zX ) ' D2
κ(P̂X ,Gθ(P̂Z)) for large values of

m, as established from the link relating κ and Λ. Compared to the exact
MMD in (6.13), L(θ; zX ) is, however, much easier to optimize. Once the
dataset sketch zX has been pre-computed (in one single pass over X , pos-
sibly in parallel), we only need to compute A(Gθ(P̂Z)) (i.e., by computing
n′ contributions zi → Φ(Gθ(zi)) by feed-forward, before averaging them)
to compute the Euclidean distance between both quantities. In short, we
access X only once then discard it, and evaluating the cost has complexity
O(n′), i.e., potentially1 much smaller than O(nn′ + n′2), the complexity of
the exact MMD (6.13).

Equally importantly, the gradient∇θL(θ; zX ) is easily computed. With

1Depending on the sketch size m.
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the residual r := zX − 1
n′ ∑n′

i=1 Φ(Gθ(zi)) and rH its conjugate transpose,

∇θL(θ; zX ) = −2 · 1
n′ ∑n′

i=1 <
[
rH( ∂Φ(u)

∂u

∣∣
u=Gθ(zi)

· ∂Gθ(zi)
∂θ

)]
. (6.15)

Above, ∂Φ(u)
∂u = i√

m diag (eiΩ>u)Ω is the m× d Jacobian matrix listing the
partial derivatives of the m sketch entries with respect to the d dimension
of u ∈ Σ, which is evaluated at the generated samples Gθ(zi). The last
term ∂Gθ(zi)

∂θ ∈ Rd×dθ is computed by the back-propagation algorithm as
it contains the derivative of the network output Gθ(zi) (for zi fixed) with
respect to the parameters θ ∈ Rdθ . Algorithmically, the feature function Φ
amounts to an extra layer on top of the GN, with fixed weights Ω and ac-
tivation t 7→ exp(it). We can then plug those expressions in any gradient-
based optimisation solver2.

6.2.4 Experiments

For this preliminary work, we visually illustrate the soundness of minimiz-
ing (6.14) by considering three 2-D synthetic datasets made of n = 105 sam-
ples (see the top row of Fig. 6.4): (i) a 2-D spiral {(ri, φi)}n

i=1, with φi ∼i.i.d.

U ([0, 2π)) and ri ∼i.i.d.
φi
2π +N (0, σ2

r ), (ii) a Gaussian mixture models of
6 Gaussians, and (iii) samples in a circle, i.e., φi ∼ U ([0, 2π)) and ri ∼
R +N (0, σ2

r ) for R and σr fixed. We learn a GN mapping 10−dimensional
random Gaussian vectors to R2, passing through seven fully connected
hidden layers of 10 units each, activated by a Leaky ReLU function with
slope 0.2. For this simple illustration, we sketch all datasets to a sketch of
size m = n/10 = 104. We found experimentally from a few trials that set-
ting Λ to a folded Gaussian distribution (see [KBGP18]) of scale σ2 = 10−3

is appropriate to draw the m frequencies {ωj}m
j=1. From those sketches,

we then trained our generators according to (6.14), using the keras frame-
work. We fixed the number of generated samples to n′ = 105, which we
split into mini-batches of nb = 1000 samples when computing the gradient.

Fig. 6.4 compares the densities of generated samples and re-generated
samples after the training (from the known densities) through their 2-D
histograms. Note that while the datasets are simplistic, we restricted the
training time to a few minutes and, except for the frequency distribution,

2To boost the evaluations of (6.15), we can split Z into several minibatches Zb of size nb �
n′; (6.15) is then replaced by successive minibatch gradients evaluated on the batches Zb. As
reported for MMD-GNs [LSZ15, D+15], this only works for sufficiently large nb, e.g., nb =
1000 in Sec. 6.2.4.
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Fig. 6.4 Histograms (varying from white to black as the number of sam-
ples increases) of considered datasets (top) and 50000 generated samples,
after training from the sketch (bottom).

no hyper-parameter tuning was performed. Despite a few outliers and
missing probability masses, the visual proximity of the histograms proves
the capacity of our method to learn complex 2-D distributions.

6.2.5 Discussion

We proposed and tested a method that incorporates compressive learning
ideas into generative network training from the Maximum Mean Discrep-
ancy metric. When dealing with large-scale datasets, our approach is po-
tentially orders of magnitude faster than exact MMD-based learning.

However, to embrace higher-dimensional applications (e.g., for image
restorations or large scale inverse problems), future works will need to (i)
devise efficient techniques to adjust the kernel κ (i.e., the frequency distri-
bution Λ for RFF sketches, but other feature maps could also be consid-
ered) to the dataset X , and (ii) determine theoretically the required sketch
size m in function of the dataset distribution P0. As already mentioned
in the discussion of the previous section, it is not fully clear how to deal
with the problem of sketching high-dimensional distributions such as col-
lections of images. As for the required sketch size, this problem certainly
relates to measuring the “complexity” of the true generating density P0,
and to the general open question of why over-parametrized deep neural
networks generalize so well.
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Remark 6.2. In [HAP20] (which was uploaded as a preprint only a few
months after we submitted this work to ESANN), the authors indepen-
dently derived the same CL-GN approach, combined with a differential
privacy-protecting layer (as in Chapter 5). Their experiments also tackle
the generation of simple images (MNIST and fashion-MNIST), which seems
to indicate that the approach presented in this section is indeed applicable
to medium-dimensional data as well.

We conclude this section by an interesting remark on (6.14). While
usual CL requires closed form expressions for A(Pθ) and ∇θA(Pθ), our
GN formalism actually estimates those quantities by Monte-Carlo sam-
pling, i.e., replacing Pθ by P̂θ. This idea could be applied to other CL tasks
where A(Pθ) and/or ∇θA(Pθ) cannot be computed in closed-form.

6.3 When Compressive Learning fails

Compressive learning usually (e.g., compressive k-means or GMM) requires
solving a non-convex optimization problem, hence in practice approximate
heuristics (such as CLOMPR) are used. In this work we explore, by numeri-
cal simulations, properties of this non-convex optimization landscape and
those heuristics.

6.3.1 Motivation

Context In general, the sketch of a distribution P is a linear operator,
constructed as a set of generalized moments A(P) := Ex∼P Φ(x) where
the feature map Φ is typically randomly generated; the sketch of a dataset
is then the empirical average those features. In this work we focus, on the
random Fourier features sketch, associated with the feature map Φ(x) :=
eiΩ>x, i.e., the sketch of the dataset X = {xi}n

i=1 is

z := AΦ

(
1
n ∑n

i=1 δxi

)
= 1

n ∑n
i=1 eiΩ>xi ∈ Cm, (6.16)

where δx is the Dirac measure at x and Ω = (ωj ∈ Rd)m
j=1 is a set of m

“frequencies” generated i.i.d. according to some law Λ. To avoid over-
sampling large frequencies (due to the curse of dimensionality), a good
heuristic [KBGP18] is to set ω = Rϕ, where ϕ ∼ U (Sd−1) is a normed
random direction and R ∼ pR(R; σ) is the norm of ω. In [KBGP18], this
latter distribution is either (FG) a folded Gaussian pR ∝ e−(σR)2

, or (AR)
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the adapted radius distribution defined as pR ∝
(
(σR)2 + (σR)4

4

) 1
2

e−(σR)2
.

In both cases σ is a scale parameter, which should be adjusted to the current
dataset either by prior knowledge or from a fast heuristic (see Sec. 6.3.3).

Learning some target parameters θ from the sketch is then formulated
as an inverse problem, where the "signal" to recover is a density Pθ (see
Section 2.5). More precisely, the model θ̂ estimated from z is found using
the "sketch matching" cost function C,

θ̂ ∈ arg min
θ
C(θ; z) where C(θ; z) := ‖z−A(Pθ)‖2

2. (6.17)

The cost C(θ; z) is non-convex, hence challenging to optimize exactly. In
practice, a heuristic algorithm is used to solve it approximately, i.e., a de-
coder ∆ : z 7→ θ∆ ' arg minθ C(θ; z). For k-means and GMM, the stan-
dard decoder is CLOMPR. It starts from an empty solution and greedily adds
new atoms θ′k (i.e., a single Gaussian or centroid) to the current solution
θ, where new atoms θ′k are found by maximizing the non-convex criterion
〈A(Pθ′k

), z−A(Pθ)〉, starting from a random intial point. To increase the
chances of success, T trials of CLOMPR can be run independently and the so-
lution with the lowest cost is selected, an approach we call CLOMPRxT. This
decoder showed convincing empirical success for both GMM [KBGP18]
and k-means [KTTG17]. For k-means specifically, the CLAMP decoder (Com-
pressive Learning with Approximate Message Parsing) was also been pro-
posed [BCGS19], which allowed to recover the centroids with lower sketch
sizes, but in this work we focus mainly on CLOMPR.

Problem statement Previous works thus observed that compressive learn-
ing (e.g., using CLOMPR) performed well under the right circumstances (e.g.,
when the sketch size m is large enough, and its frequency sampling pattern
Λ is well-chosen). But is it possible to improve the existing CL schemes further?
And if so, how? To perform constructive research on these question, we must first
understand when and why existing compressive learning schemes fail. In this
work, we provide some insights on this question, based on observations
from numerical simulations.

6.3.2 Methodology: CL failure scenarii

In Fig. 6.5, we classify the different outcomes (a) − (e) that are possible
when one runs a compressive learning decoder ∆ on a given sketch z, ar-
ranged by "what could go wrong". If the sketch was poorly designed, then
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<latexit sha1_base64="m3YYfE8Sz9rBk9X6jcDuYLZm2mI=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFclaQKuiy6cVnBPqAJZTKZtkMnkzBzI4RQf8WNC0Xc+iHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3MmdOkAiuwXG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjru6jhVlHVoLGLVD4hmgkvWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumt4Xfe2RK81g+QJYwPyJjyUecEjDS0K55QSxCnUXmyj2YMCCzoV13Gs4ceJW4JamjEu2h/eWFMU0jJoEKovXAdRLwc6KAU8FmVS/VLCF0SsZsYKgkEdN+Pg8/w2dGCfEoVuZIwHP190ZOIl3kM5MRgYle9grxP2+Qwujaz7lMUmCSLh4apQJDjIsmcMgVoyAyQwhV3GTFdEIUoWD6qpoS3OUvr5Jus+FeNJr3l/XWTVlHBZ2gU3SOXHSFWugOtVEHUZShZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4Wo2tWuVNDf2B9/gCmS5Vq</latexit>

✓�
<latexit sha1_base64="xhyRUovsXCoD5XCWy+nRVJauGpY=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS21WAyCVbg7Y7QMamEZwWggF8LeZpIs2ftgd04IRxob/4qNhSK2/gc7/417SQQVfbDs470ZZub5sRQabfvDys3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvFza1rHSWKQ4NHMlJNn2mQIoQGCpTQjBWwwJdw4w/PMv/mFpQWUXiFoxjaAeuHoic4QyN1irueH8muHgXmSz0cALJxJ/XOQWakWLLL1YrrHp1Qu2xPkBHHrVaPqTNTSmSGeqf47nUjngQQIpdM65Zjx9hOmULBJYwLXqIhZnzI+tAyNGQB6HY6uWJM943Spb1ImRcinajfO1IW6GxRUxkwHOjfXib+5bUS7J20UxHGCULIp4N6iaQY0SwS2hUKOMqRIYwrYXalfMAU42iCK5gQvi6l/5Nrt+wclt3LSql2OosjT3bIHjkgDjkmNXJB6qRBOLkjD+SJPFv31qP1Yr1OS3PWrGeb/ID19gkMK5mS</latexit>

b✓
<latexit sha1_base64="llixrweLO82zES7W3PNYRnPOvgY=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPYowGARPy24Sk3gLevEYwZhANoTZ2Y4ZnH0w06uEJScv/ooXD4p49Ru8+TdOYgQVLRimqOqmu8tPpNDoOO/WzOzc/MLi0nJuZXVtfSO/uXWh41RxaPJYxqrtMw1SRNBEgRLaiQIW+hJa/tXJ2G9dg9Iijs5xmEA3ZJeR6AvO0Ei9/K53IwIYMMw8P5aBHobmyzwcALLRqJcvOLZTKlbcGnXsYqV25FYNKVedw6MKdW1nggKZotHLv3lBzNMQIuSSad1xnQS7GVMouIRRzks1JIxfsUvoGBqxEHQ3m5wxovtGCWg/VuZFSCfq946MhXq8oKkMGQ70b28s/uV1UuzXupmIkhQh4p+D+qmkGNNxJjQQCjjKoSGMK2F2pXzAFONoksuZEL4upf+Ti6LtluziWblQP57GsUR2yB45IC6pkjo5JQ3SJJzcknvySJ6sO+vBerZePktnrGnPNvkB6/UDXPSaXA==</latexit>

✓⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="slGe3db6jlKxxs4Ds0EqphyE/fQ=">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</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="m3YYfE8Sz9rBk9X6jcDuYLZm2mI=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFclaQKuiy6cVnBPqAJZTKZtkMnkzBzI4RQf8WNC0Xc+iHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3MmdOkAiuwXG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjru6jhVlHVoLGLVD4hmgkvWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumt4Xfe2RK81g+QJYwPyJjyUecEjDS0K55QSxCnUXmyj2YMCCzoV13Gs4ceJW4JamjEu2h/eWFMU0jJoEKovXAdRLwc6KAU8FmVS/VLCF0SsZsYKgkEdN+Pg8/w2dGCfEoVuZIwHP190ZOIl3kM5MRgYle9grxP2+Qwujaz7lMUmCSLh4apQJDjIsmcMgVoyAyQwhV3GTFdEIUoWD6qpoS3OUvr5Jus+FeNJr3l/XWTVlHBZ2gU3SOXHSFWugOtVEHUZShZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4Wo2tWuVNDf2B9/gCmS5Vq</latexit>

✓�
<latexit sha1_base64="xhyRUovsXCoD5XCWy+nRVJauGpY=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS21WAyCVbg7Y7QMamEZwWggF8LeZpIs2ftgd04IRxob/4qNhSK2/gc7/417SQQVfbDs470ZZub5sRQabfvDys3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvFza1rHSWKQ4NHMlJNn2mQIoQGCpTQjBWwwJdw4w/PMv/mFpQWUXiFoxjaAeuHoic4QyN1irueH8muHgXmSz0cALJxJ/XOQWakWLLL1YrrHp1Qu2xPkBHHrVaPqTNTSmSGeqf47nUjngQQIpdM65Zjx9hOmULBJYwLXqIhZnzI+tAyNGQB6HY6uWJM943Spb1ImRcinajfO1IW6GxRUxkwHOjfXib+5bUS7J20UxHGCULIp4N6iaQY0SwS2hUKOMqRIYwrYXalfMAU42iCK5gQvi6l/5Nrt+wclt3LSql2OosjT3bIHjkgDjkmNXJB6qRBOLkjD+SJPFv31qP1Yr1OS3PWrGeb/ID19gkMK5mS</latexit>

b✓
<latexit sha1_base64="llixrweLO82zES7W3PNYRnPOvgY=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPYowGARPy24Sk3gLevEYwZhANoTZ2Y4ZnH0w06uEJScv/ooXD4p49Ru8+TdOYgQVLRimqOqmu8tPpNDoOO/WzOzc/MLi0nJuZXVtfSO/uXWh41RxaPJYxqrtMw1SRNBEgRLaiQIW+hJa/tXJ2G9dg9Iijs5xmEA3ZJeR6AvO0Ei9/K53IwIYMMw8P5aBHobmyzwcALLRqJcvOLZTKlbcGnXsYqV25FYNKVedw6MKdW1nggKZotHLv3lBzNMQIuSSad1xnQS7GVMouIRRzks1JIxfsUvoGBqxEHQ3m5wxovtGCWg/VuZFSCfq946MhXq8oKkMGQ70b28s/uV1UuzXupmIkhQh4p+D+qmkGNNxJjQQCjjKoSGMK2F2pXzAFONoksuZEL4upf+Ti6LtluziWblQP57GsUR2yB45IC6pkjo5JQ3SJJzcknvySJ6sO+vBerZePktnrGnPNvkB6/UDXPSaXA==</latexit>

✓⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="slGe3db6jlKxxs4Ds0EqphyE/fQ=">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</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="m3YYfE8Sz9rBk9X6jcDuYLZm2mI=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFclaQKuiy6cVnBPqAJZTKZtkMnkzBzI4RQf8WNC0Xc+iHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3MmdOkAiuwXG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjru6jhVlHVoLGLVD4hmgkvWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumt4Xfe2RK81g+QJYwPyJjyUecEjDS0K55QSxCnUXmyj2YMCCzoV13Gs4ceJW4JamjEu2h/eWFMU0jJoEKovXAdRLwc6KAU8FmVS/VLCF0SsZsYKgkEdN+Pg8/w2dGCfEoVuZIwHP190ZOIl3kM5MRgYle9grxP2+Qwujaz7lMUmCSLh4apQJDjIsmcMgVoyAyQwhV3GTFdEIUoWD6qpoS3OUvr5Jus+FeNJr3l/XWTVlHBZ2gU3SOXHSFWugOtVEHUZShZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4Wo2tWuVNDf2B9/gCmS5Vq</latexit>✓�

<latexit sha1_base64="xhyRUovsXCoD5XCWy+nRVJauGpY=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS21WAyCVbg7Y7QMamEZwWggF8LeZpIs2ftgd04IRxob/4qNhSK2/gc7/417SQQVfbDs470ZZub5sRQabfvDys3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvFza1rHSWKQ4NHMlJNn2mQIoQGCpTQjBWwwJdw4w/PMv/mFpQWUXiFoxjaAeuHoic4QyN1irueH8muHgXmSz0cALJxJ/XOQWakWLLL1YrrHp1Qu2xPkBHHrVaPqTNTSmSGeqf47nUjngQQIpdM65Zjx9hOmULBJYwLXqIhZnzI+tAyNGQB6HY6uWJM943Spb1ImRcinajfO1IW6GxRUxkwHOjfXib+5bUS7J20UxHGCULIp4N6iaQY0SwS2hUKOMqRIYwrYXalfMAU42iCK5gQvi6l/5Nrt+wclt3LSql2OosjT3bIHjkgDjkmNXJB6qRBOLkjD+SJPFv31qP1Yr1OS3PWrGeb/ID19gkMK5mS</latexit> b✓
<latexit sha1_base64="llixrweLO82zES7W3PNYRnPOvgY=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPYowGARPy24Sk3gLevEYwZhANoTZ2Y4ZnH0w06uEJScv/ooXD4p49Ru8+TdOYgQVLRimqOqmu8tPpNDoOO/WzOzc/MLi0nJuZXVtfSO/uXWh41RxaPJYxqrtMw1SRNBEgRLaiQIW+hJa/tXJ2G9dg9Iijs5xmEA3ZJeR6AvO0Ei9/K53IwIYMMw8P5aBHobmyzwcALLRqJcvOLZTKlbcGnXsYqV25FYNKVedw6MKdW1nggKZotHLv3lBzNMQIuSSad1xnQS7GVMouIRRzks1JIxfsUvoGBqxEHQ3m5wxovtGCWg/VuZFSCfq946MhXq8oKkMGQ70b28s/uV1UuzXupmIkhQh4p+D+qmkGNNxJjQQCjjKoSGMK2F2pXzAFONoksuZEL4upf+Ti6LtluziWblQP57GsUR2yB45IC6pkjo5JQ3SJJzcknvySJ6sO+vBerZePktnrGnPNvkB6/UDXPSaXA==</latexit>

✓⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="slGe3db6jlKxxs4Ds0EqphyE/fQ=">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</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="m3YYfE8Sz9rBk9X6jcDuYLZm2mI=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFclaQKuiy6cVnBPqAJZTKZtkMnkzBzI4RQf8WNC0Xc+iHu/BsnbRbaemCYwzn3MmdOkAiuwXG+rbX1jc2t7cpOdXdv/+DQPjru6jhVlHVoLGLVD4hmgkvWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumt4Xfe2RK81g+QJYwPyJjyUecEjDS0K55QSxCnUXmyj2YMCCzoV13Gs4ceJW4JamjEu2h/eWFMU0jJoEKovXAdRLwc6KAU8FmVS/VLCF0SsZsYKgkEdN+Pg8/w2dGCfEoVuZIwHP190ZOIl3kM5MRgYle9grxP2+Qwujaz7lMUmCSLh4apQJDjIsmcMgVoyAyQwhV3GTFdEIUoWD6qpoS3OUvr5Jus+FeNJr3l/XWTVlHBZ2gU3SOXHSFWugOtVEHUZShZ/SK3qwn68V6tz4Wo2tWuVNDf2B9/gCmS5Vq</latexit>✓�

<latexit sha1_base64="xhyRUovsXCoD5XCWy+nRVJauGpY=">AAACBXicdVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS21WAyCVbg7Y7QMamEZwWggF8LeZpIs2ftgd04IRxob/4qNhSK2/gc7/417SQQVfbDs470ZZub5sRQabfvDys3NLywu5ZcLK6tr6xvFza1rHSWKQ4NHMlJNn2mQIoQGCpTQjBWwwJdw4w/PMv/mFpQWUXiFoxjaAeuHoic4QyN1irueH8muHgXmSz0cALJxJ/XOQWakWLLL1YrrHp1Qu2xPkBHHrVaPqTNTSmSGeqf47nUjngQQIpdM65Zjx9hOmULBJYwLXqIhZnzI+tAyNGQB6HY6uWJM943Spb1ImRcinajfO1IW6GxRUxkwHOjfXib+5bUS7J20UxHGCULIp4N6iaQY0SwS2hUKOMqRIYwrYXalfMAU42iCK5gQvi6l/5Nrt+wclt3LSql2OosjT3bIHjkgDjkmNXJB6qRBOLkjD+SJPFv31qP1Yr1OS3PWrGeb/ID19gkMK5mS</latexit> b✓
<latexit sha1_base64="llixrweLO82zES7W3PNYRnPOvgY=">AAACBnicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPYowGARPy24Sk3gLevEYwZhANoTZ2Y4ZnH0w06uEJScv/ooXD4p49Ru8+TdOYgQVLRimqOqmu8tPpNDoOO/WzOzc/MLi0nJuZXVtfSO/uXWh41RxaPJYxqrtMw1SRNBEgRLaiQIW+hJa/tXJ2G9dg9Iijs5xmEA3ZJeR6AvO0Ei9/K53IwIYMMw8P5aBHobmyzwcALLRqJcvOLZTKlbcGnXsYqV25FYNKVedw6MKdW1nggKZotHLv3lBzNMQIuSSad1xnQS7GVMouIRRzks1JIxfsUvoGBqxEHQ3m5wxovtGCWg/VuZFSCfq946MhXq8oKkMGQ70b28s/uV1UuzXupmIkhQh4p+D+qmkGNNxJjQQCjjKoSGMK2F2pXzAFONoksuZEL4upf+Ti6LtluziWblQP57GsUR2yB45IC6pkjo5JQ3SJJzcknvySJ6sO+vBerZePktnrGnPNvkB6/UDXPSaXA==</latexit>

✓⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="slGe3db6jlKxxs4Ds0EqphyE/fQ=">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</latexit>

a)
<latexit sha1_base64="9RR2EpUXe9GyHwPVw7YLX+t5W5U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSRV0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB3reK5XdijsDWSZeTsqQo94rfXX7MUsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknxW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bHbphJxapU/CWNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo8B2RhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzZfFKaSYEymb5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNpyiDcFbfHmZNKsV76JSvb8s127yOApwDCdwBh5cQQ3uoA4NYBDCM7zCmzNyXpx352PeuuLkM0fwB87nDygjjRw=</latexit>

b)
<latexit sha1_base64="Tfd0Tp8CRxO49Qatqb9PR9su2yA=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSRV0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0EJz3SmW34s5AlomXkzLkqPdKX91+zNIIpWGCat3x3MT4GVWGM4GTYjfVmFA2ogPsWCpphNrPZpdOyKlV+iSMlS1pyEz9PZHRSOtxFNjOiJqhXvSm4n9eJzXhtZ9xmaQGJZsvClNBTEymb5M+V8iMGFtCmeL2VsKGVFFmbDhFG4K3+PIyaVYr3kWlen9Zrt3kcRTgGE7gDDy4ghrcQR0awCCEZ3iFN2fkvDjvzse8dcXJZ47gD5zPHymojR0=</latexit>

c)
<latexit sha1_base64="iIMZXI8VeklXy8ZSg669iUbih98=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSRV0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGt1O/9cS1EbF6xHHC/YgOlAgFo2ilB3beK5XdijsDWSZeTsqQo94rfXX7MUsjrpBJakzHcxP0M6pRMMknxW5qeELZiA54x1JFI278bHbphJxapU/CWNtSSGbq74mMRsaMo8B2RhSHZtGbiv95nRTDaz8TKkmRKzZfFKaSYEymb5O+0JyhHFtCmRb2VsKGVFOGNpyiDcFbfHmZNKsV76JSvb8s127yOApwDCdwBh5cQQ3uoA4NYBDCM7zCmzNyXpx352PeuuLkM0fwB87nDystjR4=</latexit>

d)
<latexit sha1_base64="MaxM/I+JdjiHgUc7n7sfBBAYRzs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSRV0GPRi8cq9gPaUDabTbt0swm7E6GU/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmiTTjDdYIhPdDqjhUijeQIGSt1PNaRxI3gqGt1O/9cS1EYl6xFHK/Zj2lYgEo2ilh/C8Vyq7FXcGsky8nJQhR71X+uqGCctirpBJakzHc1P0x1SjYJJPit3M8JSyIe3zjqWKxtz449mlE3JqlZBEibalkMzU3xNjGhszigPbGVMcmEVvKv7ndTKMrv2xUGmGXLH5oiiTBBMyfZuEQnOGcmQJZVrYWwkbUE0Z2nCKNgRv8eVl0qxWvItK9f6yXLvJ4yjAMZzAGXhwBTW4gzo0gEEEz/AKb87QeXHenY9564qTzxzBHzifPyyyjR8=</latexit>

e)
<latexit sha1_base64="qroba8n745mqm37aGNltw36sS1w=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLopSRV0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHDY1HGqGDZYLGLVDqhGwSU2DDcC24lCGgUCW8Hoduq3nlBpHstHM07Qj+hA8pAzaqz0gOe9UtmtuDOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzF+RpXhTOCk2E01JpSN6AA7lkoaofaz2aUTcmqVPgljZUsaMlN/T2Q00nocBbYzomaoF72p+J/XSU147WdcJqlByeaLwlQQE5Pp26TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZG07RhuAtvrxMmtWKd1Gp3l+Wazd5HAU4hhM4Aw+uoAZ3UIcGMAjhGV7hzRk5L8678zFvXXHymSP4A+fzBy43jSA=</latexit>
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Fig. 6.5 Five scenarii in compressive learning: the cost function C (de-
termined by the sketch z) can be bad (when θ̂ 6= θ∗, cases (a) and (b)),
acceptable (when θ̂ ' θ∗, but with a small basin of attraction, cases (c)
and (d)), or good (θ̂ ' θ∗ with a large basin of attraction, case (e)). Given
this cost function, the decoder ∆ can either fail to find the global optimum
(when θ∆ 6= θ̂, cases (a) and (c)) or “succeed” (when θ∆ ' θ̂, the latter
being possibly different from θ∗, cases (b), (d) and (e)).

C does not indicate (through its global minimum θ̂) the desired parameters
θ∗, as shown in cases (a)− (b). In [GBKT17], the authors derive theoret-
ical guarantees on (an upper bound for) the probability that this failure
occurs, as a function of the sketch size m and the compatibility between
the sketching function and the target learning task (see also Chapter 4).

However, even if the sketch matching cost function aligns with the ideal
parameters, it is possible that the decoder fails to solve the non-convex
problem, as shown in case (c) (the existing decoders do not have any guar-
antee). Whether or not the decoder succeeds depends on the general shape
of the cost C (besides the position of its global optimum). In CLOMPR for
example, convergence to θ̂ is ensured if the random initialization point
falls into its basin of attraction. It was shown (for the centroid selection in k-
means) that the size of this basin of attraction increases with the sketch size
m [TA19]. To understand how to improve current CL schemes, we would
like to classify practical failures of decoders into either scenarii (a) − (b)
(where we know that performance improvement is possible—and, for (b),
necessary—by changing the sketch function) or scenario (c) (where we
know that improvement is possible by changing the decoder).
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In what follows, we analyze how this classification is modified when
two parameters of the sketch are affected, namely the sketch size m and
scale parameter σ in the frequency sampling. Our general strategy con-
sists in focusing on controlled toy problems, where the true parameters
θ∗ are known, and to compare the value of the cost function at this solu-
tion C(θ∗; z) with the one obtained by the decoder C(θ∆; z). If C(θ∗; z) <

C(θ∆; z), we know for sure that the decoder failed θ∆ 6= θ̂, which provides
a useful clue in identifying the relevant scenario.

6.3.3 Experimental results

Influence of the sketch size In this section we focus on the k-means
problem, where the goal is to position K centroids ck such that the Sum
of Squared Errors, SSE({ck}K

k=1) := ∑i mink ‖xi − ck‖2
2, is minimized. In

Fig. 6.6 we plot the quality of compressively learned centroids (by CLOMPR
with 10 trials) as a function of m; as expected from previous works, they are
always perfectly recovered when m ≥ 10Kd, which corresponds to case (e).
We also compared the cost of those centroids C(θCLOMPRx10) with the cost
of the ground-truth centroids C(θ∗), and reported the average number of
times that C(θCLOMPRx10) > C(θ∗). This allows us to identify an additional
regime: when m ≤ Kd, we know that we are most probably in case (a− b),
i.e., the cost is ill-defined (note that here the condition m ≤ Kd coincides
with the over-parameterized regime where there are less measurements
than degrees of freedom). In between (1 ≤ m/Kd ≤ 10), the situation
is less clear: as the number of measurements increase, we transition from
(a− b) to (c) with gradually more (d), then finally to (e), but it’s not clear
at which point the (a)− (b) situation switches to (c).

To investigate this transition further, we perform another experiment,
where this time we keep Ω fixed to analyze only the performance of the
decoder for a fixed cost: this is shown Fig. 6.7. Moreover, we would like to
approach the global minimizer θ̂ as much as possible. For this purpose, we
propose a new genetic-algorithm-based decoder, that we name GenetiCL.
Its principle is to maintain a population of “chromosome” candidate so-
lutions θ that explore the optimization landscape by random “mutations”
(noise) and combinations by “crossover” (swapping centroids) based on a
fitness score that we set to be ‖z−A(Pθ)‖−γ

2 for γ > 0. While orders of
magnitude slower than CLOMPR (we strongly discourage using it for any-
thing other than very specific research purposes), it finds more promising
(local) minimizers to C, see Fig. 6.7. For m ≥ 2Kd, GenetiCL performs bet-
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Fig. 6.6 Blue: relative SSE (with respect to k-means) of the compressively
learned centroids θCLOMPRx10, as a function of the sketch size m (log scale,
median over 50 draws of Ω). Red: number of times a failure of the type
C(θCLOMPRx10; z) > C(θ∗; z) was detected. The data are n = 5× 104 points
drawn from K = 10 Gaussians in d = 10.

ter, and we are for sure in case (c) for CLOMPR. In this region, we can hope
that better decoders would succeed, although the existence of an efficient
one (i.e., not GenetiCL) is an open question. However, uncertainty remains
in the zone Kd ≤ m ≤ 2Kd, as the ground truth cost is lower than what the
decoders can find, hence it’s not certain whether we are in case (c) or (a).

Influence of the scale and task We now analyse how the cost function
C changes with the sketch scale σ, as well as with the considered task
(solving k-means or GMM from a same sketch), which is shown Fig. 6.8.
First, notice that there exist scales (log10(σ) ∈ [0, 0.5] in our case) where
k-means succeeds but GMM fails. Intuitively, the culprit is the sketch (case
(b)), which captures a very coarse view of the data distribution; it can-
not estimate the clusters shape precisely, but can still locate them. Con-
versely, there are also scales (log10(σ) ∈ [−3,−1.5] in our case) where
GMM succeeds but k-means fails. This is more surprising, as the success-
fully extracted GMM contains3 the centroids (in the means of the Gaus-
sians); we thus intuitively expect that the decoder failed (case (c)), which
would mean that switching the task from k-means to GMM leads to a bet-
ter cost function (going from (c) to (e)). Plotting the detected failures (as

3Since the Gaussian clusters are well-separated.
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Fig. 6.7 Left: cost function C(θ; z) as a function of an increasing sketch
size m (for a fixed draw of Ω), evaluated on the centroids θ∆ obtained by
different decoders (∆ ∈ {CLOMPR, CLOMPRx10, GenetiCL}) as well as the on
“ground-truth” centroids θ∗. Right: relative SSE corresponding to those
centroids θ∆. Data are n = 105 samples from K = 10 Gaussians in d = 5.

Fig. 6.8 Empirical success rate of CLOMPRx3 when solving k-means (blue,
defining success as RSSE ≤ 1.3) and GMM fitting (orange, defining suc-
cess as Pθ(X) ≥ (1.3)−1Pθ∗(X) with P(X) the likelihood of X given P)
from a sketch with m = 20Kd frequencies drawn from the FG (plain) and
AR (dashed) distributions with varying scale σ. The heuristic proposed
in [KBGP18] for GMM (resp. in [BCGS19] for k-means) yields σ1 (resp.
σ2), indicated by black triangles. Data are n = 105 samples from K = 6
Gaussians in d = 5.
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in Fig. 6.6, not shown here for conciseness) supports these explanations:
when log10(σ) ∈ [−3,−1.5] we systematically detect failures of the k-
means decoder (meaning that (c) is possible), but when log10(σ) ∈ [0, 0.5]
no such failures are detected from the GMM decoder (meaning we are for
sure in (a)− (b)).
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7
Conclusion

ON the second of October 2017, sitting on the bus for Louvain-la-
Neuve to start my first day as a PhD student, my head was full
of wild ambitions about how I would revolutionize compressive

learning, which would in turn revolutionize machine learning. While nei-
ther of those revolutions happened (of course1), it is time to take a step
back and reflect on what was (actually) done, what could be improved,
and why compressive learning still has not taken over the world (yet?).

7.1 Summary and perspectives of the contributions

Chapter 3: Asymmetric Random Periodic Features

Summary: This chapter was about random periodic features (RPF), a fam-
ily of feature maps where signals x ∈ Σ are projected onto random vectors
ωj ∼ Λ, offset by a random dither ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)), and passed through a
generic 2π-periodic function f , i.e., z f (x) := 1√

m f (Ω>x + ξ). More specif-
ically, we studied asymmetric RPF, where the periodic map f 6= g can be
different for the two signals x, x′ ∈ Σ that are being compared. We stud-
ied the geometry induced by the dot product 〈z f (x), zg(x′)〉 ' κ f ,g(x, x′)
where κ f ,g(x, x′) is some approximated kernel.

1One thing that I quickly discovered was that, apparently, you cannot revolutionize a field
on your own. A lot of research is required for that, and research, well, takes a lot of time.
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We showed how κ f ,g relates to κ (the Fourier transform of Λ and the
shift-invariant kernel approximated by RFF, when f and g are a cosine
or complex exponential), which is a scale mixture of κ weighted by the
Fourier series of f and g. We then studied how the kernel approximation
error |〈z f (x), zg(x′)〉 − κ f ,g(x, x′)| evolves with respect to the embedding
dimension m. In particular, we showed how to control the error uniformly
(i.e., for all x, x′ ∈ Σ) over an infinite but compact set Σ. Special efforts
were dedicated to obtain results that are valid even when f and/or g are
discontinuous, as long as they are smooth "on average" (where the averag-
ing is obtained through the dither ξ), a notion we formalized as the mean
Lipschitz smoothness property.

As concrete application of this strategy, we explored semi-quantized ker-
nel machines, i.e., kernel methods that are built on the random Fourier fea-
tures approximation but where one of the signals being compared (e.g.,
the test vector or the dataset vectors) is binarized to one-bit features. This
potentially has a huge interest in terms of storage and transmission costs.
We showed through numerical simulations that the kernel approximation
suffers only slightly from the binarization of one of the two features, and
highlighted the interest of the strategy in a learning context (e.g., on hyper-
spectral classification data).

Perspectives: As already mentioned at the end of that chapter, the ker-
nel approximation capabilities alone are not enough to use this scheme
effectively in practice. It is indeed important to take the kernel approxima-
tion error into account while tuning the parameters θ as well as the hyper-
parameters of the related kernel method (e.g., the regularization strength
and the kernel bandwidth). While one can of course still use a validation
set (where it is possible to apply the asymmetric RPF at test time), to guide
the choice of parameters, this method is somewhat indirect. A better so-
lution would be to incorporate the asymmetry directly during the training
stage (while searching for the optimal parameters θ). However, the best
way to do this (ideally, with associated statistical learning guarantees) is
still an open question (e.g., would it be meaningful to use an asymmetric
Gram matrix Ki,j = κ̃ f ,g(xi, xj)?).

It is also worth mentioning that the asymmetric features strategy opens
many possibilities beyond those studied in Chapter 3, where one of the two
periodic maps was systematically g(·) = cos(·) or g(·) = exp(i·) in order
to recover a specific kernel κ—that is assumed a priori to be the target.
A systematic approach to the asymmetric RPF strategy could for instance
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simultaneously design the frequency sampling pattern Λ and the two pe-
riodic maps f and g (instead of sequentially, as we did). This co-design
would then be guided by specific constraints on the specific devices that
must respectively evaluate f and g (e.g., a client and server), and of course
the generalization capabilities of the resulting kernel method (i.e., based on
κ f ,g, which would here not necessarily be given by κ = F−1Λ).

Chapter 4: Quantized Sketching with Guarantees

Summary: This chapter can somehow be seen as the "sketched" equiva-
lent of the previous one. It introduced a generic relaxation of compressive
learning, called asymmetric compressive learning, where the feature map dur-
ing the sketching stage Ψ 6= Φ is allowed to differ from Φ, the one used
during the learning stage. More formally, we compute the dataset sketch
as zΨ,X but learn from it by optimizing CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ) (where the Φ subscript
denotes that the cost function depends on Φ). We identified a sufficient
condition, the Limited Projected Distortion (LPD) property, which guar-
antees that asymmetric CL is not much worse than usual (symmetric) CL.
Intuitively, the LPD ensures that the sketch computed from Ψ or from Φ
is not too different along the directions that are relevant in evaluations the
cost functions CΦ(θ; zΨ,X ) and CΦ(θ; zΦ,X ), respectively.

We then focused on RPF sketches, computed as the dataset average of
random periodic features (see Chapter 3). In order to obtain guarantees
for compressive learning (where Φ = ΦRFF is the usual random Fourier
features map, commonly used in CL) from such sketches, we introduced a
hack to only have to prove the LPD on the space of signals x ∈ Σ rather
than the space of probability distributions P ∈ G,Q ∈ Ĝ. We were then
able to leverage the results from the previous chapter in order to guarantee
the LPD (and thus, the overall statistical learning guarantees) for CL with
RPF sketches.

While developing those generic results, our main motivation was to
study quantized sketching, where the sketch contributions Ψ(xi) are bina-
rized random Fourier features. This approach is interesting to further re-
duce the computational cost of sketching from large-scale datasets, e.g.,
using dedicated hardware implementations. To confirm the power of this
approach, we performed experiments in a wide variety of settings, solving
both k-means and GMM from quantized sketches while incurring only a
small loss of performance with respect to "full-precision sketches".
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Perspectives: We already deplored at the end of that chapter the fact that
our argument relied on the low-complexity nature of a signal set Σ (which,
to be leveraged in the LPD, requires to enforce additional constraints on
the learning procedure) instead of the low-complexity nature of the model
set G (which is the only assumption needed in symmetric CL [GBKT17]).
Although we argued that such constraints are reasonable in known prac-
tical applications of CL, a more elegant solution would thus be to prove
the LPD (or another sufficient property) using only the latter assumption,
which would make our results for asymmetric CL completely analogous
to those of symmetric CL. However, our several attempts towards this di-
rection remain unsuccessful so far. An impossibility result could maybe be
a consolation price?

On a more cheerful note, several novel applications of our generic re-
sults on asymmetric CL seem to be worth exploring. First, the LPD could
be used to formally analyze other types of "distortions" applied to the
sketch feature map (beyond quantization). For example, our framework
could be used to analyze the impact of the subsampling mechanism proposed
in [CSH+21], where the sketching feature map Ψ is a masked version of the
learning feature map Φ (although the random nature of the masking oper-
ation must be carefully handled, and the "signal-LPD hack" would here be
severely sub-optimal). Second, in our results we focused on distortions of
Φ = ΦRFF the RFF feature map (used for compressive k-means and GMM),
but other feature maps Φ and related distortions (e.g., quantization) could
be worth studying in this setting, such as the random quadratic features
(used for compressive PCA).

Chapter 5: Private Sketching

Summary: This chapter focused on the aspects I contributed to in a col-
laboration, which explored the addition of a (differential) privacy-protecting
layer to the sketching phase. Indeed, since the contribution of a specific in-
dividual to the sketch gets "drowned" into the average operation of the
sketch, one expects the sketch to be a "privacy-friendly" summary of the
dataset. To formalize this intuitive claim, we considered the golden stan-
dard definition of privacy, i.e., differential privacy, which ensures that the
output of a (random) data-processing algorithm depends negligibly on the
presence or absence of any individual in the dataset—as captured by a pri-
vacy parameter ε. The lower ε, the stronger the privacy guarantee, but also
the higher the risk of degrading the utility of the algorithm’s output.
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We thus considered a noise addition mechanism on top of the sketching
phase, which adds well-calibrated Laplacian (resp. Gaussian) noise to the
sketch to ensure pure (resp. approximate) differential privacy of its con-
tributors. To precisely calibrate this noise (which is moreover inversely
proportional to the privacy parameter ε), we established the sensitivity of
the sketching feature map. While we presented only a direct upper bound
(for the L1 sensitivity) in this thesis, a significant part of our efforts was
dedicated to show that this bound is in fact sharp, i.e., the sensitivity bound
cannot be improved.

We compared the practical interest of our private sketching mecha-
nism by comparing it in numerical experiments to state-of-the-art privacy-
preserving machine learning algorithms on the k-means and Gaussian mix-
ture modeling tasks. Our experiments suggest that our approach outper-
forms (i.e., in terms of privacy-utility tradeoff ) preceding approaches in sev-
eral regimes, although with the caveat that the choice of the hyperparame-
ters is tricky for all the involved methods.

On top of those promising results, private sketching presents several
desirable features, which were also discussed. A first example is the abil-
ity to—almost trivially—handle the distributed privacy-preserving machine
learning context. Another promising attribute is the possibility to re-use
the private sketch ad infimum without weakening the privacy guarantee,
which is ensured "once and for all". This stands in sharp contrast with
the majority of existing approaches, which rely on a multitude of specific
queries to the datasets (one for each iteration of some algorithm), each of
those requiring some part of the precious privacy budget ε.

Perspectives: To achieve differential privacy, noise addition to the sketch
seems to be the best available solution (we explored several other schemes
without much success), for which we already characterized the optimal
noise level in most practical use-cases. However, differential privacy can
be a very strong requirement in practice. Intuitively, even without noise
addition, almost no "information"2 about a particular individual can be
inferred from the sketch alone3, an intuition which could be formalized by
other notions of privacy (e.g., based on mutual information).

Interestingly, if we consider the private sketching mechanism solely as
a privacy-enhancing tool, we somehow gain the freedom to consider more

2This however requires additional assumptions on the side information available to the
attacker.

3Especially when combined with the feature subsampling strategy from [CSH+21].
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expensive methods to extract information from the sketch (as the computa-
tional cost aspect is now secondary). Based on this premise, we tentatively
explored (not reported in this manuscript) a heuristic to compute arbitrary
moments of the dataset, i.e., any quantity of the form F = 1

n ∑xi∈X f (xi) for
some generic function f : Σ → R, from a private sketch. The underlying
scenario is that a data analyst, who already acquired a given private sketch,
might try to squeeze out as much information from it as possible using this
method. Preliminary results show that this approach can sometimes give
accurate answers, but a more thorough analysis is still missing.

Chapter 6: Extensions to novel tasks

Summary: Three contributions were grouped into this chapter. First, we
presented and interpreted a simple strategy to perform compressive clasi-
fication, i.e., computing one sketch zXk per class k (which amounts to sketch-
ing the different conditional distributions P(x|k) independently). To clas-
sify new signals x′, we pick the class whose sketch zXk is the most corre-
lated with its features Φ(x′). We argued that—under some law of large
numbers approximations—this scheme can be interpreted as maximum a
posteriori classification performed in the reproducible kernel Hilbert space
associated with the sketch kernel κ(x, x′) = E〈Φ(x), Φ(x′)〉. We empiri-
cally validated this approach on toy example and classic datasets. We also
suggested the idea of using randomly weighted (convolutional) neural net-
works as feature map that is better suited to image data, which indeed
outperformed plain random Fourier features in our simulations.

As a second task extension, we described a strategy to compressively
learn generative networks using only the dataset sketch (CL-GN). Our
scheme is intimately related to the moment matching generative network
approach (MMD-GN) [LSZ15,D+15], which it approximates in expectation
(over the draw of the sketch feature map). Compared to MMD-GNs, pro-
vided the required sketch size m is sufficiently small, our approach should be
significantly cheaper computation-wise. We performed a proof-of-concept
validation of the approach on 2-d toy example datasets, and noted that
more extensive experiments on this same scheme were later performed
in [HAP20].

The last contribution of that chapter was the description and demon-
stration of generic techniques to investigate why compressive learning
might fail in practice. Is it because the sketch z is poorly designed (e.g.,
its size m or scale σ is not adapted to the data and problem) or because the
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heuristic compressive learning algorithm (i.e., the decoder, such as CLOMP)
did not find the global optimum of its nonconvex cost function? The main
technique we presented relies on comparing the value of the cost function
at the obtained solution C(θ∆; z) to the one at the ground-truth solution
C(θ∗; z). Another one was to compare the decoder to one that is closer to
brute-force optimization of the cost, which is more expensive but might
be more successful in finding the global solution (here based on genetic
optimization). We demonstrated how this approach allows to obtain new
insights on the selection of the sketch parameters m and σ.

Perspectives: For compressive classification, we already highlighted that
the scheme seems limited due to the difficulty of finding an appropri-
ate feature map Φ (i.e., an appropriate kernel). There are however a few
steps that could be taken to shed some light on the question. For exam-
ple, it might be judicious to first further investigate the un-sketched ver-
sion of this classifier, namely the Parzen-windows classifier, to obtain a
better idea of the possible performance. Results from kernel mean em-
beddings [MFSS17] should be particularly useful in this regard. Another
modified scheme that might provide insights on the potential of compres-
sive classification is a relaxation where we are allowed to learn the matrix of
projections Ω (and thus the kernel), e.g., in a neural network fashion, which
provides an upper bound on the achievable performance.

The idea to use randomly weighted neural networks as sketch feature
map might be worth further investigations as well. There are however sev-
eral points that make the analysis of this feature map significantly harder
than the usual random Fourier features. From a pragmatic point of view,
the space of design choices becomes much larger, as one has to pick a net-
work architecture, as well as the random initialization distributions for all
the weights in the network. Moreover, one loses the direct relation between
the generation of the feature map and the approximated kernel κ(x, x′) =
E〈Φ(x), Φ(x′)〉 (i.e., the Fourier transform in the case of RFF), which might
further complicate the theoretical analysis of the DNN-features approach.
Recent results from neural tangent kernels might prove to be helpful in this
regard [JGH18].

For compressive learning of generative networks, beyond the same
difficulties in the design of Φ, the main open question is to determine the
sketch size m which is required for the approach to work (if m must be
too large to learn accurate GNs in practice, the computational advantages
might be nullified, except for very-large-scale datasets). As generative net-
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works are typically over-parameterized, this seems to be a challenging task
as the learned modelPθ is not "sparse", which stands in sharp contrast with
the current framework to obtain CL guarantees [GBKT17]. The implicit reg-
ularization phenomenon which is currently researched in deep neural net-
works literature can maybe play a role here.

Beside the techniques we presented to investigate why compressive
learning fails, there is another idea that might be of interest, when no "fail-
ures" of the decoder are detected but the compressive learning algorithm
still fails. This additional technique consists in numerically optimizing the
cost C(θ) by providing the ground-truth solution θ∗ as initialization point.
If the optimization solver steers away from θ∗, we know that we are in a
scenario where the cost function is poorly designed (cases (a) − (b)), i.e.,
the sketch z should be improved.

We expect that the simple techniques we described to "debug" compres-
sive learning decoders (comparison of the cost functions and empirical risk
of θ∆ and θ∗, using a computationally expensive but potentially more accu-
rate decoder, initialization of the decoder at θ∗) might be of general interest
to CL researchers, and might be especially useful in particular in the quest
to extend CL to novel tasks.

7.2 Final thoughts: compressive learning, hype or hope?

Compressive learning is a promising tool to tackle the problem of learning
from large-scale datasets with limited computational resources. This thesis
broadened the scope of this field by introducing asymmetric compressive
learning, privacy-aware compressive learning, and some leads on how to
perform compressive classification and generative networks.

However, it must be acknowledged that CL is still rather limited in its
applications. Of course, some progress has been made recently, both on
the theoretical side [GBKT20, SGD19] as well as on the practical side, e.g.,
tackling the tasks of PCA [Cha20] or ICA [SKD19]. But many of the most
important machine learning techniques (e.g., supervised learning) still can-
not be convincingly solved by CL.

The main explanation, I believe, is that for the "core" CL methods—
mixture model density fitting and k-means, the latter being a special case
of the former—it so happens that the stars are extremely well aligned. In par-
ticular, the random Fourier features sketch AΦRFF is particularly appropriate
to density fitting tasks, because (i) in density fitting tasks the data samples
are assumed to live in Euclidean space Rd, for which shift-invariant ker-
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nels κ∆ (such as the Gaussian kernel) are meaningful. In addition, (ii) the
existence of a large body of work on kernel mean embeddings [MFSS17]
provides numerous insights and theoretical tools to study properties of the
sketch-induced distance ‖AΦRFF(Pθ) − AΦRFF(P̂X )‖2, which is a particu-
larly relevant quantity in density fitting tasks (see [GBKT20]).

Moreover, the low-complexity prior Pθ for mixture models (a linear com-
bination of a few simple "atomic" probability distributions) is also partic-
ularly favorable. This is because (iii) it enjoys a strong connection with
compressive sensing theory, from which it can thus draw many inspira-
tion and insights (e.g., the OMP-based recovery procedure), and finally (iv)
when combined with the RFF, the atoms of main density fitting problems
(Diracs or Gaussians) have simple closed-form expression for AΦRFF(Pθ)

and ∇θAΦRFF(Pθ), quantities required by the recovery procedure.
I would argue that the impressive success of compressive learning for

density fitting (i.e., GMM, k-means) is highly dependent on the combina-
tion of all the advantages (i)-(iv). As soon as either the sketch feature map
Φ is changed (e.g., to work on structured data, or to capture other types of
information from the data than its distribution P0, as in semi-parametric
CL [SGD19]) or if the low-complexity prior Pθ is changed (e.g., to solve a
different task), those advantages are lost. As a consequence, CL then be-
comes conceptually much more difficult.

This does not mean that all hope is lost for compressive learning. If
sufficient patience and research efforts are devoted to it, I believe that in
the long run CL can truly become a valuable tool in real-life applications
of large-scale machine learning. However, it is probably worth keeping
the vulnerabilities of the CL framework in mind (e.g., to losing advantages
(i)-(iv)) to guide further research efforts in the field.
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A
Useful quantities about

periodic functions

IN Part I, we study random features (and the resulting sketch operator)
defined by a generic periodic function f . In the context of this anal-
ysis, several quantities about f must be computed: its Fourier Series

(FS) coefficients {Fk}k∈Z, several of its Lp norms (in particular for p = 2
and ∞), and its mean Lipschitz smoothness Lµ

f , introduced in Section 3.4.
Among others, we apply those results to particular cases where f is one of
the following functions (the definitions are reminded below): the cosine,
the complex exponential, the (real- or complex-valued) one-bit universal
quantization, and the (real- or complex-valued) normalized modulo func-
tion. For convenience, this appendix gathers all those results, along with
short proofs when relevant.

A.1 Reminder on the relevant definitions

We consider generic (possibly complex-valued) periodic functions f : R→
C, that are assumed to be bounded. Without loss of generality (more on
this in the next subsection), we focus in particular on the case where f is
normalized such that its fundamental period is 2π, and it is centered (zero-
mean)

∫ 2π
0 f (t)dt = 0.
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A.1.1 Quantities to compute

We can then decompose f (t) = ∑∞
k=−∞ Fkeikt as a Fourier Series (FS),

where the coefficients Fk are

Fk := 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 f (t)e−ikt dt, ∀k ∈ Z. (A.1)

Note that if f is centered, we have F0 = 0.
Another quantity of interest is the 2-norm of f , noted ‖ f ‖2 (or simply

written ‖ f ‖). It is defined as

‖ f ‖2 :=
(

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 | f (t)|2 dt

)1/2
, (A.2)

and can moreover be expressed as ‖ f ‖2
2 = ∑k |Fk|2 (Parseval’s theorem).

Another norm of interest is the infinity norm, i.e., the largest absolute value
of f ,

‖ f ‖∞ := supt∈[0,2π] | f (t)|. (A.3)

Finally, we recall the mean Lipschitz smoothness constant Lµ
f we intro-

duced in Chapter 3, defined as1 the largest local deviation of f on average:

Lµ
f := sup0<δ≤π

1
δ

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 sup−δ≤r≤δ | f (t + r)− f (t)|dt. (A.4)

A.1.2 Normalization properties

Many different renormalizations of f can be performed. Since we know
from experience that it is easy to get lost in the different normalizations,
we remind some basic facts here.

Lemma A.1 (Rescaling). For some real scalars α, β, t0, if g(t) := α f (t− t0) +

β, we have

• (Fourier Series) Gk = αe−ikt0 Fk + βδk;

• (norms) ‖g‖p = α‖ f ‖p, provided β = 0;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
g = αLµ

f .

One operation we also often perform is to compose a complex-valued
function g by adding two phase-shifted copies of a real-valued function f
(which implies conjugate symmetry in the Fourier domain, i.e., F−k = F∗k ).

1Here we seek the lowest possible constant such that the mean Lipschitz property holds.
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Lemma A.2 (Complex version of a real-valued periodic function). If g(t) :=
f (t) + i f (t− π

2 ) for f : R→ R, we have

• (Fourier Series) Gk = Fk(1 + ei π
2 (1−k)), and in particular G1 = 2F1 and

G−1 = 0;

• (norms) ‖g‖p ≤ 2‖ f ‖p (notice the inequality sign);

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
g ≤ 2Lµ

f (idem).

A.2 Computing the constants

A.2.1 Trigonometric functions

Let us start with the basic cosine function.

Lemma A.3 (Cosine). Let f (t) = cos(t), it satisfies

• (Fourier Series) Fk = 1
2 δk,−1 +

1
2 δk,+1 (i.e., 1/2 for k = ±1 and 0 for all

other k), in particular F1 = 1
2 ;

• (2-norm) ‖ f ‖2 = 1√
2

;

• (infinity norm) ‖ f ‖∞ = 1;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
f =

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 | sin(t)|dt = 2

π ≤ 1.

For the complex exponential, we have

Lemma A.4 (Complex exponential). Let f (t) = exp(it), it satisfies

• (Fourier Series) Fk = δk,1 (i.e., F1 = 1 and 0 for all other k);

• (2-norm) ‖ f ‖2 = 1;

• (infinity norm) ‖ f ‖∞ = 1;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
f = 1.

A.2.2 One-bit universal quantization

We recall the (real) one-bit universal quantization function q : R 7→ R

q(t) := sign ◦ cos(t) =

{
+1 if 2πk− π

2 ≤ t ≤ 2πk + π
2 for some k ∈ Z,

−1 else.
(A.5)
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It is, up to a re-scaling (see Lemma A.1), the least significant bit of a stan-
dard scalar quantizer. Or geometrically, it is a square wave. One can show
the following.

Lemma A.5 (Periodic quantization, real). Let q(t) be as in (A.5), we have

• (Fourier Series) given by

Qk =

{
2

kπ (−1)
k−1

2 if k odd,

0 if k even,
(A.6)

and in particular, Q1 = 2
π ;

• (infinity norm) ‖q‖∞ = 1;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
f =

4
π (proof in Prop. 3.19).

When considering the complex extension of this quantization function,
qC(t) := sign (exp(it)) = q(t) + iq(t− π

2 ), with sign acting independently
on the real and imaginary part, we obtain the following quantities.

Lemma A.6 (Periodic quantization, complex). Let qC(t) := q(t)+ iq(t− π
2 ),

we have

• (Fourier Series) given by

QC,k =

{
4

kπ if k = 4l + 1 for some l ∈ Z

0 if k even,
(A.7)

and in particular, QC,1 = 4
π ;

• (infinity norm) ‖qC‖∞ =
√

2;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
qC

= 8
π .

Proof. For the Fourier Series, use Lemma A.2. For the infinity norm, ‖q̃‖∞ =√
12 + 12 =

√
2, since q(t) ∈ {±1± i} for all t. The mean Lipschitz smooth-

ness can be computed as in Prop. 3.19, but where the "stumps" in Iδ appear
twice as much (one stump appearing around each value l π

2 for l ∈ Z).
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A.2.3 Modulo function

We recall the (real) normalized modulo function, mod : R 7→ R,

mod(t) := mod2π(t) with modT(t) := 2
( t

T − b t
T c
)
− 1. (A.8)

Geometrically, it is a "sawtooth wave". It satisfies the following.

Lemma A.7 (Normalized modulo, real). Let mod(t) be as in (A.5), we have

• (Fourier Series) given by M0 = 0 and

Mk =
i

kπ if k 6= 0, (A.9)

and in particular, M1 = i
π ;

• (infinity norm) ‖mod‖∞ = 1;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
mod = 3

π (proof in Prop. 3.22).

Moreover, its complex extension, modC(t) := mod(t) + i ·mod(t − π
2 ),

satisfies the following.

Lemma A.8 (Normalized modulo, complex). Let modC(t) = mod(t) + i ·
mod(t− π

2 ), we have

• (Fourier Series) given by MC,0 = 0 and

MC,k =
i

kπ (1 + i(1−k)) if k 6= 0, (A.10)

and in particular, MC,1 = 2i
π ;

• (infinity norm) ‖modC‖∞ =
√

5/4;

• (mean Lipschitz smoothness) Lµ
modC

= 4+
√

2
π .

Proof. For the Fourier Series, use Lemma A.2. For the infinity norm, it is

easy to verify that ‖modC‖∞ =
√

12 + ( 1
2 )

2 =
√

5/4, a value which is
reached between the successive "peaks" of the real and imaginary modulo
functions (see Fig. 4.3). The mean Lipschitz smoothness can be computed
as in Prop. 3.22, but special care must be given to handle the interplay be-
tween the real and imaginary components. More formally, the integral
in (3.18), i.e., Jδ :=

∫ 2π
0 sup|r|≤δ |mod(t + r) −mod(t)|dt, can be upper

bounded as (for δ ≤ π
4 the equality is reached)

Jδ ≤ (2π − 4δ) · δ
√

2
π + 2 · 2δ · 1

2 (2 + 2
√
(1− δ

2π )
2 + δ2

4π2 ).
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Therefore, since (1− δ
2π )

2 + δ2

4π2 ≤ 1 (with equality if δ ∈ {0, 2π}), Iδ
δ ≤

g(δ) := 8− 6
√

2 + 8
√

2(1− δ
2π ). This function g reaches its maximum in

δ = 0, where the equality holds, which means that Lµ
mod = sup0<δ≤π

Jδ
2πδ =

4+
√

2
π .
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The pycle toolbox

THIS appendix is a short guide to pycle, the Python compressive
learning) toolbox [Sch20], which was developed in the context of
this thesis. It briefly explains how the toolbox is organized (e.g., to

facilitate further contributions). A tutorial then highlights how to use its
main features (e.g., to directly use the toolbox). Complementary practical
examples are available as jupyter notebooks on the main github page of
pycle: https://github.com/schellekensv/pycle.

The primary goals for the pycle toolbox are that it should be:

• intuitive to use: practitioners with minimal knowledge in compres-
sive learning and little experience in Python should be able to use it
to implement compressive learning in their own projects;

• flexible to new features: researchers with interest in compressive
learning (that want to try out new methods/techniques in CL) should
be able to easily extend this code to suit their own needs, without
having to re-write things from scratch (and eventually, suggesting to
add some features to the toolbox);

• efficient to run: the main motivation of compressive learning is based
on the fact that it can be much more memory- and time-efficient
than traditional learning methods, so the performances of the tool-
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box should fulfill that promise (personal note: this goal is still a chal-
lenging for me, this item is rather wishful thinking).

B.1 Preliminaries

B.1.1 Reminder on the compressive learning workflow

In usual machine learning, we fit some parameters θ (e.g., a parametric
curve in regression, centroids in k-means clustering, weights in a neural
network...) to a given set of training dataX . The actual algorithms for such
tasks usually necessitate to access this training set multiple times (one com-
plete pass on the dataset is sometimes called an “epoch”). This can be cum-
bersome when the dataset is extremely large, and/or distributed across dif-
ferent machines. Compressive learning (CL, also called sketched learning)
seeks to circumvent this issue by compressing the whole dataset into one
lightweight “sketch” vector, that requires only one pass on the dataset and
can be computed in parallel. Learning is then done using only this sketch
instead of the inconveniently large dataset (that can be discarded). This
allows to significantly reduce the computational resources that are needed
to handle massive collections of data.

More precisely, CL comprises two steps:

1. Sketching: The dataset X = {xi | i = 1, ..., n} (where we assume
xi ∈ Rd) is compressed as a sketch vector that we note zX , defined
as the average over the dataset of some features Φ(xi) (the function
Φ : Rd 7→ Cm or Rm computes m features, possibly complex):

zX :=
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Φ(xi). (B.1)

Since this is a simple averaging, sketching can be done on different
chunks of X independently, which is quite handy in distributed or
streaming applications.

2. Learning: The target model parameters θ are then obtained by some
algorithm ∆ that operates only on this sketch,

θ = ∆(zX ). (B.2)

Typically, this involves an optimization problem minθ f (θ; zX ).
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In the following, these steps are explained intuitively, the formal details be-
ing introduced only when needed; for a more solid/exhaustive overview
of compressive learning, see [GBKT17].

B.1.2 Requirements

The pycle package is built on standard Python scientific computing li-
braries: numpy, scipy and matplotlib; if you don’t already have them in-
stalled, follow the instructions at https://www.scipy.org/install.html.

B.1.3 Toolbox organization

The pycle toolbox is a collection of several submodules:

1. The sketching.py module instantiates feature maps then computes
the sketch of datasets with it.

2. The compressive_learning.py module contains the actual “learn-
ing” methods, extracting the desired parameters from the sketch.

3. The utils.py module contains miscellaneous auxiliary functions, for,
amongst others, generating synthetic datasets and evaluate the ob-
tained solutions (as well quantitatively with well-defined metrics as
qualitatively with visualization tools).

4. Finally, the third_party.py module serves to group code chunks
used by pycle that are written by other developers but not published
as independent packages.

B.2 A tutorial tour of pycle

Let’s explore the core submodules of pycle; our focus here is understand-
ing, so this section is a high-level tutorial rather than an exhaustive enu-
meration of what’s inside the toolbox.

B.2.1 Sketching datasets: the sketching.py submodule

To use the sketching submodule, you first need to import it; I often use
sk as shorthand. Sketching, as defined in (B.1), is done by simply calling
sk.computeSketch, as follows (we’ll fill in the dots later):

import pycle.sketching as sk # import the sketching submodule

X = ... # load a numpy array of dimension (n,d)
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Phi = ... # sketch feature map, see later

z = sk.computeSketch(X,Phi) # z is a numpy array containing the
sketch

As shown in the code snippet, sk.computeSketch requires two arguments:
the datasetX (given as a numpy array of dimensions (n, d)) and the feature
map Φ, which must be an instance of a sk.FeatureMap object1. Actually,
all feature maps used up to now in CL are of the following “Simple Feature
Map” form:

Φ(x) = f (ΩTx + ξ), (B.3)

where

Ω = [ω1, · · · , ωm] ∈ Rd×m, ξ = [ξ1, · · · , ξm]
T ∈ Rm, (B.4)

and f is a point-wise nonlinearity (i.e., Φj(x) = f (ωT
j x + ξ j) for all j)2. You

can instantiate such a nonlinearity in pycle using the a SimpleFeatureMap
child class:

import pycle.sketching as sk

f = ... # nonlinearity (Python function, tuple or string)
Omega = ... # (d,m) numpy array
xi = ... # (m,) numpy array
Phi = sk.SimpleFeatureMap(f, Omega, xi)

We now explain how to set those three arguments.

• Nonlinearity f: you can simply pass as a string the name of standard
nonlinearities used in CL, such as:

– "complexExponential", for the complex exponential f (·) = exp(i·)
(corresponds to the random Fourier features sketch);

– "cosine", simply the cosine f (·) = cos(·) (the real part of the
random Fourier features sketch);

1Why do we use FeatureMap objects instead of (Python) functions to represent... well,
(mathematical) functions? The reason is that we often require additional information about
Φ (such as the ambient dimension d, the target dimension m, a method to compute the jaco-
bian ∇Φ,...). All these parameters and methods are thus conveniently packaged inside the
FeatureMap objects.

2One way to interpret this map is to associate it with a one-layer neural network (without
learning the “weights” Ω).
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– "universalQuantization", for the one-bit square wave with
normalization in {±1}, given by f (·) = sign ◦ cos(·) and used
for quantized sketching (see Chapter 4). The complex equiv-
alent is also available as "universalQuantization_complex",
which corresponds to f (·) = sign ◦ cos(·) + i · sign ◦ sin(·).

Alternatively, you can pass in any Python function R 7→ C or R.
However, since computing the gradient3 ∇Φ requires d f (t)

dt , you can

also pass in a tuple of functions ( f , d f (t)
dt ) in order to use gradient-

based CL methods later.

• Projections/frequencies Omega: A (d, m) numpy array, typically ran-
domly generated. Without entering into the details, common choices
are instantiated by sk.drawFrequencies(drawType,d,m,Sigma), with
drawType is a string describing the sampling pattern (Gaussian, and
FoldedGaussian or AdaptedRadius which perform better in higher
dimensions, see [KBGP18]) and Sigma is the associated scale param-
eter (in the simplest case, it is a scalar parameter corresponding to
the bandwidth σ2 of the associated Gaussian kernel).

• Dither xi: this optional parameter expects an (m, ) numpy array (not
providing anything is equivalent to setting ξ = 0). To draw i.i.d.
values uniformly from [0, 2π], you can use sk.drawDithering(m).

To summarize, here is a typical example of the creation of a sketch:

import pycle.sketching as sk

# Load the dataset
X = ...
(n,d) = X.shape

# Instantiate the feature map
m = 10*d # Sketch size
Omega = sk.drawFrequencies("FoldedGaussian",d,m,Sigma = 0.01) #

Kernel bandwidth = 0.1
Phi = sk.SimpleFeatureMap("complexExponential", Omega) # No

dithering used here

3Noting the Jacobian matrix ∇Φ(x) = [∇Φ1(x), · · · ,∇Φm(x)] ∈ Rd×m and f ′(t) = d f (t)
dt

applied component-wise, we have ∇Φ(x) = diag
(

f ′(ΩT x + ξ)
)
·Ω.
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# Compute the sketch
z = sk.computeSketch(X,Phi) # z is a numpy array containing the

sketch

B.2.2 Learning from the sketch: the compressive_learning.py submodule

For now, pycle features mainly one algorithm called CLOMPR for mixtures
of Gaussians [KBGP18] and k-means clustering [KTTG17]. In pycle, learn-
ing methods are wrapped into instances of the abstract Solver class, which
gives for example:

import pycle.compressive_learning as cl

# Beforehand, define the feature map Phi and compute the sketch z

# Bounds for the data
bounds = np.array([X.min(axis=0),X.max(axis=0)])

# Number of centroids/gaussian modes
K = ...

# Create the (task-specific) solver (children of the Solver
class)

solver = cl.CLOMP_CKM(Phi,K,bounds,z) # For k-means
# ... OR ...
solver = cl.CLOMP_dGMM(Phi,K,bounds,z) # For GMM

# Learn from the sketch
solver.fit_once()
# ... OR ...
solver.fit_several_times(n_times) # Selects the best out of

n_times independent trials

# Access the solution
centroids = solver.get_centroids() # For k-means
# ... OR ...
GMM = solver.get_GMM() # For GMM

# Do something with the model (prediction, visualization, ...)
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The way Solver instances are created depend on the specific task at
hand, but for the defines the CLOMP_CKM and CLOMP_dGMM objects (for k-
means or (diagonal) Gaussian Mixture Modeling, respectively), you pass
in a FeatureMap object, a number of components K, data bounds and the
sketch vector.

Then, fit_once or fit_several_times can be called to actually run the
learning algorithm. With fit_several_times, several independent trials
are run and the best one is selected.

Finally, the achieved solution can be recovered with the solver.current_sol
attribute, or by calling specific functions which improve the output format,
such as

• solver.get_centroids(), outputs the centroids only (in a (K, d) numpy
array).

• solver.get_GMM(), returns a tuple of three elements (w,mus,covs),
where w are the mixture coefficients, and mus and covs are the centers
(resp. covariance matrices) of the Gaussian modes, in a (K, d) numpy
array (resp. (K, d, d) numpy array).

Detailed examples of those tasks are available on the main github page
of the pycle toolbox. With that and the documentation4 of the different
functions, you should have a good idea of how to use the toolbox in prac-
tice. In the next section, some advanced functionalities of the toolbox are
described.

B.3 Advanced features of pycle

B.3.1 Helpful tools from the utils.py submodule

Dataset generation tools
Several methods allow to generate synthetic datasets, the most notable
being generatedataset_GMM for datasets sampled from Gaussian mixture
models (with a large set of tunable parameters). Moreover, other toy exam-
ples datasets can be generated with generateCirclesDataset which gen-
erates concentric circles, generateSpiralDataset which generates a spiral
dataset, and generatedataset_Ksparse for K-sparse vectors.

4Just type help(nameOfAFunction) to see all the available options.
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Performance metrics
The toolbox provides several metrics to assess the quality of the learned
models. For k-means, SSE computes the Sum of Squared Errors of a set of
centroids. For Gaussian Mixture Models, loglikelihood_GMM assesses the
log-likelihood of the provided Gaussian mixture on a dataset. Moreover,
if a ground-truth GMM is known, symmKLdivergence_GMM estimates the
(symmetrized) Kullback-Leibler divergence between two GMMs [KBGP18].

Visualization tools
To visualize the quality of fit of a GMM to the dataset, plotGMM plots the
contour curves of the given GMMs density, along with the optional dataset.

B.3.2 Designing the sampling pattern parameters when drawing the feature
map

In sketching.py, a strategy to estimate Sigma (used to draw the frequen-
cies) from a small preliminary sketch, described in [KBGP18], is imple-
mented under the name sk.estimateSigma.

B.3.3 Sketching with Differential Privacy

As described in Chapter 5, a layer of differential privacy can easily be in-
corporated on top of the sketch. In pycle, this is achieved by replacing
computeSketch with its variant computeSketch_DP.
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Patching "Representation

and Coding of Signal
Geometry"

OUR approach from Chapter 3 can be related to the context of geometry-
preserving embedding (or coding) developed in "Representation
and Coding of Signal Geometry" [BRM17]. This allows us to pro-

vide another version of one of their central results, [BRM17, Thm 3.2],
whose proof is incorrect (as described below). While the alternative re-
sult we propose looks slightly different, it fulfills the same goal: a non-
asymptotic guarantee for the geometry-preserving capabilities of the em-
bedding (3.6) with discontinuous f , which holds on infinite signal sets.
This section can be seen as a first (theoretical) application of Prop. 3.15.

C.1 Geometry-preserving embedding: the initial approach

In [BRM17] the authors study when a mapping ϕ : Σ→ Cm (such as z f de-
fined in (3.6) for f ∈ PF) defines an embedding of Σ into Cm approximately
preserving the proximity of vectors in Σ. This proximity is measured by
the (local) preservation a distance associated with a `]-norm ‖ · ‖] (e.g.,
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the `1 or the `2-norm). Adapting their setting to our conventions1, given
some ε, δ > 0, and an invertible function, or distance map, γ : R+ → R+,
they study the conditions ensuring that ϕ is a (γ, δ, ε)-embedding of Σ (en-
dowed with the `]-norm) into Cm; or mathematically, such that ϕ respects

(1− δ) γ(‖x−y‖])− ε ≤ ‖ϕ(x)−ϕ(y)‖2 ≤ (1+ δ) γ(‖x−y‖])+ ε, (C.1)

for all x, y ∈ Σ.

In (C.1), γ maps distances in Σ to (squared) distances in Cm, and δ and
ε quantify the multiplicative and the additive error, respectively, of the em-
bedding associated with the map γ. For instance, if ϕ is linear with ϕ(x) =
Ax, there exists many random constructions of the m× d matrix A with ap-
propriate scaling (e.g., random Gaussian matrix or random partial Fourier
matrix [FR17]) for which (C.1) holds with high probability with `] ≡ `2,
ε = 0, and γ(t) = t2 for Σ = Σk and m = O(δ−2k log(n/k)). Similarly, in
the context of one-bit compressive sensing where ϕ(x) = (cm)−1/2 sign (Ax)
(for some suitable c > 0), ‖ϕ(x) −ϕ(y)‖2 represents the (scaled) Ham-
ming distance between the two binary vectors ϕ(x) and ϕ(y), and (C.1) is
verified with high probability over Σk ∩ Bd with m = O(ε−2k log(n/k)),
`] ≡ `2, δ = 0, and γ(t) = t [JLBB13]. The work [BRM17] extends this
analysis to general nonlinear feature maps ϕ(·) = z f (·) for some periodic
function f (such as the universal quantizer q). In such a context, the au-
thors show that (C.1) holds with a map γ that often displays two regimes:
a linear regime for small distances in Σ (x ≈ y), and a saturation regime
where γ quickly flattens after a certain distance.

As explained in [BRM17, Sec. 4.5], this approach is connected to the
approximation of a kernel κ : Σ × Σ → R+ from the inner product of
the images of two vectors, namely, for which 〈z f (x), z f (y)〉 ≈ κ(x, y).
Assuming ‖z f ‖ = 1 for simplicity, which is the case for complex expo-
nential and universal quantization features, we find ‖z f (x) − z f (y)‖2 =

2 (1− 〈z f (x), z f (y)〉). Therefore, if z f is a (γ, 0, 2ε)-embedding of Σ into
Cm, then

κ(x, y)− ε ≤ 〈z f (x), z f (y)〉 ≤ κ(x, y) + ε, (C.2)

1Hereafter, departing from the general approach of [BRM17], we always consider the sim-
plified case where Cm is equipped with the Euclidean distance, with a squaring of the corre-
sponding distance in (C.1).
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for all x, y ∈ Σ, provided we define the kernel

κ(x, y) := 1− 1
2 γ(‖x− y‖]). (C.3)

The smoothness of κ is thus directly connected to the one of γ; for instance,
if γ is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lγ ≥ 0 of R+, then, from the
invertibility of γ over R+, κ is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lγ/2
with respect to any of its argument. Note that, from Lemma 3.11 and
Lemma 3.14, we also know that if f is mean smooth with constant Lµ

f , then

κ(x, y) = κ∆
f , f (x − y) is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lκ ≤ CΛLµ

f
with respect to any of its argument (as proved from the bound on δ4 in
the proof of Prop. 3.15). This shows that, despite their different origin, the
smoothness of γ (in the approach [BRM17]) and the one of f (in ours) con-
trol the one of κ.

Compared to our approach, [BRM17] imposes the periodic function f
to be “Lipschitz continuous by part” (rather than being mean smooth), as
defined hereafter in a setting adapted to our needs.

Definition C.1 (T-part Lipschitz continuity [BRM17, Def. 2.1]). A function
f : Σ → C is T-part Lipschitz continuous over S ⊂ Σ with constant
L̄ f ≥ 0, if there exists a finite partition {St}T

t=1 of S into T disjoint sets
(i.e.,

⋃T
t=1 St = S) such that

∀t ∈ [T], ∀x, y ∈ St, | f (x)− f (y)| ≤ L̄ f · ‖x− y‖]. (C.4)

Moreover, f is exactly T-part Lipschitz continuous over S with constant
L̄ f ≥ 0, which we write f ∈ Lip(S , T, L̄ f ), if it is T-part Lipschitz contin-
uous with that constant but is not (T − 1)-part Lipschitz continuous with
the same constant.

Note that (C.4) both generalizes (3.17) to functions from Σ ⊂ Rd to C, and
localizes (3.17) on S .

Following the convention of our paper, the authors of [BRM17] then
prove the following result. We simplify it to the case δ = 0 and where each
component of z f has at most T parts of continuity (despite its randomness).

Theorem C.2 (Adapted from [BRM17, Thm 3.2]). Given 0 < ε < 1, an Lγ-
Lipschitz continuous distance map γ : R+ → R+, and a signal set Σ with finite
covering number Cη(Σ) for any radius η > 0, let us assume that, for any fixed
pair of vectors x, y ∈ Σ, the mapping z f defined in (3.6) satisfies the embedding

relation (C.1) (for δ = 0) with probability exceeding 1− Ce−cmε2
.
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Let us suppose that there exists a constant L̄ f ≥ 0 such that, for any x ∈ Σ,
integer t ≥ 1, radius η > 0, and given Sx(η) := {u ∈ Σ : ‖u− x‖] ≤ η} (a
neighborhood of x of radius η),

P
[
(z f (·))k ∈ Lip(Sx(η), T, L̄ f )

]
≤ pt(η), (C.5)

with pt independent of x, and pt(η) = 0 if t > T for some integer T ≥ 0.
In this context, defining ρ(η, T) := ∑T

t=2 pt(η) log t and ν := 1
4 (Lγ +

L̄ f )
−1, provided that ε2 ≥ Cρ(2νε2, T) and

m ≥ Cε−2(Hνε2(Σ) + log T
)
, (C.6)

the mapping z f is a (γ, 0, 2ε)-embedding with probability exceeding 1−Ce−cε2m,
i.e., z f respects

γ(‖x− y‖])− 2ε ≤ ‖z f (x)− z f (y)‖2 ≤ γ(‖x− y‖]) + 2ε, ∀x, y ∈ Σ.

The statement of this theorem is an easy adaptation of [BRM17, Thm 3.2]
where we set δ = 0, w(ε, δ) = cε2, c0 = cε, Tmax = T (so that PF = 0), and
α = ε2 ≤ ε ≤ 1.

Note that the first assumption of this theorem (regarding the fact that (C.1)
holds with high probability for any fixed pair of signals) is proven in a
separate result, namely [BRM17, Thm 4.1]. This theorem is similar to our
Prop. 3.12 (up to an easy extension of this proposition to a finite set of
pairs by union bound). Since the flaw developed below is independent
of that separate result, we abstract this specific assumption away in this
work. As explained in [BRM17, App. E], the conditions of this theorem
can thus be met for instance in the case where f is the universal quan-
tizer. One can then show that T = 2, and defining p2(η) := Dη, with
D > 0 function of d and Λ, is appropriate for the bound (C.5). Therefore,
ρ(2νε2, T) ≤ 2Dνε2 ≤ ε2/C for an appropriate C > 0.

The statement of this theorem bears similarities with our Prop. 3.15 in
the case where f = g; in essence, keeping in mind the equivalence (C.2),
up to a smaller covering radius scaling as ε2 < ε < 1 in (C.6), the con-
straint (C.6) is similar to (3.19) if we consider that the T-part Lipschitz con-
tinuity of f replaces its mean smoothness.

However, the proof of Theorem C.2 in [BRM17, App. B] is incorrect.
Let us see why by sketching their arguments in our system of notations
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and using `] = `2 for the sake of simplicity. Given η > 0, x ∈ Σ, and
t ∈ [T], the authors first (implicitly) note that if the random variable Z(x)
counts the number of components of z f (·) that are exactly t-part Lipschitz
over Sx(

η
2 ) with a given constant L̄ f , then EZ ≤ mpt. Therefore, given

c0 > 0 and invoking Hoeffding’s inequality, they can upper bound the
probability that Z(x) ≥ mpt(1 + c0) ≥ EZ(x) + mptc0 with

P[Z(x) ≥ mpt(1 + c0)] ≤ exp(−2c2
0m).

From this bound (using a union bound over all t ∈ [T]), they then de-
termine that Sx(

η
2 ) is partitioned in at most S := exp((1 + c0) ρ(η, T)m)

cells with probability greater than 1− Te−2c2
0m. Each cell of this partition

of Sx(
η
2 ) has thus a diameter of at most η. Moreover, by definition, z f is

guaranteed to be Lipschitz continuous with constant L̄ f over every such
cell.

The author then consider the possibility to pick one point per such cell,
called cell center, and to gather them in a finite set of at most S elements.
One can then repeat this construction for all vectors x of a η

2 -covering Ση/2
of Σ, and collect, for each such vector, all cell centers of its related neigh-
borhood into a global set G of centers of at most S× C η

2
(Σ) elements. By

definition, G is thus a η/2-covering of Σ with the additional property that
z f is L̄ f -Lipschitz continuous over each cell.

The authors then leverage this local continuity as follows. Since, by
hypothesis, the mapping z f defined in (3.6) satisfies the embedding re-

lation (C.1) (for δ = 0) with probability exceeding 1 − Ce−cmε2
over any

fixed pair of vectors x, y ∈ Σ, they first expand this property over all pairs
of vectors taken in G × G. This is ensured with probability exceeding
1− CS2C2

η/2(Σ)e
−cmε2

, by union bound, since |G × G| ≤ S2C2
η/2(Σ). Next,

they extend this property to all x, y ∈ Σ by continuity, exploiting the (local)
Lipschitz continuity of f over each cell.

The flaw, which happens in the first step above, is analogous to how
we cannot show the wrong statement P[‖g‖2 < 0] = 1/2 for a Gaussian
vector g ∼ N d(0, 1) by assigning another vector u to g in the correct equal-
ity P[〈u, g〉 < 0] = 1/2, valid for u fixed. Indeed, the vectors of G, the
collection of all cell centers, are built from the random mapping z f — each
center must be taken in a cell whose frontiers are controlled by the dis-
continuities of the components of z f . These vectors are thus dependent of
both Ω ∼ Λm and the dither ξ ∼ Um([0, 2π)), through their dependence in
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z f . Therefore, one cannot ensure that the probability that (C.1) holds (with

δ = 0) on two cell centers x = x(Ω, ξ), y = y(Ω, ξ) exceeds 1− Ce−cmε2
,

since that probability is itself taken over Ω, ξ. This flaw breaks the proof
of [BRM17, Thm 3.2].

C.2 An alternative geometry-preserving embedding

One can use Prop. 3.15 to get a variant of Thm C.2 relying on the equiv-
alence between (C.1) and (C.2). This variant achieves the same high-level
goal (i.e., a non-asymptotic guarantee on the approximation error achieved
by the embedding z f that holds infinite signal sets even for discontinu-
ous f ), but the assumptions it relies on differ in two aspects. First, the
smoothness of the distance map γ is not anymore characterized by its Lip-
schitz smoothness directly, but by the constant CΛ, defined by the sam-
pling scheme Λ driving the random projections Ω. Second, we use the
mean Lipschitz property instead of the T-part Lipschitz property as notion
of “generalized smoothness” for the map f . It is not clear if this change is
fundamentally necessary to be able to prove a variant of Thm C.2, but we
leave an investigation of this issue for future work (the universal quantiza-
tion q satisfies both properties anyway).

In fact, the following corollary shows that one can define novel asym-
metric embeddings from Σ into Cm; we can map two vectors of Σ with dif-
ferent random feature mappings z f and zg achieved with distinct periodic
functions f and g, respectively, and still show that, under certain condi-
tions on f , g, and the frequency distribution Λ, ‖z f (x)− zg(y)‖2 approxi-
mates a distortion of the distance between any x, y ∈ Σ provided m is large
compared to the complexity of Σ. Then, setting f = g provides a specific
embedding of Σ into Cm, in the sense described by [BRM17].

Corollary C.3 (Asymmetric geometry-preserving embedding). Let Σ be a
compact set with finite covering number, f , g ∈ PF be two real 2π-periodic
functions and finite mean smoothness constants Lµ

f > 0 and Lµ
g > 0, respec-

tively. We assume that the frequency distribution Λ is such that CΛ < ∞,
and there exists a real, one-dimensional p.d. kernel κ∆

0 : R+ → [0, 1] such that
[F−1Λ](u) = κ∆

0 (‖u‖]) for some norm ‖ · ‖].
For all error level ε > 0, provided the feature dimension is larger than

m ≥ 128 · 1
ε2 · Hε/c(Σ), (C.7)
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with constant c = 4CΛ(Lµ
f + Lµ

g + 2 min(Lµ
f , Lµ

g)), we have, with probability

exceeding 1− 9 exp(−mε2

64 ),

γ f ,g(‖x− y‖])− 4ε ≤ ‖z f (x)− zg(y)‖2 ≤ γ f ,g(‖x− y‖]) + 4ε, ∀x, y ∈ Σ,
(C.8)

according to the distance map γ f ,g defined by

γ f ,g : s ∈ R+ → γ f ,g(s) = ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 − 2 ∑k∈Z FkG∗k κ∆
0 (|k|s) ∈ R+.

Therefore, if f = g and if γ f , f is invertible, z f is a (γ f , f , 0, 4ε)-embedding of Σ
(equipped with the norm ‖ · ‖]) into Cm, with γ f , f (0) = 0 and γ f , f (s) ∈ [0, 2].

Proof. Under the hypothesis of this corollary and remembering that κ̂ f ,g(x, y) =
〈z f (x), zg(y)〉, Prop. 3.15 tells us that the event

|κ̂ f ,g(x, y)− κ f ,g(x, y)| ≤ ε, ∀ x, y ∈ Σ,

holds with probability exceeding 1− 3 exp(−mε2

64 ). Similarly, with the same
probability, |κ̂ f , f (x, y)− κ f , f (x, y)| ≤ ε and |κ̂g,g(x, y)− κg,g(x, y)| ≤ ε, for
all x, y ∈ Σ. Therefore, by union bound, these three events jointly hold
with probability larger than 1− 9 exp(−mε2

64 ).
Conditionally to this combined occurrence, since κ f , f (x, x) = κ∆

f , f (0) =

‖ f ‖2 and κg,g(y, y) = κ∆
g,g(0) = ‖g‖2, we find

∣∣〈z f (x), z f (x)〉 − ‖ f ‖2∣∣ ≤ ε,
∣∣〈zg(y), zg(y)〉 − ‖g‖2∣∣ ≤ ε,

and

‖z f (x)− zg(y)‖2 ≤ ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 − 2κ f ,g(x, y) + 4ε

= ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 − 2κ∆
f ,g(x− y) + 4ε.

Moreover, from Prop. 3.8, since κ∆
f ,g(u) = ∑k∈Z FkG∗k κ∆(ku) with κ∆(u) =

(F−1Λ)(u) = κ∆
0 (‖u‖]) and u ∈ Rd, the definition of γ f ,g provides

γ f ,g(‖u‖]) = ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 − 2κ∆
f ,g(u),

which proves the upper bound of (C.8), the lower bound being established
similarly.

Since f , g, κ∆
0 ∈ R, ∑k FkG∗k βk ∈ R for any real coefficients βk, we show

easily that γ f ,g ∈ R with γ f ,g(0) = ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 − 2〈 f , g〉 ≥ ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2 −
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2‖ f ‖ ‖g‖ ≥ 0. Moreover, if f = g, we get γ f , f (0) = 0 since κ∆
0 (0) = 0, and

γ f , f (s) ∈ [0, 2] since 0 ≤ κ∆
0 (s) ≤ 1 for all s ≥ 0 and ∑k∈Z |Fk|2κ∆

0 (|k|s) ≤
‖ f ‖2.

In this corollary, the existence of a norm ‖ · ‖] controlling the behavior
of F−1Λ is ensured, for instance, if Λ is a centered Gaussian distribution,
in which case the `]-norm is the `2-norm. If Λ is the Cartesian product
of d Cauchy distributions in Rd (with zero location parameter and scale
parameter τ > 0), i.e.,

Λ(ω) = 1
πdτd ∏d

k=1
τ2

ω2
k+τ2 , (C.9)

then F−1Λ amounts to the Laplace distribution and ‖ · ‖] = ‖ · ‖1 [BRM17,
Sec. 4.2.2.]. Moreover, if Λ is set to any α-stable distribution with α ≥ 1, i.e.,
a distribution with characteristic function (F−1Λ)(x) ∝ exp(−c‖x‖α

α) with
the Gaussian and the Cauchy distributions as special cases, we can reach
an (asymmetric) embedding associated with the norm ‖ · ‖α [OA11].

Regarding the distance map γ f ,g, we observe that it does not necessarily
vanish at the origin, when x = y in (C.8). As soon as f 6= g, a bias exists
since

γ f ,g(0) = ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2− 2 ∑k∈Z FkG∗k = ‖ f ‖2 + ‖g‖2− 2〈 f , g〉 = ‖ f − g‖2,
(C.10)

using κ∆
0 (0) =

∫
Rd Λ(ω)dω = 1. For instance, if f = q (with q the

universal quantizer defined in (3.8)), and g(·) = cos(·), γq,cos(s) = 3
2 −

2<(F1) κ∆
0 (s) =

3
2 − 4

π κ∆
0 (s) since ‖ f ‖2 = 1, ‖g‖2 = 1/2, 2Gk = δk,1 + δk,−1,

and F1 = F−1 = 2
π from (3.8). Therefore, if Λ is a Gaussian distribution

with unit standard deviation,

‖z f (x)− zg(y)‖2 ≈ γq,cos(‖x− y‖) = 3
2 − 4

π exp(− 1
2‖x− y‖2).

Compared to the case f (·) = g(·) = cos(·) where

γcos,cos(‖x− y‖) = 1− exp(− 1
2‖x− y‖2),

and γcos,cos(0) = 0, we thus observe a systematic bias γq,cos(0) = 3
2 − 4

π ≈
0.2268 at the origin.

This non-vanishing bias2 in the case f 6= g is not a drawback per se,

2This bias is here demonstrated when the feature space Cm is equipped with the squared
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since γ f ,g can still be invertible. For γq,cos and a Gaussian Λ with unit
variance, we find

γ−1
q,cos(s′) =

(
− 2 ln( 3π

8 − π
4 s′)

)1/2, with s′ ∈ [ 3
2 − 4

π , 3
2 ].

This shows that, if ε is small enough, we can still reliably infer the dis-
tance between x and y from ‖z f (x)− zg(y)‖ provided that x ≈ y. Indeed,
estimating γ−1

q,cos(‖z f (x) − zg(y)‖2) ≈ ‖x − y‖ leads to a first order er-
ror [BRM17] proportional to

( d
ds γq,cos(s)

)−1
ε = 4

πs ε exp( s2

2 ),

for s = ‖x− y‖. As expected from the local nature of the embedding, this
error quickly explodes when s is large.

Remark C.4. When f = g, γ(s) = 2‖ f ‖2 − 2 ∑k |Fk|2κ∆
0 (|k|s) is invert-

ible iff ∑k |Fk|2κ∆
0 (|k|s) is invertible. This occurs, for instance, if the one-

dimensional kernel κ∆
0 is differentiable with d

ds κ∆
0 (s) < 0 for all s > 0, which

is the case of any symmetric α-stable distribution Λ for which (F−1Λ)(x) ∝
exp(−c‖x‖α

α). In this case, we easily verify that d
ds γ(s) > 0 for s > 0, and γ

is monotonically increasing when s increases, starting from γ(0) = 0. This
ensures the injectivity of γ.

`2-distance; the question of its existence for other metrics, such as the `1-distance, remains
open.
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List of symbols and
acronyms

δc Dirac measure (delta) located at a point c (p. 57)

P0 True (“ideal”) distribution of the data. (p. 15)

X Dataset, (multi)set of n samples in Σ. (p. 15)

In Identity matrix of size n× n. (p. 21)

` Loss function Σ×Θ→ R (p. 16)

∆N Probability simplex in dimension N (p. 56)

R Risk function (average loss given a distribution) (p. 16)

M Set of probability measure on the set Σ (p. 57)

Σ Signal space. (p. 15)

AΦ Sketching operator on measures, defined by Φ (p. 62)

zΦ,X Sketch vector of the dataset X defined by the map Φ (p. 62)

θ Parameter vector. (p. 16)

θ̃ Minimizer of the empirical risk (p. 17)

θ∗ Minimizer of the true risk R(θ;P0) (p. 16)

i.i.d. Independent and identically distributed. (p. 15)

ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter (p. 46)
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C | List of symbols and acronyms

ADP Approximate Differential Privacy (p. 165)

AQP Approximate Query Processing (p. 50)

CL Compressive Learning (p. 13)

CS Compressive Sensing (p. 43)

DP Differential Privacy (p. 161)

ERM Empirical Risk Minimization (p. 16)

GeMM Generalized Method of Moments (p. 61)

GMM Gaussian Mixture Model (p. 37)

GN Generative Network (p. 194)

IPM Integral Probability Metric (p. 58)

KRR Kernel Ridge Regression (p. 29)

LRIP Lower Restricted Isometry Property (p. 45)

MAP Maximum A Posteriori estimator. (p. 22)

ML Machine Learning (p. 14)

MMD Maximum Mean Discrepancy (p. 59)

PDF Probability Density Function (p. 56)

QCS Quantized Compressive Sensing (p. 47)

RFF Random Fourier Features (p. 31)

RIP Restricted Isometry Property (p. 45)

RKHS Reproducible Kernel Hilbert Space (p. 28)

RPF Random Periodic Features (p. 83)

SL Statistical Learning framework (p. 14)

SP Signal Processing (p. 39)
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